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Abstract
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This dissertation presents the first implementation of label imputation for the task of homograph
disambiguation using 1) transcribed audio, and 2) parallel, or translated, corpora. For label impu-
tation from parallel corpora, a hypothesis of interlingual alignment between homograph pronun-
ciations and text word forms is developed and formalized. Both audio and parallel corpora label
imputation techniques are tested empirically in experiments that compare homograph disambigua-
tion model performance using: 1) hand-labeled training data, and 2) hand-labeled training data
augmented with label-imputed data. Regularized, multinomial logistic regression and pre-trained
ALBERT, BERT, and XLNet language models fine-tuned as token classifiers are developed for
homograph disambiguation. Model performance after training on parallel corpus-based, label-
imputed augmented data shows improvement over training on hand-labeled data alone in classes
with low prevalence samples. Four homograph disambiguation data sets generated during the work
on the dissertation are made available to the research community. In addition, this dissertation of-
fers a novel typology of homographs with practical implications for both the label imputation
process and homograph disambiguation.
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1.1 Problem and approaches
This work advances the state of empirical research on the development of label imputation in ad-
dressing low resource data with imbalanced classes for the purpose of homograph disambiguation
(HD). A homograph is a text word form that has multiple pronunciations associated with distinct
sense sets. The task of disambiguating homographs is that of determining which pronunciation is
correct given the text surrounding the homograph. The homographs in this work are taken from the
Wikipedia Homograph Data (WHD), released by Gorman et al. (2018). The WHD exhibits two
properties which this research is designed to address, 1) it is a low-resource data set, with around
100 data samples per homograph, and 2) its pronunciation classes are predominately imbalanced.
Over 65% of the homographs exhibit very low resource pronunciation classes, with smaller classes
in the WHD containing as little as one sample per data set split. Either one of these issues present
problems for supervised machine learning (ML), and both issues are prevalent in a great deal of
training data in use for natural language modeling. Supervised machine learning models trained
1
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on imbalanced classes tend to learn to predict the larger of the classes. Low sample size restricts
the capacity for model generalization.
In order to address challenges due to low resource data in homograph disambiguation mod-
eling, two distinct approaches to label imputation are taken, 1) automated and semi-automated
pronunciation label generation from transcribed audio data, 2) semi-automated label imputation
from parallel corpora using an imputation technique developed on a novel hypothesis of inter-
lingual homograph alignment. While the first approach proves promising, the second approach
is proven to be a useful technique in label imputation. The results of the hypothesis-based semi-
automated label imputation are investigated to see if they align with the hypothesis through manual
inspection of the label-imputed training data, and a comparison of baseline models trained solely
on the human-labeled WHD to ML models trained on the WHD augmented with label-imputed
data. Balanced accuracy is used to treat imbalance in the classes, rectifying an obfuscation of
performance on lower prevalence classes that occurs when using metrics that do not take sample
size into account. In addition, per class accuracy and error analysis provide an in depth look at the
impact of modeling with the augmented data. The results provide evidence towards the hypothesis.
The generated data conforms to expectations, and model performance is seen to improve over the
established baseline.
1.2 Motivation
While machine learning in natural language processing (NLP) has made a good deal of advance-
ment in the last few decades, there is something that has not yet changed, the need for both quality
and quantity in the data from which these models generalize. If anything, the need for quantity
has grown, and while human labeling has remained the most trusted source for this data, there are
many reasons to pursue a more automated approach in order to obtain the amount of data useful for
contemporary NLP models. This section provides a discussion on reasons for embarking on ho-
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mograph disambiguation in the first place, followed by the motivating factors for the development
of homograph pronunciation label imputation.
1.2.1 Reasons for homograph disambiguation research
There is a great deal of opportunity to increase the accessibility of technology through smart home
devices and computers equipped for voice interaction. Spoken communication is more intuitive
for users and requires less dedicated attention, freeing up one’s hands from a device interface.
Visually impaired populations, as well as more elderly populations with less technical acumen,
stand to benefit a good deal from such advances in usability.
Performance of dialogue-based interfaces is degraded when the device generates incorrect pro-
nunciations for words with multiple pronunciations and meanings, which is why homograph dis-
ambiguation is important in text-to-speech (TTS) applications. While Gorman et al. (GMN; 2018)
achieve micro and macro accuracies of 99% on the Wikipedia homograph disambiguation task with
hybrid rule-based and logistic regression (LR) models, and 95% using LR models alone, these ap-
proaches involve feature and rule development that, while providing greater model interpretability,
are not easily generalizable outside the task for which they’re initially developed and can be time,
labor and cost intensive. Current state-of-the-art (SOTA) transformer neural net models are of in-
terest for use in text-to-speech applications as the models learn directly from, albeit labeled, natural
language data, rather than language-derived features or human-generated rules.
There has also not yet been a great deal published on the use of SOTA models for homograph
disambiguation. Dai et al. (2019) and Sun et al. (2019) explore the use of BERT (Devlin et al.,
2019) in various ways for pronunciation selection, but do not fine-tune for a named entity/token
classification task, or investigate newer BERT variants (both are done in this work). Tangentially,
Emelin et al. (2020) investigate transformer models for the prediction of word sense disambigua-
tion errors. There is also a good bit of work with transformer models for the purpose of grapheme
to phoneme conversion in the findings of the SIGMORPHON 2020 task (Gorman et al., 2020).
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However, homograph disambiguation itself, specifically framed as a token classification, or named
entity, task using transformer models, is, to the best of the author’s knowledge, not currently at-
tested to in peer reviewed literature or otherwise published online.
In addition to its importance in TTS applications, homograph disambiguation is relevant to
automatic speech recognition (ASR). For example, the sentential context of somewhat garbled or
otherwise less interpretable frequencies of transcribed spoken homographs can be used to boost the
probability of pronunciation selection. Homograph disambiguation is also a subset of word sense
disambiguation (WSD). The pronunciations of homographs are associated with one or multiple
meanings, and so the selection of a pronunciation is a selection of a sense or group of related
senses. As the capacity to disambiguate word senses has relevance for many natural language
processing and understanding tasks, advances in homograph disambiguation contributes to our
understanding and capabilities in those areas as well (p.c., Gorman 2021).
1.2.2 Reasons for label imputation development
As mentioned in section 1.2.1, at the current time most SOTA natural language processing models
require labeled language data for parameter estimation. Label imputation is the process of au-
tomatedly generating labels, which can mitigate issues surrounding cost and time in annotation
initiatives that involve developing annotation instruction materials, training annotators, and dis-
cerning inter-rater agreement along with human-applied label accuracy. Often enough, even at
great cost (especially for annotation requiring specialized subject matter experts, such as medical
doctors), relatively little human-labeled data is generated compared to the amount needed for mod-
els to generalize well. With low resource data, where the sample size per class is low, the models
often do not have enough data to generalize from, and overfit to the specific examples available in
the training data, making for poor performance at inference time. These realities make label im-
putation, or automated labeled data generation, an attractive goal of research today, as can be seen
with work such as that coming out of Stanford with Snorkel (Ratner et al., 2020) to generate, clean,
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and train with imputed data, also known as silver label or weak supervision data. While automated
label generation is desirable, it doesn’t have the same authoritative quality that human-selected
labels can have. In the research done for this dissertation, human input is leveraged automatedly to
increase the amount of work done while decreasing the over all amount of human effort required,
and adding more reliability to the imputation. The semi-automated approaches leveraging this
human effort are now introduced in more depth.
1.3 Semi-automated label imputation
While pronunciation label imputation from audio data is mentioned for future work by Gorman
et al. (2018), the research recorded herein is, to the best of the author’s knowledge, the first recorded
attempt at this task. During the audio-based homograph pronunciation label imputation IPA repre-
sentations are generated without human input. However, while some of the representations come
close to the WHD labels, none of them match completely. Due to this mismatch, a manual mapping
is made between generated IPA and WHD IPA, and used to label homographs in the transcribed
audio. While enough data to significantly improve accuracy metrics via the augmented data is not
generated, some increase in accuracy is seen, indicating that further research and development may
prove profitable. In addition, 1) human-labeled data is generated and used for modeling and model
comparison, 2) observations as to the usefulness of the kind of language in the audio are made
based on modeling using the hand-labeled data, and 3) groundwork is set for further efforts into
audio-based label imputation.
In contrast, semi-automatedly label-imputed data obtained through the Alignment-to-Pronunciation
(AP) label imputation technique (described in section 5.3) increases balanced accuracy metrics by
up to 7.5% when used to augment hand-labeled data. This technique is based on the One Ho-
mograph Pronunciation Per Alignment Set (OHPAS) hypothesis found in sections 5.1–5.2.1. The
OHPAS hypothesis is formalized, the AP technique developed, and empirical evidence towards
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both is provided through manual inspection of the generated data and model performance.
1.4 Research contributions
This dissertation serves as the first academic work focused on label imputation specifically for ho-
mograph disambiguation using transcribed audio, and parallel corpora. Its contributions include:
a typology of homographs with implications for both label imputation and for homograph disam-
biguation, a formalized hypothesis of interlingual alignment between homograph pronunciations
and text word forms, pronunciation label imputation from both audio and parallel corpora coupled
with empirical evidence on the efficacy of the techniques, the development of multiclass token clas-
sifier homograph disambiguation models, and the generation of new data sets to be made publicly
available for further experimentation by the NLP research community.
In addressing the use of POS as a vehicle for disambiguation, a typology of homographs is de-
veloped based on the relationships between homograph POS, sense sets, and pronunciations. This
typology clearly delineates between those homographs for which POS may be used as the sole tool
to select pronunciations and those for which it may not while simultaneously offering a rationale
for these expressions. Additionally, the typology illuminates difficulties encountered in the impu-
tation of labels from recorded conversational speech. The research then goes on to implement the
first recorded experiment in academic literature in homograph label imputation from transcribed
audio data. A pipeline for automated label imputation is developed, revised to incorporate human
decision-making, and employed to generate labeled data which is then used in disambiguation
modeling, the performance of which is compared against baselines. While the audio-based, semi-
automated pronunciation labeling does not lead to a significant increase in model performance, the
study breaks ground for future research.
A separate approach to label imputation is then implemented based on a novel hypothesis of
interlingual homograph pronunciation and text word form alignment, the One Homograph Per
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Alignment Set (OHPAS) hypothesis. The hypothesis is formalized and empirical evidence towards
its accuracy is provided in an analysis of mapped pronunciations to aligned, interlingual tokens.
A semi-automated labeling technique, Alignment-to-Pronunciation (AP) labeling, developed to
leverage OHPAS-hypothesized alignment, is used to obtain imputed data. Increased performance
in balanced accuracy for a number of different ML homograph disambiguation models then pro-
vides evidence of the utility of the AP labeling technique in providing data which improves ap-
proximation on lower prevalence classes when it is used to augment human-labeled data.
Four data sets generated during the course of this work are made publicly available on GitHub.1
The 34-homograph, three split version of the original two split Wikipedia Homograph Data used in
this work is released along with the three augmented train splits used for model comparison in the
experimentation. Three additional data sets, labeled using the WHD pronunciation label inventory,
are also made available. One of these data sets consists of hand-labeled, sentence-level transcribed
audio from the Switchboard corpus (Godfrey et al., 1992), and two contain subsets of the French-
English Europarl corpus (Koehn, 2005), one hand-labeled and the other semi-automatedly labeled.
In sum, this work provides insight into both the classification of homographs and a phenomenon
of interlingual alignment in ways that have direct application for pronunciation label imputation.
It pioneers audio-based label imputation and goes on to effectually address issues arising from
low resource homograph disambiguation training data through a semi-automated label imputation
technique developed on a novel hypothesis of interlingual homograph pronunciation alignment.
The successful technique improves balanced accuracy metrics for multiple ML homograph disam-
biguation models trained on human-labeled data augmented with the label-imputed training data.
Finally, this research fosters further innovation through making new homograph disambiguation
data sets available to the public.
The remainder of the dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 contextualizes this research
1See: https://github.com/jseale/homograph_label_imputation_data for the la-
beled homograph data.
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within the fields of homograph and homonym disambiguation as well as label imputation in word
sense disambiguation. Chapter 3 addresses the use of POS in disambiguation and delineates four
types of homographs based on POS, pronunciation and sense set relationships. Chapter 4 then
provides an account of experimentation in audio-based label imputation. The OHPAS hypothesis
is formalized and the AP labeling technique outlined in chapter 5. Empirical evidence towards
the efficacy of AP labeling in improving accuracy for pronunciation classes with low prevalence
sample sizes is recorded in chapter 6. A discussion of the work including paths for future research
is then found in chapter 7.
Chapter 2
Background
The work recorded in this dissertation on label imputation for homograph disambiguation is best
understood in the context of homograph, homonym and word sense disambiguation (WSD). Homo-
graphs are defined by multiple, meaningfully distinct pronunciations associated with disjoint sense
sets and a common text string, so the selection between homograph pronunciations can be thought
of in terms of sense, or sense set, disambiguation. This perspective on the problem connects label
imputation for homograph disambiguation to homonym and word sense disambiguation, but, as
will be discussed later in this chapter, the focus on pronunciations rather than senses in label impu-
tation provides a great deal of value in reducing the problem space. The lack of published academic
research in the area of label imputation for homograph pronunciation selection using transcribed
audio, and parallel corpora (p.c., Gorman 2021), makes this, to the author’s best knowledge, the
first work specifically focused on these matters.
2.1 Homograph and homonym disambiguation
In text-to-speech (TTS) synthesis, selection of the correct pronunciation of a text string occurs
when a homograph is encountered. As observed by Gorman et al. (2018), Hearst (1991), and Gale
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et al. (1992), a sentence provides enough context for accurate human homograph pronunciation
selection in most cases. Their work precipitates the use of sentential context in this study. While
GMN use machine learning in the form of regularized multinomial logistic regression (LR) for
the purpose of homograph disambiguation with a TTS application, they note that neural networks
have been used for word sense disambiguation (Yuan et al., 2016), and anticipate the use of neural
net homograph disambiguation in further HD modeling research. Three different types of neural
net homograph disambiguation models are developed in this work, and the most performant model
type achieves accuracy scores that reflect the idea expressed by GMN that the explicit features re-
quired in LR modeling, including POS, may not not necessary for HD when using neural networks.
In addition, GMN foresee the possible utility in pronunciation label imputation from audio data,
an experiment which is undertaken in this dissertation.
With respect to the hypothesis of interlingual homograph pronunciation alignment developed
in this work, it first began with an attempt at using the One Homonym Per Translation hypothesis
developed by Hauer and Kondrak (2020) for the sake of homograph pronunciation label impu-
tation. The OHPT hypothesis builds on the observation made by Resnik and Yarowsky (1999)
that unrelated senses, and specifically homonyms (see Ide and Wilks, 2007), have distinct cross-
lingual word forms. For the moment, let the definition of a homonym be, “a sense of a word that
is semantically unrelated to another sense of that same word”. Words with homonyms, or multi-
ple semantically unrelated senses, are often referred to as homonyms, but to alleviate confusion,
will be referred to in this work as homonymic words. The definition of a homonym is discussed in
greater detail later on, but note now that homonymic words differ from homograph text word forms
which have multiple senses that must be associated with distinct pronunciations. There is no con-
dition that the homonyms of a homonymic word must be associated with distinct pronunciations.
For example, take the homonymic word, bank—it has only one pronunciation, /bænk/, and that
pronunciation is shared across multiple senses, or homonyms. Conversely, there is no condition
that homonyms not be associated with distinct pronunciations. So, the multiple senses that share a
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homograph’s text word form are considered homonyms.
The OHPT hypothesis states that homonyms in one language have disjoint translation sets in
another language, meaning a homonym may have multiple translations in another language, but its
set of translations will not overlap with the translations available for its associated homonyms.
Hauer and Kondrak give, as an example, the English to Italian translation of homonyms asso-
ciated with the word, yard. A sense of the word, yard, that has to do with measuring (as in the
sentence, “There are 3 feet in a yard.”) is translated into iyarda, and yard in Italian, both word
forms with measuring-related senses. A semantically unrelated sense of yard having to do with
land (as in the sentence, “The yard needs to be mowed.”) is translated into cortile and giardino,
both word forms with land-related senses. These two translation sets have no overlap. Hauer and
Kondrak posit that the semantically unrelated meanings of the word, yard, will similarly have dis-
joint translation sets in any language. They both formalize the idea that homonyms have disjoint
translation sets in the OHPT hypothesis and provide empirical evidence in support of their theory.
Hauer and Kondrak mention that homographs make up a small percentage of the words they
work with in providing empirical data towards the OHPT. Habibi (2020), writes at greater length
on homographs in relationship to the OHPT hypothesis, stating that not all homographs are consid-
ered homonymous—only those for which distinct pronunciations are associated with completely
semantically unrelated senses are to be included. An example of a homograph that fits into the
paradigm of the OHPT is bass, which may be pronounced as /bæs/, when referring to the fish, or
as /beIs/, when referring to low-frequency sound-related senses such as a low vocal register, several
stringed instruments, etc. The different pronunciations are associated with semantically unrelated
senses in that the fish-centered sense has nothing to do with the audio-centered senses, ergo the
humor in memes of musicians playing fish for instruments. The unrelated senses of homograph
bass can be expected, under the OHPT hypothesis, to be translated into disjoint translation sets in
any language. An example of a homograph that is not considered homonymous is the text string,
read. In the future tense, read is pronounced /"ri:d/, while in the past it is pronounced /"r3d/. These
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distinct pronunciations are not associated with semantically unrelated senses, and would not be
expected to have disjoint translation sets under the OHPT hypothesis.
Some technical considerations arise with respect to Hauer and Kondrak and Habibi’s definition
of homonyms. The definition of a homonym, for Hauer and Kondrak, involves the concept of a
lexeme, rather than just a sense. And, there is a lack of clarity in how a lexeme is defined. Hauer
and Kondrak cite Murphy and Koskela (2010) in positing that a lexeme is a unit of language rep-
resented in a lexicon. They then state that homonyms are semantically unrelated lexemes that are
associated with one word. (A word is considered to be the set of word forms, such as all the inflec-
tions of a verb, that represent lexemes, and have certain morpho-syntactic properties.) As a lexeme
being a unit of language in a lexicon is somewhat vague, Habibi’s (2020) work, a thesis written
under the direction of Hauer and Kondrak, is consulted for further clarity. Following Jurafsky and
Martin (2009), Habibi defines a lexeme as a pairing of word with meaning. A concern arises in that
if a lexeme is a word paired with meaning, a word can not be associated with multiple lexemes—it
is used in the definition of a lexeme as part of a lexeme. The circularity in this definition could
perhaps be rectified by changing the definition so that homonyms are sets of semantically unrelated
senses/meanings (rather than lexemes) associated with word forms (rather than words) except for
the fact that part of speech (POS) is integral in the determination of what constitutes a homonym
for Hauer and Kondrak, and Habibi. A sense, being abstracted from language (see Jurafsky and
Martin (2009)), would not be associated with POS, while a lexeme, being a unit in the lexicon, can
be associated with POS.
Hauer and Kondrak, and Habibi, consider semantically unrelated lexemes that share a word
form, but are associated with distinct POS, to be distinct words, and therefore not to be candidates
for homonymy. Habibi gives, as an example, the word form bear that can be used as a noun
indicating an animal (for example, “The bear hibernated.”) or a verb (for example, “I will bear
this burden.”). He states that these two lexemes associated with bear do not qualify as homonyms
because of their distinct POS assignments. By Habibi’s own admission, this POS-based argument
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centers on a teleological consideration—the researchers’ aim of disambiguation and the claim
that POS serves as a sufficient condition by which to disambiguate. Basically, part of speech is
given more weight than lack of semantic relatedness in determining whether or not something is
a homonym. This is possible, though perhaps less than desirable, if the concept of a lexeme, as
defined, is part of the definition of a homonym. However, it leads back to the problems in defining
a homonym in terms of lexemes in the first place. It also removes every homograph which has
distinct pronunciations associated with semantically unrelated lexemes and different POS from the
scope of what is covered by the OHPT hypothesis.
While the idea that senses (or perhaps lexemes) must be semantically unrelated in order to
merit disjoint translation sets has appeal, this work entertains the idea that there is enough seman-
tic dissimilarity to warrant distinct pronunciations for all homographs, and therefore the disjoint
translation set hypothesis can be explored for all homographs. With this observation, a new hy-
pothesis centered on homographs is developed.
In lieu of using semantically unrelated lexemes as the condition under which disjoint transla-
tion sets occur, the One Homograph Pronunciation Per Alignment Set (OHPAS) hypothesis uses
meaningfully distinct, though not necessarily unrelated, pronunciations as the necessary condi-
tion for disjoint sets of interlingual tokens aligned to a homograph’s various pronunciations. The
hypothesis has a useful corollary which indicates there is a one-to-one relationship between inter-
lingual, aligned tokens and homograph pronunciations—an aligned token will not, according to
the corollary, be associated with multiple pronunciations of the same homograph. Based on this
idea, a technique is devised to automatedly apply a human-made pronunciation mapping in order
to impute homograph pronunciation labels. If the corollary proves accurate, adding data with im-
puted labels generated by the corollary-based technique to human-labeled data should increase the
accuracy of models trained using the augmented data, compared to baseline models trained on a
smaller set of solely human-annotated data.
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2.2 Label imputation in word sense disambiguation
A rich body of literature has been created surrounding issues in word sense disambiguation (WSD)—
it is a challenging task for a number of reasons, not the least of them difficulties encountered in
defining word senses to begin with. Yarowsky (1992) points out that a word’s senses are often
determined using extremely different, subjective, and/or nuanced methods—for example, distinc-
tions are made based on POS, valency, register, dialect, and collocation. Given that it is difficult
to distinguish between a word’s senses in the first place, it follows that there are challenges to
using sense inventories such as Wordnet (Fellbaum, 2010). This is evidenced in work that finds
the senses too fine-grained, or otherwise difficult, for people to distinguish between (Snyder and
Palmer, 2004; Navigli, 2018). And, a good deal of research has centered on finding more coarse-
grained senses (Hovy et al., 2006; Navigli, 2006; Snow et al., 2007; Dandala et al., 2013; McCarthy
et al., 2016).
In part stemming from the challenges in distinguishing between word senses and generating
usable label set inventories, consistent sense-labeled data is scarce and expensive to obtain (Diab
and Resnik, 2002). Another hurdle in sense-labeled corpus development is simply the abundance
of words that have multiple senses—they are extremely common. So, a good deal of effort has
gone into developing WSD that does not rely heavily on labeled data. In 1986, Lesk states that the
problem of sense selection is important to the field of information retrieval (IR), and that most IR
systems depend on the manual indexation of word to sense. At the time, other work on automated
sense selection involved either nascent efforts at ontology-, or graph-, based sense representation
(Granger, 1982; Sowa, 1984), or a dependence on word frequencies (Walker and Amsler, 1986).
Lesk notes that the proprietary graphs hadn’t actually been made available, or made use of in any
‘real applications’, and goes on to point out an important issue that plagues all models dependent on
statistical phenomena, including supervised, state-of-the-art (SOTA) models today—that models
or systems dependent on the frequency of targets in training are prone to missing both less frequent
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targets and more common targets in less frequent contexts. In an effort to address these issues, Lesk
(1986) offers unsupervised word sense disambiguation using machine readable dictionaries and
thesauri in conjunction with context surrounding the word for which a sense is to be determined.
Overlap of the words in each of the senses for the windowed words is counted and senses with the
most overlap are selected. Lesk reports 50–70% accuracies for sense selection on “short samples of
Pride and Prejudice and an Associated Press news story” using this technique. Knowledge-based
resources for automated word sense disambiguation are subsequently used by Yarowsky (1992);
Lin (1997); Karov and Edelman (1998); McCarthy et al. (2004); Seo et al. (2004), among others.
In 1991, Hearst compares techniques reliant on knowledge base resources to an algorithm he
develops to use sentence-level contextual information in the form of lexical, syntactic and ortho-
graphical features for noun sense disambiguation. Yarowsky (1995) goes on to use a small set of
human-labeled senses in a bootstrapping technique to increase both the quantity and type of labeled
senses for a corpus. He develops this technique on two constraints, 1) that collocated words (words
appearing within a relatively short distance of each other1) provide information as to the sense of
the target word (Yarowsky, 1993), and 2) that the sense of a word often remains static throughout
the instances of that word within a document or discourse (Gale et al., 1992). He then identifies all
the instances of a given word with multiple senses and isolates them, along with their context. He
then tags a small number of collocated texts with the different senses of the word, and automatedly
tags all the samples that have the same collocations from the same document. For example, the
word, plant, may refer to a living thing or a building. Choosing the word, life, as collocated with
plant in a right-adjacent position to indicate the sense of living thing allows Yarowsky to tag sam-
ples like, “used to strain microscopic plant life from the...,” and “animal and plant life”. Similarly
samples like, “company manufacturing plant in Orlando” can be tagged through the use of manu-
facturing as collocated with plant in the left-adjacent position. Once these samples are tagged it
is possible to determine new collocated seeds within the obtained samples that then may be used
1Yarowsky also takes into consideration to word order and syntactic relationship in defining collocation.
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to obtain more sense-tagged samples. For example, a sample like, “plant life is best understood
through observation of plant cells” can yield “plant cells” as another indicator of the living thing
sense. One could easily imagine this process being employed to obtain weakly labeled data for the
neural net models which have garnered so much attention today.
The observation that different senses of one word correspond to distinct words in another lan-
guage (Brown et al., 1991; Dagan, 1991; Dagan and Itai, 1994; Resnik and Yarowsky, 1999; Ide,
2000; Dyvik, 2004) has been used by Diab and Resnik (2002) in parallel corpus-based word sense
labeling. Due to their requirement for a gold standard sense-tagged corpus coupled with a paral-
lel corpus, the team employs machine translation to create their parallel corpora, as done in Diab
(2000). They then use the interlingual alignments to tag senses to nouns and find that their sys-
tem performs better than or comparably to other unsupervised systems (Yarowsky, 1992, 1995;
Resnik, 1997; Agirre et al., 2000; Litkowski, 2000) when evaluated on the SENSEVAL-2 test data
set. Their work provides empirical evidence towards the efficacy of parallel corpora in word sense
disambiguation that Hauer and Kondrak (2020), Habibi (2020), confirm in their work on homonym
disambiguation.
An important distinction to be made between word sense imputation and the imputation done
for homograph disambiguation in this dissertation is that pronunciation serves as the target for
estimation, rather than sense. Restricting the scope of this research to homograph pronunciation
label imputation simplifies the problem space in a very productive manner. Sense sets are certainly
associated with the pronunciations, but the selection between the pronunciations, which are much
fewer in number than the senses, and more straight-forward to determine, mitigates issues involved
in sense selection that the above works strive to resolve. In a way, this work turns over the leaf of
sense to find that its alternate surface of pronunciation can be used for imputation with interesting
gains.
Chapter 3
POS and homograph disambiguation
Often enough a homograph’s pronunciations align with a POS associated with a sense or set of
senses. This has led to the use of POS as a disambiguating feature for lexemes that share text word
forms (Hauer and Kondrak, 2020; Habibi, 2020), and for homograph pronunciations (Elkahky
et al., 2018; Braga and Coelho, 2007; Ribeiro et al., 2002). This chapter explores the use of POS
for homograph disambiguation, and provides evidence that a reliance on POS has limitations. It
also offers a typology of homographs based on relationships between POS, sense sets, and pronun-
ciation. This typology is used to classify the homographs for which POS may reliably be used to
select pronunciation, and those for which it may not.
Section 3.1 begins with a review of work that has used POS for disambiguation, and establishes
the goal of determining whether or not POS can be relied upon to select pronunciation across all
homographs. Section 3.2 then describes the approach taken to analyse the homographs in the
Wikipedia Homograph Data with respect to POS, sense set and pronunciation. Section 3.2.1 pro-
vides a discussion on the first homograph type, that for which pronunciations may be selected using
POS in any context. Section 3.2.2 presents a second type of homograph for which pronunciations
can be used interchangeably, without indicating a distinction in meaning. The interchangeability
presents a possible challenge for pronunciation selection in text-to-speech applications, and a de-
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cided challenge in pronunciation label imputation using speech data. A solution to the interchange-
ability is offered for modeling in which one pronunciation is selected over another, eliminating the
overlap. Section 3.2.3 takes a look at a third type of homograph for which multiple POS-sense
set pairs are available per pronunciation. It describes the conditions under which the POS may
be used to select pronunciation for a Type III homograph and provides examples of homographs
that do and do not meet the conditions. The fourth type of homograph differs from the previous
three in that the homographs have POS-pronunciation-sense set relationships which do not allow
for the use of POS to reliably indicate pronunciation across the possible uses of the homograph.
This fourth type of homograph is described in section 3.2.4. Section 3.3 gives an account of the
Type IV homographs present in the WHD. Section 3.4 concludes the chapter with a discussion
of the highest accuracy achievable on WHD homographs in any given subject domain using POS
alone to select pronunciation, and an analysis of the performance of the top performing homograph
disambiguation model developed in this work on Type IV homographs.
3.1 The use of POS in disambiguation
As previously discussed, Hauer and Kondrak and Habibi treat POS as a feature which can be used
to disambiguate words that share word forms. They therefore do not include text word forms with
meanings associated with distinct POS in their empirical study on the OHPT hypothesis. In a sim-
ilar vein, Elkahky et al. (2018) test the efficacy of a number of POS taggers to provide POS tags
used for selection of the pronunciations for the WHD homographs provided by GMN. Elkahky
et al., however, do not rely solely on POS tags as pronunciation indicators. Rather, they select
the pronunciation from the most frequent POS-pronunciation pair per homograph in the WHD
corpus after predicting a POS tag. The authors note, “this approach will miss some word senses
that cannot be determined from the word and POS tag only, like the difference in pronunciation
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of the word ‘jesus’ between English: /"Ãi:z@s/ and Spanish: /­heI"su:s/.”12 With their approach,
a 96.7± 0.2 macro accuracy on homograph disambiguation for the WHD test set is achieved us-
ing a tagger enhanced with ELMo embeddings. However, the reliance on corpus-based frequency
counts to achieve this metric is at odds with a major point being made in the study. Elkahky et al.
argue that the high metrics previously achieved on POS corpora are misleading due to a reliance
on the frequency of POS within those corpora, and that taggers trained without contextual input
do poorly on the noun-verb POS tagging challenge data set they provide. Using the highest fre-
quency POS-pronunciation pairing fits the results to the WHD corpus. If one is trying to determine
whether or not POS, without a reliance on corpus-specific frequency, can be used for homograph
disambiguation, the Elkahky et al. score obfuscates the answer to that question.
As seen in the discipline of POS tagging itself, more frequent properties within corpora can
often be relied upon for a great deal, but to further the discipline and predictive capacity of clas-
sifiers, it has been necessary to go beyond what works most of the time in corpora available and
widely adopted for training (Elkahky et al., 2018). In that light, the question as to whether or not
part-of-speech, without the assistance of frequency, is enough to determine the homograph pro-
nunciation is now addressed. During the determination, a number of possible POS, sense set, and
pronunciation configurations with ramifications on pronunciation selection come to light. These
scenarios are examined, and a determination is then made as to the prevalence of homographs for
which pronunciation may be accurately selected given the correct POS. The prevalence, at around
79%, speaks to the need to go beyond a dependency on POS for the task of developing highly
performant, non-subject domain specific homograph disambiguation models.
Braga and Coelho (2007) develop a homograph disambiguation module for European Por-
1As a minor point of correction, differing pronunciations of one text word form in different languages does not
constitute a homograph. In English, the name associated with the religious figure is pronounced differently from the
non-religious name which is Spanish in origin.
2Elkahky et al.’s treatment of sense and pronunciation is unclear here in that they refer to missing ‘word senses’
when discussing pronunciation selection. As multiple senses may be represented by one pronunciation, and the WHD
task is one of pronunciation selection, a clear distinction between the two should be maintained.
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tuguese text-to-speech that incorporates 1) a POS tagger for the subset of homographs for which
pronunciation is aligned with part-of-speech, and 2) a semantic analysis component for those ho-
mographs for which pronunciation is not aligned with POS. They also divide the 106 homographs
in their data set into 24 types, a third of which are “same POS homograph types”—their module
uses one decision algorithm per type to determine homograph type and then performs disambigua-
tion according to POS or semantic information in the Portuguese WordNet (de Paiva et al., 2012).
While not directly comparable, it is notable that 20% of the WHD homographs are found to have
meaningfully distinct pronunciations that share a POS and 33.3% of the Braga and Coelho ho-
mograph types are found to have pronunciations that share POS. While the percentage of types is
greater than the percentage of homographs, there is a similarity in the ratio of types to the extent
there are more homographs and types of homographs that can be determined by POS than there
are not. A scenario in which the ratio for either corpus were reversed, would perhaps point to
an inherent, underlying difference between the languages, while the actual ratios may point to a
similarity.3 Braga and Coelho record obtaining a 97.8% accuracy using their system, and compare
this performance against that of a probabilistic system in which a hidden Markov model (HMM) is
trained for each homograph using a four word window around the homographs. They note that the
HMM system’s performance of a 92.7% accuracy is comparable to what could be obtained using
a POS tagger at the time. The absolute increase of 5.1% provides additional evidence towards the
utility of homograph disambiguation modeling that is not solely based on POS. It is also of interest
to simplify the architecture of homograph disambiguation systems, and work towards the develop-
ment of one model, rather than a bi-systemic module, with which to accomplish disambiguation.
3It is a matter for future research to determine if similar ratios exist in other languages.
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3.2 POS, sense, and pronunciation in homographs
In order to examine the use of POS as an indicator of homograph pronunciation, each WHD homo-
graph4 is manually reviewed for the presence of shared POS across meaningfully distinct pronun-
ciations. For example, mate can be used as a noun to refer to a drink, pronounced /"mA:­teI/, as in “I
drank a yerbe mate”, or a buddy/partner, pronounced /"meIt/, as in “Good day, mate”. As the POS
of noun is equally valid for either pronunciation, the correct selection of the POS does not help
to distinguish the pronunciation. If, as implemented in Elkahky et al. (2018), the POS is paired
with the most frequent pronunciation, infrequent pronunciations are missed as a matter of design.
As an example, the pronunciation for mate selected using frequency in addition to POS would
then either always be /"meIt/, and incorrect for texts such as “I drink yerba mate”, or /"mA:­teI/,
providing mispronunciations for texts like “The lioness then chooses her mate”. Either of these
outcomes might result in the confusion and possible amusement of human users of text-to-speech
applications employing such models, but would not be considered the result of a well designed
system. Developing a model which handles both pronunciations is obviously of value.
To address the prevalence of multiple, meaningful homograph pronunciations per POS in the
WHD corpus, the Merriam-Webster and Oxford English (OED) online dictionaries, which pro-
vide recordings of the pronunciations associated with sets of senses that share POS, are consulted.
Three aspects of the homographs are considered in depth: sense sets, pronunciations, and POS.
The relationships of these elements to each other are examined, and the following groupings are
determined to have properties with implications on the use of POS for pronunciation selection:
1) the grouping of POS, sense set, and pronunciation, 2) the grouping of pronunciation and sense
set, and 3) the grouping of POS and sense set. The relationship between two or more POS-sense
set-pronunciation groups is of interest. The relationship between pronunciation-sense set groups
and POS is also of interest, as is the relationship between POS-sense set groups and pronunciation.
4As the WHD does not comprise the entirety of English homographs, future work on the full corpus of English
homographs is considered of interest.
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Multiple senses are considered a sense set if they share a lexical entry, or lexeme, in a dictio-
nary.5 Primary, or predominantly used, and secondary, or more seldomly used, pronunciation
classifications are also determined using information available in the OED and Merriam-Webster
dictionaries.
When a contradiction between the two dictionary resources arises, the OED is generally favored
over the Merriam-Webster dictionary. In some cases, to further clear up uncertainty, a search and
review of pronunciations of the word form on YouTube and Wikipedia are employed. YouTube is
of interest as it provides a view into pronunciation use that has not been vetted. An example of an
uncertainty in pronunciation is the Merriam-Webster indication that both /pÄ"mIt/ and /"pÄmIt/ are
available for use in reference to a type of game fish. The OED only records the use of /"pÄmIt/ as
the pronunciation. A review of several YouTube videos of people discussing permit fishing reveals
no instances of the /pÄ"mIt/ pronunciation. The homograph, permit, is then determined to have
a one-to-one use of the pronunciation /pÄ"mIt/ with verbs, as in “I permit this” and /"pÄmIt/ with
nouns, such as in “I need a permit to fish for permit”.
Diagrams are provided for both examples and generalizations of the major homograph types.
In these figures, sense sets are represented by ovals in which a short text is placed as an example
of one of the senses.6 The sense set ovals are connected to rounded rectangles containing the
POS associated with the sense sets. They are also connected to rounded rectangles containing
the IPA representation of a standard pronunciation associated with the sense set. The standard
pronunciations are chosen following their use in GMN, as discussed in section 5.1. In diagrams of
example homographs, connections between primary pronunciations and sense sets are represented
by fully connected lines while secondary pronunciation connections with sense sets are represented
by dotted lines.
5For the sake of clarity, a sense set may have as little as one sense in it.
6For a full list of senses available for each POS almost any dictionary can be consulted. For this study the OED
and Merriam-Webster online dictionaries are used.
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3.2.1 Type I homographs
Homographs for which POS may always be used to determine pronunciation have a certain rela-
tionship between their POS, sense sets, and pronunciations. For these homographs, each pronun-
ciation is associated with a distinct set of senses and POS. The homograph, abuse, has a number of
senses that are associated with the POS of verb, and are pronounced /@"bju:z/, as in the sentence,
“Don’t abuse power”. Similarly, the homograph has senses associated with the noun POS, and
these are pronounced /@"bju:s/, as in the sentence, “The abuse of power occurs across nations.”7
The association of distinct sense sets with a pronunciation makes the pronunciations meaningfully
distinct. The use of distinct POS with these sense set-pronunciation pairs allows for the use of POS
in the selection of pronunciation in homograph disambiguation.
Figure 3.1 shows the connections between pronunciation, POS and sense sets for abuse. There
are no connections between the two sets of POS, pronunciations and senses for the homograph,
making the use of POS to select the pronunciation relatively straight forward—in this scenario,
a POS tagger with high accuracy could be used to select pronunciation, also with high accuracy.
The generalization of this type of homograph is illustrated in figure 3.2, and referred to as a Type
I homograph. In figure 3.2, multiple, distinct POS, sense set and pronunciation groupings are
indicated by the presence of prime. This Type I pattern of connection between POS, sense, and
pronunciation is not uniform among the WHD homographs, however, as can been seen in figures
3.3–3.10.
3.2.2 Type II homographs
A subset of the WHD homographs have pronunciations that are interchangeable over senses to
varying degrees. Some homograph POS-sense set pairings have an overlapping use of primary, or
more predominantly used, and secondary, or less used, pronunciations. Some homograph sense
7As the association of all the senses with each type of POS is of principle interest, this work eschews discussion
of lexemes, which would focus on each sense paired with an instance of POS.
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Figure 3.1: Abuse: POS, sense sets, and pronunciations.
Figure 3.2: The defining relationships of a Type I homograph.
sets have pronunciations that are interchangeable without primary and secondary distinctions. In
handling these homographs for text-to-speech applications, it is possible to select one of the in-
terchangeable pronunciations, and train for it. The selection treats the homograph as a Type I
homograph, in which all the POS-sense set-pronunciation pairs are disjoint. The resulting pro-
nunciation selections are understandable to listeners, but do not cover the range of pronunciations
possibly available to those listeners. The selection is done in the Wikipedia Homograph Data, as
one pronunciation is chosen over another for 22 Type II homographs in the data, which comprise
about 13% of the homographs. Of note, this second type of homograph proves problematic in the
use of speech data for label imputation, as the audio will potentially contain multiple, interchange-
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able pronunciations for these homographs.
An example in which primary and secondary pronunciations are shared over paired POS and
sense sets is as follows: the pronunciations /"di:­kôi:s/ and /d@"kôi:s/ are available for both the noun
and verb forms of decrease, as evidenced by the online dictionaries and in the Switchboard audio
data discussed in chapter 3. The noun form of decrease is associated with the senses of an amount
that is lessened and an event of an amount being lessened. The verb form is associated with the
senses of causing an amount to be lessened, and undergoing a lessening of amount. Consider each
pronunciation in the sentences, “Crime will decrease over the next decade,” and “The decrease in
crime is good for the city’s tourism industry”. While /d@"kôi:s/ acts as the primary pronunciation for
the noun, and /d@"kôi:s/ the primary pronunciation for the verb, either pronunciation is still under-
standable for either sense set and POS pairing. The interchangeability of the pronunciations poses
a challenge for pronunciation selection which is resolved by allowing the primary pronunciation
as that which the model is trained to select. As is explored in chapter 3, both pronunciations are
available for both POS-sense set pairs of decrease in the SWBD audio data, and proves challenging
for speech-based label imputation.
See figure 3.3 for a diagram of the interchangeability of the primary and secondary pronuncia-
tions over both the sense and POS pairings of decrease. The connections between between primary
pronunciations and sense sets are represented by fully connected lines, while those between sec-
ondary pronunciations and sense sets are represented by dotted lines. The homograph, decrease,
has a primary pronunciation for the noun that serves as a secondary pronunciation for the verb,
and a primary pronunciation for the verb that serves as a secondary pronunciation for the noun. If
homograph disambiguation modeling incorporating both the primary and the secondary pronun-
ciations is desired, POS would not be useful as the determiner of pronunciation as both POS are
aligned with both pronunciation-sense set pairs.
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Figure 3.3: Decrease homograph. Figure 3.4: Blessed homograph.
A similar situation occurs when one sense set and POS pairing shares an alternate pronunciation
with a sense set and POS pairing that allows both. Take, for example, blessed. When used as a
verb, the available pronunciation is /"blEst/, but when used as an adjective, both /"blEs@d/ and /"blEst/
are available to speakers in most contexts. The scenario in which two pronunciations are available
for one sense set, and one pronunciation is available for another sense set is more common in
the WHD homographs than what is found for decrease. The homograph, blessed, displays this
property and is diagrammed in figure 3.4. Notably, the two pronunciations of blessed do not appear
to exhibit primary and secondary use. Figure 3.4 therefore represents all the pronunciation-sense
set connections with solid lines. The connections between the adjectival use of blessed and both
pronunciations are clear, while the verb is only associated with one pronunciation. While removing
a secondary pronunciation is not an option here, one pronunciation for the adjective blessed can be
selected as there is only one sense set-POS pair. Again, this selection will allow for something that
is understandable by listeners, but not something that covers the full range of human pronunciation
capability.
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Figure 3.5: The defining relationships of a Type II homograph.
Homographs for which pronunciations are fully or partially interchangeable over POS-sense
pairs are included in the Type II homograph classification, illustrated in figure 3.5. This figure
represents pronunciation connections removable for the sake of pronunciation classification in text-
to-speech applications with a light gray line. While the diagram contains multiple removable
pronunciations, only one must exist for a homograph to be included in this class.
3.2.3 Type III homographs
A subset of the WHD homographs have multiple POS associated with one pronunciation. For
instance, conjugate, when pronounced /"kA:nÃ@g@t/, can be used as an adjective, as in “the con-
jugate leaves on this plant” and as a noun, as in “draw the conjugate.” A separate pronunciation,
/"kA:nÃ@geIt/, occurs when conjugate is used as a verb.
Figure 3.6: Conjugate homograph.
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When multiple POS are associated with a pronunciation, using POS to determine the pronun-
ciation can work under two conditions, 1) all the POS associated with the pronunciation are used
to indicate the pronunciation, 2) no single POS is associated with multiple pronunciations. These
conditions are met by homographs that classify as Type III. See figure 3.6 for an example diagram
using the Type III homograph, conjugate. Figure 3.7 then contains a generalized illustration of the
key relationships in a Type III homograph.
Figure 3.7: The defining relationships of a Type III homograph.
The homograph, aged, has multiple POS associated with one pronunciation, as seen in Type III
homographs. However, the second condition for a Type III homograph is not met in that it also has
a POS that is shared across multiple, meaningfully distinct pronunciations. The presence of the
shared POS across meaningful pronunciations puts this homograph in the Type IV category. See
figure 3.8 for the aged homograph diagram. When multiple, meaningfully distinct pronunciations
share a POS it is not possible to use the POS to correctly select the pronunciation every time.
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Figure 3.8: Aged homograph.
3.2.4 Type IV homographs
Type IV homographs are characterized by the association of at least one POS with multiple pronunciation-
sense set pairs. In the Type IV homograph, tear, represented in figure 3.9, both pronunciation-sense
set pairs have noun and verb POS.
Figure 3.9: Tear homograph.
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The noun pronounced /"ti:ô/ has a sense set that is distinct from the sense set associated with
the verb pronounced the same way. The noun pronounced /"tEô/ has the same property of a dis-
tinct sense set associated with a verb pronounced the same way. When the condition of at least
one pronunciation-sense set pair sharing a POS is met, the homograph classifies as a Type IV ho-
mograph. The POS alone can not be used to determine the correct pronunciation. The defining
relationships between POS, sense set, and pronunciation for the Type IV homograph are illustrated
in figure 3.10.
Figure 3.10: The defining relationships of a Type IV homograph.
As Type IV homographs are the only type for which POS can not be used to determine between
pronunciations, the next two sections take a closer look at these homographs in the Wikipedia Ho-
mograph Data. Section 3.3 provides information on the prevalence of the Type IV homographs,
and the imbalance in the use of certain pronunciation-sense set pairs as compared to others. While
the WHD does not represent a true random sampling of English homographs from Wikipedia (p.c.,
Gorman 2021), it is clear that Type IV homographs have enough representation as to warrant mod-
eling developed to disambiguate between their pronunciations. Section 3.4 then provides analysis
on the performance of a BERT homograph disambiguation model on a subset of the Type IV ho-
mographs. The model does not use an explicit POS feature, but performs very well on eight out of
twelve Type IV homograph pronunciation classes.
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3.3 Type IV homographs in the WHD
Upon manual inspection, 34 out of 162, or 20.9%, of the WHD homographs have the defining
properties necessary for classification as a Type IV homograph—they have two meaningfully dif-
ferent pronunciations that share a POS. This information provides context for the question as to
whether it is acceptable to rely on POS as the sole indicator for pronunciation selection. If there
were a POS tagger with 100% accuracy it could be used to reliably select correct pronunciations
for homographs up to 79.1% of the time, given the selection of one of each of the multiple, inter-
changeable pronunciations for II homographs.
The fact that the incorporation of POS-pronunciation frequency by Elkahky et al. (2018) facil-
itates a 96.7 macro accuracy on the WHD homograph disambiguation task speaks to the efficacy
of selecting higher frequency targets within corpora. In the 20.9% of Type IV WHD homographs,
about two thirds have a sense set-pronunciation-POS grouping that is relatively rarely used. For
example, the pronunciation for record, /ô@"kO:ôd/, can be used as a noun or as a verb. This is
exemplified in the sentences, “Push record,” and “I’ll record this.” However, when /ô@"kO:ôd/ is
associated with the noun POS, it is only used to represent a mechanism for initiating or concluding
a recording. This is a limited use in comparison to the other pronunciation associated with record
used as a noun, /"ô:Ek:Äd/, as in the sentence “I’ll keep a record.” There are also homographs for
which pronunciations sharing POS are quite commonly used, and therefore the POS alone would
be much less useful in selecting the correct pronunciation. Both pronunciations for homograph,
lead, are associated with nominal uses, as seen in the sentences, “Take the lead” (/"li:d/), and “Don’t
ingest lead” (/"lEd/).
The 34 Type IV WHD homographs are recorded in table 3.1, along with pronunciations, exam-
ple text, and the shared POS. The column with the heading ‘IPA 1’ contains the IPA representation
of the pronunciation for the homograph found in the example texts contained in the column titled
‘Ex 1’, and column ‘IPA 2’ contains those for the examples in column ‘Ex 2’. Additionally the
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table is sectioned into three parts. The first part contains the homographs with meanings judged
to be more prevalent in use, the second less prevalent, and the third even less prevalent. This im-
balance of use is present in the WHD data as well. For example, the pronunciation /"ôæv@l/ for the
homograph ravel is found once out of 90 training samples in the WHD, and once out of 10 WHD
evaluation samples.
Table 3.1: WHD homographs with pronunciations that share POS.
Text IPA 1 IPA 2 Ex 1 Ex 2 POS
axes /"æks@z/ /"æk­si:z/ they need axes to
chop wood
the x and y axes N
bass /"beIs/ /"bæs/ play bass in the
quartet
fish for bass N
bow /"baU/ /"boU/ tie a bow take a bow after
the show
N





jesus /­heI"su:s/ /"Ãi:z@s/ Jesus Chavez Jesus Christ N
lead /"li:d/ /"lEd/ the lead in the
race
don’t ingest lead N
mate /"mA:­teI/ /"meIt/ drink mate hello, mate N
polish /"poUl@S/ /"pA:l@S/ speak Polish the silver polish N
read /"ôi:d/ /"ôEd/ read now read yesterday V
sake /"sA:­keI/ /"seIk/ drink sake the sake of the na-
tion
N
tear /"ti"ô/ /"tEô/ shed a tear a tear in the cloth N
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abstract /@b"stôækt/ /"æb­stôækt/ abstract the paper abstract/remove
the tooth
V










contract /k@n"tôækt/ /"kA:­tôækt/ contract the flu contract with
them
V
invalid /@n"væl@d/ /"Inv@l@d/ an invalid/sick
person
the invalid results ADJ
job /"ÃoUb/ /"ÃA:b/ Job wept get a job N
learned /"lÄn@d/ /"lÄnd/ a learned scholar a learned behav-
ior
ADJ
record /ô@"kO:ôd/ /"ôEkÄd/ press record play a record N
recount /­ôi:"kaUnt/ /"ôi:­kaUnt/ a recount of the
journey
the recount of the
votes
N
row /"ôaU/ /"ôoU/ a row/fight in the
streets
sit in a row N
wind /"waInd/ /"wInd/ wind the string wind/make some-
one breathless
V
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bologna /b@"loU­ni:/ /b@"loUnj@/ eat bologna visit Bologna N
buffet /­b2"feI/ /"b2f@t/ eat at a buffet warded off the
forceful buffet
N
celtic /"kElt@k/ /"sElt@k/ speak the Celtic
language
go to Celtic foot-
ball games
ADJ
















ravel /"ôæv@l/ /ô@"vEl/ undo the ravel Maurice Ravel N
reading /"ôi:d@N/ /"ô@d@N/ the reading of the
book
go to Reading N
rodeo /"ôoU­di:­oU/ /­ôoU"deI­oU/ go to the rodeo Rodeo drive N
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3.4 Homograph types and POS-based disambiguation
This discussion has revealed four types of homographs based on relationships between elements
of POS, sense set and pronunciation. The generalized diagrams of the types are provided together
for ease of comparison in figure 3.11. Based on a manual review of the WHD homographs, it’s
found that 20.9% of the homographs have pronunciation-sense sets that share POS, which means
79.1% of the WHD homographs have POS which can be used to select pronunciation. This 20.9%
determination forms an upper bound as it assumes that the Type II homographs are handled as
discussed in section 3.2.2. If one pronunciation is not selected for each POS-sense set pair in the
Type II homographs, they present much more like Type IV homographs in that the POS will not
reliably indicate the pronunciation for the homograph.
In order to provide metrics on the GMN evaluation data set that reflect the performance at
the upper bound of POS-based homograph pronunciation prediction, a script is employed which
provides incorrect predictions on the 34 Type IV homographs and correct predictions on the rest.
This simulates what is possible using POS produced with complete accuracy as the sole determiner
of pronunciation. With these predictions, the micro and balanced accuracies for the original WHD
evaluation set are recorded in table 3.2. These accuracies approach the 79.1% upper bound as the
homographs have more or less equal distribution in the evaluation data set.
Data Micro Accuracy Balanced Accuracy
WHD eval set 78.69 79.01
Table 3.2: Type-based micro and balanced accuracies on WHD evaluation set
Using actual POS taggers, one will not reach these upper bound metrics due to model tagging
error. As is evidenced by GMN and Elkahky et al., POS taggers are more likely to make errors
where enough ambiguity in linguistic context is present. An example of this, as provided by GMN
is the incorrect POS tagging of verb on the unmodified noun, present, in the object position of the
to preposition in “from 1993 to present.”
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Figure 3.11: Four general homograph types.
As discussed in section 3.1, the use of frequency information can greatly bolster the perfor-
mance of POS-based pronunciation selection. A reliance on corpus-based frequency over 15 years
time brought POS taggers to 97% plus accuracies on the WSJ Penn Treebank (Collobert et al.,
2011; Peters et al., 2018; Bohnet et al., 2018). However, these models only achieve 50–57% ac-
curacies on tagging complete sentences with the correct POS and make more errors on words in
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Figure 3.12: BERT token classifier performance on Type IV homographs.
certain constructions less prevalent in the corpus, such as imperatives (Manning, 2011). While
the taggers developed in Elkahky et al. (2018) certainly improve the POS tagging of words in am-
biguous contexts, and undoubtedly further advances in POS tagging improvement will be made, it
remains the case that POS cannot be completely relied on for Type IV homographs. If generalized
homograph disambiguation models are desired, we must look to models trained specifically for
homograph pronunciation selection.
A BERT token classifier trained during the course of this research on hand-labeled, WHD
data augmented with semi-automatedly labeled data, attains a balanced accuracy of 93.95% over a
subset of 34 WHD homographs chosen for their imbalanced class sizes in addition to their presence
in the data used for augmentation (see chapter 6 for more on the methodology). The subset of
WHD homographs used for homograph disambiguation modeling in this work contains six Type
IV homographs. Looking at the six Type IV homographs, the model achieves 100% accuracy
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on 8 of the 12 pronunciation classes associated with those 6 homographs in the test set. Of the
remaining four pronunciation classes, accuracy for two of the classes is at 66.6% and above. The
other two are represented with only one sample each, which the classifier misses. See figure 3.12
for a graph that contains the accuracy per pronunciation class, represented with a black line, plotted
against the pronunciation class sample size as a percent of total samples per homograph in the test
set, represented with grey bars. The pronunciation classes appear as the IPA representation of
pronunciation. Each of the homographs have a total of ten samples in the test set, except for the
homograph, lead, which has twelve samples.
Interestingly, the predictions on the four pronunciation classes with only one sample in the test
set are divided in half when it comes to accuracy—two classes are incorrectly predicted, while the
other two are correctly predicted. The training sample sizes for these four pronunciation classes are
all low, though the incorrectly predicted classes have slightly lower prevalence. The pronunciation
class, /k@n"tEnt/, is represented by 3 out of 81 training samples (3.7%) for the homograph, content.
Similarly, 8 out of 93 training samples (8.6%) for the homograph, wind, contain the /"waInd/ pro-
nunciation class. The singleton test samples which were predicted correctly have pronunciation
classes with the following prevalence within their homographs’ training data: 16 samples out of
86 total (18.6%) for the /ô@"kO:ôd/ homograph, and 8 samples out of 84 (9.5%) for /"waIndz/.
The sentential context for the incorrectly predicted pronunciation on content in the test set is
“Eventually this causes him to revert to his original personality and become content with who he
is.” The sentence for this incorrectly predicted pronunciation on wind in the test set is “Several salt
well heads are capped and marked along the streets that wind along the river.” The test sentences
for the two correctly predicted pronunciations are, “Muntz and Friedman both Holocaust survivors
to record his work and daily life at the hospital,” and “He winds up in the hospital and still hasn’t
found his son.” The ungrammatical sample starting with “Muntz and...” actually comes from the
larger sentence, “Weeks prior to his death, an American film crew was allowed to visit Schweitzer
and Drs. Muntz and Friedman, both Holocaust survivors, to record his work and daily life at the
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hospital,” which is easily found using a Google search. The sample was most likely incorrectly
determined to be a complete sentence during a process of splitting text into sentences. Regardless
of the lack of grammaticality of this sample, there are some key contextual clues as to the labeled
pronunciation of record—the to coming directly before the base form is indicative of the infinitive
construction of the verb labeled with /ô@"kO:ôd/. The verb also has a clear direct object. It is
the nominal form of the homograph, record, for which both pronunciations are available. The
homograph, winds, has a clear subject and appears in a phrasal verb construction with the particle
up, which occurs in five of the training samples. While the verb form of winds can have either
of the pronunciations, the pronunciation of /"wIndz/ does not occur in the phrasal construction.
The incorrectly predicted homograph instances appear in more complex, and ambiguous positions.
Over all, with eight out of twelve pronunciations completely correctly predicted, this model’s
performance on Type IV homographs provides promising evidence that an explicit POS feature
need not be relied upon for performant homograph disambiguation. It also provides pronunciation
selection functionality that the use of POS, without corpus-based frequency, would not.
This chapter sheds light not only on the extent to which POS can be relied upon for homograph
pronunciation selection, but also the reason why POS can be used for certain homographs and why
it cannot for others. Type I homographs with completely unconnected groupings of POS, sense set
and pronunciation are candidates for correct pronunciation selection using POS taggers. Type II
homographs have POS that serve as a viable candidate for pronunciation selection once one pro-
nunciation per POS-sense set pairing is selected over any others for training. Type III homographs,
with multiple POS per pronunciation, have POS that can be used to select pronunciation as long
as none of the POS is associated with multiple pronunciations. The only scenario in which POS
cannot be reliably used to select a pronunciation is that in which multiple, meaningful pronunci-
ations are associated with at least one POS. As the majority of the WHD homographs belong to
Types I–III, up to 79.1% of the pronunciations could be selected using POS. This leaves 20.9%
of the homographs—a large enough percentage to warrant further investigation into methods of
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homograph pronunciation selection that goes beyond a reliance on POS. In addition, this chapter
provides a window into the performance of non-POS based homograph pronunciation selection
models on Type IV homographs. As development of homograph disambiguation models continues
in the future, the interpretability of homograph disambiguation models will be of interest as part
of a determination on which linguistic properties, apart from POS, contribute the most to accurate
disambiguation.
Chapter 4
Audio-based homograph label imputation
Gorman et al. (2018; GMN) discuss the generation of weakly labeled data in addition to using
human-labeled data for homograph disambiguation. Along with ideas for the use of label prop-
agation (Hearst, 1991) and word-aligned bilingual text (Gale et al., 1992), they also mention the
use of phoneme-aligned transcriptions from a speech recognition system. This chapter provides an
account of efforts to generate weakly labeled homographs from recorded speech, and the results
of homograph disambiguation models fine-tuned on WHD data augmented with SWBD data that
has been labeled semi-automatedly. In addition, SWBD data is manually labeled, and a compari-
son between modeling with WHD augmented using human-labeled and semi-automatedly labeled
SWBD data is made.
Section 4.1 provides an overview of the audio data used in the chapter. Section 4.2 then
goes over the automated label generation process developed in this work. Analysis of the auto-
mated labeling results, and a human-vetted map of imputed to WHD labels is provided in section
4.3. The map enables semi-automated labeling functionality, and is used in order to augment the
Wikipedia Homograph Data. Section 4.4 covers homograph disambiguation modeling using the
WHD data augmented with semi-automatedly labeled SWBD data, and motivation for the use of
the SWBD corpus. Section 4.5 then provides a comparison of results from modeling with WHD,
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semi-automatedly augmented WHD, and hand-labeled augmented WHD.
4.1 Switchboard audio data
This work makes use of a subset of the Switchboard (SWBD) corpus released by Godfrey et al.
(1992). The SWBD corpus consists of American English telephone conversations between speak-
ers who are unfamiliar with each other, paired in a research study, and given topics for discussion.
In total, the recorded corpus contains about three million audible word forms generated by 500
speakers. The speakers are both male and female and use major dialects of American English.
About a third of the data, consisting of about a million transcribed word forms, is contained in
transcripts in the NXT Switchboard data set (LDC data set ID: LDC2009T26), and transcribed
into words referred to as phonwords—English words linked to timestamps that locate their posi-
tion in the SWBD audio recordings. In addition to the timestamps, phonwords have been more
carefully checked for accuracy than other available transcription resources in the data (Calhoun
et al., 2010). For a bit of information on the provenance of the data (as reported by Calhoun et al.),
the NXT transcript in which the phonwords are contained is a cleaned up and speech signal-time
aligned version of the LDC’s Treebank3 Switchboard corpus (M. P. Marcus and Taylor, 1999).1
Treebank3 is not time-aligned with the audio data, and contains errors (Graff and Bird, 2000),
so the Institute for Signal and Information Processing at Mississippi State University checked,
corrected and produced transcriptions with word-level audio alignments for 1,126 Treebank3 con-
versations. Start and end timestamps for the words were determined automatically, with partial
manual corrections (Deshmukh et al., 1998).
Due to the utility of the NXT timestamps and the increased assurance of accuracy, the subset
of the SWBD data contained in the phonword-transcribed NXT data set is chosen for use in this
work. 2,935 homograph instances across 95 WHD homograph types are found in the transcribed
1Treebank3 is a cleaned up version of original 1993 Switchboard release, the Switchboard-1 Release 2 transcript,
made available by Godfrey and Holliman (1997).
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audio data, and are automatedly labeled with pronunciations by obtaining IPA representations via
the procedure described in section 4.2. These samples are also manually labeled for the purpose of
automated labeling comparison and for use in homograph disambiguation modeling.
4.2 Fully automated IPA label imputation
The following steps are taken to process the SWBD data and obtain IPA representations to serve as
pronunciation labels for the WHD homographs found within the corpus. Switchboard sphere-
formatted audio files (LDC SWBD data set ID: LDC97S62) are converted to wave files with a set
sampling rate of 16,500 and 16 bits per sample. This conversion is accomplished using the Sound
eXchange, or SoX, library (Barras, 2012).
The NXT Switchboard transcription data is formatted in NITE XML (Carletta et al., 2005),
and the ElementTree library (Lundh, 2008) is selected to navigate the data and obtain the time
stamps necessary to split the transcriptions and recordings into sentences. Switchboard audio
segments that contain one sentence each are determined using the sentence-initial and sentence-
final phonword pointers to times in the NXT SWBD audio. The audio is then split using the
splitterkit released by Jiang (2016). Sentences with WHD homograph presence are se-
lected, and aligned with the audio file segments to create one-to-one sentence-level text and audio
data. ARPAbet phonetic representations (Rabiner and Juang, 1993) of each word in the sentences
are then obtained with the Montreal Forced Aligner (McAuliffe et al., 2017), and con-
verted into IPA representations via arpa2ipa (Keller, 2018) for comparison against the WHD
IPA representations. As mentioned above, this process yields 2,935 automatedly labeled homo-
graph instances with sentential context, and the samples contain 95 unique WHD homographs (see
appendix G for the data).
Ideally, automatedly generated IPA representations of WHD homograph pronunciations in cor-
pora outside the WHD would match those in the WHD data, and automated label imputation would
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be achieved. While some of the automatedly generated IPA representations for the WHD homo-
graphs in the Switchboard corpus come close to the representations provided by GMN, none match
exactly. Differences between the imputed and WHD labels are analysed, and a semi-automated la-
beling approach that builds off the automated labeling is described in the following sections.
4.3 Analysis of automated labels
The differences between the imputed IPA representations and the IPA provided in the WHD data
can be characterized along three lines: 1) non-phonemic differences that arise in the obtained pro-
nunciations due to speaker idiolect and dialect, 2) notational distinctions in the representation of
the sounds and of stress, and 3) incorrectly generated IPA representation resulting in phonemic dif-
ferences. While these issues can, for the most part, be resolved via mapping between the imputed
IPA and the WHD IPA, an additional issue occurs in the form of homograph pronunciation overlap.
Pronunciation overlap differs from non-phonemic, incorrect phonemic, and notational differences
in that if overlapping pronunciations are mapped to WHD pronunciations, the mapping renders the
WHD labels useless in distinguishing between sense sets.
With the goal of excluding overlapping pronunciations from a mapping of imputed pronuncia-
tions to WHD IPA labels, the concept of homograph-disambiguating sub-word elements becomes
important. Sub-word elements consist of phones and stress, and within homographs there are some
phones and stress patterns which can differ between an imputed pronunciation and the WHD pro-
nunciation without causing a distinction in meaning. There are other phones and stress patterns
which serve as the key sub-word elements in disambiguation between a homograph’s sense sets,
which will be referred to as homograph-disambiguating sub-word elements. If an imputed pro-
nunciation contains homograph-disambiguating sub-word elements that contrast with those in the
WHD pronunciation, it cannot be mapped to that WHD pronunciation. In the homograph, wind,
the sub-word element which provides the information necessary for homograph disambiguation
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is the vowel. The two WHD pronunciations for this homograph are /"wInd/ and /"waInd/. Ob-
viously, only the vowel differs in pronunciation, and any imputed pronunciations for wind will
have to align to either of the two WHD pronunciations based on their generated vowel sound’s
proximity to /aI/ or /I/. The primary stress mark before the first consonant in the WHD pronun-
ciation, however, is not so crucial, as there is only one syllable available to receive stress. If that
stress mark does not appear in an imputed pronunciation, the lack thereof will not provide infor-
mation one way or the other as to which WHD pronunciation the imputed pronunciation should be
aligned. Homograph-disambiguating sub-word elements can also appear as patterns of sub-word
elements to be matched, such as the combination of primary and secondary stress in the /"di:­kôi:s/
pronunciation of decrease.
Overlap, incorrectly generated IPA representations, non-phonemic, notational differences and
mapping are all discussed in more detail in the following sections. As vowel descriptions based on
the shape the oral cavity takes during sound production are employed throughout the rest of this
chapter, a quadrilateral of American English vowels is provided for reference in figure 4.1.2
Figure 4.1: IPA Vowel quadrilateral.
2Source for figure 4.1: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/8f/
IPA_chart_2020.svg
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4.3.1 Incorrectly imputed IPA
The IPA label generation process used in this work returns incorrect representations for some
consonants, vowels, and stress. A mappable error exists in the form of a rhotic consonant present
in 24.6% of the total SWBD samples. Unmappable, homograph-disambiguating errors occur in
the form of: 1) voiced and voiceless alveolar fricatives in about 5% of the total SWBD samples, 2)
the substitution of the vowels [I] and [AI] for each other in about 2% of the total SWBD samples,
3) the production of the vowel [2] in place of /eI/ in a sample for the homograph advocate, and 4)
primary stress produced in place of secondary stress in samples for about 10% of the homographs.
Many other distinctions between the imputed IPA and the WHD IPA exist, but are not considered
errors as they are feasible pronunciations given dialect. The difflib Python library, which is
developed on a pattern matching algorithm published in Ratcliff and D. (1988), is employed to
help isolate the distinctions between imputed and WHD IPA strings. Determinations of feasibility
with respect to pronunciation (i.e., American-English speakers are not producing trills in place of
alveolar approximants, even though that’s what the imputed representation records), and of overlap
on homograph-disambiguating, sub-word elements are made by the researcher after reviewing
sentential context of the homographs using knowledge of American-English as a native speaker.
The rhotic consonant, which appears in the WHD as an alveolar approximant, /ô/, is incor-
rectly generated as an alveolar trill, [r], not present in the American English dialects represented
in the Switchboard NXT corpus. This incorrect substitution occurs for 725 instances of 26 ho-
mographs (about 27% of the 95 unique homographs in the data), namely: approximate, attribute,
compress, construct, contract, contrast, decrease, deliberate, elaborate, frequent, graduate, in-
crease, instrument, present, produce, project, protest, read, reading, record, refuse, row, separate,
tear, transplant, transport. Other instances in which an alveolar approximant appears in the WHD
and the automatedly generated, or imputed, rhotic representation differs occur when the rhotic
appears after close- and low-mid front and central vowels. The auto-generated result is then ei-
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ther the Right-hook Schwa, [Ä], or the Right-hook Reversed Epsilon, [Ç]. The Turned R symbol
representing the alveolar approximant that appears in the WHD IPA, [ô], does not occur in the
auto-generated IPA.
An argument for mapping the automatedly generated pronunciations which include the alve-
olar trill to their corresponding WHD IPA representations can be made in that the trill and its
near neighbor, the alveolar flap, [R], can be found in these homographs in dialects influenced by
languages such as those in the Iberian Romance family, like Spanish. Also, although analysed
at the phoneme level, the mappings in this study are made not at the phoneme level, but at the
word form level. As the trill does not constitute a homograph-disambiguating sub-word element,
it represents noise in the representation but does not completely render the homographs’ pronun-
ciation representations incorrect. Combined with the extensive nature of the incorrect automated
production of the alveolar trill, these considerations led to the decision to map auto-generated IPA
homograph representations including the Lower-case R (trill) symbol to their respective WHD IPA
representations that incorporate the Turned R symbol.
The imputed labels containing the voiced fricative, Lower-case Z, [z], are incorrectly generated
for the voiceless fricative represented by the Lower-case S, [s], in 3.5% of the SWBD samples.
The incorrectly imputed [z] occurs in 104 samples over 5 unique homographs (about 5% of the
95 unique homographs), namely: abuse, close, excuse, use and uses. And, its prevalence within
the set of labels for each homograph is considerable. For example, 6 out of 8, or 75% of the
imputed labels for abuse contain the [z] in place of the [s]. For the homograph close, 53 out of
101, or 52.4%, of the samples contain the incorrect [z]. Conversely, the voiceless fricative, [s], is
incorrectly generated as [z] in 1.2% of the SWBD samples. This incorrect substitution occurs in 36
samples over the following two unique homographs which constitute about 2% the 95 total unique
homographs, namely: close, and use. The prevalence of the [s] substitution error per homograph
is also sizable, with 3 of 7, or 42%, incorrectly generated pronunciations for close, and 99 of 358,
or 27.6%, incorrectly generated pronunciations for use. With the exception of uses, for which the
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voicing of the first, and not the second, alveolar fricative is the determining factor between the
pronunciations, all of these homographs have one alveolar fricative for which voicing is the key
determining factor between pronunciations.
There are 35 homographs with alveolar fricatives3, and only 5, or 14.3%, display the substi-
tution error. A contributing factor to these errors may be the positioning of the alveolar fricative
within the homographs. In the five with substitution errors, the fricative occurs immediately after
the long, close, back vowel [u:]. This same positioning occurs in only 2 of the 31 homographs that
include the alveolar fricative and do not display the voicing error: produce, for which there are
eight samples, and misuse, for which there is one sample. In the homograph, close, the fricative
occurs after the close–close-mid, back vowel, [oU]—this same positioning does not occur within
the 31 substitution-error free homographs. Alveolar fricatives are found to be imputed without
voicing errors after voiced and voiceless consonants, front vowels ranging from close to open, and
central vowels in the following homographs: axes, bass, blessed, compress, contest, contrast, de-
crease, desert, discount, house, increase, instrument, isolate, jesus, lives, misuse, present, produce,
progress, protest, resume, sake, separate, sow, subject, supplement, suspect, transplant, transport,
upset, and winds. As the substitution error occurs for the sound that provides the key, sub-word
homograph disambiguation information for the available pronunciations of the five homographs
in question and the error prevalence is considerable, the pronunciations for which incorrect [s]/[z]
substitutions are generated are removed from the mapping.
Errors made substituting [AI] and [I] for each other in the production of pronunciations for
the homographs live and lives also constitute errors of key, sub-word, homograph disambiguating
information, therefore the homographs and their pronunciations are removed from the mapping.
One sample containing the homograph, advocate, for which the WHD IPA label is /ædv@­keIt/
has an imputed label which replaces the homograph-disambiguating vowel in the second sylla-
3The homograph, refuse, is removed from this set due to an issue in the WHD labeling in which the British, rather
than American English pronunciation is used, and is incompatible with the American English pronunciations in the
SWBD corpus.
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ble, /eI/, with [2], which maps to the WHD IPA’s /e/ for the alternate pronunciation of /ædv@l@t/.
The sentence is, “I certainly don’t advocate turning people like that loose.” As the same imputed
pronunciation is produced for the alternate pronunciation in a way that is mappable to the WHD,
the mapping should not be made. Or, if made, made with the acknowledgement that it produces
noisy data. Additionally, a homograph-disambiguating placement of primary stress on the second
syllable of perfect is incorrectly generated in 3 out of 21 samples when the homograph is used as
an adjective. For example, 1 of the 3 samples provided with imputed pronunciation information
is, “It was just too perfect ([pÇ"fEkt]) at all times.” The pronunciation, [pÇ"fEkt], mappable to the
homograph’s alternate pronunciation, should have an imputed label that looks more like ["pÇfEkt],
which is mappable to the WHD pronunciation of /"pÄf@kt/. The same error of secondary stress
replacement with primary is also found for instances of compact, conflict, contrast, convert, ob-
ject, progress, supplement, suspect and, upset. The replacement of primary for secondary stress on
these this homographs constitutes overlap across important homograph-disambiguating, sub-word
information. The voicing, stress, and vowel-production errors discussed in these last few para-
graphs constitute imputation error-induced homograph pronunciation overlap, which is addressed
further in the following section. The imputed pronunciations including these errors render the
mapping useless, and the samples labeled with these pronunciations are dropped from the data
used in augmenting the WHD.
4.3.2 Homograph pronunciation overlap
Pronunciation overlap occurs when a sense set′ with a pronunciation′ is also associated with a
pronunciation′′, and pronunciation′′ is used for both sense set′ and sense set′′. In this scenario
the pronunciations are not meaningfully distinct from one another, and cannot be used to select be-
tween sense sets. As discussed in chapter 3, overlap is the defining element of Type II homographs,
and the presence of pronunciation overlap in Type II homographs is noted to present a challenge
for audio-based homograph disambiguation label imputation as an overlap of pronunciations for
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Type II homographs’ sense sets is available to human speakers, and is potentially present in any
given audio data set. However, overlap is seen in imputed pronunciations across all the homograph
types present in the SWBD data. The distinction between overlap in Type II homographs and the
rest of the types is that Type II overlap is a property of language, while overlap in the other types
constitutes noise in the data. As mapping imputed pronunciation labels to WHD IPA is the so-
lution to augmenting the WHD with labeled data imputed from transcribed audio in the SWBD,
and overlapping imputed pronunciations cannot be used in the mapping to WHD, what follows in
sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.2 is a discussion on 1) the type and amount of overlap in the SWBD, and 2)
when mapping can be achieved for this data.
Pronunciation overlap in Type II homographs
Fourteen Type II homographs are found in the SWBD data, and 12, or 85.7%, of those homo-
graphs have automatedly generated IPA representations which display pronunciation overlap. The
two which do not display overlap, blessed and instrument, have only one sense set-pronunciation
pairing each in the data, and the pronunciation for each of those aligns with the WHD pronun-
ciation. It is possible that gathering further data would reveal overlap for these two as well. An
example of a Type II homograph that displays pronunciation overlap in automatedly generated IPA
representation is decrease, and is recorded in table 4.1. The two examples sentences use decrease
as a verb, where its primary pronunciation is /d@"kôi:s/. In one sentence a pronunciation that can
be mapped to the primary pronunciation is used, while in the other a pronunciation mappable to
the secondary pronunciation is used (see figure 3.3 for a diagram of the primary and secondary
pronunciations). The generated pronunciation, [dI"kris], maps to the primary, WHD IPA represen-
tation, /d@"kôi:s/, in that 1) the stress patterns are mirrored, 2) the front, close–close-mid vowel, [I],
in the first syllable is closer to the schwa the WHD representation than the front, close vowel, [i],
in the other automatedly produced pronunciation, ["di­kris], and 3) the vowel length marker in the
second syllable of the WHD does not occur anywhere in the generated IPA representations, and
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can be considered additional, non-essential information in the practice of IPA representation. As
discussed in section 3.2.2, the primary pronunciation used for the verb, decrease, is also available
as the secondary pronunciation for the noun, decrease, and vice versa.




excuse It’s an excuse to do
nothing.
/@k"skju:s/ [I"kskjuz] I
decrease They let you decrease
how many hours you
work...
/d@"kôi:s/ [dI"kris] II
decrease Murder itself would de-
crease significantly...
/d@"kôi:s/ ["di­kris] II
subject ...you subject yourself
to this.
/s@b"ÃEkt/ ["s2bdZIkt] III
subject Well, I, I think we
<unk> covered the sub-
ject.
/"s2b­ÃEkt/ [s2"bdZEkt] III
wind So I wind up going out
camping...
/"waInd/ [wInd] IV
wind ...if you want to go
wind suffering or div-
ing or swimming...
/"wInd/ [waInd] IV
Table 4.1: Examples of pronunciation mapping issues.
Overlap makes it impossible to use the pronunciations alone to select between homograph sense
sets. Prior to human-labeling, one of the available pronunciations can be selected over the other.
A similar selection can be made prior to label imputation, but the labels would warrant manual
review or acceptance as potentially noisy data due to the possible overlap in the audio itself.
Pronunciation overlap in non-Type II homographs
Pronunciation overlap is also found among the other homograph types, though to a lesser extent,
with 26 out of 81 homographs, or 32%, of the Type I, III and IV homographs displaying overlap.
See table 4.1 for the examples of overlap in each of the four homograph types that are reviewed in
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this section.
The Type I homograph, excuse, displays overlap in over half of the nominal uses of the ho-
mograph, so its pronunciations are removed from the mapping. The Type III homograph, subject,
displays overlap between the pronunciations used for nouns and verbs. The defining, sub-word
elements for these pronunciations are primary and secondary stress, which align with certain POS.
When used as a verb, the stress comes on the second syllable. This is represented in the WHD IPA
as /s@b"ÃEkt/. When used as a noun or adjective, the stress comes on the first syllable—represented
in the WHD IPA as /"s2b­ÃEkt/.
Overlap in the Type IV homograph, wind, occurs in which [wInd] is produced instead of a
pronunciation mappable to /"waInd/, and in which [waInd] is produced instead of a pronunciation
mappable to /"wInd/. As this homograph is monosyllabic, the lack of primary stress is not consid-
ered an issue. Rather, the defining feature for the mapping is the vowel, and in the low prevalence,
overlapping imputed labels, the overlap is manifest in a switch of the relevant vowels, [aI] and [I].
4.3.3 Mapping and labeling
A subset of the WHD homographs found in the NXT SWBD data are isolated for mapping, mod-
eling, and a closer analysis of the phone and stress patterns within the mapped pronunciations.
These homographs also appear in the set of low prevalence homographs used in homograph dis-
ambiguation modeling employed to provide empirical evidence as to the efficacy of a separate,
hypothesis-based semi-automated labeling technique developed in this dissertation (see chapters 5
and 6). The selection is made as it provides further information on the WHD homographs which
are of the most interest for this research due to its focus on the effect of training with label-imputed
data on predictions of pronunciations with low sample sizes.
A determination of pronunciation overlap presence is made using a two step process: 1) a
script is used to pair WHD homograph pronunciations with their list of unique imputed pronun-
ciations, 2) a determination is made as to if there is any overlap in imputed IPA between the two
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WHD pronunciations for each homograph. If overlap at the phone level exists that does not occur
over the homograph-disambiguating sub-word element or elements, the pronunciation that aligns
with the WHD pronunciation is selected for the mapping. Pairs with overlap over homograph-
disambiguating sub-word elements are left out of the final mapping. This effectively removes sam-
ples with un-mapped imputed labels from the data used for augmentation. Vowel length marks,
secondary stress in a word that also contains primary stress, and primary stress on monosyllabic
words, when represented in the WHD IPA and absent in the automatedly generated IPA are consid-
ered acceptable to map. Secondary stress, when coupled with correctly generated primary stress
in the imputed IPA, that doesn’t appear in the WHD is also considered acceptable to map. Note
that the automated mapping of imputed to WHD labels in the first step of this process is only pos-
sible due to the manual pronunciation labeling done using the WHD labels, and can be considered
a bootstrapping procedure as the mapping can be used on data for which manual pronunciation
determinations have not been made.
After the mapping is completed, an analysis of the different elements within the mapped im-
puted and WHD IPA is undertaken. Sub-word mappings between vowels, stress, length marks,
and notational differences regarding the representation of consonants are noted and recorded in
table 4.2. You will find that mapped vowels occur within relative proximity to one another in a
traditional vowel quadrilateral, as seen in figure 4.1. When vowel length marks aren’t present in
automated representation, a mapping between the vowel with the length mark and the vowel with-
out it appears in table 4.2. The mapping between the WHD stress mark and the lack of the stress
mark in the automatedly generated representation is represented in the column of mapped elements
with the phonemic WHD representation between forward slashes, a right arrow and an empty set
of square brackets. As an example, the mapping between a secondary stress mark in a WHD IPA
and the lack of secondary stress in the automatedly generated IPA is presented with the following
notation: /­/→ []. Similarly, if a secondary stress mark is lacking in the WHD, but is present in the
automatedly generated IPA, an empty pair of forward slashes will map to the secondary stress in
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square brackets.
Table 4.2: WHD IPA to imputed IPA label mapping
Homograph WHD IPA Imputed IPA Sub-word level mapping
alternate /"A:ltÄn@t/ ["OltÄn2t], ["OltÄ­net] /A:/ → [O], / / → [­], /@/ → [2], /@/ →
[e]
associate /@"soU­si:@t/ [2"sosi2t] /@/ → [2], /oU/ → [o], /­/ → [], /i:/ →
[i],
associate /@"soU­si:­eIt/ [2"sosi­et] /@/ → [2], /oU/ → [o], /­/ → [], /i:/ →
[i], /eI/→ [e]
conflict /"kA:nfl@kt/ ["kAnflIkt] /A:/→ [A], /@/→ [I]
content /"kA:n­tEnt/ ["kAntEnt] /A:/→ [A], /­/→ []
content /k@n"tEnt/ [k2"ntEnt] /@/→ [2]
contest /"kA:n­tEst/ ["kAntEst] /A:/→ [A], /­/→ []
convict /k@n"vIkt/ [k2"nvIkt] /@/→ [2]
lead /"lEd/ [lEd] /"/→ []
lead /"li:d/ [lid] /"/→ [], /i:/→ [i]
misuse /­mIs"ju:z/ [mI"sjuz] /­/→ [], /u:/→ [u]
perfect /"pÄf@kt/ ["pÇ­fIkt] /Ä/→ [Ç], /@/→ [I]
present /"pôEz@nt/ ["prEz2nt] /ô/→ [r], /@/→ [2]
present /­pôi:"zEnt/ [pri"zEnt], [pÇ"zEnt] /ô/→ [r], /­/→ [], /i:/→ [i], /ôi:/→ [Ç]
record /"ôEkÄd/ ["rEkÇd] /ô/→ [r], /Ä/→ [Ç]
record /ô@"kO:ôd/ [rI"kOrd], [r2"kOrd] /ô/ → [r], /@/ → [I], /@/ → [2], /Ä/ →
[Ç], /O:/→ [O]
Continued on next page
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Table 4.2: Mapping automatedly generated IPA to WHD IPA
Homograph WHD IPA Imputed IPA Sub-word level mapping
separate /"sEpÄ@t/ ["sEpr2t], ["sEpÇIt] /Ä/→ [r], /@/→ [2], /e/→ [I]
separate /"sEpÄ­eIt/ ["sEpÇ­et] /Ä/→ [Ç], /eI/→ [e]
suspect /s@s"pEkt/ [s2"spEkt] /@/→ [2]
upset /­2p"sEt/ [2"psEt] /­/→ []
uses /"ju:z@z/ ["juzIz], ["juz2z] /u:/→ [u], /@/→ [I], /@/→ [2]
winds /"waIndz/ [waIndz] /"/→ []
Using this mapping, 156 semi-automatedly labeled samples are obtained over 16 homographs.
With an average of 8.6 samples per pronunciation, the highest number of samples, at a count of 29,
is obtained for the pronunciation, /"ôEkÄd/, while the lowest, at a count of one, is obtained for each
of the pronunciations for associate, and the one pronunciation available for misuse. Note that it is
possible to isolate the homograph disambiguating sub-word elements, and accepting all samples
that do not present overlap on those elements within the samples for each homograph may yield
more samples. The discussion continues now by looking at the results of modeling using the WHD
data augmented with the semi-automatedly labeled SWBD subset developed as described above.
4.4 Modeling
Although relatively few samples are generated through the semi-automated labeling, homograph
disambiguation modeling with this data is done in order to answer a question that has arisen due to
observations of the differences in the type of information the SWBD provides compared with other
corpora. The quality of the sentences from the SWBD differs from that of the WHD sentences as
well as those in another corpus from which imputed labels have been derived for in this work (the
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French-English Europarl corpus; Koehn, 2005). The SWBD sentences are shorter, less formal, and
less informative, coming from telephone conversations between strangers. As sentential context
is used by all of the models developed in this work to make pronunciation label predictions, the
result of using data that differs so much qualitatively on modeling outcomes is of interest. The
WHD data comes from Wikipedia, and the Europarl data used in label imputation comes from the
proceedings of the European parliament. It could be said that less formal, conversational data is
important to investigate as the applications for homograph disambiguation are in conversational
interfaces. The following are examples of English-language, sentential context for the homograph,
present, with the WHD homograph pronunciation label of /­pôi:"zEnt/ from each of the three data
sources.
• SWBD: "It’s more in how you present it versus you know who’s right."
• WHD: "The 14th-century brasses are much more numerous, and present a remarkable vari-
ety in their details."
• Europarl: "Mr Prodi furthermore described his extreme vision of the bonus of competition
according to which public service would be acceptable only if did not present an obstacle to
the market."
Due to the nature of the SWBD sentences, it is possible they might not provide enough in-
formation to increase the performance of homograph disambiguation models that depend on the
context surrounding the homograph for disambiguation. Therefore, a comparison is made between
a model fine-tuned on only WHD (a subset of WHD homographs that have at least one low preva-
lence pronunciation class in need of more data) and that same subset of the WHD augmented by
the semi-automatedly labeled SWBD data.
As the models used in this work take case into consideration, and the SWBD sample sentences
were generated from lowercase NXT phonwords, sentence, first person pronoun, and named
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entity (NE) capitalization is performed. To accomplish NE capitalization, the sentences were pro-
cessed using the spaCy en_core_web_sm model (Honnibal and Montani, 2017) and checked
for tokens with the following spaCy entity assignments: GPE (geopolitical entity), NORP (nation-
alities or religious or political groups), PERSON, LOC, and ORG. A match with one of the entity
types served as the condition for capitalization of the token. The semi-automatedly labeled SWBD
data is then added to the subset of the WHD data restricted to 34 homographs with at least one low
prevalence homograph (see chapter 6 for more). In addition, a BERT language model is chosen to
be fine-tuned for homograph disambiguation as token classification.
Four BERT token classifiers are fine-tuned using random seeds on the semi-automatedly im-
puted SWBD-augmented WHD subset, and are evaluated on the WHD test set generated in this
work (see section 6.1.3, and appendix F) using micro and balanced accuracy (for more on these
metrics see section 6.4.2). The highest performing of the four achieves a balanced accuracy of
87.99%, and a per class accuracy of 100% for each of the pronunciation classes augmented with
the SWBD data except for the pronunciations for lead, which both receive 33% accuracy). The
averaged micro and balanced accuracies are available in table 4.3, and reveal a modest increase
on both metrics when the models are fine-tuned with the WHD data augmented with the semi-
automatedly imputed SWBD data. These metrics can be compared with those achieved using
hand-labeled SWBD for augmentation recorded in the next section.
4.5 Manual labeling, and modeling comparison
A manual review of the imputed IPA labels done during the analysis of automated labeling resulted
in final decisions as to the correct WHD representation for each homograph pronunciation in the
2,935 NXT SWBD samples. This hand-labeled SWBD data is used to augment WHD data for use
in homograph disambiguation as a point of comparison with the semi-automated labeling.
The intersection of the WHD homograph pronunciation classes found in the Switchboard di-
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alogues and the subset of the WHD used for modeling in chapter 6 reveals that 26 of the WHD
baseline low prevalence classes are present in the SWBD data. There is also a great deal of imbal-
ance in the SWBD data—the maximum sample count for a class is 358 (for the /"ju:z/ pronunciation
class), while the minimum is one sample (five classes have one sample). To keep class size from
becoming even more disparate as a result of data augmentation, the number of SWBD samples per
class is capped at 20 samples. As a result, 322 of 677, about 47%, of the samples available in the
SWBD for the 34 homographs are used to augment the WHD train data set.4
Again, four BERT token classifiers are fine-tuned, but this time using the hand-labeled SWBD-
augmented WHD subset. These models are evaluated on the WHD test set generated in this work
(see section 6.1.3, and appendix F) using the metrics of micro and balanced accuracy (for more on
these metrics see section 6.4.2). The highest performing of the four achieves a balanced accuracy
of 89.21%, and a per class accuracy of 100% for each of the pronunciation classes augmented with
the SWBD data except for the pronunciations for lead, which both receive 66% accuracy, as well
as 0% accuracy on the /"waInd/ and /mIs"u:z/ classes. The averaged micro and balanced accuracies
are available in table 4.3, and reveal a 2.39% absolute increase in average balanced accuracy over







BERT_WHD 93.84 84.08 -
BERT_Imputed_SWBD 95.21 84.6 .52
BERT_Hand_SWBD 95.72 86.47 2.39
Table 4.3: BERT model micro and balanced accuracies. Change in balanced accuracy.
The approach of audio-based, semi-automated label imputation shows some promise, but far
4The use of adaptive learning can potentially mitigate this loss of data and relieve the need for data caps and
stratified sampling due to imbalanced class size concerns.
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better results have been achieved in this work with a semi-automated labeling approach using
parallel corpus data. Chapter 5 now begins the discussion of the hypothesis upon which the parallel
corpus work is built.
Chapter 5
The OHPAS hypothesis
This chapter begins with defining terms for the One Homograph Pronunciation Per Alignment Set
(OHPAS) hypothesis in section 5.1. It then provides the formalization of the hypothesis and an
important corollary in section 5.2 on which a process for semi-automated homograph pronuncia-
tion label imputation is developed in section 5.3. Evidence towards the hypothesis is reviewed in
section 5.4 before evidence concerning the technique dependent on the hypothesis is provided in
the following chapter.
5.1 Defining terms
A word is defined as the named abstraction that unifies a set of word forms (e.g., ‘dive’ is the word
associated with the text word forms dive, dives, diving, dove). Words are are represented in single
quotes, while word forms are represented in italics. A text word form is exactly the text string that
appears in the written language. A pronunciation is an audible word form as it occurs in speech. A
homograph is defined as a text word form associated with multiple, meaningfully distinct pronun-
ciations. While there is variation in pronunciation due to dialect, idiolect, impeded speech, and so
on, the pronunciation distinctions of importance to homographs serve to represent disparate sets
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of senses. For instance, let the two pronunciations /"ædv@k@t/, and /"ædv@keIt/ represent different
senses of the homograph, advocate. The first pronunciation is used in spoken language to indicate
a noun, a person who advocates. The second represents the verb, the action of supporting, recom-
mending or speaking in favor of a person or thing.1 As seen in the audio data used in empirical
research for this dissertation, advocate, when used as a noun, can have multiple pronunciations
which do not correspond to differences in meaning. A person may say ["ædv@k2t], rather than
["ædv@k@t], but still be speaking about a person doing some advocating. Gorman et al. (2018) se-
lect one IPA representation for use in TTS. Their selected IPA representation is used in this work
and should be understood to represent all the possible, non-phonemic pronunciation variations that
can be aligned with the WHD IPA representations, as such they are represented in IPA between
forward slashes, while instances of pronunciations are represented in IPA between square brack-
ets. Table 5.1 provides the words and text word forms associated with the homograph, dove, using
all the conventions just described except for the square bracketed IPA representation reserved for
specific instances of audible word forms.
Word Text word forms IPA representation of audio
‘dive’ dive, dives, diving, dove /daIv/, /daIvz/, /daIviN/, /dov/
‘dove’ dove, doves /d2v/, /d2vz/
Table 5.1: Dove homograph: words, word forms
The text word form, dove, is the past tense form of the verb, ‘dive’, and is shared with the
singular noun text form that represents a type of bird, ‘dove’. Figure 5.1 provides a graphical
representation of the text word form, and homograph, dove, with its associated words, and pronun-
ciations.
1The definition of the verb, advocate, is taken from the Oxford English Dictionary.
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dove
‘dove’, /d2v/ ‘dive’, /dov/
Figure 5.1: The dove homograph with words, pronunciations
In this work the homograph’s text word form is the unifying feature for words that share a
pronunciation. For Hauer and Kondrak, the unifying feature for homonyms is the word. Under-
standing the implications of exchanging the word for the word form in Hauer and Kondrak’s OHPT
hypothesis, or perhaps reconciling the OHPT hypothesis and the OHPAS hypothesis in their en-
tireties, is left for future work at this time. The OHPAS hypothesis itself states that there are
disjoint sets of interlingual, aligned text word forms for each meaningfully distinct pronunciation
of a homograph.
5.2 OHPAS hypothesis formalization
This section contains the formalization of the One Homograph Pronunciation Per Alignment Set
(OHPAS) hypothesis. Let P represent pronunciations associated with text word forms and let
T represent text word forms in a given language. Equations 5.1–5.2 are used to both define ho-
mographs (see equation 5.5), and the OHPAS hypothesis (see equation 5.9). The denotation in
equation 5.1 is a function mapping pronunciation to text word form. The denotation in equation
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5.2 is a function mapping text word form to pronunciation sets.
pt : P 7→ T (5.1)
pt−1 : T 7→ {P} (5.2)
The function in denotation 5.3 maps pronunciations to sets of senses.2 Let S represent senses,
or meanings. The denotation in equation 5.4 defines {S} and {S ′} as disjoint sets of senses, or
sets of senses distinguished either by association with either distinct pronunciation. For example,
a sense set for the homograph, advocate, consists of three senses associated with the pronunciation
/"ædv@k@t/. The senses in the set are: 1) one who pleads the cause of another (as used in, “an
advocate before the judge”), 2) one who defends or maintains a cause or proposal (as used in, “an
advocate for quality education”), and 3) one who supports or promotes the interests of a cause or
group (as used in, “a consumer advocate”). These senses are disjoint from the senses associated
with the verb, pronounced /"ædv@­keIt/, which are as follows: 1) to support or argue for a cause,
policy, etc. (as used in, “they advocate non-violence”), and 2) to act as advocate for someone (as
in, “advocate for your neighbor”). In distinction to a reliance on the notion of semantic relatedness
in defining sets of senses (Hauer and Kondrak, 2020), this work depends on the collocation of the
senses of homographs with pronunciation. In the OHPAS hypothesis, senses within and across
pronunciation-collocated sets may be semantically related (consider the past and present tense
pronunciations of the homograph, read). It is pronunciation, and not semantic relatedness (or POS,
see chapter 3) that provides the determination for cross-lingual disjoint alignment. The use of this
collocational pronunciation property ties the OHPAS hypothesis to clearly observable phenomena,
removing the need for the more complex determination of semantic relatedness in the process of
2A set of senses mapped to a pronunciation may contain as little as one sense.
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label imputation.
ps : P 7→ {S} (5.3)
{S} ∈ S | ∃{S}, {S ′} ∈ S : {S} ∩ {S ′} = 0 (5.4)
H, as defined in denotation 5.5, represents homographs in a given language’s lexicon. It de-
notes that homographs are the set of text word forms mapped to more than one meaningfully
distinct pronunciation.3 Differences in pronunciation due to dialect, idiolect, interruption, or cor-
ruption of the audible signal are not considered to be meaningfully distinct.
H
def
= {T ∈ T | ∃P, P ′ ∈ P : (P 6= P ′)∧
((ps(P ) = {S}) ∧ (ps(P ′) = {S ′}))∧
(pt(P ) = pt(P ′) = T)}
(5.5)
As in denotation 5.6, let L and L′ represent the distinct languages in L, all languages. L and L′
are used in defining interlingual alignment in denotations 5.7–5.8.
L ∈ L | ∃L,L′ ∈ L : (L 6= L′) (5.6)
The ipt , or interlingual-pronunciation-to-text, function in denotation 5.7 maps each pronunci-
ation in one language to any text word forms in a set of text word forms in another language. The
ipt−1 function in denotation 5.8 returns the interlingually aligned pronunciation for any in the set
3A note on reading the denotation in equation 5.5: The symbols P and P ′ indicate any number of meaningfully
distinct pronunciations, not specifically two. The same holds for S and S′.
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of its associated text word forms.
ipt : P ∈ L 7→ (∀t ∈ {T}) ∈ L′ (5.7)
ipt−1 : (∀t ∈ {T}) ∈ L′ 7→ P ∈ L (5.8)
Together, ipt and ipt−1 provide a formalization of the bidirectional, interlingual alignment
between pronunciations and any member of the sets of their associated text word forms. The
OHPAS hypothesis in denotation 5.9 incorporates the application of the ipt function to homograph
pronunciations. The pronunciations are mapped to disjoint interlingual sets of text strings.
∀H ∈ H : ∀P, P ′ ∈ pt−1(H): P 6= P ′ ⇒
(pt−1(H) 7→ P | ipt(P )) ∩ (pt−1(H) 7→ P ′| ipt(P ′)) = 0
(5.9)
The OHPAS hypothesis differs from the OHPT hypothesis in a number of ways. It treats ho-
mographs rather than homonyms, and attempts to account for the interlingual alignment patterns
of all homographs as opposed to the subset of homographs associated with homonyms as defined
by Hauer and Kondrak. The OHPAS hypothesis also differs in its focus on non-semantic aspects
of language. As previously discussed in section 2.1, the hypothesis posits that different pronun-
ciations of each homograph in one language will map to disjoint sets of aligned text word forms
in another language. Finally, while the OHPT hypothesis incorporates the notion of translation
of the homograph into another language, the OHPAS hypothesis replaces the idea of translations
with that of a bidirectional alignment. The empirical research on the Europarl parallel French and
English corpus reported in this dissertation contains French that has been translated into English,
and disjoint French token sets are found to align with English homographs. There is therefore no
translation from the English to the French, only an alignment between the two that displays the
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property of disjoint alignment sets under discussion in this work.
5.2.1 A corollary of the OHPAS hypothesis
A corollary of the OHPAS hypothesis accounts for the directional, one-to-one relationship be-
tween interlingual homograph-aligned text word forms and homograph pronunciations. Interlin-
gual, homograph-aligned text word forms are mapped to one, meaningfully distinct pronunciation
of that homograph. The corollary, formalized in denotation 5.10, incorporates the ipt , ipt−1, and
pt−1 functions provided in 5.7–5.8, and 5.2.
∀H ∈ H : ∀P, P ′ ∈ pt−1(H): P 6= P ′ ⇒
(pt−1(H) 7→ P | ipt−1(ipt(P )) = P )∧
(pt−1(H) 7→ P ′| ipt−1(ipt(P ′)) = P ′)
(5.10)
For an example of the relationship posited in the corollary, see figure 5.2 which records the
French alignments to the English homograph bow found in the parallel corpus used in the research
for this dissertation.
Figure 5.2: The English homograph, bow, with unidirectional relationships.
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It can be seen in figure 5.2 that each homograph-aligned token is related to only one interlingual
homograph pronunciation. For example, courber only aligns to ["boU], not to both ["boU] and
["baU].
5.3 AP semi-automated label imputation
The technique developed in this work for semi-automated label imputation is centered on the
corollary of the OHPAS hypothesis, and is referred to as the Alignment-to-Pronunciation (AP)
semi-automated label imputation technique. A one-to-one mapping between a homograph pro-
nunciation label and the realization of the lexeme associated with that label in another language
can be leveraged to label data in parallel corpora without as much human effort as might other-
wise be needed. The AP semi-automated label imputation process is represented in figure 5.3 and
discussed in more detail in the steps below.
1. Parallel sentence-level, token-aligned corpora are obtained. A sentence-aligned parallel cor-
pus, the Europarl French-English corpus (Koehn, 2005) is token-aligned using SimAlign
(Masoud et al., 2020) with the xlm-roberta-base model. SimAlign is chosen over
fast_align (Dyer et al., 2013), as, upon manual inspection, it is found to yield more
accurate results.
2. The sentence pairs are restricted to those in which one language contains a homograph. In
this case, the homographs are restricted to WHD homographs in the English language. The
sentences are used in the next step to allow the annotator to determine which homograph
pronunciation label is appropriate. As the Europarl French English data set contains 202,968
sentence pairs with homographs of interest in the research for this dissertation, a random,
homograph-stratified subset of the sentence pairs is generated for hand labeling. The subset
is stratified by homograph in order to ensure each available homograph’s presence in the
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data.
3. A csv file is prepared for manual annotation. The homograph and its aligned destination
token are isolated for easy review, and recorded alongside both the parallel sentences.
4. A manual mapping between each unique homograph to aligned token pair and a human-
determined pronunciation label for the homograph is made. As word-alignment algorithms
are not perfect and translators have license in translation, a check is done by the annotator to
ensure the alignment is correct, and samples that have incorrect alignments are discarded.
For examples of an English homograph with its aligned French tokens, the human-selected
pronunciation label, and text that immediately surrounds the homograph and its aligned to-
ken in the respective languages, see table 5.2. Because alignments can be mapped to multiple
homographs (though not, according to the OHPAS hypothesis, to more than one pronuncia-
tion for each homograph), the keys of the dictionary consist of the homograph to alignment





En text Fr text




separate séparé /"sEpÄ@t/ a separate vote un vote séparé
Table 5.2: Separate: alignment examples with human-labeled pronunciations.
To provide an example of the paired key convention, one entry in an AP mapping looks like
{lives-vies:lives_nou}. The key contains an English homograph text word form
separated by a hyphen from its aligned French token, while the value contains a computa-
tionally friendly pronunciation label corresponding to the IPA representation of its pronun-
ciation.
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5. The mapping made in step 4 is serialized and brought into a script which checks for the pres-
ence of the English homograph and aligned French token pairing in word-aligned parallel
sentences, and then labels the English homograph with a pronunciation label upon a match.4
Figure 5.3: AP semi-automated label imputation
The benefit of this technique is that the amount of human-labeling required is reduced from
each sample in the data set to labeling a subset of the data in order to produce a mapping for
automated labeling. The automated use of the human-generated mapping generates labels for the
homographs in additional sentential contexts, providing a varied data set which supports model
generalization. In the next section that manual mapping is considered in more detail with respect
to the hypothesis that there is a one-to-one alignment between homograph pronunciations in one
language and text word forms that express the sense set associated with the pronunciation in an-
other language.
5.4 Evidence towards the OHPAS hypothesis
After manually mapping pronunciations to interlingual word forms, the mapping is checked for the
unique one-to-one aligned text word form-to-pronunciation relationship posited by the corollary
of the OHPAS hypothesis. Attention is brought to the results of the human-labeling process as
they speak directly to the accuracy of the OHPAS hypothesis with respect to disjoint interlingual
alignment sets. The manual process results in 1,804 mappings for 77 homographs. Of the 77
4The human-labeled samples used to create the original mapping can be removed from the data set prior to this
automated labeling step if their use as human-labeled data is desired.
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homographs, 48 have samples for both pronunciation classes, and so can be checked to see if any
of the word forms are mapped to both of one homograph’s pronunciations. The human-labeled
sample counts, as well as unique French token to homograph pronunciation alignment counts, are
reported in appendix O, along with the aligned French tokens. For a sample of the results, see table
5.3.

















advocate /"ædv@k@t/ avocat, défendu, partisane,
représentant
4 6
winds /"wIndz/ secousses, souffle, vent, vents 4 19
winds /"waIndz/ arrive, clôturera, contente,
finissent
4 4
It is found that none of the 48 homographs have alignments that violate the OHPAS corollary.
At one point it was thought that one homograph, analyses, and its French alignment of analyse,
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did, at first, but upon a closer reading of the French and English texts it became apparent that the
translation from French to English did not provide a correct alignment. This points to the fact that
there can be noise in the data generated using the AP technique, and some degradation in model
performance could result. Nonetheless, the results of the human labeling reflect the position that a
one-to-one mapping of interlingual homograph-aligned text word forms to pronunciations exists.
While this disjoint alignment set analysis provides evidence towards the OHPAS hypothesis
and its corollary, model performance with data augmented using the AP-based label imputation
technique provides evidence with respect to the technique’s effectiveness. In the following section
models trained with WHD-only data are compared to those trained with WHD data augmented
through the AP-based technique.
Chapter 6
AP label imputation: Empirical evidence
This chapter provides empirical evidence concerning the efficacy of the Alignment-to-Pronunciation
(AP) labeling technique. In order to obtain this evidence a number of homograph disambiguation
models are trained on human-labeled WHD data, and compared against models with the same ar-
chitecture and hyperparameterization trained on the WHD augmented with AP-labeled data. While
diminished performance after training on augmented data would have pointed to the need for re-
finement of the technique, model performance in balanced accuracy is found to improve. It is found
that the AP-labeling technique improves performance on low prevalence classes, but does not move
the micro accuracy metric in any significant way. Therefore, development of low-prevalence-class-
targeted AP label imputation is determined as an interesting line of future investigation.
Section 6.1 covers the process by which the baseline data used in this research is generated
from Gorman et al.’s (2018) original Wikipedia Homograph Data (WHD). Section 6.2 then re-
views the label imputation process and the creation of an additional, augmented train split. Model
development is discussed in section 6.3, and model evaluation and analysis is covered in section
6.4.
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6.1 Wikipedia Homograph Data
This section records a number of changes made to the original WHD train and evaluation splits. It
also provides a discussion of the inherent imbalance in pronunciation class sizes and outlines how
this imbalance is taken into consideration in the creation of the train, dev and test WHD splits that
form the baseline data used in this research.
6.1.1 Wikipedia Homograph Data exclusions
The WHD data released by GMN is originally split into 90% train and 10% evaluation. For this
work, the train and evaluation sets are combined, class size distributions are examined, and certain
homograph exclusions are made. Initial exclusions ensure that every homograph has two distinct
pronunciations, and that every pronunciation has at least three instances—three instances are re-
quired to provide at least one instance of each pronunciation class in the train, dev, and test data
splits that are then created. Additional exclusions, covered in section 6.1.4, bring the number of ho-
mographs down to those which have a low prevalence pronunciation class, and for which imputed
data is obtained.
The original WHD data set contains 162 unique homographs, with 308 distinct pronunciations.
Data associated with 34 of those homographs is removed due to either invariance in pronunciation
or prohibitively low sample size. Seventeen of the 34 homographs have only one pronunciation
in the data set. These invariant homographs are removed so as not to bolster model scores, as the
models would correctly pick the only class available. See appendix A for the list of homographs
removed due to class invariance. Data for a further seventeen homographs is then removed as these
homographs include at least one pronunciation class with fewer than three instances. See appendix
B for a list of these prohibitively low resource homographs. After the removal of data for the 34
homographs, the remaining Wikipedia Homograph Data contains 128 unique homographs and 256
unique pronunciations.
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Class size difference % Homographs
≤ 40% 32%
> 40% 68%
Table 6.1: Distribution of WHD homograph class size differences.
6.1.2 Wikipedia Homograph Data pronunciation class size imbalance
Each homograph in the data set that remains after invariant and low resource data removal has
roughly 100 samples which are divided into two pronunciation classes. GMN employ random
sampling to obtain samples which leads to a common phenomenon of imbalance in class sample
size (Mussmann et al., 2020). Notably, 68% of the homographs have pronunciation classes with a
difference in class size that is greater than or equal to a difference of 40 samples—about 40% of
the available data for those two classes (see table 6.1). To give an example at an extreme, six of the
homographs have the largest difference in class size, with a ratio of 3:97. On the other end, only
two of the homographs have a class size ratio of 49:51.
While 12% of the WHD homographs have a pronunciation that exhibits the smallest class size
differences of 20% or less, 35% of the homographs exhibit class size differences equal to or greater
than 80%, making them very imbalanced. This means the number of homographs with the greatest
class size imbalance is more than twice that of the number of homographs with the smallest class
size imbalance.
Class size difference % Homographs
≤ 20% 12%
≥ 80% 35%
Table 6.2: Min and max WHD homograph class size differences.
For a table of all the Wikipedia homograph class size percentages, see appendix D. The imbal-
ance exhibited in these pronunciation classes, combined with low sample size, motivates investi-
gation into label imputation to gain more samples.
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6.1.3 Wikipedia Homograph Data split redistribution
After removal of all invariant and prohibitively low resource homographs, the total number of
samples in the data set is 12,714. These samples are split into 80% train (10,131 samples), 10%
dev (1,308 samples), and 10% test (1,275 samples). The train set has, on average, eighty samples
per homograph. The dev and test sets have ten samples per homograph on average. Stratified
sampling is used as the default to maintain class distribution among the splits. This sampling
technique is coupled with logic to enforce the presence of at least one sample per class in each
split. Forcing class presence proved necessary due to the more extreme class imbalances present
in the data, such as those in which only 3 instances of one of the two homograph pronunciations
are available.
The pronunciation class distribution in the three splits mirrors that in the original WHD. On
average there are ten samples per homograph in the test set, and over half of the homographs in
the test set, have an 8:2 class size ratio. Comparably, 48% of the homographs in the train split
have a class size ratio of roughly between 60:20 and 77:3. The homograph, alternate, provides
an example of the most extreme class imbalance, with 77 instances of the class /"A:ltÄn@t/ and 3
instances of the class /"A:ltÄneIt/. For a record of the ratios of homograph pronunciation class sizes
in the 128 homograph subset of the WHD, see appendix D. For the ratios in the dev and test splits,
see appendices E, and F.
6.1.4 34-homograph WHD splits
During the process of label imputation not all the WHD homographs in the subset described above
are found in the WHD-external data. In addition, preliminary modeling showed WHD pronunci-
ation classes for homographs exhibiting less class imbalance to receive high class accuracies of
90% and above. Due to these conditions, 34 WHD homographs from the 128 homograph subset
of the WHD described in the previous section are selected to make the final WHD splits. These
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34 meet two conditions, 1) they have one class for which the samples constitute less than 40% of
the total samples for that homograph in the WHD, and 2) they are found in the corpus that is used
to augment the WHD. This process creates a train split for which the average size of the lower
prevalence homograph is 11 samples, and dev and test sets for which the average lower prevalence
sample size is between 1 and 2 samples. See appendix H for the final, 34-homograph WHD train
split class sizes and percentages, appendix I for those of the dev split, and J for the test split. The
final WHD train split described in this section is kept for training WHD-only models. It is then
copied and augmented with data from the Europarl corpus (Koehn, 2005), using the AP labeling
technique as described in the next section.
6.2 AP labeling to augment WHD data
In this work the English and French, sentence-aligned Europarl corpus (Koehn, 2005) is culled
to 202,968 parallel sentences (about 10% of the total corpus), each of which include a WHD
homograph. Of those 202,968 up to 50 samples for each homograph are randomly sampled and
1,804 of those are word aligned using Masoud et al.’s (2020) SimAlign algorithm. The samples
are then hand-labeled with WHD pronunciation labels by the researcher.
During the manual labeling, a token alignment check is performed to determine the accuracy
of the SimAlign interlingual token alignment, and inaccurate mappings are thrown out. The
accuracy check was done using personal knowledge of French, and by referencing Google Trans-
late when questions arose. A comparison of this word alignment technique with a knowledge
base-centered and/or bilingual dictionary approach to obtaining mappings is of interest for future
research. Additionally, an automated mapping of inflections and for certain homonyms developed
in future research could bolster label imputation performance. For instance, when the homograph
permit is used as a verb (pronounced, according to the WHD IPA, as /pÄ"mIt/) it could be auto-
matedly mapped into appropriate inflected word forms that are associated with the verb in another
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language. While the manual mapping done in this work catches some of those forms, it does not
catch all of them. Finally, French tokens found to align with WHD homographs that have a sense
or sense set for which a WHD homonym pronunciation label is not available are also discarded.
In the end, labeled samples for about 70% of the homographs in the final WHD splits are ob-
tained, and 34 of those homographs are found to meet the condition of having one low prevalence
pronunciation class.
A dictionary is made from the manual mapping of English homograph pronunciations and
aligned French text word forms. The dictionary is used to automatedly label the rest of the 202,968
sentences found to include a WHD homograph. Because some aligned French tokens are mapped
to multiple homographs, the keys of the dictionary consist of each English homograph and French
token pair, while the values contain the pronunciation label for the English homograph. Using the
dictionary in a script, aligned French and English homograph tokens are checked against the keys,
and labeled samples are generated. A subset, covered in more detail in the following section, is
then created in order to reduce imbalance.
6.2.1 AP label imputation results
The AP labeling implementation described above was applied to roughly 25% of the Europarl
French-English corpus and yielded 8,656 labeled instances of 66 English homographs (30 of which
have samples for multiple pronunciations).1 Table 6.3 contains a sample of the aligned homograph
pronunciation and token pairs for which labels are applied in the imputation process. For a com-
plete record of the results see appendix N.
1A subset of the SWBD data is used due to time constraints.
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Table 6.3: Sample of imputed label counts
Homograph Fr Align Pronunciation Imputed Label Ct
advocate avocat /"ædv@k@t/ 2
advocate défendent /"ædv@­keIt/ 2
advocate défendons /"ædv@­keIt/ 3
advocate défendre /"ædv@­keIt/ 6
advocate faveur /"ædv@­keIt/ 5
advocate partisane /"ædv@k@t/ 1
winds arrive /"waIndz/ 1
winds clôturera /"waIndz/ 2
winds finissent /"waIndz/ 1
winds vent /"wIndz/ 3
winds vents /"wIndz/ 7
A subset of 1,308 of the imputed samples have homographs with one low prevalence class, and
are selected to augment the WHD training data set. While about 50% of the aligned token to class
pairs have imputed labels for ten or fewer samples, there are pairs with large numbers of samples,
the largest sample size being 220 for the homograph, present, with the aligned token présenter
and the label /­pôi:"zEnt/. In order not to introduce too great an imbalance into the data (though
ideally the sample sizes would remain reflective of the actual underlying distributions), up to forty
samples for each French alignment to homograph pronunciation pair are randomly selected from
the data to be used for augmentation. Note that this does not restrict the number of imputed label
samples to 40 per pronunciation class as there can be multiple alignment pairs per pronunciation.
This subsampling affects four homographs, close, live, lives, and present with eight alignment
pairs: one for close, three for live, two for lives, and two for present. After subsampling, 718
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label-imputed samples targeting low resource pronunciation classes are obtained with a minimum
of one sample per class, and a maximum of 130 samples per class. About 50% of the data has 10
or fewer samples per class.
To create the augmented training data split, the label-imputed data is shuffled in to a copy of
the 34-homograph WHD train split. This increases the train data set size by about 20%, from 2,719
to 3,437 samples. There is an absolute change in class sample size in the range of anywhere from
1 to 130 samples, with 75% of the classes gaining 21 samples or fewer. The mean relative change
in sample size is 253%, with 75% of the classes increasing by 116% or less. The AP-labeled data
is added to only the 34-homograph WHD train split data in order to retain dev and test sets that
are purely human-labeled. See appendix K for a table of all the homograph pronunciation counts
and percentages in the augmented WHD train split. The next section covers modeling with these
34-homograph WHD and augmented WHD data sets.
6.3 Homograph disambiguation modeling
As the task of homograph disambiguation is to select the correct pronunciation of a homograph
given sentential context, models are developed which take into consideration contextual features.
Two fundamentally different kinds of models are developed: regularized multinomial logistic re-
gression models, and pre-trained English language transformer models fine-tuned to treat pronun-
ciation detection as token classification. Three different types of pre-trained transformer language
models are fine-tuned for the token classification task, and are discussed in further detail soon.
For the purpose of regularized multinomial logistic regression (LR) modeling, features are
derived from the homographs themselves as well as from windowed text surrounding the homo-
graphs. The regularized, multinomial LR model type is chosen following the research of Gorman
et al. (2018). For pre-trained transformer language models fine-tuned to predict homograph pro-
nunciation, each homograph’s sentence is fed to the model, with non-homograph tokens given a
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label of ‘O’, for ‘outside the set of homographs’ and each homograph token given its pronunciation
label. Transformer models are chosen due to their current status in the NLP research community
as some of the most performant models available for natural language processing tasks.
6.3.1 Regularized multinomial logistic regression
In the development of the regularized multinomial LR models, one logistic regression model per
class is trained with the following, vectorized features: case-folded tokens indexed one and two
tokens before and behind the homograph token, case-folded bigrams indexed immediately before
and after the homograph token, a case-folded skipgram, the constituents of which surround the
homograph token, POS features for each of the aforementioned as well as for the homograph
itself, and a case feature for the homograph (uppercase, lowercase, titlecase, or other).2 POS tags
are obtained using Matthew Honnibal’s greedy, averaged perceptron tagger implementation in the
Natural Language Toolkit (Loper and Bird, 2002) which predicts labels from the Penn Treebank
(Marcus et al., 1993). The models are all instantiated with the same hyperparameters: the L1
penalty, a C value of 100, and the liblinear solver. These are kept constant across the models
in order to isolate the change in training data from WHD to augmented WHD the variable of
interest. Balanced accuracy over all the predictions and targets is calculated, as well as micro and
per class accuracy.
6.3.2 Multiclass transformer token classification
The three pre-trained, English language transformer language models that are fine-tuned for homo-
graph disambiguation as multiclass token classifiers in this work are: ALBERT-base-v2 (Lan
et al., 2019), BERT-base-cased (Devlin et al., 2019), and XLNet-base-cased (Yang et al.,
2019). Brief explanations of these models are given before information on how they are fine-tuned
2The code for the multinomial logistic regression was primarily developed by Professor Kyle Gorman—POS
feature development and a few minor adjustments were implemented by the primary investigator.
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in this work.
The 11 million parameter ALBERT language model was designed in response to findings that
larger neural net parameter sizes increase model performance, and the increasing sizes have meant
expensive requirements in memory and training time. Lan et al. (2019) built ALBERT with archi-
tecture designed to perform more efficiently than the larger models. In order to achieve greater
efficiency, the vocabulary embedding matrix size is separated from the hidden layer size through
a factorization of the embedding layer into two matrices—this allows for an increase in the size
of the hidden layers without a significant increase to the parameter size of the vocabulary embed-
dings. Then, the model has 12 repeating layers which are shared across the model, meaning they
have the same weights. ALBERT’s number of layers is a shared architectural feature with the BERT
language model, and so the computational cost of iterating through the same number of layers re-
mains the same, though the repeating nature of the layers entails the creation of a smaller memory
footprint (Lan et al., 2019). ALBERT is pre-trained on a large corpus of unlabeled English text
created from the BookCorpus (Zhu et al., 2015) and the English Wikipedia data set (Devlin et al.,
2019). Lan et al. (2019) The model is pre-trained with two objectives: 1) it must predict randomly
masked words that constitute 15% of the text it’s trained on, a task known as masked language
modeling (MLM), and 2) it must predict the order of consecutive segments of text, a task known
as sentence ordering prediction (SOP). Of note, its training data is not cased, a feature helpful for
homograph disambiguation when isolating case as a feature for regularized multinomial logistic
regression modeling (Gorman et al., 2018), and this may in part, count for some of the lower met-
rics we see on this model. As its name spells out, this model can be basically be thought of as the
BERT model with fewer parameters—it is A Lite BERT.
The name, BERT, stands for Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers. The
BERT model, designed by Devlin et al. (2019), is based on a transformer model developed by
Vaswani et al. (2017). Transformer models rely heavily on attention mechanisms to weight model
parameters found to be most useful in making correct predictions. Like ALBERT, BERT is pre-
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trained on the BookCorpus and English Wikipedia corpus for masked language modeling. The
way that MLM is implemented makes both models bidirectional in that text from the left and the
right of any particular masked word, or rather token (which can be part of a word), is used in
order to predict that token. In pre-training a slightly different sentence-focused task is used from
that used to train ALBERT, that of next sentence prediction (NSP). NSP is a binarized task in
which the model is optimized to predict whether or not the second sentence in a pair of sentences
actually follows the first sentence in the training corpus using sentences labeled with IsNext
and NotNext. The BERT model was intentionally designed to be used as a pre-trained model
that, with the addition of an output layer (that has not been pre-trained), can be further trained,
or fine-tuned, for tasks other than what it is originally trained on, called downstream tasks, such
as token classification. The model used in this work has 110 million parameters, which indeed,
makes ALBERT seem lite.
Both ALBERT and BERT are referred to as autoencoder transformers. The XLNet model dif-
fers in that it is an autoregressive transformer. Autoregressive models predict the next token in a
sequence of tokens, rather than predicting a percentage of masked tokens. The XLNet builds on the
autoregressive task, and enables learning bidirectional contexts by maximizing the expected like-
lihood over all the permutations of the order of the tokens. Yang et al. (2019) designed the XLNet
model to overcome the neglect of dependencies between masked tokens in masked language mod-
eling, as well as issues arising from the fact that fine-tuning does not necessarily incorporate the
masking technique used for pre-training the autoencoders. Like the BERT and ALBERT models,
XLNet is trained on BookCorpus and English Wikipedia, but it is additionally trained on Gig5 (Yu
et al., 2015), Clue Web 2021-B (extended from Callan et al. 2009), and Common Crawl (Crawl,
2019). Yang et al. report that XLNet outperforms BERT on a number of downstream tasks, and it
is found to do so in this research as well.
These three pre-trained language models are obtained from the HuggingFace API (Wolf et al.,
2019), and, as with the LR models, are instantiated with the same hyperparameters for the sake
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of comparison. See the listings in appendix M, for hyperparameter values and the three distinct
token classification model configuration JSONs. All the transformer models are fine-tuned on
N = 68 homograph pronunciation classes with an additional class applied to tokens that are not
homographs, the ‘O’ class, and therefore have N + 1, or 69, final nodes. The data used to fine-
tune the transformer models is formatted such that a label is applied to every token in the example
sentences. The label ‘O’, which stands for ‘outside of class’ is provided for all non-homograph
tokens. Each pronunciation class is given a computationally friendly pronunciation label which
correlates to its WHD IPA pronunciation representation.
At inference, all classes not belonging to the homograph being predicted on are masked, which
facilitates the prediction of only one of the two pronunciation classes associated with the relevant
homograph. Prior to the development of the mask in the course of this work, the token classifiers in-
correctly predicted 1) the ‘O’ class, 2) a pronunciation class belonging to another homograph, and
3) the homograph’s alternate pronunciation. Incorrect ‘O’ class predictions and within-homograph
pronunciation errors were seen in all of the token classifiers’ results to varying extents, while the
cross-homograph pronunciation errors occurred only once in the results of the most performant
XLNet_WHD model. The model predicted /"waIndz/ for the homograph, wind in a sentence with
a target label of /"waInd/. While ‘O’ and cross-homograph errors are eliminated, performance on
micro and balanced accuracy metrics remains relatively the same across models with the incorpo-
ration of the mask with the exception of the most performant model type developed in this work,
the XLNet model, which benefited the most from the masking technique, improving its average
balanced accuracy by about 3 percentage points. To the best of the author’s knowledge this to-
ken classifier approach to homograph disambiguation is not presently reported in peer reviewed
publications, or otherwise present online.
Fine-tuning the pre-trained transformer language models for the token classification task pro-
vides a challenge in that the models have distinct tokenizers which break words into sub-words
in order to encode sub-word meaning and more deftly handle out-of-vocabulary items. Due to
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this process, models receive multiple tokens for what was originally one labeled token for some
words, and this leaves the token-level labels out of sync with the sub-word tokens created af-
ter tokenization of the data. The BERT tokenizer is based on the WordPiece tokenizer (De-
vlin et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2016). The ALBERT and XLNet tokenizers are developed from
Google’s SentencePiece tokenization, which uses Byte-Pair-Encoding (BPE; Sennrich et al.,
2016) and sub-word regularization (Kudo, 2018). While slightly different handling is required for
WordPiece and SentencePiece tokenization, both the tokenizers create sub-words that are
not aligned with the original word’s label due to the greater number of sub-words than original
words. For example, the sentence, “Their accuser Nadine Milroy Sloan was later imprisoned for
attempting to pervert the course of justice,” is tokenized by the BERT tokenizer in such a way that
the words, accuser, Nadine, Milroy and pervert, are broken into multiple sub-tokens each. The
word, accuser, becomes three sub-word tokens: a, ##cc, and ##user. The name, Nadine, be-
comes Na, and ##dine, while Milroy becomes Mi, ##l, and ##roy. The homograph, pervert,
is broken into per, ##vert. There are multiple ways to achieve sub-word to label alignment—
the final, rather than the first sub-word could be used, or the embeddings of all the sub-words could
be averaged in various ways (p.c., Gorman, 2021). An alignment is obtained in this work by as-
signing only the first sub-word of each sub-tokenized word the token-level label. This method was
chosen after comparing its performance to the use of the last sub-word of each sub-tokenized word,
and further investigation of sub-word tokenization and label alignment is left for future research.
The next section now treats the evaluation of the models, with a focus on whether or not the label
imputation technique provides data useful in increasing model performance.
6.4 Evaluation and analysis
This section describes evaluation procedures taken to determine if the AP label imputation tech-
nique is useful providing data that improves homograph disambiguation models. In order to pro-
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vide evidence with respect to the efficacy of the AP semi-automated labeling technique, the change
in balanced accuracy between models trained solely on WHD and and models trained on the WHD
augmented with AP-labeled Europarl data is examined. In addition, per class accuracy of one of
the models from the most performant model type is reviewed, and error analysis is done for all
models.
6.4.1 Evaluation procedures
A total of forty models are trained and evaluated on the test set data in this work. Ten models are
trained for each model type–five of those models are trained on only the WHD data, while five are
trained on the WHD data augmented with AP label-imputed data. The reported metrics are taken
from the model with the median balanced accuracy from each set of five models’ performances.
This practice serves to provide metric values along the lines of those that the models generally
achieve, protecting against the human selection of metrics from a particularly good run. All hyper
parameters are kept the same across the LR models, and across the transformer models with the
exception of their random seeds. These values are kept constant in order to allow the change from
training on only the WHD to training on the WHD augmented with the AP label-imputed data to
be the variable of interest. Also, as previously noted, development of the models is done using the
train and dev splits, and metrics are reported on the test split.
6.4.2 Metrics
The performance of the models in this work are evaluated using the sklearn library (Pedregosa
et al., 2011) implementation of micro balanced accuracy. Balanced accuracy is the treated as the
primary metric due to the imbalance in the data. The accuracy of a model provides a measure of its
predictions’ proximity to a value that represents only correct predictions being made. An accuracy
of 0 is the worst score possible, while an accuracy of 1 indicates that all the model’s predictions are
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correct. This range of values and the interpretation of an accuracy score that falls on or somewhere
between them applies to both micro and balanced accuracy.
The following two sections describe micro and balanced accuracy. Both metrics incorporate the
indicator function. For reference, the indicator function generates a value of 1 for each prediction
(ŷi) which is correct, or equal to the target label (yi), and a value of 0 for each ŷi that is not equal
to yi.
Micro accuracy
Micro accuracy is the fraction of correct predictions over the total number of samples on which
the model predicted. See equation 6.1 for the notational representation of accuracy as used in this
work. In this notation, the sum of the values produced by the indicator function is divided by the






1(ŷi = yi), (6.1)
where 1() is the indicator function.
Micro accuracy is a good measure of model performance without respect to performance on any given
individual class. For example, let’s say a model is predicting on two classes–one of the classes has 50
samples, and the other has three samples. The micro accuracy will be the same regardless of individual class
performance, even though class performance would vary greatly if say, only one prediction is incorrect for
each them (49/50, or 98%, accuracy v. 2/3, or 66.6%, accuracy)—in this scenario the micro accuracy for the
model will be 51/53, or about 96%.
Balanced accuracy
In the calculation of balanced accuracy, a raw accuracy is computed in which the indicator function’s return
for each prediction is weighted with the inverse prevalence of the predicted sample’s actual class (as opposed
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1(ŷi = yi)ŵi, (6.2)
where 1() is the indicator function,
and ŵi is inverted sample size.
Consider again the scenario in which there are two classes, one with 50 samples, and the other with 3,
in which the model predicts one sample in each class incorrectly. To calculate balanced accuracy, for each
class, the number of correct predictions is multiplied by the inverse of the number of samples. So, we have
49 correct predictions multiplied by 1/50 for the larger class (.98), and 2 correct predictions multiplied by
1/3 for the smaller class (.66). These two numbers are added together and then multiplied by the inverse
of the sum of all the weights for each class. Summing 1/50 fifty times gives us 1, as does summing 1/3
three times, so basically, we are multiplying by the inverse of the number of classes, or 2. This gives us a
balanced accuracy of .82, or 82%. The weighting in balanced accuracy brings the evaluation of how accurate
the model is down from what is provided by micro accuracy by placing importance on the sample prevalence
per class.
Balanced accuracy is used for models trained on data sets with imbalanced classes in order to rectify
inflation of performance due to the influence of larger class size when performance per class is considered to
be of concern over class-blind performance. As the classes in this study are mostly imbalanced, the primary
metric of interest is balanced accuracy. For more on balanced accuracy as it is implemented in sklearn,
see Mosley (2013); Kelleher et al. (2020); Guyon et al. (2015). In addition, per class accuracy, computed
simply by dividing the number of correct predictions over the number of samples for each class, is discussed
in section 6.4.4.










LR 81.23 86.46 5.23
ALBERT 85.84 93.37 7.53
BERT 92.08 94.02 1.94
XLNet 91.17 95.89 4.72
Table 6.4: 34-homograph-restricted models’ balanced accuracy scores. Change in balanced accu-
racy.
6.4.3 Model performance
Improvement in the balanced accuracy metric is seen between models trained only on the WHD and those
trained on the augmented WHD across all four model types, as reported in table 6.4. Out of these models,
the XLNet variant obtains the highest balanced accuracy. Of note, the balanced accuracy metric reported
on in this dissertation is a comparable metric to the macro accuracy used in Gorman et al. (2018); Elkahky
et al. (2018), as the score is not adjusted for chance.3 However, as scores in this work are not reported on the
entirety of the evaluation set released by GMN, the results are not directly comparable. As can be expected,
we see lower scores on average due to the selection of imbalanced classes and the very low prevalence
classes within the selected data. Despite these handicaps, the XLNet trained with the augmented WHD does
provide a higher micro accuracy (97.35) than GMN’s 95.4, and a balanced accuracy (95.89) comparable to
GMN’s 95.1. These scores are also very similar to the 96.7±3 top micro and macro accuracies reported
by Elkahky et al. (2018). Again, keep in mind that the metrics are not computed on exactly the same
data, and so are not directly comparable. The micro accuracies for the models trained in this research are
recorded in appendix L—they show, on average, a statistically insignificant increase between the baseline
and non-baseline models, indicating that while the models are improving on the low prevalence classes, they
are not significantly improving in overall number of incorrect predictions. This improvement seen on the
lower prevalence classes coupled with a comparable performance between models when considered from a
class sample size-indifferent perspective is examined in more depth in the following sections on per class
performance and error analysis.
3An adjustment for chance is a calculation in which performance determined to be random receives a score of 0.
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As discussed in the introduction of this chapter, the XLNet model actually provides correct predictions
for two samples in the test set which are incorrectly hand-labeled in the WHD. The human-error was dis-
covered after the completion of the experiment, and while the final balanced and micro accuracy metrics
remain as calculated during the experiment, the human errors are further discussed in the following per class
performance and error analysis sections.
6.4.4 Per class performance
In order to give a more detailed perspective on the performance of the homograph modeling, this section
provides information on the per class test set accuracy metrics taken on a model from the most performant
model type developed in this work, the XLNet. The determination of most performant is based on the
balanced accuracy metric, and the model will be referred to as XLNet_AUG_median. The naming con-
vention, AUG, is used to indicate that the model is trained on the WHD augmented with AP label-imputed
Europarl French-English corpus data. The naming convention, median, indicates that the scores provided
are those from the model with a balanced accuracy at the median of the metrics obtained from the five
model instances of the same type trained on the same data. Any of the set of XLNet models trained on
the augmented data can be referred to simply as a XLNet_AUG, without the third element of the naming
convention. After per class performance is reviewed, a comparison is made between the per class accuracies
of XLNet_AUG_median and the XLNet model trained solely on the WHD data with performance at the
median, which will be referred to as XLNet_WHD_median.
The XLNet_AUG_median model’s balanced accuracy, 95.89%, sits between the highest balanced
accuracy (notably, the highest achieved by any model instance on the test set data), 98.05%, and the lowest
balanced accuracy achieved by an XLNet_AUG model, 94.06%. The average of the five XLNet_AUG
models’ balanced accuracies is 96.18%. The XLNet_AUG_median model achieves 100% accuracy on 58,
or 85%, of the 68 test set pronunciation classes. A graph of the per class accuracy for the pronunciation
classes that receive under 100% accuracy, plotted against train and test set sample sizes as a percent of the
total sample sizes for each homograph, is found in figure 6.1.
In considering only the classes which receive under 100% accuracy, a correlation between lower sample
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Figure 6.1: XLNet_AUG_median train and test set sample sizes for pronunciation classes with
under 100% accuracy, with per class accuracy.
sizes in the training and test sets and lower accuracy is observable. Classes with accuracies under 88% also
have training data set sample sizes that make up at or under 40% of the data available for each homograph.
Increasing the training sample sizes for these pronunciation classes may bolster the model performance.
However, errors are also made on pronunciation classes with training sample sizes that constitute over 40%
of the data available for their associated homograph. In addition, about 40% of the classes with 100%
accuracy have training sample sizes that constitute at or under 40% of the data available for each class.
See figure 6.2 for the training sample sizes of these completely correctly predicted classes, represented in
percent of total samples per homograph. The majority of these classes constitute under 30% of the total data
for each of their homographs.
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Figure 6.2: XLNet_AUG_median train sample sizes for classes with 100% accuracy and sample
sizes up to 40% of the homograph’s train data.
XLNet-based model comparison
This section contains a comparison of XLNet_AUG_median to XLNet_WHD_median performance. For
reference, the XLNet_WHD_median model’s balanced accuracy of 91.17% sits between the highest bal-
anced accuracy for the XLNet_WHD models of 91.85%, and the lowest balanced accuracy of 85.75%. The
average of the five XLNet_WHD models’ balanced accuracies is 89.55%. In comparison to the balanced ac-
curacy achieved by XLNet_AUG_median, the balanced accuracy for XLNet_WHD_median is 4.72 per-
centage points lower. The XLNet_WHD_median model achieves 100% accuracy on about 85% of the 68
test set pronunciation classes. However, the model misses predictions on more classes with lower prevalence
than does the XLNet_AUG_median model. XLNet_WHD_median completely misses 5 single sample
test set classes while XLNet_AUG_median misses only one. The singleton class that XLNet_AUG_-
median misses is not in the set of five missed by XLNet_WHD_median—training on the augmented
data corrects those errors. On average, there are 2.8 samples in the test set classes the XLNet_WHD_-
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median model doesn’t completely correctly predict, while there are 5.8 samples in the comparable test set
for XLNet_AUG_median.
Between the two models about 23% of the 68 classes receive under 100% accuracy. Both models miss
one prediction on each the following 4 classes: /"li:d/, /pÄ"vÄt/, /­ôi:"kaUnt/, and /­2p"sEt/. The average test
sample size for those classes is 4.5. Additionally, the average test sample size for the classes XLNet_-
WHD_median misses on is 1.33, while that for XLNet_AUG_median is 6.66. The average per class
accuracy of the classes for which XLNet_AUG_median does not score 100% is about 69%, while that of
XLNet_WHD_median is about 35%. Perhaps notable, /"li:d/, and /­ôi:"kaUnt/, which both models miss, are
Type IV homographs. And, with the exception of XLNet_AUG_median’s performance on lead, the two
models both obtain 100% per class accuracy on at least one of each homograph’s pronunciations.
The advantage of augmenting the very low prevalence classes in the WHD with the semi-automatedly
labeled Europarl training data is fairly clear. As can be seen from the data in table 6.5), six classes which
receive under 100% accuracy from one of the XLNet_median models have under 10 training data set
samples in the WHD. Five of those six go from receiving 0% per class accuracy to 100% when the XLNet
is fine-tuned with the augmented WHD, while the reverse is true for only one class. The classes in 6.5 all
have under 100% accuracy from at least one of the XLNet_median models, and an absolute increase in
average per class accuracy of 21.3% occurs when training with the augmented WHD. Most of this 21.3%
is accounted for by the XLNet_AUG_median model’s 100% accuracy on the five pronunciations with
singleton test samples for which the XLNet_WHD_median obtains a 0%. These gains are made with 1) the
addition of AP semi-automatedly labeled samples to very low prevalence training data set class sample sizes
ranging from 2–6 samples. An additional absolute increase of 34 percentage points is gained in increasing
a per class accuracy of 66% to 100%, made with the addition of 25 AP-labeled samples to the original 26
WHD samples for /"s2pl@­mEnt/.
There are some classes for which small amounts of AP-labeled data, between 2 and 3 samples, are
added and no change in accuracy is seen. Another class, /"li:d/ receives no additional samples and also sees
no change in accuracy. This lack of change in accuracy, while intuitively to be expected, stands in contrast
to 4 classes which also receive no additional labeled data, but undergo a decrease in accuracy between 12
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and 34 percentage points. These 4 classes are associated with homographs for which the alternate pronun-
ciation class did receive additional AP-labeled data (between 4–113 samples), something that is covered in
more depth during the error analysis in the following sections. Finally, two pronunciation classes receive
additional AP-labeled data but undergo a decrease in accuracy. Notably, the alternate pronunciation classes
for these two classes’ homographs do not receive augmentation.
Table 6.5: WHD and augmented WHD model per class accuracy and training sample sizes for
classes with under 100% accuracy from one of two XLNet models.



















deliberate /d@"lIbÄ­eIt/ 2 3 100 0 1 -100 1
lead /"lEd/ 23 44 100 66 21 -34 3
close /"kloUs/ 74 74 100 77 0 -23 9
delegate /"dEl@g@t/ 74 74 100 88 0 -12 9
misuse /­mIs"ju:s/ 75 75 100 88 0 -12 9
protest /"pôoU­tEst/ 72 72 100 88 0 -12 9
lead /"li:d/ 74 74 88 88 0 0 9
pervert /pÄ"vÄt/ 19 21 66 66 2 0 3
recount /­ôi:"kaUnt/ 22 25 66 66 3 0 3
upset /­2p"sEt/ 22 25 66 66 3 0 3
supplement /"s2pl@­mEnt/ 26 51 66 100 25 34 3
alternate /"A:ltÄ­neIt/ 3 4 0 100 1 100 1
wind /"waInd/ 4 8 0 100 4 100 1
delegate /"dEl@­geIt/ 6 12 0 100 6 100 1
conflict /k@n"flIkt/ 2 16 0 100 14 100 1
Continued on next page
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Table 6.5: WHD and augmented WHD model per class accuracy and training sample sizes for
classes with under 100% accuracy from one of two XLNet models.



















close /"kloUz/ 4 117 0 100 113 100 1
The data lends itself to the following characterization of errors: 1) errors introduced into the predictions
on a homograph’s pronunciation class via the addition of AP-labeled data to the homograph’s alternate pro-
nunciation, 2) errors introduced into the predictions on a homograph’s pronunciation class via the addition
of AP-labeled data to the class itself, 3) error percentages that remain the same across models with the addi-
tion of semi-automatedly labeled training data that increases training sizes slightly, and 4) error percentages
that are decreased with the addition of AP-labeled data. The errors, and these categorizations, are discussed
in more depth in the following section.
6.4.5 Error analysis
This section contains analysis on the errors made by the homograph disambiguation models developed
during the course of this research. As five instances of models trained solely on the WHD and five instances
of models trained on the augmented WHD data of each model type (LR, ALBERT, BERT, XLNet) are
developed, error analysis is performed on the test set predictions of the models performing at the median
of each set of five models. The naming convention for the models will follow that in the previous sections.
For example, the LR model trained on only on the WHD and performing at the median will be referred to as
LR_WHD_median.
Regularized multinomial LR error analysis
The LR_WHD_median model’s balanced accuracy of 81.23 is improved upon by 5.23 absolute percentage
points with the use of augmented training data. The two LR models both make the same percentage of
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errors, but increased accuracy is seen in the lower prevalence classes with the augmented data. On average
the number of test samples for classes on which errors are made increases by 1.78 samples with the use of
LR_AUG_median. Four classes with three or fewer test samples that receive incorrect predictions from
LR_WHD_median are completely correctly predicted LR_AUG_median. Both models make the same
error on the same sample that the XLNet_AUG_median model makes for the homograph, deliberate. The
sentence, “Together they deliberate on how services are delivered and pertinent human rights issues,” is
only correctly predicted by the BERT and the XLNet_WHD models out of all the _median models. Each
of the incorrect models predicts /d@"lIbÄ@t/ in place of /d@"lIbÄ­eIt/. The classes with the most errors made by
the LR_median models, two per class, remain the same across both models—these classes, /"lEd/, /"lIvz/,
/"2p­sEt/, /"ju:z@z/ and. Additional, single sample errors are made by both models for the following target
pronunciations: /@"bju:s/, /@"pôA:ks@­meIt/, /k@n"tEnt/, /k@n"tEst/, /pÄ"fEkt/, /pÄ"vÄt/, /­ôi:"kaUnt/, and /"waInd/.
ALBERT token classifier error analysis
Unlike the LR models, a decrease in the total number or errors, as well as in errors on low prevalence
classes is seen in the ALBERT models’ performance. The ALBERT_WHD_median model, with a 86.14
balanced accuracy, makes 15 errors across 13 pronunciations. The ALBERT_AUG_median model, with
a 93.9 balanced accuracy, makes 11 errors across 10 pronunciations. A decrease in average total sample
count for pronunciations that receive incorrect predictions of 3.03 reveals an increase in accuracy on lower
prevalence classes. Obviously, ALBERT_AUG_median exhibits an increased micro accuracy, with the
decrease of seven errors. Without augmentation, the micro accuracy score is 93.82. With augmentation, the
micro accuracy undergoes an increase of 1.76 percentage points at 95.58. The average of the five ALBERT
models micro accuracies (for the ALBERT_AUG_medianmodel, a 96.48, for the ALBERT_WHD_median
model, a 95.17) increases by 1.31 when the models are trained with augmented data. A much larger increase
in average balanced accuracy of 7.53 percentage points is seen.
Taking a closer look at the errors, both models incorrectly predict 7 of the same sentences, while 8 errors
made by ALBERT_WHD_median are correctly predicted by ALBERT_AUG_median, and ALBERT_-
AUG_median introduces 4 errors not present in the predictions of ALBERT_WHD_median. Both models
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incorrectly classify lead as /"li:d/ rather than /"lEd/ in the following two sample sentences: “Like the lighter
members of the group, lead tends to bond with itself,” and “The report further argues that the doctrine
was fully implemented during Operation Cast Lead.” The same mistakes are made by both LR_median
models.4 All instances of error present in the predictions of ALBERT_WHD_median not present in the
predictions of ALBERT_AUG_median are errors on single samples with the exception of two samples
for which /"2p­sEt/ is predicted instead of the target pronunciation, /­2p"sEt/. As previously mentioned, the
homographs of upset and lead also proved challenging for the logistic regression models. Returning to the
errors that both ALBERT_median models make, incorrect classifications are made on one sample each in
place of the following, correct, pronunciations: /k@n"tEnt/, /d@"lIbÄ­eIt/, /pÄ"vÄt/, /­ôi:"kaUnt/, and /"sEpÄ­eIt/.
More overlap can be seen between the errors that both LR and both ALBERT models make for the classes
/pÄ"vÄt/, and /­ôi:"kaUnt/.
BERT token classifier error analysis
The BERT-based models improve the least on the balanced accuracy metric when trained on augmented
data, and, unlike the other models, actually undergo a slight decrease in micro accuracy of 0.88 (see ap-
pendix L). This decrease is found to be statistically insignificant using McNemar’s test (Dietterich, 1998) as
implemented in statsmodels (Seabold and Perktold, 2010), as are all the other other changes in micro
accuracy across all the model types. This is further evidence that the training on the WHD data augmented
with AP-label imputed data is improving performance on lower prevalence classes, but not improving ac-
curacy metrics that are blind to class size. The lack of improvement on micro accuracy will be addressed
further in the conclusion of this dissertation within a discussion on engineering that can be done in order to
reduce the over all error rate.
The BERT_WHD_median model, with a 92.08 balanced accuracy, makes 10 errors across 10 pronun-
ciations, while BERT_AUG_median, with a 94.02 balanced accuracy, makes 13 errors across 12 pronunci-
ations. An average increase of 2.7 samples is seen when the average number of test samples associated with
the classes on which the BERT_WHD_median model makes errors is subtracted from those of BERT_-
4Note that these samples are lower cased for the ALBERT models, which are not pre-trained on cased data, but are
cased for the LR models.
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AUG_median. This increase indicates that performance on lower prevalence classes improves after train-
ing with augmented data. Both models make errors on 6 of the same pronunciation classes, while BERT_-
WHD_median incorrectly classifies 4 pronunciations correctly predicted on by BERT_AUG_median, and
BERT_AUG_median incorrectly predicts on 6 classes which BERT_WHD_median correctly predicts. All
the sentence samples for the 6 pronunciation classes both models miss are the same except that BERT_-
AUG_median incorrectly predicts on two samples with the homograph, lead, and BERT_WHD_median
only incorrectly predicts one one. The sentence missed by the model trained on the augmented data is, “The
report further argues that the doctrine was fully implemented during Operation Cast Lead,” a sentence with
which other models also have trouble. Unsurprisingly, both BERT models miss, “Like the lighter members
of the group, lead tends to bond with itself.” They also both miss, “Finally the rat is trained to wear a harness
and practises outdoors on a lead finding inactive mines under soil.” It is possible that the semantic informa-
tion contained in mines (albeit an incorrect sense of mines) and soil pushes the models’ prediction towards
the pronunciation associated with the sense of lead as a metal. In addition, both models miss predictions on
/"A:ltÄ­neIt/, /pÄ"vÄt/, /­ôi:"kaUnt/, and /"s2pl@­mEnt/. A pattern of both WHD-trained and augmented WHD-
trained models making errors on /pÄ"vÄt/, and /­ôi:"kaUnt/ is continued from performance already covered
for the LR and ALBERT models. In fact, the same errors are made on the same samples across all these
models, and are also made by both the XLNet models—the samples are, “The verb pervert is less narrow
in reference than the related nouns and can be used without any sexual connotations,” and “One of the two
patients was too sick and the accuracy of her recount could not be verified.”
XLNet token classifier error analysis
XLNet_WHD_median, with a balanced accuracy of 91.17, makes 10 errors across 10 pronunciations.
XLNet_AUG_median achieves a balanced accuracy of 95.89, and makes 11 errors across 10 pronuncia-
tions. An average increase of 3.19 samples per class for the classes which are incorrectly predicted on by
XLNet_WHD_median but correctly predicted on by XLNet_AUG_median additionally points to an in-
crease in accuracy on lower prevalence classes. While both models make errors on 4 pronunciations, errors
on 6 different classes are eliminated by augmented data training and errors on 6 other classes are introduced.
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For the homographs, close and delegate, errors on one pronunciation class are remedied and errors on their
alternate pronunciation are introduced. In fact, two errors are made on close by XLNet_AUG_median,
replacing the one error on the opposite pronunciation made by XLNet_WHD_median. The rest of this sec-
tion covers the four error types found in the XLNet model predictions introduced in the prior section on per
class performance, starting with errors that occur on pronunciations after augmentation to their homographs’
alternate pronunciation.
Errors introduced with augmentation on alternate pronunciations As noted above, errors on
one pronunciation class for close and delegate are remedied while errors on their alternate pronunciation are
introduced by training on the WHD augmented with AP-label imputed data. While no additional samples
are added for /"kloUs/, the training samples for its alternate pronunciation, /"kloUz/, go from 4 to 117 samples
with the additional AP-labeled data. Training with this data, the incorrect prediction of /"kloUs/ made by the
XLNet_WHD_median model on the sample, “Indianapolis would close out the half quarterback Peyton
Manning completing a touchdown pass to tight end Dallas Clark,” is not made by the XLNet_AUG_-
median model.
A less dramatic addition of 6 AP-labeled samples for /"dEl@­geIt/ to 6 WHD, human-labeled samples
(without AP-labeled data added to the 74 WHD samples for /"dEl@g@t/) results in the correct prediction of
/"dEl@­geIt/ on the sample “Inase agreed to delegate testing to grain exchanges,” by XLNet_AUG_median
where XLNet_WHD_median had labeled /"dEl@g@t/. Training on the augmented data also results in an
incorrect prediction of /"dEl@geIt/ on “Many anti statists believe that the act of voting itself symbolizes
delegate power that they themselves can not possess,” by XLNet_AUG_median which XLNet_WHD_-
median had predicted correctly. Upon manual review, both the 6 WHD training samples and the 6 AP-
imputed samples for /"dEl@geIt/ are correctly labeled.
The data in table 6.5 makes the addition of AP-labeled data to an alternate pronunciation and correlated
increase in error apparent. And, while their alternate pronunciations are not recorded in the table as they
receive 100% accuracy from both models, this condition is also met for /­mIs"ju:s/ (with an addition of 4,
correctly label-imputed training samples for its alternate pronunciation), and /"pôoU­tEst/ (with an addition
of 52 training samples for its alternate pronunciation) which undergo a slight decrease in accuracy. The
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alternate pronunciation of /"li:d/, /"lEd/ also receives 21 samples while the class size for /"li:d/ remains at 74
samples across the models. However, its class accuracy remains the same across both models. The error in
which /"lEd/ is predicted instead of /"li:d/ on the sentence, “Finally the rat is trained to wear a harness and
practises outdoors on a lead finding inactive mines under soil,” is made by both models.
Errors introduced with augmentation As just mentioned, the pronunciation class /"lEd/ receives an
additional 21 samples, while its alternate pronunciation class receives none. However, a decrease in accuracy
is seen on /"lEd/. An error is introduced in predicting /"li:d/ instead /"li:d/ on the sample, “Like the lighter
members of the group, lead tends to bond with itself.” A manual check confirms that the AP-labeled samples
are correctly labeled, but this error on this sample is seen throughout the models, which speaks to its level of
difficultly. The other pronunciation class for which an increase in error is seen with the addition of AP-label
imputed data on its own class, and none on its alternate pronunciation class is /d@"lIbÄ­eIt/. The training
sample size for /d@"lIbÄ­eIt/ goes from 2 to 3 samples with the addition of, “The report concludes that the
UN Security Council should deliberate on the Burma / Myanmar issue.” Its alternate pronunciation remains
unaugmented with 76 samples. The error introduced with the addition of the one, correctly label-imputed
sample is the prediction of /d@"lIbÄ@t/ on the sample, “Together they deliberate on how services are delivered
and pertinent human rights issues.” It is possible that class imbalance may have something to do with the
increase in errors. However, as noted, McNemar’s tests performed on simple counts of the models’ test set
predictions do not show statistical significance in amount of error, and so these increased errors could also
be do to randomness in the models’ parameterization.
Also, with the addition of 113 AP-labeled samples for /"kloUz/, the XLNet_AUG_median model pre-
dicts /"kloUz/ on the following two samples (where the XLNet_WHD_median model does not), “This time,
Woolley held his side together with and they were for five at the close,” and “It is designated Trap Town
at the close of the century by Griffith.” These two predictions are actually correct, but they are incorrectly
labeled in the WHD as /"kloUs/. Gorman et al. (2019) refer to these types of errors, those due to incorrect
gold labeling, as target errors.
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Errors that remain despite augmentation Error percentages remain the same across XLNet models
for three classes with the addition of semi-automatedly labeled training data that increases training sizes
slightly. The class size for /pÄ"vÄt/ goes from 19 to 21 samples. The class sizes for /­ôi:"kaUnt/ and /­2p"sEt/
both go from 22 to 25. As discussed previously, all model types make the same mistakes on the same
samples for /pÄ"vÄt/ and /­ôi:"kaUnt/, and no additional samples are provided via AP-label imputation for their
alternate pronunciations. Augmented data is also not provided for the alternate pronunciation of /­2p"sEt/,
and the sample sentence on which the error is made is, in like manner, the same. It is likely the additional
three samples for each of these classes did not provide information generalizable to the samples on which
the errors are made.
Errors that decrease with augmentation All 6 pronunciation classes which see increased accuracy
when predicted on by the XLNet_AUG_median are relatively low prevalence classes ranging from 2–26
WHD training samples (with the majority between 2–6; 26 samples is an outlier here) and 1–3 test samples
per class. These classes receive anywhere from 1 to 113 additional AP-label imputed samples, while none
of their alternate pronunciation classes receive augmented data. Five of these pronunciations have 1 test
sample and go from receiving 0% accuracy to 100% accuracy. The class with 3 test samples goes from 66%
accuracy to 100% accuracy. Where XLNet_WHD_median predicts incorrectly, XLNet_AUG_median
predicts correctly on the following samples:
“There are a number of publications that supplement.”
“According to Marissa Muller of Rolling Stone magazine Rowe vocals alternate between a
vapory husk and a sky high falsetto.”
“Several salt well heads are capped and marked along the streets that wind along the river.”
“Inase agreed to delegate testing to grain exchanges.”
“This appears to conflict with an article published roughly simultaneously in Science which
adopts the previous consensus perspective.”
“Indianapolis would close out the half quarterback Peyton Manning completing a touchdown
pass to tight end Dallas Clark.”
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This experiment suggests that, while AP-label imputation provides correctly labeled data for low and
high prevalence classes alike, selecting only data labeled for the low prevalence classes may serve to increase
metrics like micro accuracy—this is discussed further in the following chapter on directions for future re-
search.
6.5 Summary
This chapter offers a record of the experiment done to determine if the Alignment-to-Pronunciation label
imputation technique is effective in providing semi-automatedly imputed training data for machine learning
homograph disambiguation models. The results of this experiment point towards the efficacy of the impu-
tation for low-prevalence classes. At the same time they provide grounds for further work in corpus and
homograph disambiguation model development. What follows in the next chapter is a discussion of open
questions and conclusions drawn from the totality of the research reported up to this point, from homograph
typology to audio-based label imputation, from the OHPAS hypothesis to the AP labeling technique and the
modeling done to examine the efficacy of the labeling technique.
Chapter 7
Discussion and conclusion
This research has been motivated by the goal of providing label-imputed data for homograph disambigua-
tion, a NLP task exhibiting low resource training data, as discussed in chapters 1–2. In chapter 3, the work
addresses weaknesses in the use of POS as a means of homograph pronunciation selection through an in
depth exploration of the relationships between POS, pronunciation and sense sets, and the development
of a typology of homographs based on those relationships. The analysis reveals that the use of POS for
disambiguation fails for homographs with pronunciation-sense set pairings that share POS, the Type IV
homograph, without the use of pronunciation frequency. The use of frequency is discussed as an effective
technique with limited scope, and one that has held the research community back from developing more
generalized models. In addition, the typology introduces a type of homograph, the Type II homograph,
which presents difficulties in the process of label imputation from audio data. These difficulties are then
encountered in chapter 4 during the development of semi-automated pronunciation label generation from
transcribed audio data. Modeling with human-labeled data augmented using the audio-based imputed data
does not result in significant improvements over models trained on human-labeled data alone. However, a
slight improvement is seen using the imputed data, and an even larger improvement is seen using the same
transcribed audio data when it is hand-labeled. The audio-based label imputation process, the first of its
kind to be documented in academic literature, provides the grounds for further exploration.
While modeling using human-labeled data augmented with audio-based label imputation does not pro-
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vide the hoped for results, significant improvement in balanced accuracy is found across multiple models
using the Alignment-to-Pronunciation (AP) technique developed in chapter 5 to augment human-labeled
homograph disambiguation data. The technique is based on the hypothesis that homograph pronunciations
will have one-to-one alignments with interlingual text word forms, the One Homograph Pronunciation per
Alignment Set (OHPAS) hypothesis. The phenomenon described in the OHPAS hypothesis is leveraged for
the purpose of label imputation by creating a map between the homograph pronunciations and their aligned
word forms in the sentence-aligned Europarl French-English corpus (Koehn, 2005). When an alignment in-
dicating a certain pronunciation in the English text is detected, the label for that pronunciation is generated.
Evidence towards the usefulness of the AP technique’s imputed data in improving balanced accuracy is pro-
vided in a study recorded in chapter 6 in which that data is used to augment the human-labeled Wikipedia
Homograph Data provided by Gorman et al. (2018). Given the results, the OHPAS hypothesis and AP
semi-automated label imputation technique are promising candidates for further testing and refinement. The
following sections provide information about known limitations of the research, and a discussion on the
direction of future research.
7.1 Known limitations
This section covers the known limitations to the work involving data and label imputation. As mentioned
in chapter 6, the Wikipedia Homograph Data includes some human error in labeling, which can be resolved
through a review of the labels and the publication of an amended version. In addition, the subset of WHD
used to determine the homographs which are examined in this work contains only two homonyms per homo-
graph, while in reality there can be more. Also this research, only treats homographs in the English language.
This work could undoubtedly be improved by cross-linguistic examination in which the homographs under
consideration occur in non-English languages. Gorman et al. (2018) note expanding research in homograph
disambiguation to include other languages will pose interesting new challenges due to differences such as
the lack of word boundaries (found, for example, in the Thai language, as reported by Tesprasit et al. 2003).
As English word boundaries are used extensively in this work, languages without such boundaries would
certainly be an interesting technical challenge to broach. Cross-linguistic study of this nature could be used
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to refine and generalize the OHPAS hypothesis and homograph typology developed in this work. As it is,
claims as to the universal nature of either the typology or the hypothesis are not made due to the focus on the
English language. Finally, due to time constraints, this research made use of one-to-one token alignment in
the AP-label imputation technique. Widening its scope to one-to-multiple token alignment (for cases such
as when the alignment of misuse is mal utiliser) would increase the number of alignments made via the
technique.
7.2 Future research
This section highlights a number of opportunities for future research in both: 1) label imputation using
parallel corpora and audio data sets, and 2) homograph disambiguation modeling.
7.2.1 Additional data for hypothesis testing and label imputation
Two corpora are used to augment the WHD in this research, the Switchboard and Europarl English-French
corpora. Additional parallel corpora can be used to augment the WHD, and continued work in IPA representation-
based label generation on audio data may lead to answers as to how to better semi-automate audio-based
pronunciation label imputation. Additional audio corpora for future use include: the CALLHOME cor-
pus (LDC data set ID: LDC97L20), the CALLFRIEND American English-Non-Southern Dialect (LDC
data set ID: LDC96S46), Parts 1 and 2 of the Fisher English corpora (LDC data set IDS: LDC2004S13,
LDC2005S13; Cieri et al. 2004), and LibriSpeech book reading recordings. Additional parallel corpora
data include the following Europarl pairs: the Spanish-English, Portuguese-English, Italian-English, Dutch-
English, Danish-English, Swedish-English, and German-English. These particular Europarl corpora are
mentioned due to the author’s familiarity with the non-English languages and, for those languages the au-
thor is less familiar with, their similarity to English, as the process of manually mapping translations to
pronunciation labels includes a check on the accuracy of the token alignment. As there are 21 language
pairs in the Europarl corpora, additional data are available for work done in coordination with those that
have expertise in those languages. Parallel corpora outside the Europarl data sets include: the Aligned
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Hansards of the 36th Parliament of Canada Release 2001-1a (Germann, 2001), the Global Voices Parallel
Corpus 2018Q4 (Tiedemann, 2012), and parallel language data prepared for SIGMORPHON 2019. Homo-
graphs in any of the non-English languages in the above-mentioned corpora may be isolated, and checked
for productive alignment in English. To take things a step further with empirical experimentation, parallel
corpora without any English, such as the Czech-Slovak Parallel Corpus (Galuščáková et al., 2012) may be
employed.
7.2.2 Targeted data augmentation and modeling techniques
In section 6.4.4, the use of homograph disambiguation model performance to isolate particular, low-performing
classes as those in need of further labeled data is demonstrated as a useful technique to be explored. As de-
termined in the analysis of the modeling results in section 6.4.3, the best performance we see from training
with AP-augmented WHD data comes when the augmented data is used for low prevalence classes and
not used for their alternate pronunciation classes. It is recommended that both the use of modeling results
to isolate classes for data augmentation, and the practice of only augmenting classes with low prevalence
sample sizes be employed in future research to determine if they improve micro accuracy. If shown to be
effective, the targeted augmentation of only low-prevalence classes may then be worked in to the AP-label
imputation process.
As is the case with the WHD, it is not uncommon in NLP model development to have low resource
data with imbalanced classes. In tasks such as question answering, where samples of negative data, or
text that is not the answer to a question, so far outnumbers positive data (the answer to the question) as
to merit the classification of extreme class imbalance, models without architecture to handle imbalance
have performance metrics in the single digits and teens (Mussmann et al., 2020). A type of active learning
called Adaptive Learning is introduced by Mussmann et al. (2020) as an approach to solving difficulties
introduced by imbalanced data, building on work done in active learning and uncertainty sampling (Lewis
and Gale, 1994). Adaptive learning, as its name implies, adapts to the available data by retrieving samples
with a higher likelihood of reducing model uncertainty. This makes training more efficient, and as samples
are being selected from the available data, rather than all the data being used as a matter of course, the
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imbalance is mitigated.
As all of the homograph disambiguation models used in this research are trained primarily on imbal-
anced classes, and imbalance in the classes is likely to persist, active learning may be used to mitigate issues
introduced by imbalance. While this has been done for binary classification by Mussmann et al. (2020),
implementing it for a multiclass task, at the time of this writing, would be a novel contribution. Should
adaptive learning, or some other variant of active learning, be implemented, ablation analysis in which
the contribution of the AL model infrastructure, and different variations of augmented data will ideally be
performed.
Within the course of this study, it is also found that masking out predictions of the ‘O’ class and cross-
homograph predictions at inference successfully restricts predictions to within-homograph classes, but does
not significantly improve the over-all number of errors. Experimentation in masking during training of the
multiclass token classifiers is of interest, as well as a comparison of the performance of transformer model
variants with bi-LSTM models developed to have final, homograph-specific linear layers. Finally, contin-
ued exploration into the use of automated IPA homograph pronunciation representation using transcribed
audio for label imputation will complement the parallel corpus-based label imputation approach. If label
imputation from transcribed audio is successfully achieved, a wider variety of language data can be labeled,
potentially increasing the capacity for generalization over a wider variety of natural language and improving
accuracy at inference time.
7.3 Conclusion
This work has pioneered label imputation for the task of homograph disambiguation in text-to-speech appli-
cations. In doing so, it has made contributions along many distinct axes. The dissertation provides a typol-
ogy of homographs based on homograph-internal structures that has practical ramifications for both label
imputation and homograph disambiguation itself. It also develops two different label imputation techniques
coupled with results from novel homograph disambiguation modeling that make use of the label-imputed
data. The direction is set for future research in low-prevalence-targeted data augmentation, and new data




Invariant homograph data removal
The data for the following Wikipedia Data homographs (Gorman et al., 2018) is removed prior to baseline
model development due to pronunciation class invariance. While these homographs could have more than
one pronunciation, the data only includes instances of one pronunciation. As there is no choice to be made




















Low resource homograph data removal
After invariant data is removed, the data for seventeen more homographs, for which at least one pronunci-
ation class has fewer than three instances, is removed. This is done to facilitate the representation of each




















Token classification data format example
Table C.1 contains an example of formatting for the token classification task. Each line contains one token
separated by a tab from its label. All tokens that are not a homograph receive the label ‘O’. All homographs















Table C.1: Example of token-level labeling for token classification task
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Appendix D
128 homograph WHD class size counts &
percentages
After removal of invariant and prohibitively low resource Wikipedia homograph data (see section 6.1.1), 128
homographs remain. The table below contains counts and percentages of each of the 256 pronunciations for
these 128 homographs. For more information on the senses, refer to Gorman et al. (2018) and associated
data set homograph metadata in the WHD GitHub repo, here.
Table D.1: 128 homograph pronunciation counts & percentages
Homograph WHD IPA Sample Ct Ttl Percent Ttl
abuse /@"bju:s/ 90 100 90.00
abuse /@"bju:z/ 10 100 10.00
abuses /@"bju:s@z/ 83 100 83.00
abuses /@"bju:z@z/ 17 100 17.00
advocate /"ædv@k@t/ 83 100 83.00
advocate /"ædv@­keIt/ 17 100 17.00
affect /@"fEkt/ 95 100 95.00
affect /"æ­fEkt/ 5 100 5.00
affiliate /@"fI­li:­eIt/ 3 99 3.03
affiliate /@"fI­li:­et/ 96 99 96.90
aged /eIÃd/ 96 101 95.00
aged /"eIÃId/ 5 101 4.95
aggregate /"ægô@g@t/ 88 98 89.70
aggregate /"ægô@­geIt/ 10 98 10.20
alternate /"A:ltÄn@t/ 97 102 95.00
alternate /"A:ltÄneIt/ 5 102 4.90
analyses /@"næl@­si:z/ 89 100 89.00
analyses /"æn@­laIz@z/ 11 100 11.00
animate /"æn@­meIt/ 58 95 61.00
animate /"æn@m@t/ 37 95 38.90
approximate /@"pôA:ks@m@t/ 88 99 88.80
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approximate /@"pôA:s@­meIt/ 11 99 11.10
articulate /A:ô"tIkj@l@t/ 46 100 46.00
articulate /­A:ô"tIkj@­leIt/ 54 100 54.00
associate /@"soU­si:@t/ 88 100 88.00
associate /@"soU­si:eIt/ 12 100 12.00
attribute /@"tôI­bju:t/ 46 100 46.00
attribute /"ætô@­bju:t/ 54 100 54.00
axes /"æ­si:z/ 51 100 51.00
axes /"æks@z/ 49 100 49.00
bass /"beIs/ 84 97 86.50
bass /"bæs/ 13 97 13.40
blessed /"blEs@d/ 45 96 46.80
blessed /"blEst/ 51 96 53.10
bow /"boU/ 47 100 47.00
bow /"aU/ 53 100 53.00
buffet /­bU"feI/ 93 98 94.80
buffet /"bUf@t/ 5 98 5.10
celtic /"sElt@k/ 30 100 30.00
celtic /"kElt@k/ 70 100 70.00
close /"kloUs/ 93 99 93.90
close /"kloUz/ 6 99 6.06
combine /k@m"baIn/ 90 99 90.90
combine /"kA:m­baIn/ 9 99 9.09
compound /"kA:m­paUnd/ 97 100 97.00
compound /k@m"paUnd/ 3 100 3.00
compress /k@m"pôEs/ 93 98 94.80
compress /"kA:m­pôEs/ 5 98 5.10
conduct /k@n"dUkt/ 52 100 52.00
conduct /"kA:n­dUkt/ 48 100 48.00
confines /"kA:n­faInz/ 77 99 77.70
confines /k@n"faInz/ 22 99 22.20
conflict /"kA:nfl@kt/ 96 100 96.00
conflict /k@n"flIkt/ 4 100 4.00
conjugate /"kA:nÃ@g@t/ 95 100 95.00
conjugate /"kA:nÃ@­geIt/ 5 100 5.00
conscript /"kA:n­skôIpt/ 84 99 84.80
conscript /k@n"skôIpt/ 15 99 15.10
construct /k@n"stô2kt/ 90 100 90.00
construct /"kA:n­skô2kt/ 10 100 10.00
consummate /"kA:ns@m@t/ 51 100 51.00
consummate /"kA:ns@­meIt/ 49 100 49.00
content /"kA:n­tEnt/ 96 100 96.00
content /k@n"tEnt/ 4 100 4.00
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contest /"kA:n­tEst/ 85 100 85.00
contest /k@n"tEst/ 15 100 15.00
converse /k@n"vÄs/ 37 100 37.00
converse /"kA:nvÄs/ 63 100 63.00
convert /k@n"vÄt/ 86 100 86.00
convert /"kA:nvÄt/ 14 100 14.00
convict /"kA:nv@kt/ 88 100 88.00
convict /k@n"vIkt/ 12 100 12.00
coordinate /­koU"O:ôd@­neIt/ 52 99 52.50
coordinate /­koU"O:ôd@n@t/ 47 99 47.40
correlate /"kO:ô@­leIt/ 90 100 90.00
correlate /"kO:ô@l@t/ 10 100 10.00
decrease /"di:­kôi:s/ 46 99 46.40
decrease /d@"kôi:s/ 53 99 53.50
defect /"di:­fEkt/ 89 100 89.00
defect /d@"fEkt/ 11 100 11.00
degenerate /d@"ÃEnÄ@t/ 84 100 84.00
degenerate /d@"ÃEnÄ­eIt/ 16 100 16.00
delegate /"dEl@g@t/ 92 100 92.00
delegate /"dEl@­geIt/ 8 100 8.00
deliberate /d@"lIbÄ@t/ 95 99 95.90
deliberate /d@"lIbÄ­eIt/ 4 99 4.04
diagnoses /­daI@g"noU­si:z/ 78 100 78.00
diagnoses /­daI@g"noUs@z/ 22 100 22.00
diffuse /d@"fju:s/ 63 100 63.00
diffuse /d@"fju:z/ 37 100 37.00
discard /"dIs­kA:ôd/ 27 100 27.00
discard /d@s"kA:ôd/ 73 100 73.00
discharge /"dIs­ÙA:ôÃ/ 89 100 89.00
discharge /d@s"ÙA:ôÃ/ 11 100 11.00
discount /"dIs­kaUnt/ 97 100 97.00
discount /d@s"kaUnt/ 3 100 3.00
document /dA:­kju:m@nt/ 85 100 85.00
document /"dAA:kj@­mEnt/ 15 100 15.00
dove /"doUv/ 7 64 10.90
dove /"d2v/ 57 64 89.00
duplicate /"du:pl@k@t/ 73 100 73.00
duplicate /"du:pl@k­eIt/ 27 100 27.00
escort /"Es­kO:ôt/ 88 100 88.00
escort /@s"kO:ôt/ 12 100 12.00
estimate /"Est@m@t/ 72 99 72.70
estimate /"Est@­meIt/ 27 99 27.20
excuse /@k"skju:s/ 81 99 81.80
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excuse /@k"skju:z/ 18 99 18.10
exploit /@k"splOIt/ 86 100 86.00
exploit /"Ek­splOIt/ 14 100 14.00
export /"Ek­spO:ôt/ 84 99 84.80
export /@k"spO:ôt/ 15 99 15.10
expose /­Ek­spoU"zeI/ 93 99 93.90
expose /@k"spoUz/ 6 99 6.06
extract /@k"stôækt/ 52 100 52.00
extract /"Ek­stôækt/ 48 100 48.00
fragment /"fôægm@nt/ 96 99 96.90
fragment /­fôæg"mEnt/ 3 99 3.03
frequent /"fôi:kw@nt/ 95 100 95.00
frequent /­fôi:kwEnt/ 5 100 5.00
graduate /"gôæ­Ãu:@t/ 95 100 95.00
graduate /"gôæ­Ãu:­eIt/ 5 100 5.00
impact /"Im­pækt/ 97 100 97.00
impact /@m"pækt/ 3 100 3.00
implant /"Im­plænt/ 91 100 91.00
implant /@m"plænt/ 9 100 9.00
implement /"Impl@­mEnt/ 90 100 90.00
implement /"Impl@m@nt/ 10 100 10.00
import /"Im­pO:ôt/ 75 98 76.50
import /@m"pO:ôt/ 23 98 23.40
incline /"In­klaIn/ 95 99 95.90
incline /@n"klaIn/ 4 99 4.04
increase /@n"kôi:s/ 47 100 47.00
increase /"In­kôi:s/ 53 100 53.00
increment /"Inkô@­mEnt/ 12 99 12.10
increment /"Inkô@m@nt/ 87 99 87.80
initiate /­I"nI­Si:­eIt/ 91 100 91.00
initiate /@"nI­Si:@t/ 9 100 9.00
insert /@n"sÄt/ 48 100 48.00
insert /"InsÄt/ 52 100 52.00
insult /"In­s2lt/ 74 100 74.00
insult /­In"s2lt/ 26 100 26.00
intrigue /"In­tôi:g/ 95 100 95.00
intrigue /@n"tôi:g/ 5 100 5.00
invalid /@n"væl@d/ 76 99 76.70
invalid /"Inv@l@d/ 23 99 23.20
invert /@n"vÄt/ 68 99 68.60
invert /"InvÄt/ 31 99 31.30
invite /@n"vaIt/ 79 100 79.00
invite /"In­vaIt/ 21 100 21.00
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isolate /"aIs@l@t/ 22 100 22.00
isolate /"aIs@­leIt/ 78 100 78.00
laminate / "læm@n@t/ 96 100 96.00
laminate /"læm@­neIt/ 4 100 4.00
lead /"li:d/ 91 115 79.10
lead /"lEd/ 24 115 20.80
learned /"lÄn@d/ 7 100 7.00
learned /"lÄnd/ 93 100 93.00
live /"laIv/ 61 98 62.20
live /"lIv/ 37 98 37.70
lives /"lIvz/ 64 101 63.30
lives /"laIvz/ 37 101 36.60
minute /"mIn@t/ 84 97 86.50
minute /­maI"nu:t/ 13 97 13.40
misuse /­mIs"ju:s/ 91 98 92.80
misuse /­mIs"ju:z/ 7 98 7.14
mobile /­moUb@l/ 95 99 95.90
mobile /­moU"bi:l/ 4 99 4.04
nestle /"nE­sli:/ 72 86 83.70
nestle /"nEs@l/ 14 86 16.20
ornament /"O:ôn@m@nt/ 96 100 96.00
ornament /­Oô:n@"mEnt/ 4 100 4.00
overthrow /"oUvÄ­TôoU/ 34 100 34.00
overthrow /­oUvÄ"TôoU/ 66 100 66.00
pasty /"peI­sti:/ 70 94 74.40
pasty /"pæs­ti:/ 24 94 25.50
perfect /"pÄf@kt/ 95 101 94.00
perfect /pÄ"fEkt/ 6 101 5.94
perfume /"pÄ­fju:m/ 97 100 97.00
perfume /pÄ"fju:m/ 3 100 3.00
permit /"pÄm@t/ 54 99 54.50
permit /pÄ"mIt/ 45 99 45.40
pervert /"pÄvÄt/ 76 100 76.00
pervert /pÄ"vÄt/ 24 100 24.00
polish /"poUl@S/ 97 100 97.00
polish /"pA:l@S/ 3 100 3.00
postulate /"pA:sÙ@l@t/ 65 100 65.00
postulate /"pA:sÙ@­leIt/ 35 100 35.00
precipitate /pô@"sIp@­teIt/ 60 100 60.00
precipitate /pô@"sIp@t@t/ 40 100 40.00
present /"pôEz@nt/ 91 100 91.00
present /­pôi:"zEnt/ 9 100 9.00
produce /pô@"du:s/ 92 100 92.00
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produce /"pôoU­du:s/ 8 100 8.00
progress /"pôA:­gôEs/ 81 99 81.80
progress /pô@"gôEs/ 18 99 18.10
protest /"pôoU­tEst/ 90 100 90.00
protest /pô@"tEst/ 10 100 10.00
read /"ôEd/ 59 125 47.10
read /"ôi:d/ 66 125 52.80
reading /ôi:d@N/ 82 100 82.00
reading /"ôEd@N/ 18 100 18.00
rebel /"ôEb@l/ 93 100 93.00
rebel /ô@"bEl/ 7 100 7.00
record /"ôEkÄd/ 88 100 88.00
record /ô@"kO:ôd/ 12 100 12.00
recount /"ôi:­kaUnt/ 72 100 72.00
recount /­ôi:"kaUnt/ 28 100 28.00
refund /"ôi:­f2nd/ 73 100 73.00
refund /­ôI"f2nd/ 27 100 27.00
refuse /ô@"fju:z/ 85 100 85.00
refuse /"ôE­fju:s/ 15 100 15.00
reject /ô@"ÃEkt/ 91 96 94.70
reject /"ôi:­ÃEkt/ 5 96 5.20
rerelease /"ôi:ô@­li:s/ 86 100 86.00
rerelease /­ôi:ô@"li:s/ 14 100 14.00
resume /ô@"zu:m/ 90 98 91.80
resume /"ôEz@­meI/ 8 98 8.16
retard /ô@"tA:ôd/ 79 94 84.00
retard /"ôi:­tA:ôd/ 15 94 15.90
rodeo /"ôoU­di:­oU/ 93 96 96.80
rodeo /­ôoU"deI­oU/ 3 96 3.12
sake /"sA:­keI/ 16 99 16.10
sake /"seIk/ 83 99 83.80
separate /"sEpÄ@t/ 94 101 93.00
separate /"sEpÄ­eIt/ 7 101 6.93
sow /"saU/ 36 96 37.50
sow /"soU/ 60 96 62.50
subordinate /s@"bO:ô@n@t/ 97 100 97.00
subordinate /s@"bO:ôd@­neIt/ 3 100 3.00
supplement /"s2pl@m@nt/ 33 99 33.30
supplement /"s2pl@­mEnt/ 66 99 66.60
suspect /s@s"pEkt/ 27 100 27.00
suspect /"s2s­pEkt/ 73 100 73.00
syndicate /"sInd@k@t/ 96 100 96.00
syndicate /"sInd@­keIt/ 4 100 4.00
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tear /"ti:ô/ 33 99 33.30
tear /"tEô/ 66 99 66.60
transform /"tôæns­fO:ôm/ 32 100 32.00
transform /­tôæns"fO:ôm/ 68 100 68.00
transplant /"tôæns­plænt/ 94 100 94.00
transplant /­tôæns"plænt/ 6 100 6.00
transport /"tôæns­pO:ôt/ 93 99 93.90
transport /­tôæns"pO:ôt/ 6 99 6.06
upset /"2p­sEt/ 72 99 72.70
upset /­2p"sEt/ 27 99 27.20
use /"ju:s/ 58 101 57.40
use /"ju:z/ 43 101 42.50
uses /"ju:z@z/ 87 100 87.00
uses /"ju:s@z/ 13 100 13.00
wind /"wInd/ 94 100 94.00
wind /"waInd/ 6 100 6.00
winds /"wIndz/ 91 97 93.80
winds /"waIndz/ 6 97 6.18
wound /"wu:nd/ 66 99 66.60
wound /"waUnd/ 33 99 33.30
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Table G.1: Auto-labeled WHD homographs with SWBD phonword data
Homograph Auto label Sentence
abuse [2"bjuz] it takes a lot of training and a lot of abuse to get
a dog to really respond
abuse [2"bjus] i think the problems are more ones of cost and re-
sources and uh pay and exhaustion and you know
things like that rather than these uh uh really wild
abuse cases that you read about because it make
good copy
abuse [2"bjuz] right now some of the things i m working with
are kids that are dealing with sexual abuse
abuse [2"bjus] that sounds like a little abuse of our system
abuse [2"bjuz] well the thing i really worry about is uh the sexual
abuse cases you read about
abuse [2"bjuz] it the elderly even out of the nursing home are
very open to abuse
abuse [2"bjuz] and and that seems to be something that should
should really be outlawed because it s subject to
abuse
abuse [2"bjuz] and uh i was thinking about it after i got off the
phone that that i really you know wish that there
was some way to uh send a message to people
you know about um child abuse and things like
that
abuse [2"bjuz] and they abuse that
abuse [2"bjuz] and they <unk> they do n’t you know they do n’t
go out and abuse drugs
Continued on next page
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abuse [2"bjuz] i think it s time we had a lady abuse the guys
movie
abuse [2"bjuz] when you <unk> young you you can abuse your
your all your systems
abuse [2"bjuz] with all this do n’t hurt the kids and do n’t
abuse their rights you <unk> also taken some-
thing away from the discipline i think
advocate ["ædv2k2t] i certainly do n’t uh advocate turning people like
that loose
advocate ["ædv2­ket] what what do you advocate
advocate ["ædv2­ket] and and then i i am an advocate of hand gun con-
trol to some degree
advocate ["ædv2­ket] you know i am sort of a a an advocate of of uh of
letting people of having free speech
advocate ["ædv2­ket] and i m not an advocate for that particular seg-
ment of society
advocate ["ædv2k2t] de devil s advocate possibly
affect [2"fEkt] i do n’t know how that s going to affect uh
affect [2"fEkt] i guess the news just focuses on major events that
probably do n’t affect ninety nine percent of the
people who are right there when the news is be-
ing made
affect [2"fEkt] especially the democratic candidates do n’t seem
to be coming up with much that really sparks my
interest as far as yeah maybe that could do some-
thing to affect our budget at this point
affect [2"fEkt] but i think just a lot of times if we do n’t then
then it then that influence will affect our country
too for one
affect [2"fEkt] well you know like other things if they do n’t af-
fect you you do n’t worry about them too much
affect [2"fEkt] and you know that s going to that s going to af-
fect the people that are having kids in school of
course which is probably the only fair thing to do
affect [2"fEkt] but on the other hand uh we get the uh affect of
the uh the city
affiliate [2"Ili2t] and i do n’t know what affiliate of <unk> <unk>
you have up there
aged [edZd] well i guess i would first identify myself as mid-
dle aged
Continued on next page
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aged [edZd] and i aged ten years
aged [edZd] we we <unk> very similarly aged
alternate ["OltÇn2t] once once i was declared an alternate and i was
dismissed we met with the judge
alternate ["OltÇn2t] even when i was in elementary school years ago
they were you know we learned what a centime-
ter was and a <unk> and the various you know
basically the other alternate forms of measure-
ments things like that
alternate ["OltÇ­net] the neighborhood that we live they are switching
to an alternate calendar this year
alternate ["OltÇn2t] i was an alternate on the case
alternate ["OltÇn2t] and one of the ones that had an impact was uh
people becoming interested in alternate practices
alternate ["OltÇn2t] uh what does what does that mean alternate
alternate ["OltÇn2t] and and i alternate
appropriate [2"propri2t] uh but then when you <unk> things and that
might also hold criminal trials for how many
years is appropriate uh that they might leave it
to somebody else who uh has expertise in that
appropriate [2"propri­et] so well this is an appropriate topic the day after
earth day
appropriate [2"propri2t] uh well how is it appropriate to be talking about
exercise attitudes
appropriate [2"propri2t] but i think i think there would be a large variation
in in trying to gage the the severity of the crime
and an appropriate punishment and have that that
measure stick across the board
appropriate [2"propri2t] or you have highway signs saying speed limit uh
eighty eighty five whatever would be the appro-
priate number
appropriate [2"propri2t] very appropriate i guess
appropriate [2"propri2t] what what do you think is uh is an appropriate
uh punishment for some of the various you know
such as things such as rape or or uh murder or
something like that
appropriate [2"propri2t] well i m not real sure that s that s appropriate
appropriate [2"propri­et] we thought t i dress code was just dress appropri-
ate to your job
Continued on next page
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appropriate [2"propri2t] uh so that uh a judge i think would be the most
appropriate person to uh to be able to sentence
somebody since they do it over and over again
every day
appropriate [2"propri2t] and naturally this is appropriate because i m plan-
ning dinner for people tomorrow night and then
the next night
associate [2"sosi­et] i can associate with some of the people in that
movie because of the young students i see over at
the medical school
associate [2"osi2t] a business associate of mine was was talking
about how it used to be where you would send
things through the mail
attribute [2"trI­bjut] and you ca n’t even attribute those bad seasons to
bad coaching
axes ["æksIz] there are so many people with with their petty
axes to grind
bass [bæs] so i have not done uh much freshwater fishing oh
for you know lake lake fishing for bass and so
forth but uh maybe some what they call brim and
those sorts of things but nothing
bass [bæs] and they <unk> say well there s a big bass tour-
nament this weekend
bass [bes] catching tree bass
bass [bes] do you have bass
bass [bæs] now they have a lot of bass tournaments
bass [bes] we have a lot of uh uh couple of lakes in our area
that are <unk> just filled with good sized bass
bass [bes] and i do a lot of fishing for uh bass
bass [bes] i think that uh probably around here people fish
for bass and <unk> and catfish more than any-
thing else
bass [bæs] the last time i went uh bass fishing i was with
my daughter a friend of hers and well a friend of
mine and his daughter
blessed [blEst] and if we ca n’t take it and use it easily well how
can you put that on like elderly people and you
know just people that maybe just are n’t blessed
with as as much sharpness and <unk> mental
acuity
Continued on next page
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blessed [blEst] at least i i just consider myself blessed that i can
stay home
bow [baU] and there s a power structure that you have bow
to
bow [baU] i mean when you a religion that most of the peo-
ple go to church and they do n’t understand when
anything is being said yet they <unk> yet they
<unk> expected to bow down to it i think that
keeps people in sort of line you know
bow [bo] you know i have done some bow hunting
bow [bo] for me i would much rather have a bow anytime
close [klos] it looks like it s come close to that as it is
close [klos] i do n’t know that it s ever been seriously consid-
ered uh as far as close to passing uh any legisla-
tion or anything like that
close [kloz] well since you live close i do n’t know if you
know um about what louisville is doing with
<unk>
close [kloz] well now can i improvise with adding and using
another color instead you know what comes close
because a lot of them are similar
close [kloz] i mean obviously if someone of mine who has
close died i d probably feel differently
close [klos] you just put them together as close as you can
close [kloz] even if i m uh doing something like an afghan if
i m close to the end sometimes i <unk> do the
same thing
close [klos] now maybe you know that s pretty close to what
it would have sold for uh brand new
close [kloz] and i and i i kind of see that that you know per-
haps you know we may need to like get close to
the family environment and and get down to the
values of you know
close [kloz] and so we would drive up to see that when <unk>
whenever it was reasonably close
close [klos] i i m in washington d c or at least very close to it
close [kloz] it s close to my uh oldest daughter s school
close [kloz] and because my brother is there uh he would have
family close by
close [klos] and i think maybe he would if it came real close
Continued on next page
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close [klos] and it s you know i mean it s not even close to
even being trained on a leash
close [kloz] you do not really feel that that really close to
them
close [klos] i live here because it s close to the university
close [klos] but it s close to philadelphia and baltimore
close [kloz] and i imagine you still have a very close relation-
ship with them
close [klos] so it s getting close
close [klos] and uh it s just remarkable how close it will
match the paint uh
close [kloz] i mean i <unk> never seen two cats so close
close [kloz] well now we <unk> pretty close to the golden
triangle are n’t you
close [klos] i live uh very near uh very close to the <unk> golf
course
close [kloz] they both live close to
close [klos] um especially there was a little store close by
close [kloz] it was real close to where i worked
close [kloz] but uh i guess it s close enough
close [klos] <unk> why do you think that it s less close than
it used to be
close [kloz] well but the majority of them are in like just like
how you said in close close quarters
close [kloz] well but the majority of them are in like just like
how you said in close close quarters
close [kloz] and be so close
close [klos] san jose actually but but close
close [klos] the child is going why do n’t you want to be close
to me and your other family
close [kloz] so any any vacation that we go on is usually in-
volves close to the ocean or or something like
that
close [kloz] so they were all real close
close [kloz] and we are so close to shopping
close [kloz] well we live uh pretty close to the mesquite golf
course
close [kloz] the house that house that i bought is close to a
<unk> golf course
close [kloz] latin you know is very very very close to spanish
Continued on next page
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close [kloz] but that s uh the they <unk> so close
close [klos] and and the two cars that apparently are close to
that that actually have high reliability the taurus
is one of the highest u s cars
close [klos] real close
close [kloz] i think it s somewhere really close to that cause
i think a lot of people believe that their one little
vote is not going to make that much difference
close [klos] so it s it s so close to the dock that i think all i do
is feed them a little bit
close [klos] from what i understanding here at t i they run
close to a thousand dollars an employee
close [kloz] well that s close to here
close [klos] there s one close to where my mother is
close [kloz] we keep in close contact with grandparents and
talk over the phone
close [kloz] and they <unk> pretty close
close [klos] but we laid those bricks about as close as you can
get them
close [klos] i m not sure that i m not up fairly close to that
close [klos] we loved the we loved the the new jersey area too
because the the lakes were really pretty close you
know
close [klos] about maybe oh close to a year ago now i guess
i i helped my dad add on another bedroom on to
his house
close [kloz] and i you know i do n’t know why they both made
him do that since it was so close together
close [klos] and that really made it a very interesting uh show
to where you never really knew which which one
was going to show up you know whether it was
going to where they <unk> going to be real close
or whether they <unk> just going to be partners
you know
close [kloz] how close is it to a home environment
close [kloz] but i i would imagine that because of the how
close the the vote was i m uh i mean almost cer-
tainly would have to be
close [klos] uh pretty close to it
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close [kloz] they finished pretty close to five hundred last year
did n’t they
close [klos] and of course we were close enough that we
could go back and get some more blankets and
things in the morning
close [klos] are you close to <unk>
close [kloz] that is one thing that i do n’t enjoy about it is the
houses are too close together
close [kloz] uh and i really enjoyed that because you know
the mountains were real close
close [kloz] i said i was n’t close to downtown pontiac
close [klos] uh just close to methodist hospital
close [klos] they live close then
close [kloz] and they <unk> also see that there s there s a dif-
ferent way of life and those families are really
close
close [kloz] though uh washington i think is uh close by
close [kloz] it when i came on it was great because i had never
had anything even close to what what they of-
fered
close [kloz] with all of you living so close together
close [klos] so it s close to getting uh one t v per person they
say
close [kloz] but uh you know since i live here so close to ar-
lington uh that s the team that i <unk> been kind
of following
close [klos] nor do we live that close to a lake anymore
close [klos] <unk> is pretty close to new orleans
close [kloz] pretty close
close [kloz] that was real close to the good section but in the
little bit cheaper
close [klos] but i guess <unk> s would come as close as any-
thing
close [kloz] well well we live we live really close to lake
champlain which is in the champlain valley
close [kloz] real close
close [kloz] how do you feel about them i mean since you
<unk> kind of been close to that
close [klos] they tried to keep it you know as very close to
real
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close [klos] i do n’t know how close i <unk> follow them
though
close [kloz] that the people that worked there were very were
very interested that to make it as close a home
environment as possible
close [kloz] and they <unk> almost as close
close [kloz] they can not close off the mexican border not be-
cause it s physically impossible but because the
explosion that would take place in mexico would
be uh uh would spill over to this country
close [klos] and they <unk> get close to it
close [klos] see and here in lubbock everything s so close
close [klos] your family does n’t live close then
close [klos] because s san antonio is n’t that close to you are
they
close [kloz] are you close to getting it done
close [klos] i think if we had to sell now we could come close
to breaking even
close [klos] usually involving the prime minister or people
very close to him
close [kloz] and so uh it s not quite as close as it used to be
close [klos] do n’t you want to be close to me i mean you
know be with other people
close [kloz] you know because to me where we live out here
in the north east it it s there are a lot of buildings
very close to each other
close [kloz] uh we went camping at uh lake bonham which is
is pretty close here um
close [klos] it s probably pretty close to what i have because
i have the same kind of thing at work
close [klos] there s a big difference between baltimore and
washington even though they <unk> so close
close [klos] my husband on the other hand was not very close
to his family
close [kloz] but but supposedly once you have an office in d
c or you know and and staff it with people it s
really tough to close it down
close [klos] in texas i m serious if it gets cold and it looks like
it s going to rain i i swear they close everything
down
Continued on next page
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close [kloz] like if i if i put her in a room all by herself and
close the door and leave her there for a few hours
uh because i was going out she would uh break
something or rip up the carpet or do something
just to uh to to let me know that she was unhappy
with what i did
close [klos] but to me texas see and kentucky we had to have
ice on the ground for them to close school
close [kloz] i love to just lay back on the couch and and turn
a good good instrumental on and just close my
eyes and listen
close [kloz] and uh i just close it out i guess
close [klos] well if they close it in see we <unk> have the best
of both worlds then as they <unk> talking about
doing
close [kloz] it was a very close game and hard fought game
combine [k2"mbaIn] and they combine it with a you know meditation
or whatever some sort of relaxation
combine [k2"mbaIn] and more and more people start believing them
or wondering how to combine them with other
things
combine [k2"mbaIn] so i usually try to combine it with uh catching a
couple of games somewhere
combine [k2"mbaIn] i think it gives off uh in the emissions it gives
off gases which combine up in the atmosphere
uh and form a a weak acid
compact ["kAmpækt] and it s just an old old compact that is super slow
compact ["kAmpækt] we we could probably do with a a something just
a little bit larger than a compact in a sedan next
time
compact [k2"mpækt] uh they know have them on compact disc or or
uh or <unk> or l p s
compact ["kAmpækt] and so the best bet any <unk> these days are
compact disk
compress [k2"mprEs] they do n’t compress at all
conflict [k2"nflIkt] well back during the viet nam conflict that no one
will will have the guts enough to call a real war
Continued on next page
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conflict ["kAnflIkt] one of the things that i found interesting last year
during the uh the gulf conflict was a sentiment
against uh peter arnett who had stayed in iraq and
was presenting uh some of the things that were
available
conflict ["kAnflIkt] it s like they were using them as friends when we
were having the conflict
conflict ["kAnflIkt] and they say that uh that there was <unk> that
there was like a conflict between her and him uh
that they never really could get her into uh any
character that they could use
conflict ["kAnflIkt] and i think the issue should be settled before there
s a conflict
conflict ["kAnflIkt] so there possibly were because you know you al-
ways have conflict in the world
conflict ["kAnflIkt] you mean in the in the most recent conflict
conflict ["kAnflIkt] so we have a conflict of interests on the weekend
construct [k2"nstr2kt] and i think you know you have to teach how to
write an answer and you know how to construct
a thought process
content ["kAntEnt] um where you live is there a real high uh alkaline
or ash content
content ["kAntEnt] the in plano and the soil has so much has such a
high clay content that uh uh i went to use my dad
in law s tiller
content ["kAntEnt] it s hard to get a protein content up then
content ["kAntEnt] well it uh depending on its moisture content it
either swells up or shrinks
content [k2"ntEnt] so they <unk> pretty content now
content [k2"ntEnt] and it s like hey we <unk> content with this
content [k2"ntEnt] as a matter of fact i m very content to spend
my daughter out of state to college in virginia
uh verses having her go down here and not learn
anything
contest ["kAntEst] it it s not so much sure the contest itself and the
game itself
contest ["kAntEst] they get your name from uh if you enter any type
of contest or anything
contest ["kAntEst] it it s good as in terms of in terms of uh of a con-
test
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contract ["kA­ntrækt] and it s just a matter of interpreting a contract
contract ["kA­ntrækt] apparently i think his contract is up after the end
of this year
contract ["k2"ntrækt] and they do n’t expand or or contract when the
weather changes
contract ["kA­ntrækt] well did n’t he just sign a twelve year contract
with the rangers
contract ["kA­ntrækt] um if they did they d still have to pay his contract
contract ["kA­ntrækt] uh i m a contract programmer
contract ["kA­ntrækt] i found when i did do some work when my son
was young it was like contract work
contract ["kA­ntrækt] well i m sure with the new uh <unk> contract
awarding
contract ["kA­ntrækt] but i think they <unk> obliged to have these
things because hertz and avis and those folks
have it in their contract that they can sell it back
to g m after you know it s after they <unk> used
it for six months and put you know twelve or fif-
teen thousand miles on it
contrast ["kAntræst] and i i guess i see such a contrast like as opposed
to the middle east war we just had where pres-
ident bush went out and got worldwide support
for for what was happening
contrast ["kAntræst] well i mean how can you contrast the europeans
and their vocalism on their rights to to say the
people in latin america
convert [k2"nvÇt] we can convert
convert [k2"nvÇt] i guess my feeling is the way to do it is is to
just start giving weights you know have a very
brief transition period and then just start giving
weights and kilometers er just as in kilometers
and weights and kilograms and everything like
that and uh just have people start using it rather
than having people constantly trying to convert
convert ["kAnvÇt] cause i still ca n’t convert back and forth from
inches to centimeters
convert [k2"nvÇt] and uh so i <unk> i <unk> lived with <unk>
pounds and inches and found it really quite easy
to convert over
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convert [k2"nvÇt] i thought maybe they would convert to uh met-
ric back when they went to the fifty five mile an
hour speed limit because what is it fifty six or
fifty seven s a hundred uh <unk> a hundred kilo-
meters
convert [k2"nvÇt] i wish uh it had started a long time ago is the
problem because we <unk> so wound up in the
in the system that we <unk> got that you know
trying to convert over
convert [k2"nvÇt] and it <unk> convert every measurement on there
you know from one system to the other in sec-
onds
convert [k2"nvÇt] plus i would uh when they uh would send the bill
they would automatically convert to the exchange
rate
convert [k2"nvÇt] lot of people will buy in your situation will buy
a four bedroom house and convert maybe the
garage or something or the or do something
convert [k2"nvÇt] and the problem is that we tried to convert every-
thing from inches to centimeters preserving basi-
cally the inches but expressing them as centime-
ters rather than saying no a centimeter is about
the width of your thumbnail or whatever and you
know and leaving it at that
convict [k2"nvIkt] i d rather see it a little bit harder and have a little
bit more evidence uh to convict somebody
convict [k2"nvIkt] the whole the whole point of being on a jury is to
convict or or or uh let go based on whether or not
the person whether or not the evidence says that
there s enough
convict [k2"nvIkt] so you d you d rather see it harder to convict
somebody
convict [k2"nvIkt] but you know at the time when the guy kept say-
ing could you ever convict someone and do you
think you d ever know beyond a doubt
convict [k2"nvIkt] and i also like the unanimous decision because
you have to persuade everybody to be a hundred
percent absolutely sure before you convict some-
body
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convict [k2"nvIkt] i think that uh one uh advantage of having uh
the unanimous verdict is that in a criminal case
you want to make sure that you do n’t uh convict
someone who uh really should n’t be convicted
convict [k2"nvIkt] on on on one hand you know on the one hand you
almost hope that they convict them because it s
<unk> they have that very strong piece of phys-
ical evidence showing these people beating the
heck out of this guy
convict [k2"nvIkt] i guess maybe one drawback of it is that if you
have one juror who is very unreasonable in some
way that uh you uh would have a problem uh you
know that you would n’t convict someone who
maybe should be convicted
convict [k2"nvIkt] i said if i knew beyond a doubt or if i felt beyond
a doubt that he had done it yeah i guess i could
convict him
convict [k2"nvIkt] so you think if if trials were held by judges or
experts that they they would tend not to uh admit
not to convict people on circumstantial evidence
decrease [dI"kris] but i know they let you they <unk> let you de-
crease how many hours you work by <unk> kind
of percentage
decrease ["di­kris] i think that murder itself would decrease signif-
icantly if if there was a credible punishment uh
for murderers
decrease [dI"kris] they <unk> let you work decrease your number
of hours by any percentage just just about
decrease ["di­kris] and there s a big push on for <unk> uh paper ma-
terials you know computer output paper and also
to decrease the amount of uh <unk> usage be-
cause of the uh the process involved in <unk>
and and the whole eco issue and that
decrease ["di­kris] uh i guess the other thing was that are causing a
lot of the crime now is the decrease in values
defect [dI"fEkt] everybody wants to defect
defect ["difEkt] the defect
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delegate ["dEl2g2t] probably one of the biggest decisions i think that
was very strengthening for our family was rather
than have one child make that decision than just
delegate it
deliberate [dI"lIbÇ2t] i know of cases where uh we have one television
media where they will show clippings from one
event and describe another event but with the the
attempt to give you the impression that what they
<unk> talking about is the same thing they are
showing you which is sort of like a deliberate
bias which is which is rather disturbing
deliberate [dI"lIbr2t] or do you think they are deliberate sorts of things
deliberate [dI"lIbr2t] to be you know not to be crass about it but uh
uh whether one might conceive no pun intended
of the possibility that there might be a kind of a
deliberate uh uh a professional mother a person
for instance that
deliberate [dI"lIbr2t] uh deliberate childbirth by surrogate mother
deliberate [dI"lIbr2t] uh by deliberate i i mean mistake mistakes of
omission or uh or uh biased toward a particu-
lar view point a particular liberal view point that
they have
desert ["dEzÇt] but it also has a certain quality of beauty that you
just do n’t find anyway else except in a desert
desert ["dEzÇt] uh and they stayed active was the uh the military
there taking supplies out to them in the desert
desert ["dEzÇt] those guys all go camping out in the desert
desert ["dEzÇt] where where we are it s it s it s uh the edge of the
desert
desert ["dEzÇt] the uh the movie the doors has so some nice
desert scenes
desert ["dEzÇt] but uh i first started camping out in the desert in
california and then sometimes in the mountains
also in california
desert ["dEzÇt] i think the desert has a rare kind of beauty which
uh a lot of people do n’t realize
desert ["dEzÇt] i always think it s like a desert
desert ["dEzÇt] but i do n’t think i ever see it except when i go
get out of the city and go camping in the desert
or in in the mountains
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desert ["dEzÇt] well it s desert you know
desert [dI"zÇt] and then for desert i would i really wanted to
make um just brownies
desert ["dEzÇt] you know they hear desert
deviate ["divi­et] if i deviate from social norms of behavior if
i run up and down the street yelling or some-
thing someone s going to invade my privacy very
quickly
discount [dI"skaUnt] i could use a discount
discount ["dIskaUnt] plus i was going through that t i fleet discount
program
discount [dI"skaUnt] and she you know she finds all the outlets and all
the discount places and uh buys clothes
discount [dI"skaUnt] so i said yeah if i can have an i b m for forty eight
percent discount i <unk> take it
document ["dAkj2mEnt] i had to document and create a paper chase for all
of my students
document ["dAkjumEnt] uh if it was some you know coming into the store
and stuff then she would <unk> whoever made
the purchase would have had find some kind of
uh you know document
dove [dov] and we dove there
duplicate ["dupl2k2t] and i do n’t know why we could n’t have dupli-
cate voting on some of this
elaborate [I"læbÇ­et] and we just do these really elaborate gourmet
meals
elaborate [I"læbr2t] well that s why chuck i think uh if you did it on a
daily basis and you did n’t need elaborate things
you know where you can make excuses like
elaborate [I"læbr2t] well if it it depends on how elaborate you get it
elaborate [I"læbÇ­et] it s not a uh a uh real elaborate local area network
elaborate [I"læbÇ­et] so you know they would be pretty elaborate
estimate ["Est2m2t] and uh they had gotten somebody to come in with
an estimate
excuse [I"kskjuz] i do n’t feel that that should be any excuse at all
or any deterrent <unk> uh you know reason to
not use capital punishment
excuse [I"kskjuz] i think it s an excuse to do nothing
excuse [I"kskjuz] and i kind of use that as an excuse
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excuse [I"kskjuz] but that is an excuse and that would i could live
with
excuse [I"kskjuz] i do n’t know if that s an excuse for not having a
tight budget
excuse [I"kskjuz] well she looked like my mother who abused me
when i was a child or something which i think is
unfortunate for that person and yet should n’t be
an excuse
excuse [I"kskjuz] if you <unk> busy that has always been a legiti-
mate excuse
excuse [I"kskjuz] you hear this as an excuse
excuse [I"kskjuz] they there is no excuse
excuse [I"kskjus] what do you think and this is not one of our ques-
tions but what do you think of this no excuse ab-
sentee balloting
excuse [I"kskjuz] but my <unk> is my excuse for not exercising
excuse [I"kskjuz] i think that s a good excuse
excuse [I"kskjuz] it s always easy to find an excuse not to exercise
excuse [I"kskjuz] i think you <unk> right uh although i think that
may be an excuse for people too
excuse [I"kskjus] and being under the influence of drugs is no ex-
cuse to me
excuse [I"kskjuz] excuse me
excuse [I"kskjuz] as a matter of fact you know when i was a kid
excuse me my parents used to have
excuse [I"kskjuz] and they <unk> not going to excuse people if it
was was run like that
excuse [I"kskjuz] excuse me
excuse [I"kskjuz] excuse me it sounds like we both have colds
excuse [I"kskjuz] excuse me
excuse [I"kskjuz] especially since my youngest one is excuse me
only fourteen months
excuse [I"kskjuz] or excuse me the ninety <unk>
excuse [I"kskjuz] a table saw does take a lot of time excuse me a
lot of space and is a pretty big investment
excuse [I"kskjuz] just based on the sheer numbers of uh the dis-
parity of excuse me democrats and republicans
in congress he d think that it would have to have
been um
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excuse [I"kskjuz] well course there s a a tremendous number of
refrigerators and <unk> excuse me refrigerators
and freezers both commercial and residential uh
utilizing <unk> twelve
excuse [I"kskjuz] j r my my my last son or my middle son excuse
me fell in love with washington state
excuse [I"kskjuz] but you can see the thunder and excuse me see
the lightening going horizontally across the sky
and back and forth
excuse [I"kskjuz] but it did n’t excuse me it did n’t uh uh it just did
n’t look as smooth as i wanted it to
excuse [I"kskjuz] the times we <unk> seen it it s been like on
<unk> or excuse me f ["rid]ay night
excuse [I"kskjuz] uh huh well excuse me i uh uh well i m a techni-
cian electronics tech
excuse [I"kskjuz] well excuse me just second
excuse [I"kskjuz] oh oh excuse me
excuse [I"kskjuz] it s uh uh i guess excuse me just a standard
excuse [I"kskjuz] at <unk> at excuse me at what age did you
excuse [I"kskjuz] no excuse
excuse [I"kskjuz] my mother excuse me
expose [I"kspoz] and i thought this would expose both of them to
what it s you know like on a <unk> a smaller
college campus
frequent ["frikw2nt] and uh we we were a little bit too frequent i think
frequent ["frikw2nt] and presently we have quite a few frequent flyer
miles
frequent ["frikw2nt] women are n’t nearly as frequent
frequent ["fri­kwEnt] so um i think you need to make you know if
you do do day care centers you know you should
make frequent checks and um to check in on
them when they <unk> not expecting it
graduate ["grædZu­et] uh i have two that are uh now just about ready to
graduate from college
graduate ["grædZu­et] but so how long ago did you graduate
graduate ["grædZu­et] so uh uh you know did you graduate from purdue
graduate ["grædZu­et] and one of the plano school district s you know
goals is that they will graduate every child that
uh that is here in the ninth grade
graduate ["grædZu­et] and what did you graduate in
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graduate ["grædZu­et] uh we just came back from uh uh grand rapids
where we saw one of our sons graduate from uh
with his master s degree in social work
graduate ["grædZu­et] but uh but uh certainly before that there were
people that you know would graduate from high
school and could barely read
graduate ["grædZu­et] uh as a course for p e you know so i could grad-
uate
graduate ["grædZu­et] <unk> actually i m i m i m more interested in
in in choosing the right j job when you graduate
type information
graduate ["grædZu­et] i m about to graduate from college
graduate ["grædZu­et] and it said that uh like thirty four percent of uh
college students actually graduate in four years
from a four year program
graduate ["grædZu­et] i plan on getting back once i graduate next week-
end
graduate ["grædZu­et] did you graduate in a certain field
graduate ["grædZuw2t] i m a graduate student
graduate ["grædZuw2t] before i was married and before i went to gradu-
ate school i used to do little sports car racing
graduate ["grædZuw2t] and now i i i uh started out when i first got in
graduate school i was going into public adminis-
tration
graduate ["grædZu­et] i m a graduate student
graduate ["grædZu­et] he is uh an electrical engineer and in fact went
through uh many years of graduate school and
got his p h d
graduate ["grædZu­et] i m a graduate student at the university of texas
in dallas
graduate ["grædZu­et] and my husband started graduate school when we
were first married
graduate ["grædZu­et] um i <unk> found that when i i do n’t have cable
television anymore uh when i moved went back
to graduate school i just did n’t have the money
to buy <unk> rent a cable t v line or whatever you
know
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graduate ["grædZu­et] um you know when i first was applying for grad-
uate schools i applied to some big programs you
know in this area like stevens institute of tech-
nology which is recognized in the northeast as as
you know one step below m i t in a sense you
know
graduate ["grædZuw2t] and twenty years ago i was uh in graduate school
pecking out a dissertation on a manual typewriter
graduate ["grædZu­et] and our neighborhood is pretty much working
class people though i m in graduate school uh
graduate ["grædZu­et] i m a graduate student
graduate ["grædZu­et] one of our older kids now is going to graduate
school down at college station
graduate ["grædZu­et] and now i m going to school part time and uh
graduate school
graduate ["grædZ2w2t] when i when dick and i were oh many many years
ago when we were first married and he was in
graduate school in missouri um i went oh
graduate ["grædZu­et] you know but then when i went um for graduate
work you know or for a new job people said to
me you know <unk> state
graduate ["grædZu­et] i m a student i m a graduate student
graduate ["grædZu­et] i m a graduate student at u c f in flo ["rid]a uni-
versity of central flo ["rid]a
graduate ["grædZu­et] and i think that that s the way that we looked at it
in our beginnings when my husband was in grad-
uate school that there was a light at the end of
that tunnel you know that that it was worth it to
save and to not have uh something and uh in re-
turn know that something better was going to be
at the end of it
graduate ["grædZu­et] as soon as you <unk> a graduate student they get
your name
graduate ["grædZu­et] because when time came for him to go back to
graduate school we were in in fairly good shape
financially as far as not having any major debts
house [haUs] our major crimes in our immediate town uh is
probably robberies house robberies
house [haUs] you know there s a lot of times my house may not
be as clean as i particularly like it
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house [haUs] so we moved into this house in garland
house [haUs] and he said he s had his house broken into and
windows smashed and his car stolen three times
and everything trying to <unk> keep him quiet
house [haUs] they <unk> they <unk> stock your house and uh
look at your pattern and then go from there
house [haUs] what color did you paint your house
house [haUs] we have a stationary bicycle and a stair step ma-
chine here at the house
house [haUs] and at the end of the day your house still feels
like it s a mess
house [haUs] i rotate around uh about four different routes uh
from my house
house [haUs] oh that s the that s the one where they burn down
the house or something
house [haUs] you go into the coffee house
house [haUs] we did n’t know that when we bought the house
house [haUs] and i called back to the house
house [haUs] and it s it it the house is forty years old
house [haUs] well they advertised it as a three bedroom house
because it has a built on addition room you know
house [haUs] the house explodes
house [haUs] you ca n’t tell a person that lives in a hundred
two hundred three hundred thousand dollar house
that have all that they need and all that they could
want that they <unk> got to be careful
house [haUs] are they um just house pets
house [haUs] that was one of the requirements from you know
f h a that the house be painted before we bought
it
house [haUs] i m building my own house
house [haUs] oh there s enough to put oh i d say uh what twelve
feet between each house on each side
house [haUs] it started out life as a three bedroom house and
now has no two car garage and has uh the two
extra rooms enclosed
house [haUs] and and <unk> the relationship between the fam-
ily is is really now now the mother in law lives in
the house with them
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house [haUs] we bought a a large house that was completely
<unk>
house [haUs] in a new house everything is white
house [haUs] and he <unk> the house
house [haUs] and we did basically seventy five percent of the
house
house [haUs] but my husband s got a big space in between the
where the cars are and the house where he has a
big work shop you know workbench and every-
thing
house [haUs] and i think that is probably what happened in our
house
house [haUs] we <unk> in a house
house [haUs] we have a neighborhood watch program in the
house uh the development that we live in which
i think is a great way to reduce uh home theft
burglary and things of that sort
house [haUs] are your rooms in your house bigger since it s a
sixties home
house [haUs] this part of the country actually they say that
when the house is uh fifteen it s already old
house [haUs] uh i know in my case i my wife and daughter
were kidnapped during a house robbery back in
eighty five
house [haUs] i mean there if you do n’t live in a house that s at
least seventy five to hundred years old you know
you <unk> just nobody practically
house [haUs] and we had thought before maybe a lot older we
do n’t need such a large house that we <unk> sell
it
house [haUs] was was the house reasonably new
house [haUs] we have a new one in the house
house [haUs] well you know with kids you <unk> not going to
have a neat house
house [haUs] well good luck in your house hunting
house [haUs] two family house where the the um the down-
stairs and the second floor they had
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house [haUs] so if you pay your rent or your house payment
every two weeks instead of once a month you
<unk> come out paying a uh one month extra ev-
ery year
house [haUs] and even even though my wife was n’t working
we did have uh one or another of the boys in uh
child care for part <unk> just for part of the day
uh or a couple of days a week just so that uh other
things could get done around the house and so on
house [haUs] because the house has so many windows
house [haUs] we <unk> having a an architect friend of mine
design a house for us
house [haUs] but unfortunately the house is taking up my time
house [haUs] and i <unk> tell you uh we we had kind of a
charming house
house [haUs] we did some remodeling when we bought a
house
house [haUs] i <unk> been in the house i m in here right now
about twelve and a half years
house [haUs] um but we um we house sat for a um my um my
wife s boss a couple weeks ago
house [haUs] let s say compared to maryland that same house
here would probably cost three quarters of a mil-
lion dollars
house [haUs] we were saying we could sell our house here and
buy one down there
house [haUs] and i was waiting for the whole house to collapse
house [haUs] as far as like big things like something comes up
and you have to buy a t v or a big item like for
the house
house [haUs] and we were considering getting a puppy a small
house lap top dog for him because he likes other
animals and for me because we used to have a
miniature dachshund
house [haUs] and i used to tease my husband sometimes and
say my gosh <unk> did you bet the house or
something this week to get so excited about these
games
house [haUs] he s been pretty good because there s t shirt stuff
all over the house
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house [haUs] so you can afford to get a house
house [haUs] so i put them outside once i got a house
house [haUs] we have a computer here at the house
house [haUs] but um we this is the first house we <unk> ever
lived in
house [haUs] so i refuse to have one in the house
house [haUs] but he was essentially too proud and too inde-
pendent so that even though his heart was getting
incredibly weak and his knees were going bad he
lived in his own house as long as he could
house [haUs] but with three kids and laundry and keeping the
house the way i want it kept it is hard
house [haUs] well our house in new mexico it was stucco
house [haUs] i m going do n’t do that because they wo n’t come
in my house
house [haUs] well do you use your computer for um just things
around the house or in the <unk>
house [haUs] so i would uh not recommend f and j house for
my dog to live in uh because they <unk> <unk>
uh
house [haUs] they do n’t get out of the house
house [haUs] and uh nowadays the latest thing i <unk> i <unk>
read about in the paper here that they <unk> do-
ing as far as uh crimes involving stealing cars is
that instead of stealing uh cars like at night break-
ing into them or whatever they will pick out a car
that they want and wait until you show up and
then as you get out of the car they just uh step
up and uh take the keys off of you and drive the
car away and leave you standing in front of your
house
house [haUs] we had built a deck on the back of that house
house [haUs] and within uh two months he has all his house
payments gone everything paid you know
house [haUs] you know you just do n’t buy a house
house [haUs] and i have two string instruments in my house uh
instrument players
house [haUs] and uh they uh will get to playing chase through
the house
house [haUs] it s a nice house
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house [haUs] and um so since the house did burn they <unk>
they <unk> going
house [haUs] well charles will actually charles will not smoke
in anyone else s house except our own
house [haUs] we moved in here may this house may of last year
house [haUs] and uh the house is built around the trees
house [haUs] i mean you know there s no place in the house
where you can stand and not see four windows
house [haUs] well can you tell me anything else about the
house
house [haUs] and when we bought this house we looked at
doing a fifteen year note because it added more
to the payment but not significant amounts you
know
house [haUs] uh we <unk> got a house
house [haUs] the the ferret is used to running the house and was
kind of wild
house [haUs] and that was one of the main <unk> that we have
about buying a house
house [haUs] um i m making drapes for my house just because
i m
house [haUs] and well when we leave the doors open they fly
in the house
house [haUs] so i i have a rifle in the house
house [haUs] i mean it looked darker to him because he he was
in the house with the lights on
house [haUs] you know that s one reason we bought a house
here in plano
house [haUs] well are you going to paint the outside of your
house too
house [haUs] i do n’t think that many by the builder that built
this house
house [haUs] ours um ours barks more than um than some be-
cause she spent a lot of time at our friends house
house [haUs] both times they were at our house
house [haUs] just wait for you to drive to your house
house [haUs] i have n’t i have n’t i have yet to see a basement
in a house
house [haUs] a house or something
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house [haUs] and she stays in the house all day while i go to
work
house [haUs] do you own your house
house [haUs] so is your house in an area by itself
house [haUs] and they do n’t have to do anything around the
house
house [haUs] that sounds like an awful lot of labor to sort the
en[tir]e week s worth of trash for a house
house [haUs] and you know we <unk> trying to decide what
what to what to put on one side of the house and
things like that
house [haUs] so not pizza inn but pizza to our house
house [haUs] and it s been lived in briefly by her before she
bought her town house
house [haUs] we started with the backyard and turned it into
part of the house
house [haUs] thing is we <unk> uh the main thing that we
<unk> had with this house recently has been
some uh squirming i call it of the foundation
house [haUs] but i guess you just tend to think of of where your
house is you know and nothing else
house [haUs] but in the house itself i <unk> been working in-
side you know these <unk> these many months
house [haUs] what do you call a uh double ceiling double high
in one half of the house
house [haUs] <unk> we were thinking about getting a dog if
we get into a house
house [haUs] we just moved into a new house too
house [haUs] when i was single we used to always cook around
the house
house [haUs] we <unk> looking at buying a house
house [haUs] but the the problem that we <unk> we <unk>
owned this house almost five years now
house [haUs] my son leaves the house at seven thirty and does
n’t get home until three o’clock
house [haUs] my mother had a piano in the in the house
house [haUs] we had the house built
house [haUs] and i renovated a house there
house [haUs] so what is your house like
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house [haUs] and the cities are very populated with tenement
housing where there are more than one family in
a house
house [haUs] which inside was basically a store house of a
bunch of stuff he collected
house [haUs] and it s a brick house with uh some wood
house [haUs] the ways our tax laws and stuff are structured you
ca n’t ever catch a break until you can get into a
house in a lot of ways
house [haUs] and our house is not
house [haUs] and we bought a house
house [haUs] we <unk> got we <unk> got all the different lake
editions around the house
house [haUs] well uh we just bought our house uh last july
house [haUs] and uh uh a house full of snow
house [haUs] um he does it believe it or not i would n’t imagine
why but to get out of the house away from his
wife
house [haUs] and they live in this old house for something like
thirty years or something
house [haUs] you know in those areas i really you know do
believe that maybe we should clean up our you
know house
house [haUs] what kind of house do you live in
house [haUs] we had this rule in our house for every hour of
regular t v that we watched we had to watch an
hour of public t v
house [haUs] and it s a brick house
house [haUs] that s not near like building a house or anything
house [haUs] well i i was wondering what if you all were to get
a pet like if you were to move into an apartment
or a house somewhere
house [haUs] we have we have a soccer field that s um oh about
a hundred yards from our house
house [haUs] uh i do n’t live in a house
house [haUs] they sell their house
house [haUs] a lot of people uh uh drop off abandoned aban-
doned pets at her house
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house [haUs] and it seemed like the further i got away from
dallas center uh the more lot came with the house
and and the lower the price at the same time
house [haUs] but that friend of mine that painted his house out
there in your neighborhood he went to uh <unk>
i guess to buy his paint
house [haUs] so that way i did n’t think <unk> you know the
house would be <unk> you know cleaned or any-
thing for me specifically
house [haUs] um do the skunk uh was it kind of like a cat to
have around the house
house [haUs] and uh she s cleaning house
house [haUs] the house that house that i bought is close to a
<unk> golf course
house [haUs] the house that house that i bought is close to a
<unk> golf course
house [haUs] we had decided to paint the front of the house
about three weeks ago
house [haUs] and it takes them something like thirty days to
complete a house
house [haUs] but as far as a habit at the house uh i have n’t
started on anything other than just whatever the
city wants to pick up
house [haUs] and his mom just wanted a a new house you know
house [haUs] and uh i did n’t really start getting into music un-
til i went to college because uh my parents did
n’t really have music in the house
house [haUs] and i do n’t think anybody in my house knows
the difference unless you tell them
house [haUs] and their agent did a long term analysis based on
salary and uh what we were <unk> what what
our uh goals were on a long term budget in terms
of re[tir]ement kids college paying off the house
buying a different house um special thing buying
land and building our own house
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house [haUs] and their agent did a long term analysis based on
salary and uh what we were <unk> what what
our uh goals were on a long term budget in terms
of re[tir]ement kids college paying off the house
buying a different house um special thing buying
land and building our own house
house [haUs] and their agent did a long term analysis based on
salary and uh what we were <unk> what what
our uh goals were on a long term budget in terms
of re[tir]ement kids college paying off the house
buying a different house um special thing buying
land and building our own house
house [haUs] i m going to have to get a map to figure out ex-
actly where is the golf course versus where my
house is
house [haUs] so we <unk> spend a lot of time on the house and
out in the yard and things but um like to keep up
to date too
house [haUs] i just see him as trying to squish as much space
you know as much house into the space as possi-
ble
house [haUs] it s this house built on on a waterfall
house [haUs] and when we move that s one of our priorities is
to get a house where we can have a uh garden
house [haUs] and a house full of snow and rain
house [haUs] our house is kind of on a little hill
house [haUs] i mean you know there would be one person who
lived there that would have a house
house [haUs] i guess when i was growing up it was it was still
the ideal to get a get a home and buy house
house [haUs] we just bought the house last year
house [haUs] and uh um it was a real excitement to uh to go
out and select the house and have one made and
built and like you wanted it
house [haUs] but uh uh the uh the local taxes here i i i in this
particular area uh you know i <unk> uh i think i
pay about uh oh thirty five hundred for for taxes
on my four bedroom house you know and which
is a lot of money
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house [haUs] we we also my wife and i uh uh volunteer to go
to a uh nursing home that s just a mile from our
house
house [haUs] and it got so much that she could not take care of
her house
house [haUs] what else do you do to your house
house [haUs] so when we <unk> invited to people s house he
will not smoke in their house which i think is
good because there s a lot of people that are very
house [haUs] so when we <unk> invited to people s house he
will not smoke in their house which i think is
good because there s a lot of people that are very
house [haUs] they are they are house cats
house [haUs] first house
house [haUs] and we <unk> getting a house
house [haUs] i <unk> been sitting in here in the house all week-
end with a cold
house [haUs] but on either side of it to the ends of the house it
just needed to be all tied together
house [haUs] well because i know our our little house over here
stuck in the middle of you know the subdivision
is i think fifty five
house [haUs] it s a house
house [haUs] it was a cedar shake house and very weathered
house [haUs] well what are the colors in your house
house [haUs] by your house
house [haUs] but on the east side of the house it runs fine
house [haUs] i am wanting <unk> i want blue and purple and
you know just different shades of that because
my my house is gray
house [haUs] that s pretty new house yet
house [haUs] and it s a three bedroom two bath house
house [haUs] you know actually we had milk delivered to our
house in glass bottles
house [haUs] does he sleep in your house
house [haUs] and they had all their stuff from their house
house [haUs] well we usually start them right in the house
house [haUs] we um i m presently living in a house uh
house [haUs] and i had called back to the house
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house [haUs] luckily i came from a house in colorado which
had the cathedral ceiling
house [haUs] so it s just what i have to do more or less around
the house you know for my parents
house [haUs] on the other side of the house though that s where
we have all the the delicate flowers and the mums
house [haUs] and when we um put out house in um they wanted
us to have
house [haUs] but they <unk> a cheap house
house [haUs] i mean i i always say that i need to buy a com-
puter for the house
house [haUs] and when you walked into their room they had
brought all their furniture from their house
house [haUs] i mean the whole thing was about the size of a a
medium house
house [haUs] and so he has a big landing area that s between
where the cars are in the garage and where the
house starts that he can work on
house [haUs] it s tough to find a five and six room bedroom
house is n’t it
house [haUs] but we have several guns around the house
house [haUs] my parents in new york had uh a uh three family
house
house [haUs] and and some odd stuff around the house
house [haUs] now when they go to their grandmother s house
which is every weekend it s a it s a different a
different story all around
house [haUs] well your was your house in good shape
house [haUs] it s it s a house
house [haUs] but i have an ex i had an exercise bike in the
house but did n’t seem to use it enough
house [haUs] a friend of mine that lives out in your neighbor-
hood he has done his house
house [haUs] the house that we got is small enough so my hus-
band and i
house [haUs] the house that i used to live in had one bath and a
half
house [haUs] are are you in a house
house [haUs] i mean it s not an eldorado house or anything like
that
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house [haUs] they landscape their whole house with flower gar-
dens
house [haUs] but again um it must be depressing for the people
who who are who are just e essentially not able
to take care of themselves in their own house but
but certainly uh certainly have <unk> <unk> are
have retained all of their uh mental skills and so
on
house [haUs] we invariably end up at my house since i <unk>
got two kids
house [haUs] uh out near my house is pretty hilly
house [haUs] about maybe oh close to a year ago now i guess
i i helped my dad add on another bedroom on to
his house
house [haUs] we have a brick house
house [haUs] well you know you know why they do it is so
they can get them out of the house
house [haUs] see the people that own the house they uh pay
for anything like that that we do as far as the the
materials
house [haUs] my my parents in law they <unk> they <unk>
building a house into the side of a hill um
house [haUs] i mean do you think people really need two cars
and a house in the suburbs
house [haUs] in my <unk> they just outlawed ferrets because
they had one incident of a ferret uh attacking a
<unk> a child in a house
house [haUs] um you <unk> got an older house
house [haUs] we <unk> uh we actually have our house on the
market because we have two kids
house [haUs] after they <unk> been here ten minutes they have
already explored the en[tir]e house
house [haUs] because our house payment is once a month
house [haUs] we <unk> got power surges on the west side of
our house
house [haUs] and so it just sort of echoes through the house
house [haUs] this house was built in seventy four
house [haUs] and the cat was getting um fleas and stuff and
bringing them in the house
house [haUs] i d like to have one for the house too
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house [haUs] because this house has around thirty four hun-
dred square feet
house [haUs] we had a lovely little house over there
house [haUs] we wound up selling the house
house [haUs] and there s no other real shut off valves inside the
house
house [haUs] well um my parents house is like three miles
south of where the <unk> line would have hit the
ohio river had it continued that far
house [haUs] mostly just stuff that i can you know use right
around the house or give away as gifts
house [haUs] all four of ours are house cats
house [haUs] so i got a g my gun and walked to the you know
through the house into the garage
house [haUs] whenever we have at the big get together over at
her house she makes this meat ball sauce
house [haUs] um my husband has used the one at his folks
house for mostly business things uh his resume
his uh letter
house [haUs] i guess if i had a house i might enjoy gardening
some
house [haUs] oh is is that what you usually use in the house is
latex
house [haUs] and we undertook a building house
house [haUs] i happened to go to just a little estate sale that
just a little white frame house where the couple
uh was very old and had gone into nursing homes
house [haUs] and and she kept in touch like that and basically
just worked out of her house
house [haUs] but the one thing my house is a little bit different
house [haUs] and if you were in your house they were going to
take you and beat you
house [haUs] but uh he built us a house
house [haUs] and that got her out of the house
house [haUs] well i can see you know especially if you heard
screams from a house or something not going
over there maybe because you know it could be
dangerous
house [haUs] but uh always cats in the house
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house [haUs] well our daughter and son in law moved up back
up here he s from texas but course she s from
here uh about a year and a half ago and had their
house on the market down there
house [haUs] what kind of roof does your house have
house [haUs] or get into a house with a little more space
house [haUs] my current project is a walkway which i m build-
ing around the house and out to the backyard to
uh you know digging it out and laying sand and
putting uh <unk> on top of that
house [haUs] and when i arrived at her house she was en-
grossed in that
house [haUs] i live in plano in a four bedroom two bath house
which is
house [haUs] we do n’t have concrete slab underneath our
house
house [haUs] i live in a in a town house which is you know
house [haUs] we just moved to a new <unk> into a house
house [haUs] i mean you can see the house from you know
miles away
house [haUs] well that s nice that it s not in your house
house [haUs] well we <unk> got at least two windows on every
wall in the house
house [haUs] after we had the house part made we just decided
we d carry the roof out a little bit farther and put
a <unk> more or less
house [haUs] and he walked around the house with his <unk>
face down toward the floor and his mouth open
hoping it would fall out because he would n’t let
anybody pull it
house [haUs] we had a house and a home and
house [haUs] but my dad uh my dad used to grow tomatoes and
things at the house
house [haUs] and uh what we try and do to to stick to our
monthly budget is we pretty much have you
know the house payment
house [haUs] we just my wife and i just recently moved into
our house
house [haUs] but a p c at the house would really take a lot of
the load off
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house [haUs] and i go to a <unk> a campus of the university
of maryland that is just less than a mile from my
house
house [haUs] were it not for my son the cat would not be in this
house
house [haUs] or a lot of women i know now and my uh one of
my supervisors when she went on l o a to have
her baby we hooked up uh uh a terminal at her
house
house [haUs] and she s going to buy her house
house [haUs] at thirty three hundred dollars or thirty five hun-
dred dollars i m paying in taxes why i i could go
down to <unk> and probably rent a rent a house
for that right
house [haUs] and and uh kind of strange because i it s not
unusual to uh see uh an engineering manual or
something laying around the house
house [haUs] and we walk a couple of miles and then come
back to the house
house [haUs] a a it s a bedroom and a walk in closet and a bath-
room all on one side of the house
house [haUs] and the lights shine right at our house
house [haUs] and uh you know there s certain spots in the
house where he likes to go
house [haUs] and the next thing i know there are policemen all
around my house
house [haUs] our house is very old also
house [haUs] being born outside you did n’t have any problems
house training him
house [haUs] lot of people will buy in your situation will buy
a four bedroom house and convert maybe the
garage or something or the or do something
house [haUs] i have got some in the backyard that bloomed
blue which i would not would have liked those in
the front because they match my porch and stuff
better and then some on the side of the house with
the dusty purple color with little purple spots that
it it will fade into a solid purple
house [haUs] and uh it s about a five year old house now
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house [haUs] right now our house does n’t have to have the
same kind of exterior painting there
house [haUs] b on my house
house [haUs] our whole house is baseball fans
house [haUs] when when our kids were small we had a couple
of uh good good women who uh would often c
uh get them to come to the house
house [haUs] what does that house got attraction
house [haUs] if you if you pay for everything by cash uh there
is a lot of things that a lot of people who will not
give you credit when you need something like a
house or a car
house [haUs] so you know you really ca n’t afford i i i could
never afford a house inside the <unk>
house [haUs] they <unk> they <unk> uh it s like a little house
except the whole face is open
house [haUs] they just there in that house
house [haUs] now uh when we bought the house that we live in
right now we had a company that came out and
painted it
house [haUs] and i i do n’t think they exceed more than twelve
nails per house
house [haUs] so that was really worth it painting his own house
house [haUs] our house when i when i was growing up there
was almost never uh at least one cat in the house
house [haUs] our house when i when i was growing up there
was almost never uh at least one cat in the house
house [haUs] the house is about um i d say almost thirty years
old
house [haUs] i <unk> got a storm door on the front of the house
house [haUs] but in mine the wintertime it s not bad too be-
cause then i <unk> got a a fireplace and a nice
nice house and all that
house [haUs] my house had this dark wood paneling at the end
of the den
house [haUs] someday if i were to get remarried i might want
to buy a house which requires lots of money
which i do n’t have
house [haUs] oh it s uh it looks like a little shot gun house al-
most
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house [haUs] and the garages were always if the house <unk>
was large it seemed like the garages were small
even if they were three car garages which is what
we have
house [haUs] in a big city like that most houses i would think
would be sort of like what we live in just a you
know basic tract house
house [haUs] but all the trim around the house was uh
house [haUs] and uh it was quite a drag because um we got
them in our house
house [haUs] you should have one in the in the in the house
house [haUs] well what about the trim in your house
house [haUs] there was not there s not supposed to be any rea-
son to use this education or this brain that you
might have for anything other than your house
and your children and how clean can the bath-
room floors be on any given day
house [haUs] and um their house is going to be really big
house [haUs] and everything in her house was total gone light
fixtures everything
house [haUs] but before they had it i found out after i had been
in the house it it had sat empty for the better part
of a year
house [haUs] and we have a three bedroom house
house [haUs] so she woke up with about six feet of water in her
house
house [haUs] we painted the house to uh
house [haUs] you can borrow the money to pay somebody else
to build your house
house [haUs] my my wife and i we planted on the on the south
side of our of our house we planted some garde-
nias
house [haUs] and this was a a lincoln log house where you have
the wall partitions
house [haUs] in fact we found it easier to divide the major bills
up you know cut the house payment in half and
cut the loan payment in half
house [haUs] so she told us that the house had been uh profes-
sionally painted recently
house [haUs] so it s got real high ceilings on half the house
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house [haUs] but no one is just welcome to come by my house
house [haUs] and that s just like a mile or two from our house
house [haUs] but as far as the costs for what you <unk> get-
ting uh the longevity of the house is not uh is not
worth it
house [haUs] well d now does your cat sleep in the house
house [haUs] do you have a lot of shade trees around your
house
house [haUs] because we were you know we were trying to
make the house look nice to sell it
house [haUs] i where i live is a house that s seventeen years old
when i bought it
house [haUs] well in fact i got her when i moved out of the
house also
house [haUs] and the dog was being house sit or dog sit what-
ever by some friends of mine down the street
house [haUs] but his what he does is when he gets home he
separates his work from his house
house [haUs] and and i you know i still provide most of the
things that go on around the house
house [haUs] you can have the house alarm uh neighborhood
watch program you know uh as a woman not go
out at night
house [haUs] but i think they should also respect the sanctity of
the american home whether it be in a house or in
an apartment
house [haUs] and even even though i i i do enjoy cars i enjoy
um driving them i enjoy uh ["rid]ing in them and
everything but i ca n’t see buying or paying more
for a car than i would for a house you know
house [haUs] well i took a lot of time in choosing this site be-
cause the the house has no heating or air condi-
tioning
house [haUs] they know the house is unlocked
house [haUs] so uh it was quite a change for me to come to a
house like that now that s just you know a very
square little box
house [haUs] it may be eighty two because we bought our
house in eighty one
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house [haUs] anyway it was it ended up being just a huge huge
dog that ate us out of house and home
house [haUs] your house sounds like mine because mine s pier
and beam too
house [haUs] if you had two people that do n’t have any clothes
it could be a five bedroom house
house [haUs] i know that was a big thing in our house for a
long time was that if i wanted my husband to do
something to help and even though we were both
working the same number of hours and and doing
things i had to come in there specifically and say
this needs to be done
house [haUs] and little boys are around the house a whole lot
more than girls
house [haUs] does she ever mess in the house
house [haUs] and uh she s been holding herself pretty well the
uh up until you know recently where she s been
having accidents in the house because she either
is losing control or she forgets where she is
house [haUs] and his house is almost identical to us except his
is three bedrooms and ours is four
house [haUs] it was a moving man pulled right up to her house
broke in and stole everything she owned
house [haUs] well we went over to her house
house [haUs] it s a pier beam house
house [haUs] and these and these people may in fact be just
looking to s find an unoccupied house to rob
house [haUs] well it s to protect the the banks from guys that
say yeah i want to build my own house and go
out a build a spec home
house [haUs] on a on a on a what we would you know what
you described as your house and what i would de-
scribe as my house say for example in pensacola
flo ["rid]a on that house with the homestead ex-
emption and so forth and so on might pay three
or four hundred dollars a year taxes
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house [haUs] on a on a on a what we would you know what
you described as your house and what i would de-
scribe as my house say for example in pensacola
flo ["rid]a on that house with the homestead ex-
emption and so forth and so on might pay three
or four hundred dollars a year taxes
house [haUs] on a on a on a what we would you know what
you described as your house and what i would de-
scribe as my house say for example in pensacola
flo ["rid]a on that house with the homestead ex-
emption and so forth and so on might pay three
or four hundred dollars a year taxes
house [haUs] they <unk> rob one house
house [haUs] and we had a milk shoot at the side of the house
house [haUs] i have another gentleman friend of mine who uh
who had a house built
house [haUs] you mean you do n’t need to wear little old house
dresses any more
house [haUs] and we find out that you know no matter what
kind of budget you stick on there s always going
to be an unexpected car repair or something hap-
pen with the house that you have to have money
for and uh not enough to go and to take a loan out
but uh you have to have money for
house [haUs] but the the house is real small
house [haUs] well i painted the outside of my house and one
bathroom
house [haUs] i if i did it every night i think there would be trou-
ble in our house
house [haUs] the house that the house that i bought was really
really nice
house [haUs] the house that the house that i bought was really
really nice
house [haUs] and we <unk> building a stand uh just to the
north of our house and along the east uh property
line
house [haUs] um or our breakers are n’t are n’t powerful
enough to take to to really help with the load in
the house
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house [haUs] and uh the idea of ever owning anything that has
four thousand square feet in it for less than two
hundred twenty thousand dollars which is proba-
bly about what their equity is that they got out of
selling their house
house [haUs] and we finally got her you know house trained
and everything
house [haUs] well our house was <unk> uh
impact [I"mpækt] but it s like low impact <unk> just with weights
impact ["Impækt] uh because that s a uh you know in singularly re-
newable resource that does n’t do it that does n’t
require uh uh any particularly nasty environment
impact
impact [I"mpækt] um it they call it a low impact <unk>
impact [I"mpækt] i would think you d make a bigger impact on their
life rather than you know telling them that there
s there s protestors out here at the you know
impact [I"mpækt] of course a parent losing a teenage child is about
as bad as it could possibly get i think in terms of
psychological impact
impact ["Impækt] uh it s like low impact <unk>
impact ["Impækt] or you might you know if it does n’t impact you
directly or if your management does n’t think that
impact [I"mpækt] it would make a huge impact
impact [I"mpækt] but it s just a shame to me that that the our fire-
men our policemen and school teachers are the
three least paid utilities um that have the biggest
impact to our well being
impact [I"mpækt] or if they <unk> sent you a uh a number that
you can use you know a a personal identifica-
tion number that you can use in the uh impact
machines or whatever you you can do that
impact [I"mpækt] those <unk> classes are are tough the the high
impact
impact [I"mpækt] and others of them um had an impact on the so-
ciety around here
impact ["Impækt] and that may impact it as well
impact ["Impækt] but then that was back when uh you know the
high impact and
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impact ["Impækt] but they do a lot of low keyed low impact low
stress exercise
impact [I"mpækt] oh so the <unk> the impact would not be good
impact [I"mpækt] and one of the ones that had an impact was uh
people becoming interested in alternate practices
impact ["Impækt] and then i do low impact <unk>
incline [I"nklaIn] my treadmill has an incline
increase [I"nkris] i think your patient level must needs to increase
as the child gets older
increase ["I­nkris] and that actually um as our population increases
and you know our of course our our cars you
know our number of cars increase per the pop-
ulation that s the problem
increase [I"nkris] and i think one of the big things that you can do is
to increase deterrence is uh if someone is found
guilty of a uh felony level offense they lose their
citizenship
increase [I"nkris] and i am making every effort to to put a little bit
away and increase the amount that i need for a
down payment or whatever
increase [I"nkris] and then they just keep wanting you to increase
your limit
increase [I"nkris] people would rather uh increase the fire depart-
ment and cut down the schools because it means
more to them
increase ["I­nkris] and that s probably going to increase you know
increase [I"nkris] is there going to be a ticket increase this year
price
increase [I"nkris] and uh they had completed a fifteen per cent in-
crease in the in the uh state land grant colleges
which which is n’t i mean
increase [I"nkris] in the last six years every year there s been at
least minimum twenty five percent increase in
health insurance costs
increase ["I­nkris] it s it s hard for me to imagine that a a situation of
you know take it to a logical extreme if everyone
walking around carrying a guns you <unk> not
going to have an increase in gunfire
initiate [I"nISi­et] but they <unk> they <unk> supposed to initiate
that some sometime in the next couple of months
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initiate [I"nISi­et] and uh i think that was a big stepping stone for
them to initiate all their righteous ways of chang-
ing things too
instrument ["Instr2m2nt] and i have two string instruments in my house uh
instrument players
instrument ["Instr2m2nt] uh do you play any instrument yourself
instrument ["Instr2m2nt] do you have a favorite instrument
instrument ["Instr2m2nt] uh probably the favorite instrument would be uh
the violin
instrument ["Instr2m2nt] i m i <unk> never played an instrument in my life
interchange [­InÇ"tSendZ] i <unk> recently um tried to <unk> my wardrobe
trying to put suits together that i can interchange
the jackets and the blouses and all that a lot
intimate ["Int2­met] it s not that constant thing where you are on inti-
mate terms with cousins
invalid [I"nvæl2d] they kept saying you have the invalid code
invite [I"nvaIt] was it hard to decide who to invite and who not
to invite
invite [I"nvaIt] was it hard to decide who to invite and who not
to invite
invite [I"nvaIt] and nor and they <unk> doing something that
normally i really only invite people to
invite [I"nvaIt] so we just have to either or give a formal invite
isolate ["aIs2­let] you always have to isolate those
isolate ["aIs2­let] how do you isolate them
isolate ["aIs2­let] so we now isolate them
jesus ["dZiz 2s] so you know even even in the story where they
had to pay the taxes the disciples and uh jesus
said the money in the fish s mouth or in the fisher
inside the fish
job [dZob] uh the previous job i used to have uh they
job [dZAb] and so uh i got myself involved in a sales job
job [dZAb] uh once they have that then they can start look-
ing in all the various publications that give out
all the information about schools and write to the
schools themselves and start finding out about the
different requirements for the programs and what
kind of uh of job assistance and all that other kind
of stuff they offer
job [dZAb] they used to have job security crap
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job [dZAb] that was my brother s first job in a grocery store
job [dZAb] and i guess another one that that i rank up there
high is the uh kind of job flexibility and time off
um i enjoy as a benefit
job [dZAb] so we d have to have some way to uh reward and
recognize the teachers who are doing a good job
and give them a a pat on the back and respect and
some honor and more money
job [dZAb] but uh it s the job that the the high school and the
grade schools are doing that i see in a area like
ours
job [dZAb] i <unk> just gotten a another job at an elementary
library at barron
job [dZAb] uh you know they <unk> not going to do their
job which is
job [dZAb] you really have to think about that for the job
job [dZAb] you need that first job or so out of school too
job [dZAb] well like you say i mean if it s not a critical kind
of job where someone could get hurt then really
what people ought to be doing i mean the the em-
ployer ought to be judging you on how well you
do your work rather than on these other factors
job [dZAb] and they you know had done such a good job
job [dZAb] well it it s his job too
job [dZAb] well i do n’t job enough i think to develop any
injuries
job [dZAb] and while he was gone he had looked went look-
ing for a job and stopped at the store
job [dZAb] that s a wonderful wonderful job by robin
williams and peter de <unk>
job [dZAb] so she had to go i guess get a real job
job [dZAb] one in real interesting book i read recently was
when i was looking for a job
job [dZAb] he did a real good job i believe
job [dZAb] and and maybe after we decide to have kids i i
might find a job that has flexible hours
job [dZAb] they <unk> in it because it s a profession not be-
cause it s a job they could get because they did
n’t qualify for anything else you know
job [dZAb] they do an absolutely necessary job
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job [dZAb] and so but i know some of the other services do
not think that women are capable of doing the job
job [dZAb] uh there s no way that i could begin to process
and keep up with the kinds of information or the
magnitude of information that i need to to try to
do my job without them
job [dZob] it was n’t too much of a job really
job [dZAb] um i guess we <unk> going to talk describe uh
job benefits
job [dZAb] so you you reached me at my job
job [dZAb] i think that s an interesting policy your company
has about testing immediately after an on the job
accident
job [dZAb] and his sole job was just tracking down people
who were getting benefits and able <unk>
job [dZAb] well i b m does n’t fire anybody because uh what
they do is they they put you in a different job
which <unk> you actually are like sitting around
not doing anything
job [dZob] i travel a great deal with my job
job [dZAb] and uh i really do n’t have any job benefits to
speak of
job [dZAb] but i know that they sent that the job i had before
that well
job [dZAb] i can tell you about my last job or whatever you
want to talk about that or my husband s or what i
think
job [dZAb] i i think that plano has really done a fantastic job
job [dZAb] is is is it doing a good job or a bad job
job [dZAb] is is is it doing a good job or a bad job
job [dZAb] the job was considerably tougher than we thought
job [dZAb] and but it does it does its job
job [dZAb] i mean they do that now and they could probably
lose their job
job [dZAb] i think he did an excellent job in not being too
much of a cop
job [dZAb] he said um he should have let bush should have
let him finish his job
job [dZAb] what type of job do you have
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job [dZAb] i had i <unk> had uh two or three drug tests that
i had to get before i could start working at a job
uh different jobs
job [dZAb] you just you expect it to do its its job
job [dZAb] and james woods i think is who it was did an ex-
cellent job as the cop
job [dZAb] and uh so when we are doing <unk> and we have
uh two two hour classes in wardrobe we do dis-
cuss a great deal the mini skirt and the types of
clothes to wear on the job
job [dZAb] because they ca n’t even get the menial job with-
out being able to read something nowadays you
know
job [dZAb] my husband quit a perfectly wonderful job and
decided that
job [dZAb] i had a terrific job really enjoyed it
job [dZob] uh i spend an awful lot of time traveling on the
job
job [dZAb] thirty years ago i i had a college job uh working
as a programmer
job [dZAb] and uh i thought he did such an excellent job of
not going that far
job [dZAb] and that s made a difference in the way i do my
job because it s so much easier to get hold of peo-
ple and get quick answers to things even when
they <unk> on another continent
job [dZAb] and he got a job down there
job [dZAb] oh a teaching job
job [dZAb] and you can not get a job because of it
job [dZAb] and he does a good job
job [dZAb] they <unk> done a good job
job [dZob] i think they did a real good job of that
job [dZAb] and uh he just quit a perfectly good job and came
job [dZAb] uh i know what i m seeing here at m my job is
that people are having their children much later
in life so that they <unk> establishing careers
job [dZAb] course my job was such that i did n’t i could n’t
do it as much as i wanted
job [dZAb] and uh if you do your job fine and if somebody
else is messing it up well then that s their problem
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job [dZAb] i was drug tested uh not for the job i have now
but for the prior job uh
job [dZAb] i was drug tested uh not for the job i have now
but for the prior job uh
job [dZAb] my job kind of hinders me from exercising
job [dZAb] and uh then you d be willing to give up your job
to stay home and with or stay with the children
job [dZAb] for sixteen bucks they <unk> not only will they
change the oil in ten minutes and do a f you know
good a job as i can do but they <unk> uh <unk>
too
job [dZAb] and you expect them to do their job
job [dZAb] they seem to have done a the good job in the past
job [dZAb] so everything s changed so much i probably
could n’t even get a job right now
job [dZAb] so i do n’t know how you could have a full time
job and ever have any vacation time to do any-
thing besides go to the doctor
job [dZAb] and i told him he s going to have to get a part
time job by the time he reaches teenage years so
he can eat
job [dZob] i m just happy still to have a job
job [dZAb] uh on my job we had a lot of workmen s comp
cases
job [dZAb] and hopefully get a job after that
job [dZAb] because i know of somebody that tested for an
airline and did n’t get the job
job [dZob] it begins to make you wonder why we did n’t go
ahead and go on in and finish the job while we
were in there
job [dZAb] uh it is just a job
job [dZAb] as to a company s benefit to have a program like
that because it keeps their employees healthy and
on the job
job [dZAb] an it an i feel bad for the policeman because he s
out there every day facing these people this this
craziness you know people with uh automatic
weapons and uh all this other stuff and trying to
do a job
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job [dZAb] but then that way you know you are assured you
did a good job than you are you know if you hire
someone to do it
job [dZAb] but my job i m an e d p auditor
job [dZAb] uh sometimes too it s used as a dumb job
job [dZAb] i also see on my generation a squeeze between
looking to having to help my parents and still
having to help my son because things are so
rough out there job wise
job [dZAb] i agree with that because i know personally my-
self i <unk> been in the same job for three years
job [dZAb] well still taking care of the children is a very im-
portant job
job [dZAb] but in my job i m a nurse
job [dZAb] and they <unk> and they <unk> doing the same
uh or carrying the same job responsibility
job [dZob] but they they can do a much better job since they
do n’t have to chop it into little two minute stories
job [dZAb] but for those students who are determined to do
well anyway that you know handling a job was
very possible you know and that it seemed to
have more to do with other factors
job [dZAb] and my job was mostly the woodwork
job [dZAb] so i <unk> school and said hey let s you know
find a place that has a nice job
job [dZob] probably the the biggest problem with those is
they do n’t do a real good job of of assessing for
alcohol
job [dZAb] you know uh as you <unk> talking like police
and stuff like that it s definitely a tough job to do
job [dZAb] but uh i guess my job change my husband s job
change and it is just not easy to get up early in
the morning any more
job [dZAb] but uh i guess my job change my husband s job
change and it is just not easy to get up early in
the morning any more
job [dZAb] but uh still i i questioned the ability of some of
the teachers to uh really do a <unk> up job
job [dZAb] but what i found is that they had a brake job
job [dZAb] we know what a job it s going to be
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job [dZAb] uh i guess there s more women in uh what would
be classified as a man s job
job [dZAb] because i think that i think he did a good job
job [dZAb] and all on the job too
job [dZAb] so so you would have a job with a company rather
than uh radio or television or newspapers or what
have you
job [dZAb] and um um but you know if you have the type of
job
job [dZAb] i m like i <unk> get a job some day
job [dZob] and so i was willing to take a half time job to do
that
job [dZAb] and i got the job that i wanted by applying the the
methods that that
job [dZob] oh boy what a good job he had
job [dZAb] um i think it depends on if you want to be a if you
want a regional job or a national job
job [dZAb] um i think it depends on if you want to be a if you
want a regional job or a national job
job [dZAb] you really do n’t want to dress up unless you you
uh have a job and you have to be there right after
school or something like that
job [dZAb] and if we get have a if we could have a thirty two
hour work week with that happen is that for every
four people we could give another job
job [dZAb] they both do the same kind of job
job [dZAb] well their job is to be reelected by in large
job [dZAb] uh ten years ago i was working in a job at a med-
ical center
job [dZAb] but i just do n’t think that nursing homes really
do a very good job
job [dZob] uh my job is i m supervisor of personnel safety
for the world s largest paint company
job [dZAb] and just recently i <unk> changed my job to ac-
tually do some of the marketing
job [dZAb] i have a sedentary job
job [dZAb] because i was actually applying for a job in texas
job [dZAb] and i think they do a real good job
job [dZAb] and then you say that s not my job
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job [dZAb] and there was no such thing as a job or any hope
of a job <unk> well unless
job [dZAb] and there was no such thing as a job or any hope
of a job <unk> well unless
job [dZAb] they <unk> doing a real good job of uh separating
it here
job [dZAb] like if you and another lady were to share the
same full time job or
job [dZAb] uh you either need a job
job [dZAb] i had a part time job around oh gosh fifteen years
ago seventy six
job [dZAb] but again it depends on what job you <unk> in
job [dZAb] and uh i guess the most significant probably is
that so many are working now and trying to jug-
gle job and home and family and all sorts of other
possibilities you know
job [dZAb] now my job s good much better than a lot because
i m chapter one
job [dZAb] i think there is still some discrimination there
where as you know men and women work in the
same job
job [dZAb] and i feel very strongly about uh children and uh
developed very strong feelings about this during
our measles epidemic last year where we cer-
tainly proved that we <unk> not doing a very
good job with preventive health care among chil-
dren and particularly the children who need it
most
job [dZAb] boy he just sits down eight hours a day just like
any other job
job [dZAb] i think with what they have to work with i think
they <unk> doing a pretty good job right now
job [dZAb] well i bet you there s a whole bunch of home-
less people up there who would take that job for
thirteen thousand dollars a year
job [dZAb] but that s basically my job
job [dZAb] and he just got a new job
job [dZAb] if you <unk> using it while at a job i can see a
problem
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job [dZAb] uh while i was sitting here waiting while they
tried to find somebody for me to talk to trying
to think of what uh uh what things were impor-
tant uh besides salary and a and a job i guess uh
<unk> list i had scribbled down was the people
you worked with and maybe the uh the challenge
of the work and uh the working conditions things
like that
job [dZAb] and you <unk> not doing your job
job [dZAb] they just stay in their current job
job [dZAb] and i was losing jobs just from doing a poor job
you know
job [dZAb] i think it s called a job
job [dZAb] and for me this is the first job i <unk> had where
they <unk> covered that much
job [dZAb] and sometimes if you get a little soreness you feel
like well i <unk> done a good job because i got
worked myself to that point
job [dZAb] i just started a new job
job [dZAb] well that s he s got a job there
job [dZAb] an and it looks like hopefully she <unk> do a nice
job uh for washington you know which is
job [dZAb] and from their teaching job alone they pull in
forty grand each
job [dZob] i bet that s a interesting job
job [dZAb] i m already on my job
job [dZAb] he would wear it if he had to for his job and all
job [dZAb] see this is n’t a subject that i think a lot about be-
cause i m never faced with it because our school
system in vermont it seems to do a really good
job
job [dZAb] if you do test positive for something they will
give you an <unk> o opportunity to go get your
life straight rather than to lose your job
job [dZAb] i made that mistake when i first got a job
job [dZob] my next door neighbor just lost his job in a you
know one of these uh
job [dZAb] i i think kevin <unk> did a really good job with
it
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job [dZob] so i i m pretty much limited to p b s which i
thought i thought they did a very good job
job [dZAb] uh have you every been tested for a new job or
anything
job [dZAb] and you know it wo n’t it s little job outside
job [dZAb] so back in my old job up until through nineteen
eighty i would usually wear blue jeans and <unk>
shirts and the like
job [dZAb] or is it just a job for them
job [dZAb] so you probably have a job you need to get to
pretty soon
job [dZob] what what was your job
job [dZAb] i also have a part time job at a law firm
job [dZAb] i <unk> uh i have worked on a part part time job
uh where i was a collector for uh uh a jewelry
company
job [dZAb] and then from the other aspect um maybe the uh
school itself has has has more emphasis on uh
trying to do a good job because the classes may
be smaller uh
job [dZAb] so i m going to have you know my whole job s
going to be based on my clients n stuff like that
job [dZAb] so cause this was the first first real job after get-
ting my degree
job [dZAb] it it uh certainly has no life threatening uh capa-
bilities uh you know in in my job
job [dZAb] the the job that i do i do a lot of training of our
customers for new products
job [dZob] you you were n’t supposed to want a job
job [dZAb] so that your mom does n’t have a job
job [dZAb] and it does an excellent job
job [dZAb] i mean that was their job as they killed in wash-
ington d c
job [dZAb] it s a legal job you know
job [dZAb] so trying to work myself out of a job
job [dZob] that s much <unk> than doing any kind of job
job [dZob] i think you <unk> doing a good job
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job [dZAb] and said the kids are much more interested to-
day in in trying to find a job study something that
will give them a job as opposed to be curious be
curious
job [dZAb] and said the kids are much more interested to-
day in in trying to find a job study something that
will give them a job as opposed to be curious be
curious
job [dZAb] now i was real lucky because my husband had a
good enough job where when my kids were you
know when i had them and when they were small
until they got in junior high school my youngest
got in junior high i did n’t have to work
job [dZob] and i i know the kind of cost businesses go
through in terms of accidents on the job that are
specifically drug and alcohol related
job [dZAb] and i really think they really do a wonderful job
job [dZAb] oh i had job offers
job [dZAb] the job i have have now requested my uh uh my
uh medical record from my old company
job [dZob] did a pretty good job
job [dZob] it does the it did a good job
job [dZob] and they in my opinion do n’t do a very respon-
sible job of spending that money
job [dZAb] and and now i m looking for a job before they
have to send me back home
job [dZAb] and he has done a really good job of characteriz-
ing the uh disabled person
job [dZAb] but but uh a really good day care is probably go-
ing to cost more than you <unk> going to make
at the job
job [dZob] i uh i think we <unk> been doing a pretty good
job you know not uh not taking advantage of our
you know of the financial dependence that most
of the countries have on us you know uh
job [dZob] well there it s i i think one of the problems with
it is it affects a lot of other folks on the job if
somebody else is impaired
job [dZAb] i mean because the the cops are out there doing
their job enforcing the laws
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job [dZAb] i am in a man s job
job [dZob] so what do you do for a job
job [dZAb] the the job is what provides all of your needs
job [dZAb] but i <unk> work in the job force before
job [dZAb] are they like pretty much train for a specific job
job [dZAb] we thought t i dress code was just dress appropri-
ate to your job
job [dZAb] i had it during a job interview
job [dZAb] <unk> actually i m i m i m more interested in
in in choosing the right j job when you graduate
type information
job [dZAb] um i had a job i had to go get a blood test for
job [dZAb] but i m i m you know i m i m satisfied with my
job
job [dZAb] and she got her job back
job [dZAb] my job at texas instruments i have to sit in front
of a computer all day and make phone calls so
that i do n’t get any exercise doing that
job [dZAb] he s out of college and has a good job
job [dZAb] wow that s a a big job
job [dZAb] to her everything is you <unk> got to go through
college you <unk> got to get a job you know
job [dZAb] and of course i m not perfectly happy about not
having a job
job [dZAb] doing a good job of it
job [dZAb] i read how to get the job that you wanted
job [dZAb] you know but then when i went um for graduate
work you know or for a new job people said to
me you know <unk> state
job [dZAb] and the prosecutors do a lousy job
job [dZAb] well does your r does your job require you to
drive company equipment or to operate any type
of machinery that might endanger someone
job [dZob] and if they <unk> you know if they <unk> on
some kind of you know <unk> controlled sub-
stance then you know it kinds of takes away from
the job of you know the supervisor or manager
type person you know who is able to evaluate
them
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job [dZAb] well and i think a lot of companies are realizing
this and offering more opportunities as far as like
job sharing or you know even having a day care
on site and that kind of stuff
job [dZAb] and so they work on that job
job [dZAb] uh because i would think i think you know men-
tally uh and emotionally i think women can han-
dle a job and every bit as well
job [dZAb] you <unk> supposed to only want the job
job [dZAb] but it s you know it s a pretty neat little job
job [dZAb] uh still uh there s there s sort of a feeling of ac-
complishment with having you know a job and
all that goes with that
job [dZob] she <unk> she went through college and gradu-
ated very high up in her class and had uh gotten
a job as as an instructor
job [dZAb] i do n’t know that their job would be at risk
job [dZAb] and uh that s my job right now
job [dZAb] which is too bad because you know i i feel like i
do n’t obviously i do n’t get paid for my job
job [dZAb] and they said well you know he they <unk> he
has no job
job [dZAb] and even when his job is not going to be with
people all day long he said it s just part of the
uniform and the expected image that they have to
dress
job [dZAb] uh you know um it it could even be done while
they <unk> doing another job while they <unk>
doing you know a job to make money
job [dZAb] uh you know um it it could even be done while
they <unk> doing another job while they <unk>
doing you know a job to make money
job [dZAb] and so i have a lot of job experience
job [dZAb] if they <unk> if they <unk> not uh you know
fully functional mentally while they <unk> do-
ing their job they could cause you know serious
injury to <unk> another people
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job [dZAb] well ford s done a real good job in the last uh
say ten years or at least the last five to <unk> six
years so of really turning around their um quality
i think um
job [dZAb] i think anyone in a in a public job like bus drivers
and cab drivers and police officers and things like
that
job [dZAb] they may be able to to give the resources that s
needed to uh to do a good job
job [dZAb] and it it is possible that you know that they ca n’t
do as good a job uh as they might do
job [dZAb] but it s still it s almost like a job
job [dZAb] do you like the job sharing
job [dZAb] course it s a standing joke you know when the
when the men come in in a a tie and a suit coat
you say you know what have you got a job inter-
view today
job [dZAb] because i liked my job really well
job [dZAb] you know the technicians work the eight to five
job and know when they <unk> going to be there
job [dZAb] i think they did a pretty good job
job [dZAb] i think maybe we <unk> given our teachers a al-
most impossible job
job [dZAb] also with uh women in the work force they <unk>
gotten a lot more options as far as you know what
s it called job sharing
job [dZAb] do n’t have a job
job [dZAb] uh you find out one way or another if somebody
s got a problem on the job
job [dZAb] do you like your job
job [dZob] and you wonder you know what kind of quality
job would they do you know
job [dZob] i think they <unk> doing real good job
job [dZAb] they <unk> going to say to the kids you need do
this because it needs to be done not because it s a
woman s job or a man s job but because it s dirty
and it needs to be clean
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job [dZAb] they <unk> going to say to the kids you need do
this because it needs to be done not because it s a
woman s job or a man s job but because it s dirty
and it needs to be clean
job [dZAb] actually it had been uh it would have been it had
been a repaint job
job [dZAb] it did n’t cause her any problems with her job
job [dZob] and i bet in your your job that you have to
job [dZAb] my husband just got a new job
job [dZAb] in the private sector i would think that one of the
major uh situations especially when you reach
you know the the mid fifties <unk> is keeping
a job until you re[tir]e
job [dZAb] <unk> we decided not to get the <unk> which is
actually another <unk> one too that we picked up
for a consulting job that my husband was doing
job [dZAb] but i am sure that there are women who would
would relish that you know kind of job
job [dZob] it s strong enough for any job where you do n’t
try to take more than say three <unk> of an inch
at a time
job [dZAb] uh so uh what are your benefits like at your job
job [dZAb] i just made my first job hop about eight months
ago
job [dZAb] that s one thing they do n’t do is is drug testing
while you <unk> on the job
job [dZAb] you know and you hear so many stories listening
to them like uh you know they lost their job
job [dZAb] the thing that worries me about that is that if you
just raise salaries across the board you <unk> go-
ing to be uh rewarding people who <unk> been
doing a lousy job and instead of getting the uh
improvement that we want
job [dZAb] i have a daughter who just had a second job
job [dZAb] and i considered it a full time job
job [dZAb] and so what do you think next to salary do you
rank is the most important job benefits
job [dZAb] so they did do a good job
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job [dZAb] i last year um i had a little part time job in a pri-
vate um high school tutoring um high school stu-
dents with learning disabilities
job [dZAb] they are doing such a fine fine job
job [dZob] would n’t that be awful if you were if you were
using and and oh lose your job and everything
job [dZAb] i guess you can like raise taxes and then create
like job programs and whatnot
job [dZAb] and i do n’t really get out a lot to because my job
to to exercise
job [dZAb] and i get no benefits from them at to the part time
work although they pay better per hour than my
my sort of quote real job does
job [dZAb] well i should probably get back to my job
job [dZAb] but i think in between we got a group of kids a
generation of kids who did n’t learn to take re-
sponsibility because mom left to go get a job and
dad did n’t move in to fill the gap
job [dZAb] but that s for my husband s job and not mine
job [dZAb] they just they they are doing such a terrific job
back there
job [dZAb] that s not my job
job [dZAb] get a real job full time
job [dZAb] i uh i left t i in january hoping to strike out and
find a job where i could make some money
job [dZAb] the the n f l draft really seems to be doing its job
job [dZAb] he took one for for uh <unk> for job hiring
job [dZAb] and if they would just say oh this person s drug
test is positive we wo n’t hire them you know
then you could lose out on a job when really you
did n’t do anything
job [dZob] and and if it s not mom then then dad or some-
body s got to move in there and do the job be-
cause the kids really need it
job [dZAb] and like you i listened to radio on my job at work
job [dZAb] but and i <unk> been out trying to find a job be-
cause this is just not cutting it
job [dZAb] i would never in a million years want that job
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job [dZAb] i mean i have met people that uh both that that
just want to maintain a the standard of living and
those that that really need the job
lead [lEd] and uh the one of the real strict uh restrictions
was the fact that she had to have a special kind of
paint that was fire proof and lead free and all that
other good stuff
lead [lid] they need to have some some young guys that can
take the lead
lead [lid] i think that uh my own interest in in development
human development leads me to believe that that
s a good sign and that uh private enterprise is the
way to go and that it will lead to a fundamental
change in the way we learn
lead [lEd] it s a story of all the politics and uh lobbying and
just basically state by state events that lead to the
events that brought about the civil war
lead [lid] i guess right now what they <unk> what they
<unk> primarily worried about is third world
countries because i guess united states and and
russia have kind of taken the lead in terms of
eliminating c f c production
lead [lid] you know it s too bad that uh it has to be a forty
two year old guy to to lead the uh the rangers you
know
lead [lid] why i i m i m a little concerned about today is
that this uh rather uh quick and and easy i do n’t
know i should n’t say easy rather quick victory in
the in in the uh <unk> uh uh over the uh <unk>
uh might lead us into uh a false sense of security
that we can do that against any other foe
lead [lid] well and sometimes that s this is just the lead in
to a sales pitch too
lead [lid] but uh a and occasionally i i pick up like time
magazine or something i think uh if they <unk>
got an interesting lead story
lead [lid] and i mean i think that what this is going to lead
to is people will take things into their own hands
and that innocent people
learned [lÇnd] well i learned something already
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learned [lÇnd] and uh i learned to
learned [lÇnd] i feel like i <unk> learned a lot about the piano
learned [lÇnd] that s what i learned a lot of languages on was an
apple two e in my high school
learned [lÇnd] so you worked you learned how to solve your
problems on your own
learned [lÇnd] so i learned a lot about them
learned [lÇnd] but well i just i i m glad we <unk> learned
learned [lÇnd] they never learned to be responsible when
learned [lÇnd] or maybe more than that as i <unk> learned
learned [lÇnd] they learned a lot of things in those public envi-
ronments that you just as soon they did n’t learn
learned [lÇnd] i uh i went to purdue university for a couple of
years and uh really learned to hate indianapolis
while i was out there
learned [lÇnd] to if you if you go on the attack i and put
some sensational thing before the public as mike
<unk> learned in the last campaign and it is not
refuted people will you know uh believe it
learned [lÇnd] and the lake that we learned on was the smaller
of the two that we had access to
learned [lÇnd] uh she learned to drive i think when i was um a
teenager
learned [lÇnd] but uh i do think we learned
learned [lÇnd] and of course we learned too
learned [lÇnd] uh i think we learned too much of the effects
learned [lÇnd] i <unk> learned a lot about playing the piano
learned [lÇnd] but you know i never really learned to operate
one
learned [lÇnd] but now i <unk> i <unk> learned how to sew
learned ["lÇnId] i learned i i learned <unk> uh
learned [lÇnd] i learned i i learned <unk> uh
learned [lÇnd] you <unk> going to carry carry with carry to
school uh out into the world you know what you
learned at home
learned [lÇnd] and and that s really what we <unk> learned
about it
learned [lÇnd] what we learned
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learned [lÇnd] even when i was in elementary school years ago
they were you know we learned what a centime-
ter was and a <unk> and the various you know
basically the other alternate forms of measure-
ments things like that
learned [lÇnd] i mean i think my children learned the metric sys-
tem
learned [lÇnd] i learned something here
learned [lÇnd] so i i i do think that we <unk> learned from it
learned [lÇnd] and she finally learned that you just can not do
this you know
learned ["lÇnId] so <unk> i feel that i learned a great deal from
my students uh with regard to what their biggest
complaints were with parents
learned [lÇnd] and so i learned that on there too
learned [lÇnd] that s one thing that i have learned in <unk>
working in elections and things is you know
sometimes even when you work for someone you
do n’t really know what they <unk> like
learned [lÇnd] and i learned <unk> on that
learned [lÇnd] so once i got into this uh <unk> i learned all the
physiological <unk> <unk> advantages to it
learned [lÇnd] and i i think that we learned from that
learned [lÇnd] uh oh that was that was uh what the much of the
hype was that tom cruise learned so much from
dustin hoffman
learned [lÇnd] i have n’t learned to hit the ball easy
learned [lÇnd] but we also learned something from that experi-
ence as our children got older
learned [lÇnd] so my mother learned from that
learned [lÇnd] so uh i learned to repair one
learned [lÇnd] and i learned all the health benefits of you know
live [laIv] and they also had children calling in live from all
over the country and asking questions
live [laIv] well i <unk> gone to you know one for real live
trek convention
live [laIv] i think they all that thought well we have a live
one
live [lIv] but they had live crawfish on sale
live [laIv] there once a year live
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live [laIv] and one of them broadcast every twins game live
you know
live [laIv] in fact the buffalo the scene the big buffalo herd
scene that was that was a live scene
live [laIv] uh and i guess that s good when it s live if you if
you <unk> really want that
live [lIv] and they live at home you know
live [lIv] and uh they live in peoria illinois
live [laIv] well i live on a i live on a lake here
live [lIv] well i live on a i live on a lake here
live [lIv] and you got to divide it two different categories
whether you live in the city or whether you live
in a more rural place like i do
live [lIv] and you got to divide it two different categories
whether you live in the city or whether you live
in a more rural place like i do
live [lIv] but it s that not getting involved that impersonal
society i think we live in today
live [lIv] well uh i do n’t know if mine would want to go
live in the ghetto
live [lIv] i live in northwest garland
live [lIv] and it it s just the idea that these uh these actors
you know live in such lavish style
live [lIv] i live in dallas
live [lIv] and i d a lot rather pay taxes here and have what
we have then have to live there
live [lIv] well since you live close i do n’t know if you
know um about what louisville is doing with
<unk>
live [lIv] and my mother and his mother live up there feel-
ing lost and alone because we moved down here
live [lIv] so where do you live at
live [lIv] and and you know uh especially now i live in in
massachusetts you know
live [lIv] it s it s really frightening that we <unk> not we
<unk> trying to live in our own little cocoons
live [lIv] what what state do you live in
live [lIv] we live out by dulles airport
live [laIv] it depends on the state you live actually
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live [lIv] um where you live is there a real high uh alkaline
or ash content
live [lIv] uh we have friends in germany and uh have fam-
ily that live near the black forest area
live [lIv] uh i live in dallas
live [lIv] well actually i live in flo ["rid]a
live [lIv] do you know my grandparents live in durant
live [lIv] i live uh over in the lake highlands area if you
<unk> familiar with that
live [lIv] but they you know they live to a hundred and ten
some you know
live [lIv] and your wife s folks still live in colorado
live [lIv] i have friends that live in the other the less fortu-
nate or whatever you want to call it part of town
live [lIv] well out here we um we live in what used to be
uh like a prairie or whatever a natural you know
natural grasslands
live [lIv] uh luckily if we could be like your grandmother
i uh you know i would love to live to a hundred
and two if i were okay
live [lIv] we um live in a district that has open classrooms
live [laIv] there was a court case uh here where i live just a
few months ago
live [lIv] pick out where you want to live
live [lIv] i would say that our home is a very typical home
for the area that we live in
live [lIv] so you said that you live in <unk>
live [laIv] and we <unk> going to go ahead and try to just
live on what we earn instead of guessing ahead
of what we probably will have next month
live [lIv] and uh i live in the basic three bedroom two bath
home
live [lIv] we have one earth to live on
live [lIv] i live out in the country
live [laIv] well uh i live in garland
live [lIv] we have a neighborhood watch program in the
house uh the development that we live in which
i think is a great way to reduce uh home theft
burglary and things of that sort
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live [lIv] i mean there if you do n’t live in a house that s at
least seventy five to hundred years old you know
you <unk> just nobody practically
live [lIv] and my mom my mom s or my family uh we all
live in southern california
live [laIv] i live in a real small little place
live [lIv] we tried to convince my grandfather to live with
us at several points during the last few years of
his life
live [lIv] well what i did was i went to a <unk> class in a
new location in richardson near where we live in
north dallas
live [lIv] we use it live in california
live [lIv] well i live in minneapolis
live [lIv] what area do you live in
live [laIv] i do not live in a city
live [lIv] what part of the state do you live in
live [lIv] and we live in a neighborhood where there is not
any little kids to bother me since mine are all
grown up
live [lIv] oh gosh i think i would hate to live in california
live [lIv] uh i i would cheerfully live there
live [lIv] i live <unk> on the border
live [lIv] just have to live with it i guess
live [lIv] and see i live in an apartment
live [lIv] uh i live on the outskirts of baltimore
live [lIv] but uh i live in orlando flo ["rid]a usually
live [lIv] i live in dallas
live [lIv] you know it does not seem to be any responsibil-
ity to the community where you where you live
live [lIv] they do n’t understand it as we do n’t understand
the way they live
live [laIv] and so i i m i could n’t live my life without a p c
live [lIv] we used to live in utah
live [lIv] they had chosen santa barbara california for this
summer and and did not get enough people that
were willing to go that far because most of us
live either in the midwest or like in the texas ok-
lahoma area
live [lIv] i live in garland
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live [lIv] and uh you do n’t have any any kind of a good
environment to live in you know
live [lIv] so i would uh not recommend f and j house for
my dog to live in uh because they <unk> <unk>
uh
live [lIv] do you live in plano
live [lIv] and you probably if it were you you probably
would n’t want someone choosing a place for you
to live based on lowest price
live [laIv] and uh it s interesting because the county i live in
live [lIv] where d you live
live [lIv] i live alone in an apartment and uh except for the
cat
live [lIv] i live in a rural area
live [lIv] but that is an excuse and that would i could live
with
live [lIv] i live here because it s close to the university
live [lIv] we live in plano
live [laIv] because <unk> i live in a college town in penn
state university
live [lIv] i live in richardson
live [lIv] but i used to i used to live in india
live [lIv] well i think it would be terrible to live in an area
like that
live [lIv] well see i live in virginia
live [lIv] and uh i have some friends that live down there
live [lIv] i <unk> i would hate to think that anybody
thought uh the lot we live on as a ranch
live [lIv] uh do you live in a home
live [lIv] oh well i could n’t live without the family vaca-
tions
live [lIv] only the niners because i used to live out in cali-
fornia
live [lIv] well you live almost in oklahoma
live [lIv] do you ever think that there s a crime that s just so
heinous and so bad that the person who commits
this crime just does n’t deserve to live anymore
live [lIv] they live in <unk>
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live [lIv] but realistically that s i m i m realizing that s
probably not going to be possible um for middle
class people to be able to live just on one income
live [lIv] and my a lot of my aunts and uncles live near him
live [lIv] where do you live
live [lIv] i live uh very near uh very close to the <unk> golf
course
live [lIv] well i i just live in a i live in an apartment now
live [lIv] well i i just live in a i live in an apartment now
live [lIv] they both live close to
live [lIv] you must live in an older home too then
live [lIv] my uh my folks used to live there
live [lIv] i did n’t live in the city of pontiac
live [lIv] but i live in a a metropolitan area
live [lIv] i live in the dallas area
live [lIv] and uh because we live on a corner and back up
to a real uh highly traveled main street
live [lIv] i i live in uh vermont
live [lIv] uh but it has been um it s been interesting and
particularly i i think because the society in which
we live families are separated
live [lIv] i live in the flo ["rid]a in the winter and then go
back up north in the in the summertime
live [lIv] oh you <unk> just live down there
live [lIv] well i live in san antonio
live [lIv] and then they um you know go and actually live
in that country for the the uh
live [lIv] we live right in the corner
live [lIv] i used to live in dallas in arlington actually
live [lIv] i live right on a main thoroughfare
live [lIv] i live in plano actually
live [lIv] but i live in pensacola flo ["rid]a
live [lIv] uh i had had an a f s student from germany live
with us our senior year
live [lIv] and they live in this old house for something like
thirty years or something
live [lIv] she lives with my mother and my father who also
live here in town
live [lIv] but if you do n’t live near there that s not worth
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live [lIv] so i guess when you live in a bigger city it it really
becomes uh necessary
live [lIv] what kind of house do you live in
live [lIv] and they live just about three miles away
live [laIv] i live in a development
live [lIv] and then we still live with air pollution
live [lIv] i live in town
live [lIv] and they just live
live [lIv] i do kind of live in the downtown area
live [lIv] uh i do n’t live in a house
live [lIv] and i live in raleigh north carolina
live [lIv] and i live in plano texas
live [lIv] we live in the saginaw area
live [lIv] see we live up in tax free new hampshire and
drive down to massachusetts to work
live [lIv] they live in a small town called david which is
northern panama up near costa rica
live [lIv] well we live uh pretty close to the mesquite golf
course
live [lIv] uh i i live alone now
live [lIv] they live in alabama
live [lIv] i live in texas
live [lIv] so you live in garland then
live [lIv] i m glad i do n’t live in a big city just because i
mean not just because i would n’t feel safe
live [lIv] there s there s a daily news uh news rack right
around the corner from where i live which means
that they <unk> they <unk> expanding i guess
live [lIv] except we live in plano texas now
live [lIv] now i i live alone
live [lIv] if you live around the dallas area you got five or
six every weekend to choose from because they
<unk> really into it
live [lIv] so if my parents do need to live with someone it
will probably be with me because all my brothers
and sisters will be having teenagers around and
everything to care for you know
live [lIv] uh well i do n’t actually live in the city
live [laIv] and um and they live in an apartment complex
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live [lIv] um it s <unk> it actually funny that um i live just
outside of baltimore
live [lIv] do you live in the dallas area
live [lIv] where do you live
live [lIv] i have a sister who used to live in kennesaw geor-
gia
live [lIv] and my parents live down there
live [lIv] and uh we went with our daughter and son in law
to visit his parents who live there
live [lIv] we live next to a set of railroad tracks
live [lIv] to come in and live with them
live [lIv] i do n’t have to live through many any of those
really
live [lIv] i live in an apartment
live [lIv] i mean when you live in areas like that where
there s so much they do n’t realize what a small
percentage of the world that is
live [lIv] well we live in roy
live [lIv] well now do you live in a a home or zero lot home
live [lIv] we live out in the country
live [lIv] we live in an apartment
live [laIv] i live near a <unk>
live [laIv] i live in a rural area
live [lIv] i <unk> i live right across the street from a a big
lake here um
live [lIv] and i live in kind of a bad area where if i have
the paper delivered it s stolen before i can get out
and get it
live [lIv] they live in <unk>
live [lIv] i live in houston
live [lIv] well i know that we have some relatives that live
around like the <unk> area in there
live [laIv] i live in richardson
live [lIv] i live up in the uh northeast corner
live [lIv] the house that i used to live in had one bath and a
half
live [lIv] that s kind of ironic because i do n’t live too far
from oklahoma either
live [lIv] and if that s gone um i i really do n’t know how
to live very well
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live [lIv] <unk> did you actually live in saint louis
live [lIv] as a matter of fact i just paid my richardson taxes
because i live in richardson and supplemented the
robin hoods very thoroughly i think
live [lIv] but i do live in the better well in the best part of
the city though
live [laIv] and fortunately four of them live in the same
home town
live [lIv] it s it s so funny when you live in one part of the
country you only see that perspective
live [lIv] you do n’t have to live on the you know for a
street life
live [lIv] well i i actually live in new hampshire
live [lIv] i take it you live in the dallas area
live [lIv] is <unk> a nice area to live
live [lIv] but if i were to live some place else it certainly
meets my standards
live [lIv] for example there is a uh <unk> complex next to
the apartment complex where i live
live [laIv] where do you live
live [lIv] i used to my wife and i we used to live in san
antonio couple years ago
live [lIv] but uh i guess these people that go around and
and kill children and women and everything else
without any remorse uh i do n’t think they de-
serve to to live and be supported by us the rest of
their lives
live [lIv] and i i live in a town home here in raleigh
live [laIv] where do you live now
live [lIv] there is n’t any one place where most of us live
live [lIv] i live on a third floor now
live [lIv] where where do you live
live [lIv] i live in a motor home
live [lIv] really is n’t that much for elderly people to live
on
live [laIv] you just live there now
live [lIv] i live i live in plano
live [laIv] i live i live in plano
live [laIv] uh idaho is where i live
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live [lIv] uh where you live do you have a state income tax
and a sales tax both
live [lIv] are you <unk> do you live at home with your par-
ents
live [lIv] i live in vermont
live [lIv] um the the team i live and die with actually is the
red sox
live [laIv] i i think too many people feel they need to live a
more extravagant life style than necessary
live [lIv] to come in and live with them
live [lIv] and i uh i i have not found one yet that i would
rather live in
live [lIv] i live in one
live [laIv] what part of what part of the country do you live
in
live [lIv] i mean uh you know you ca n’t live in dallas with-
out you know
live [lIv] where uh where abouts do you live
live [lIv] not up um where i live
live [lIv] and i used to live in colorado oh sometime ago
for a couple of years
live [lIv] we live near washington
live [lIv] they live close then
live [lIv] i live on one of <unk> that little ten mile spot
live [laIv] i live in a big <unk>
live [lIv] i live in rhode island
live [lIv] my grandparents live there
live [laIv] i live in plano in a four bedroom two bath house
which is
live [laIv] i live in san antonio
live [lIv] i live in a in a town house which is you know
live [lIv] and it s like you know um they live back in <unk>
where we came from two hundred years ago
live [lIv] i used to live in indianapolis
live [lIv] we live out here by
live [lIv] where d you live at
live [lIv] and uh we live right outside the city
live [lIv] she did n’t live with us
live [lIv] we live in a kind of small town
live [lIv] uh we live in plano
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live [lIv] i live over near white rock lake
live [lIv] you know i just to diverge a little bit uh i live in
an apartment
live [laIv] i have uh in laws that live in saudi arabia that
stayed there during all of it too
live [laIv] and they live in an aquarium without water in my
family room
live [lIv] the neighborhood that we live they are switching
to an alternate calendar this year
live [lIv] so it s it s one that you can live through
live [lIv] i live right by dallas
live [lIv] but we know a lot of people that live in this neigh-
borhood
live [lIv] well we we live in a brick story and a half uh
live [lIv] my parents live in boston
live [lIv] where do you live
live [lIv] where do where do you live
live [lIv] especially if you live on campus and you do n’t
have a car you just go crazy
live [lIv] but uh you know since i live here so close to ar-
lington uh that s the team that i <unk> been kind
of following
live [lIv] nor do we live that close to a lake anymore
live [lIv] and uh we live in kind of a small town
live [lIv] well uh we live in a a brick home in far north
dallas
live [lIv] where do you live
live [lIv] i live in maryland
live [lIv] i live in you know the real <unk> part i guess
live [lIv] and we live on one of those blocks that it s a
neighborhood watch block
live [lIv] because um well we for example and we live fif-
teen miles from the <unk> that surrounds wash-
ington
live [lIv] and as far as where i live i do n’t have to do that
live [lIv] and i can live with it because i do stuff with my
kids you know
live [lIv] we live in an apartment also
live [lIv] my wife and i we live in dallas too
live [lIv] where do you live
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live [lIv] uh i used to live in the plano school district
live [laIv] but they do n’t live at home
live [lIv] you live in virginia now
live [lIv] but i i actually live in flo ["rid]a
live [lIv] well do they all live in the area
live [laIv] where do you all live
live [lIv] there are certainly parts of town i would not want
to live in
live [lIv] now uh when we bought the house that we live in
right now we had a company that came out and
painted it
live [lIv] do you have that where you live
live [lIv] i live in atlanta also
live [lIv] i live i live on the second story apartments
live [lIv] i live i live on the second story apartments
live [laIv] but you know i i can live
live [laIv] oh you must live in this area
live [lIv] but really i m i happy i i well i m curious how
other people live
live [lIv] uh i live in texas now
live [lIv] it seems like the women out just out live their
husbands but very reluctantly
live [lIv] and now that i live in flo ["rid]a
live [lIv] it s funny uh depending on where you live
live [lIv] but does your sister live in a big community
live [lIv] because i live just south of the interstate
live [lIv] well well we live we live really close to lake
champlain which is in the champlain valley
live [lIv] well well we live we live really close to lake
champlain which is in the champlain valley
live [laIv] in a big city like that most houses i would think
would be sort of like what we live in just a you
know basic tract house
live [lIv] where you live it gets very hot
live [laIv] what area of the country do you live in
live [lIv] but uh the problem is that so i m paying state tax
even if i do n’t live here
live [lIv] i live in a suburb of dallas
live [laIv] oh that s where i live
live [lIv] and uh i live in garland
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live [lIv] <unk> i know that there s certain issues that
can really motivate people because we live in a
<unk> <unk> <unk> catholic type area
live [lIv] the area i live in right now is is real good as far
as crime rate is concerned
live [lIv] and uh she just had a terrible time keeping
sincerely dedicated people simply because they
could not live with a kind of hours and the salary
live [lIv] i live in a little suburb uh which is i guess from
dallas is twelve miles or so
live [lIv] well the thing is is that i live in a dorm
live [lIv] my in laws live on a lake uh a little bit east of
dallas kind of in the piney woods
live [lIv] i live in a i live in a very nice suburb
live [lIv] i live in a i live in a very nice suburb
live [lIv] so we <unk> been here a little over six years now
and uh have really enjoyed it because we built
what we wanted to have to live in
live [lIv] so uh you live in dallas
live [lIv] so that s a big concern if you live there is to really
lock your car up
live [lIv] uh if you you know have family that uh you can
live with
live [lIv] i only live about a mile from where i go to school
and work
live [lIv] so you usually are living where your parents live
live [lIv] i do have a few friends that live in my apartment
complex in this neighborhood
live [lIv] we live about twenty miles away from the state
airport
live [lIv] oh me too because i do n’t even know if i could
live through it now
live [lIv] uh but i do have friends that live in the city
live [lIv] but people that live for it and you know eat a
bunch of different pills and all that kind of stuff
it gets a little bit obsessive
live [lIv] is uh because you live in austin is she thinking
about the university of texas
live [lIv] we uh we used to live in an apartment
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live [lIv] so we live in a society though where everyone if
you ask them on polls will uh say that they think
that everyone has a right to health care
live [lIv] you know you can come to south tyler where i
live
live [lIv] i have a brother in minnesota that used to live in
wisconsin
live [lIv] do you live in dallas
live [lIv] your family does n’t live close then
live [lIv] um i think their biggest problem is just you know
obtaining food to live
live [lIv] and of course it was you know a little more ex-
pensive to live on the lake
live [lIv] i where i live is a house that s seventeen years old
when i bought it
live [lIv] jay where do you live in texas
live [lIv] i live right near white rock lake
live [lIv] and a good bit of that was filmed right in cincin-
nati which is just forty five miles from from
where i am where i actually live in a suburb of
dayton
live [lIv] um uh do you live right in the city itself
live [lIv] do you live in a real small town or or out in the
country
live [lIv] i live in an apartment
live [lIv] i have a sister that used to live in <unk>
live [lIv] oh it s a wonderful place to live
live [lIv] you know i used to live up north
live [laIv] uh county i live in in the past ten years only had
t two capital murders
live [lIv] we used to live up in seattle for a couple of years
live [lIv] do you live in the high <unk>
live [lIv] you know because to me where we live out here
in the north east it it s there are a lot of buildings
very close to each other
live [lIv] and i live in <unk> texas too
live [lIv] well hopefully this one here cocoa will live a full
life
live [lIv] because i used to live in uh massachusetts
live [lIv] i live in a pretty small apartment
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live [lIv] oh that s where i live too
live [lIv] but i live in raleigh north carolina right now
live [lIv] they now see what i look like what i live like
live [lIv] and it s almost inconceivable now because the
<unk> machines and and everything have be-
come such you know <unk> such a a <unk> a
part of the way we live
live [lIv] because i i just live to read
live [lIv] they live down in college station where his par-
ents do too
live [lIv] i m live in plano texas
lives [laIvz] day cares have have have popped up and become
a lot more um a lot bigger part of of the kids lives
lives [laIvz] momentum is uh driving force in our lives
lives [laIvz] and um i i like to uh read about people who have
been a successful you know who who made a
success of their lives
lives [laIvz] in other words they just <unk> their lives differ-
ently
lives [laIvz] because you <unk> endangering everybody s
lives if you if it s something like that
lives [laIvz] they risk their lives every day
lives [laIvz] even though the person is involved in so many
other people s lives you still see a a real person
in those situations
lives [laIvz] and they said well we just plan on spending the
rest of our lives just getting this property devel-
oped
lives [laIvz] i i personally feel that it is extremely important
to be with your own child um for the at least for
the first two years of their lives i mean if you can
possibly swing it
lives [laIvz] family and friends are usually well family s tied
up with their own lives and things and usually
working
lives [laIvz] we get so involved in our work lives and just so-
cial lives and so forth
lives [laIvz] we get so involved in our work lives and just so-
cial lives and so forth
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lives [laIvz] uh you know it it really irks me to see so much
effort put into preventing someone being put to
death by the state when they so callously and usu-
ally so you know without even thinking or with-
out any concern uh you know end somebody else
s life and in a lot of cases several people s lives
lives [laIvz] and and children s lives were simpler because
mother was there
lives [laIvz] but i just think our our family lives have changed
drastically
lives [laIvz] as the situation is so sad because it just takes
all the dignity away from from people who have
been independent all their lives
lives [laIvz] but i think people who are guilty of really serious
heinous crimes do not deserve to be cared for for
the rest of their lives
lives [laIvz] but as far as uh you know the peace corps i guess
i suppose there s a few people that have done it
at that point in their lives
lives [lIvz] much as other cultures disagree our lives do n’t
revolve around our children
lives [laIvz] and i i agree with you also that i feel like it was
not worth the money spent or the lives lost to
fight that war
lives [laIvz] because i look at airline pilots bus drivers you
know people that really have other peoples lives
in their hands truck drivers
lives [laIvz] but uh i guess these people that go around and
and kill children and women and everything else
without any remorse uh i do n’t think they de-
serve to to live and be supported by us the rest of
their lives
lives [laIvz] we lost lives
lives [laIvz] um do you think i mean do you think our <unk>
the investment in lives and money was worth it
lives [laIvz] i refused to cram their lives full
lives [laIvz] but then again also you ca n’t bring back lives
that have been taken anyway
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lives [laIvz] for instance jobs that require use of heavy ma-
chinery and things like that where there s where
there s uh endangerment to their own life and
other people s lives
lives [laIvz] um looking back like maybe some of the things
that i know now i i m not sure i do believe it was
worth the cost in dollars and lives
lives [laIvz] but really if if they were going to save people s
lives
lives [laIvz] this is a uh a couple uh emigrated from china
early in in their lives
lives [laIvz] so i feel like you know that s is there is occasions
where there are they do spare lives
lives [laIvz] but i do n’t know if they really had significant
effects in the places where they went in teaching
the people how to cope with their lives better
lives [laIvz] i wonder how many of his lives he missed when
that happened
lives [laIvz] even though teachers have other kids lives in their
hands and if they come in stoned or they come in
drunk
lives [lIvz] we have family that lives outside of the state
lives [lIvz] i had a friend from college that lives in uh
lives [lIvz] you ca n’t tell a person that lives in a hundred
two hundred three hundred thousand dollar house
that have all that they need and all that they could
want that they <unk> got to be careful
lives [lIvz] and then my mother who s very elderly lives with
us
lives [lIvz] and and <unk> the relationship between the fam-
ily is is really now now the mother in law lives in
the house with them
lives [lIvz] but i have a boyfriend that lives in fresno
lives [lIvz] my sister lives in turkey
lives [lIvz] i mean i m sure i m going to be seeing it because
in a week to amarillo where my sister lives
lives [lIvz] a person lives across the street from me uh
brought her home from work because a coworker
of hers uh had this dog appear on its front
doorstep
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lives [lIvz] my brother lives where i work
lives [lIvz] so everything that lives around here is real tough
lives [lIvz] m m m my sister who also lives here in dallas
uh tends to uh chat with waiters and waitresses
and become their best friends during the course
of dinner which drives me absolutely batty
lives [lIvz] uh my dad lives in the state capital which is pierre
lives [lIvz] my uh my sister lives in charlotte
lives [lIvz] you know i really do because he knows exactly
where he lives
lives [lIvz] he he lives in andover
lives [laIvz] she lives
lives [laIvz] she is her uh her family you know lives there
lives [lIvz] well my brother lives ten miles from here
lives [lIvz] she lives with my mother and my father who also
live here in town
lives [lIvz] and uh seems like everyone that lives around us
ends up you know hearing every conversation
that goes on outside with everyone
lives [lIvz] i know somebody who lives back there
lives [lIvz] i <unk> got a friend that uh lives right next to the
cowboys training camp
lives [lIvz] she um um my sister in law now lives in um
switzerland
lives [lIvz] in fact i <unk> got family that still lives up there
lives [lIvz] she has a sister that lives in uh phoenix that has
one and uh really uh enjoys it
lives [lIvz] well all see all the family lives in once place ex-
cept for a few of us are scattered about
lives [lIvz] and i have a daughter that lives down in north
carolina
lives [lIvz] my sister one of my sisters lives in plano
lives [lIvz] i have a brother in law that lives in minnesota
lives [lIvz] a friend of mine that lives out in your neighbor-
hood he has done his house
lives [lIvz] and then i have a sister that lives in austin
lives [lIvz] i my little brother lives in austin right now
lives [lIvz] and it happened to be my friend who lives a few
blocks away
lives [lIvz] uh my uh sister lives on lake norman just
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lives [lIvz] uh we have a friend that lives two blocks over
lives [laIvz] her grandmother lives there
lives [lIvz] and then my family lives in philadelphia now
lives [lIvz] and uh she lives in pennsylvania
lives [lIvz] a lot of the older family lives in vernon
lives [lIvz] he lives in cleveland
lives [lIvz] one of our our kids lives out on the east coast
lives [lIvz] i have a brother that lives in uh uh south bend
indiana
lives [lIvz] but i think the average length of time that some-
body lives in a nursing home is only like six
months or something
lives [lIvz] my daughter my daughter lives down in <unk>
lives [lIvz] he lives in a little farmhouse on a farm
lives [lIvz] and uh my sister in law lives in chicago
lives [lIvz] uh he lives <unk>
lives [lIvz] i know they <unk> started over in richardson
where my dad lives
lives [lIvz] oh and i know somebody that lives there
lives [lIvz] our family ranges from oh goodness well aus-
tralia i have a brother lives in australia to uh boise
idaho and and uh all kinds of places
minute ["mIn2t] because you <unk> expected to work on stuff up
until the last minute
minute ["mIn2t] but the minute marks are done
minute ["mIn2t] they always say you <unk> talked your ten
minute limit
minute ["mIn2t] it s like wait a minute you know
minute ["mIn2t] wait a minute
minute ["mIn2t] and i think that s what hung people up the most
is they went now wait a minute
minute ["mIn2t] can i run a minute and shut my radio off
minute ["mIn2t] so it is a forty five minute drive to the mountains
minute ["mIn2t] they <unk> are going to interrupt us any minute
now
minute ["mIn2t] so you <unk> all back to the safety catches and
the whole nine yards or either watching them ev-
ery minute
minute ["mIn2t] but we can do our part take an extra minute or
two
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minute ["mIn2t] wait a minute
minute ["mIn2t] but at to me it s every minute s agony
minute ["mIn2t] but they they can do a much better job since they
do n’t have to chop it into little two minute stories
minute ["mIn2t] i beat it like every minute for about ten seconds
minute ["mIn2t] hang on a minute
minute ["mIn2t] it s not so much that they come to you every
minute
minute ["mIn2t] so like that took like a minute
minute ["mIn2t] i guess the minute marks
minute ["mIn2t] the thing that keeps happening is happening so
fast and so uh dramatic that you almost think now
wait a minute you know
minute ["mIn2t] i was trying to get my children quiet for a minute
minute ["mIn2t] like if the teachers are getting six percent raises
every year when people in industry have been
getting cut back and you <unk> getting raises ev-
ery eighteen months you got to go now hey wait
a minute
minute ["mIn2t] uh i have n’t had a minute s trouble with it
minute ["mIn2t] that s like world war three every minute
minute ["mIn2t] i was going oh wait a minute
minute ["mIn2t] was was the whole face done or just the numbers
and and like minute marks
minute [maI"nut] it s kind of a strange thing we <unk> been trying
to make something like this happen for so long
that when it finally happens you say whoa wait a
minute
minute ["mIn2t] just a minute
minute ["mIn2t] i if i have a minute that s what i i do
minute ["mIn2t] and i would n’t trade change a minute of it for
anything
minute ["mIn2t] the minute they get married everything s sup-
posed to be cut and dried
minute ["mIn2t] and i promise you faithfully i will watch the in-
structor every minute and see exactly what s hap-
pening
minute ["mIn2t] and if you go just a little bit ways in i d say about
a fifteen minute drive in towards salinas uh the
weather completely changes
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minute ["mIn2t] and so and i say well wait a minute
minute ["mIn2t] but uh it s about a thirty minute exercise every
morning
minute [maI"nut] wait a minute
minute ["mIn2t] and i did n’t believe it for a minute
minute ["mIn2t] oh can you can you hold on for just a minute
minute ["mIn2t] the minute i said the word he he he s <unk> at
the bit
minute ["mIn2t] it s a had not had one minute s problem with it
minute ["mIn2t] but it s it s always been a formula uh for t v that
the minute that two people that the two main stars
get married that the show ends up you know dy-
ing
minute ["mIn2t] and now it s the kind of thing where you can
work up until the last minute because you can get
it there you know in in a matter of minutes you
know through a fax machine
minute ["mIn2t] but the minute the sun went down um that s when
it s usually the minute the sun sets the mosquitoes
come out
minute ["mIn2t] but the minute the sun went down um that s when
it s usually the minute the sun sets the mosquitoes
come out
minute ["mIn2t] now just to focus on that a minute i guess uh uh
minute ["mIn2t] so they just want black and white which <unk>
see we can just run them through the laser printer
real quick because it will only take a minute to
print one of those out and then run a thermal copy
of it
misuse [mI"sjuz] they sometimes <unk> misuse their license or
whatever you know
mobile ["mob2l] and if not the infant is going to lay in the crib
all day and maybe have a mobile above it to play
with
mobile ["mob2l] and if they <unk> out there buying that many cars
then there s that many out that are self sufficient
and you know mobile and working
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mobile ["mob2l] i guess my favorite vacation idea would be to
somehow figure out something kind of mobile
where you could stop and sleep maybe you know
like a a small camper
mobile ["mob2l] and we <unk> the mobile mobile society uh
mobile ["mob2l] and we <unk> the mobile mobile society uh
mobile ["mob2l] we at the time we thought we might buy a mobile
home
moderate ["mAdÇ­et] but the thing uh also is that you know like if you
want to go out like if you want to go to a restau-
rant or something then i have to moderate that
because it s like i ca n’t go eat out at a nice restau-
rant and spend twenty dollars um you know three
times a week
mouth [maUT] of course it seems to me that every time he opens
his mouth he he just lines up people against him
mouth [maUT] and it has a huge strong mouth
mouth [maUT] and then i made the ears and little eyes and nose
and mouth
mouth [maUT] and it had the rock in its mouth not the chicken
mouth [maUT] uh we have a lot of cotton mouth
mouth [maUT] and um just just kind of going by word of mouth
and finding out if anybody else has been pleased
with their program that kind of stuff
mouth [maUT] and he walked around the house with his <unk>
face down toward the floor and his mouth open
hoping it would fall out because he would n’t let
anybody pull it
mouth [maUT] and f ["rid]ay night i was i stayed up until two
o’clock in the morning sitting right dead center
in front of my television just watching practically
with my mouth hanging open
mouth [maUT] so you know even even in the story where they
had to pay the taxes the disciples and uh jesus
said the money in the fish s mouth or in the fisher
inside the fish
mouth [maUT] and he always had this uh this wonderful quality
of c being able to put his foot in his mouth every
time he went to say something
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object ["AbdZEkt] uh my my idea i guess of the ideal vacation would
be to begin with uh money be no object you know
so just absolutely you know first class fly where
i want to rent a car if i want to uh you know just
the really the nicest hotels and stuff like that and
and not worry if somebody says well let s take
this little side trip you know and not have to sit
there and figure out um you know again we we
fit that in there or not
object ["AbdZEkt] and uh and so the object
object ["AbdZEkt] when we try and picture the universe as an infi-
nite object and it s hard to to see you know
object [2"bdZEkt] because i ca n’t really see why anyone um who
has nothing to hide would object
object [2"bdZEkt] i would not object if anybody did
object ["AbdZEkt] the one thing i do object to about rap music is
is when it becomes militant or if it s uh violence
oriented
perfect ["pÇ­fIkt] and they <unk> just perfect
perfect ["pÇ­fIkt] well i guess like with uh israel is a perfect exam-
ple
perfect [pÇ"fEkt] it was just too perfect at all times
perfect ["pÇ­fIkt] uh not that i really think that they were perfect
ten twenty or thirty years ago
perfect ["pÇ­fIkt] you you go out of your way to try real hard to
make it perfect
perfect ["pÇ­fIkt] not everybody has a picture perfect body
perfect ["pÇ­fIkt] the lines in there were just perfect
perfect ["pÇ­fIkt] uh nothing is perfect
perfect [pÇ"fEkt] so i guess if they perfect that <unk> is not quite
as cumbersome as having to go fill a bottle or
give blood or something like that
perfect [pÇ"fEkt] you do the best you can to make it perfect you
know
perfect ["pÇ­fIkt] i uh i found that uh it was a perfect combination
from the standpoint of having vacations off at the
same time
perfect ["pÇ­fIkt] we use word perfect lotus
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perfect ["pÇ­fIkt] and uh i m holding out for city slickers for the
two of us because uh we had friends that went to
see that and said you know it s just perfect for our
age group
perfect ["pÇ­fIkt] i mean the system is n’t perfect
perfect ["pÇ­fIkt] oh that s a perfect age for <unk>
perfect ["pÇ­fIkt] so many people need so many people go to the
grocery store and stuff and get those boxes when
you know these are perfect
perfect ["pÇ­fIkt] so that s perfect
perfect ["pÇ­fIkt] they do n’t have that perfect look
perfect ["pÇ­fIkt] um as i was sitting there i thought the weather s
been perfect
perfect ["pÇ­fIkt] those are perfect boxes to put files in
perfect ["pÇ­fIkt] if it s a perfect shot go for it
permit [pÇ"mIt] um i think we should permit uh more immigra-
tion from eastern europe for example uh particu-
larly the uh the jewish uh uh people from russia
permit [pÇ"mIt] i think we could permit more of them in than we
have permitted in the last uh several years
permit [pÇ"mIt] well i think in a way though uh uh i also have uh
an opposite point of view which is uh although i
believe we should uh permit uh you know con-
stant immigration into this country uh i think we
should uh primarily for economic reasons i think
we should have um some quotas
permit [pÇ"mIt] you have to get a permit from the police station
in your local area to do that
permit [pÇ"mIt] well up uh up in new england where i m from uh
you had to get a permit before you could buy any
<unk> am ammunition
permit [pÇ"mIt] takes two weeks for that system to process uh
your request for uh not as a gun permit but uh
but to buy ammunition
present [pri"zEnt] and you present your case
present [pri"zEnt] it s more in how you present it versus you know
who s right
present [pÇ"zEnt] how are we supposed to present the imagine that
we <unk> supposed to present with equipment
that s outdated that s obsolete
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present [pÇ"zEnt] well i had heard a couple of people you know
that i had talked to about certain programs say
that you know they had read other things besides
what sixty minutes presented and that they did n’t
present it nearly the same way as the you know
news articles or whatever they had they had al-
ready been familiar with
present ["prEz2nt] and we at the present time do not have random
testing
present ["prEz2nt] which is exactly what businesses do at the present
present ["prEz2nt] but i kind of stay with my own subject matter
what uh pertains to my daily life at the present
time
present ["prEz2nt] and you buy a present
present ["prEz2nt] i told him <unk> if you want to give me a present
for christmas give me a <unk>
present ["prEz2nt] and indeed the present overcrowding conditions
uh prevail
present ["prEz2nt] of course uh you being from new mexico you
<unk> probably been n to washington especially
if you <unk> your present location
present ["prEz2nt] but at the present stage you probably are even
more in the market for a a budgetary thing than
than most people probably <unk> might be in
terms of keeping keeping score of input and out-
put
present ["prEz2nt] but then so i took the ones from fifty two on to
the present
present ["prEz2nt] you know so uh the only thing we <unk> you
know that we do now is uh i keep a a little spread
sheet of uh what i call the net worth calcula-
tion which is just the the present value of various
kinds of investments and so worth
present ["prEz2nt] and then we have to take another one that s mid
eighteen hundreds on up to basically present
present [pÇ"zEnt] how are we supposed to present the imagine that
we <unk> supposed to present with equipment
that s outdated that s obsolete
present ["prEz2nt] uh it sounds like in a certain sense at least at the
present
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present ["prEz2nt] and uh i find a little present on the floor some-
times when i come home
present ["prEz2nt] well it was the equivalent of a christmas present
present ["prEz2nt] and i happened to need a birthday present for one
of her friends
present ["prEz2nt] now i was warlock too which is supposed to be
the story of a uh witch hunt that is you know
magically shot into the present time
present ["prEz2nt] well at the present time i have two dogs
present ["prEz2nt] and you wrap the present up
produce [pr2"dus] well another thing i think would be helpful would
be to have some sort of of say a national cur-
riculum because one of the problems with get-
ting good textbooks is that we have such a frag-
mented system for uh <unk> that the textbook
makers produce a textbook that will sell in texas
and california
produce [pr2"dus] and i hope maybe we <unk> going to get some-
where with a little more attention being paid to
it with uh reagan s uh new education secretary
and uh you know trying to do some uh trying to
produce some new programs anyway
produce [pr2"dus] the the difficulty with with dancing with wolves
is that when you make a movie like that and you
produce it and then you star in it uh the question
is did he did he really know it was going to be
good
produce [pr2"dus] what s bad for the soviet system is that they have
the resources to grow and produce their food but
somehow it just does not get out to the market the
way it should
produce ["produs] and if he ca n’t produce evidence not argument
but evidence
produce [pr2"dus] the only commitments that they <unk> interested
in making or even talking about are ones for flash
value like uh the trip to mars which is would
would produce some useful scientific research
and so forth
produce [pr2"dus] but there is a lot of energy in it if you can burn it
and use it produce electricity
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produce ["produs] a lot of um of a um winter produce comes from
south america
progress ["prA­grEs] uh i think there is a direct threat to vested interest
in the public school system uh that will stand in
the way of that progress being a little faster
progress ["prA­grEs] and i was very pleased with their development
and their progress
progress ["prA­grEs] we kept charts of our progress and uh consis-
tently increased the empty of resistance so you
could see how much you improved over the
weeks
progress ["prA­grEs] having a daughter who has gone into this into en-
gineering i sort of watched progress to see if she
did anything differently than i did
progress [pr2"grEs] so that s that s progress i guess
progress ["prA­grEs] but i think we <unk> finally beginning to make
progress but just not very fast
progress [pro"grEs] i think that s what made us uh progress to the
state we are is our curiosity
project ["prAdZEkt] that s uh that s a kind of low risk sort of project
is n’t it i guess
project ["prAdZEkt] so when he said well this year you know i have a
week there on a a project
project ["prAdZEkt] uh and my family now knows if they come into
my study and uh i happen to have had a tough
day at work and maybe i m trying to get a
project done uh at school uh and i m humming
or whistling in a sort of mad crazy way the tune
to downtown they know to just stay away
project ["prAdZEkt] i started a project it s been over a year ago that
i swore i was going to finish for somebody for
christmas
project ["prAdZEkt] see we our choir is doing this as a money <unk>
raising project
project ["prAdZEkt] that s how i got into uh into the switchboard
project and all that
project ["prAdZEkt] see around around here it s like uh we pretty
much work from project to project on well you
know with different sponsors
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project ["prAdZEkt] see around around here it s like uh we pretty
much work from project to project on well you
know with different sponsors
project ["prAdZEkt] um and it s uh i think it started out to be um just
kind of a test a pilot project
project ["prAdZEkt] what was this project
project ["prAdZEkt] well i d say tackle one project first and see how it
goes
project ["prAdZEkt] well we bought a computer because my husband
needed to use it to do some work for a consulting
project
project ["prAdZEkt] um a gal who works uh with t i on this project
project ["prAdZEkt] and then when i start a new project i go through
and see if i if i you know
project ["prAdZEkt] this is this is kind of a fun project
project ["prAdZEkt] it s a research type project on uh voice activated
electronics you know
project ["prAdZEkt] my current project is a walkway which i m build-
ing around the house and out to the backyard to
uh you know digging it out and laying sand and
putting uh <unk> on top of that
project ["prAdZEkt] but uh i have a friend who uh is working on this
project
project ["prAdZEkt] as a matter of fact this past weekend since we had
a long weekend i uh took on a painting project in
my bathroom
project ["prAdZEkt] it was n’t you know like a commercial project or
something
project ["prAdZEkt] and uh have you talked with a lot of people in this
project
project ["prAdZEkt] they could send all the people over to uh you
know one particular part of town or one partic-
ular project that somebody had paid somebody
to you know get supported
project ["prAdZEkt] well my best friend in virginia s daughter is a part
of this project in texas
project ["prAdZEkt] and then it has all of the patterns and instructions
that you would need to make a wood project and
and then how to paint it with the tole paintings
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project ["prAdZEkt] and i was down there with a program from the
college that i went to where we would just spend
like three months in a foreign country most of
them third world countries and study the lan-
guage and then do a little service project
project ["prAdZEkt] oh well i hope your project turns out great
project [pr2"dZEkt] well that sounds like a pretty good project
project ["prAdZEkt] and but we do test after during the assembly
project product um
project ["prAdZEkt] maybe you and i should get together because
when i had my last big project i had the contrac-
tor do the framing
project ["prAdZEkt] and you know and as the kids got older i made
them you know help me cut the grass and kind of
made that a project too or whatever
project ["prAdZEkt] and uh uh so we are doing it to raise money for
uh a large project at church
project ["prAdZEkt] and you have to do a public service project uh in
which leadership is the key element
project ["prAdZEkt] the first project i started out one was a big one
protest [pr2"tEst] and you sometimes wonder when these people
protest so much whether they <unk> really con-
cerned about their rights or whether they <unk>
really concerned about something else
protest ["pro­tEst] and the city workers uh took them to court to
protest saying that it invaded their i guess first
a the the search and seizure amendment
protest ["pro­tEst] and there was a lot of protest
read ["rid] i read somewhere
read ["rid] i read <unk> once once
read ["rEd] so we read
read ["rid] well i read uh
read ["rid] i <unk> read some uh classic too
read ["rEd] seems i read
read ["rEd] um i i read a lot of larry <unk> books
read ["rEd] i read the book before
read ["rEd] i mean if you <unk> read one i mean it s it it
s practically the same thing over and over you
know
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read ["rEd] it s been it s been a while since i read the dallas
news
read ["rEd] two thousand and one was a good movie if you
had read the book
read ["rEd] have you ever read anything by susan <unk>
read ["rEd] i read a thing
read ["rEd] but i i i <unk> never read a newspaper in my
en[tir]e life
read ["rEd] i just read one about grace kelley
read ["rEd] i think i read oh
read ["rEd] i think i read about that in the paper
read ["rEd] well i guess i i guess it was because i d read the
book before i saw the movie
read ["rEd] i read about how they did uh an article on how
they did all the special effects with the submarine
read ["rEd] i think the last novel i read i read i guess in con-
junction with my wife over vacation last year
read ["rEd] i think the last novel i read i read i guess in con-
junction with my wife over vacation last year
read ["rEd] i read about that
read ["rEd] one in real interesting book i read recently was
when i was looking for a job
read ["rEd] and i just realized i had never read it growing up
read ["rEd] i guess i watch t v if i have n’t read the paper that
day
read ["rEd] i read the book
read ["rEd] you know <unk> um i read a book one time or a
m a magazine article
read ["rEd] oh my mom and dad read all the time
read ["rEd] i i m just read two books
read ["rEd] on that same topic have you ever read anything
about you know the amelia earhart story what-
ever happened with her
read ["rEd] an another thing i read too the other day this is
not just for working women but how much they
<unk> out there i guess is the car designers uh
are starting to design cars with women in mind
read ["rEd] and i ca n’t remember what i read about that
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read ["rEd] i <unk> read polls now where they <unk> ex-
cused him because there was a a definite neces-
sity to balance the budget
read ["rEd] i have n’t heard of anybody that s read it either
read ["rEd] i mean i <unk> read that is a theory
read ["rEd] now not too many people have read that one i do
n’t think
read ["rEd] but what i <unk> read about it they talk about
that
read ["rEd] and so we were ready to look up the places we
read about
read ["rEd] and uh nowadays the latest thing i <unk> i <unk>
read about in the paper here that they <unk> do-
ing as far as uh crimes involving stealing cars is
that instead of stealing uh cars like at night break-
ing into them or whatever they will pick out a car
that they want and wait until you show up and
then as you get out of the car they just uh step
up and uh take the keys off of you and drive the
car away and leave you standing in front of your
house
read ["rEd] you know that i read in people or somewhere no
it was u s a today
read ["rEd] have you read that
read ["rEd] so i i read a lot of that
read ["rEd] i have n’t read a book in a long time
read ["rEd] i had read something one time
read ["rEd] well i <unk> done about all i can do which is get
the manuscript in good shape so that it can be
published and read by a lot of people
read ["rEd] and i read the whole damn book while i was
home hauling out you know like ten <unk> buck-
ets of of water and waiting for the roof to collapse
and reading about these guys wearing their little
free man still suits
read ["rEd] um a couple years ago i guess well maybe ten
years ago i i had read bury my heart at wounded
knee
read ["rEd] i <unk> read some things about him that he was
he was n’t too good himself
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read ["rEd] i d read one book i think it was calls trial by
jury of all things that uh went through and in-
terviewed a bunch of jurors in some of the big
cases and in many cases looking at what had at
the evidence afterwards as to whether the deci-
sion was right went back to the jurors uh based
on the deliberations
read ["rEd] and right now my list of books to be read have to
do with uh the art of selling
read ["rEd] have you read the silence of the lambs
read ["rEd] and uh i read it and really liked it
read ["rEd] i i read an interesting article in the paper that dis-
cussed uh that uh
read ["rEd] i just read about that the other day
read ["rEd] as a matter of fact i read in the sports page this
morning
read ["rEd] it just seems to me that only about uh from what
i read only about ninety percent of the ca only
about ten percent of the cases come for trial any-
way
read ["rEd] but i i read that uh
read ["rEd] you know i read you know
read ["rEd] or you hear somebody all ready starting reading
off a list of stuff that they <unk> read probably a
thousand times that day already
read ["rEd] i read a book that i have should have read when i
was probably in high school
read ["rEd] i read a book that i have should have read when i
was probably in high school
read ["rEd] i <unk> never read a whole one of hers i do n’t
think
read ["rEd] a woman was raped in richardson i read in the
paper oh about a two weeks ago now
read ["rEd] because i i think i was i think i read it in college
or had to write it read it in high school or college
read ["rEd] never read it
read ["rEd] i actually thought i d read that too
read ["rEd] i <unk> i <unk> actually read the actual articles
read ["rEd] i <unk> never read anything by him
read ["rEd] and i read it
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read ["rEd] there s another scott <unk> book that i <unk> got
that i had read
read ["rEd] i have read uh mostly novels
read ["rEd] i have not read that although i have heard it is
pretty good
read ["rEd] and i had n’t read the uh terms of the credit agree-
ment really
read ["rEd] i read a book one time that said that the best cars
were made before seventy four
read ["rEd] when i was pregnant with my first little boy i had
read it
read ["rEd] oh i read all kinds of things for um helping people
survive a divorce
read ["rEd] have you ever read any of frank e <unk> s
read ["rEd] i guess the last book i <unk> read
read ["rEd] my god i think it would be next year is what i d
read
read ["rEd] well i i read recently here they say if you <unk>
playing if you <unk> scoring well you should
play more
read ["rEd] um i i was talking to somebody recently or read
somewhere where they where they said that you
know these children they they had to be the best
read ["rEd] i read um jane eyre
read ["rEd] i we we read bruce <unk> book before we went
you know
read ["rEd] i read the grant takes command
read ["rEd] i <unk> read a lot of the the uh astronomy books
and and stuff like that
read ["rEd] i i read that recently somewhere
read ["rEd] and i think the last one i read like that was scott
<unk> s
read ["rEd] i mean i think i <unk> read all four of them
read ["rEd] i should imagine virginia from what i read uh uh
is like every other state
read ["rEd] i when i was younger i read about every king and
queen that lived i think in europe
read ["rEd] but the trucks that were supposed to do it there
s been some problems with from what i <unk>
read in you know the mail that we get
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read ["rEd] and uh i <unk> read a lot about uh that particular
sect
read ["rEd] well see i i am debating whether or not i want to
go see the movie after having read the book
read ["rEd] they <unk> they really are probably the worse
papers i <unk> ever read
read ["rEd] i read it
read ["rEd] even having read the book and i <unk> read that
book probably three times watching that movie i
could n’t figure out what they were talking about
at all
read ["rEd] even having read the book and i <unk> read that
book probably three times watching that movie i
could n’t figure out what they were talking about
at all
read ["rEd] and after i i graduated i read some of the old clas-
sics that i just bluffed my way through and have
found that i enjoy them quite a bit too uh
read ["rEd] i <unk> read that one too
read ["rEd] i <unk> never read any of his
read ["rEd] so i then read
read ["rEd] so um i <unk> read a good brownie recipe
read ["rEd] what books have you read lately
read ["rEd] you know i think i read hawaii when i was about
ten years old
read ["rid] i tell you i read that book to my kids so many
times i almost have the thing memorized
read ["rEd] well tell me what kind of books have you read
read ["rEd] because uh the articles that i <unk> read regard-
ing national health service in canada and england
has indicated that uh
read ["rEd] i read in the paper this week where maybe
read ["rEd] i m trying to think the last actual book i read that
was n’t
read ["rEd] i read that too
read ["rEd] i read a uh a novel that used the names of like
princess di and prince phillip coming over here
to be entertained and all
read ["rEd] i read how to get the job that you wanted
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read ["rEd] when they first started doing that in the paper and
i read about that i was just praying that that would
be in our area because we <unk> been <unk> for
quite some time
read ["rEd] i just read this in the paper the other day
read ["rEd] i have n’t read that
read ["rEd] well you know i think i read about that too
read ["rEd] i i read to them a lot
read ["rEd] and i recently read an article on just this that said
stress today is so much worse
read ["rEd] what kind of things have you read
read ["rEd] when i read it i should have realized that because
i mean it had foster s style written all over it
read ["rEd] well i had heard a couple of people you know
that i had talked to about certain programs say
that you know they had read other things besides
what sixty minutes presented and that they did n’t
present it nearly the same way as the you know
news articles or whatever they had they had al-
ready been familiar with
read ["rEd] you know i read a study once
read ["rEd] i had read um the last picture show
read ["rEd] so what s the latest one you <unk> read
read ["rEd] i uh fact last time i read the dallas dallas news i
was in arkansas
read ["rEd] well but see i read an article about in t v guide
about uh about hunter and about his you know
latest you know his three girls whatever you want
to call them
read ["rEd] well i read that
read ["rEd] do you know anyone that s read it
read ["rEd] and uh the last uh i m embarrassed to say the last
you know honest to gosh cover to cover book that
i read i can not right offhand i tried to read uh
one of the the <unk> uh lone star or the the texas
history book
read ["rEd] and i read the book from that
read ["rEd] and i read in this article i could n’t believe it
where you know like one cow produces like a day
produces like a hundred or so pounds of manure
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read ["rEd] but i as i say i was pretty much ashamed that i
had n’t read something before then
read ["rEd] you have read something about what is going on
and about their children and so forth
read ["rEd] i <unk> always read the new york times when i
was younger
read ["rEd] um and i only bring up wounded knee because
that was what ten years ago you read and and un-
derstood you know about the american pop in-
dian population
read ["rEd] but that s the last thing i i <unk> read
read ["rid] and i think that s probably my favorite of of any
piece of science fiction that i <unk> ever read
read ["rEd] and now i <unk> like a said i <unk> read a lot of
self self help books
read ["rEd] and i took a novel with me uh and read it at
thanksgiving time
read ["rid] well i had n’t read it
read ["rEd] well i i guess i just have not read <unk>
read ["rEd] i read that what uganda and
read ["rEd] of course during the <unk> when we were in war
i read up on that just a little in the newspaper to
find out what was going on
read ["rid] what do you like to read
read ["rid] i you know i like to read articles about things that
matter
read ["rEd] but but i do read it too
read ["rid] but uh and when you read a lot of this stuff the the
quality of the writing has definitely gone down in
the last ten years or so
read ["rid] she started some type of um national organization
for youth to volunteer to teach tutor other kids to
read and you know do different service projects
like that and trying to get youth more directed
towards you know helpful things
read ["rid] and uh i like to read a novel every now and then
read ["rid] if i read three articles in in you know one of the
journals i figure you know i did really well
read ["rid] because i guess everywhere i read that there is a
shortage of judges
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read ["rid] well what newspapers uh do you read in dallas
read ["rid] and um i i like to uh read about people who have
been a successful you know who who made a
success of their lives
read ["rid] uh but i read you know
read ["rid] and it and it s kind of short because we do n’t
woe do n’t have a lot of time to to read
read ["rid] read my lips or whatever
read ["rid] the question was uh what kind of books do you
read for entertainment uh uh i guess
read ["rid] i like i like to read some of the philosophy stuff
read ["rid] but it seems as though if you really want to set a t
side time to read the bible and you work and and
whatever uh that pretty well takes up your time
for reading
read ["rid] i read about two or three novels a week in addi-
tion to all the technical stuff
read ["rid] and if you read national surveys they <unk> far
from it
read ["rid] and i guess i do read that
read ["rid] so sounds like you like to read
read ["rid] did you read uh the article in the paper today
about this particular subject
read ["rid] i read uh a lot of steven king dean r koontz uh
some danielle steel
read ["rid] and i read you know how our politicians voted
each week in the paper
read ["rEd] i <unk> read a lot of his too
read ["rEd] i <unk> read that one too
read ["rid] i mean i read a lot for school
read ["rid] and sometimes i <unk> read like the uh wall
street or the new york times
read ["rid] oh i just read for escape
read ["rid] i must have a list of oh two hundred three hun-
dred books that i want to read
read ["rid] i love to read about real people
read ["rid] but you do n’t read many sports books
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read ["rid] but i do think that we have to cut out some of
this folderol stuff and go back in the first five
six grades and just keep going over and over and
over until most of those that are capable can at
least learn to read and write
read ["rid] every once in a while you read in the newspaper
or you <unk> see it on t v or something where
the discussion comes out that you know women
are paid less than men
read ["rid] and i like to read stuff like that
read ["rid] and i read magazines and such
read ["rid] do you ever read
read ["rEd] and they truly ca n’t read
read ["rid] i read to escape
read ["rid] and i occasionally will read something like the
new york review of books
read ["rid] so i keep getting stacks of books i need to read
read ["rid] so you know people who do n’t readily read the
newspapers in our town or whatever
read ["rid] because they ca n’t even get the menial job with-
out being able to read something nowadays you
know
read ["rid] my oldest daughter had to read lost horizons for
her english class
read ["rid] and as long as both were given you basically just
do n’t read the kilometers per hour
read ["rid] i i feel like it s important for young children to
read too
read ["rid] and i read it on the way in to work on the in a
<unk>
read ["rid] i like to read a lot of non fiction history when
civil war era and and that kind of thing
read ["rid] and i found that i really did n’t have time at home
since i work to read them
read ["rid] but now you know you would n’t probably read
about it here in texas
read ["rid] you just say well look read the miles per hour one
read ["rid] um i will read our current letters that come out
on elections
read ["rid] i do n’t have time to read the book
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read ["rid] i think the problems are more ones of cost and re-
sources and uh pay and exhaustion and you know
things like that rather than these uh uh really wild
abuse cases that you read about because it make
good copy
read ["rid] i uh i read a lot
read ["rid] i read quite a bit probably do n’t read as much as
i would like to
read ["rid] i read quite a bit probably do n’t read as much as
i would like to
read ["rid] i <unk> always wanted to go back and read some
of my literature texts from college um because i
enjoyed some of those stories so much
read ["rid] i i think uh in a way we <unk> able to read each
other pretty well because uh she knows when i m
upset and i know when she s not feeling good too
read ["rid] i uh fear for the russians from what i read you
know
read ["rid] now that it has a national edition i read that
read ["rid] at least what i read is that some younger people
feel that education is priced out of their uh out of
their uh budget
read ["rid] you know i read one about bob hope that i liked
read ["rid] or what you read
read ["rid] oh i do n’t even have <unk> time to read the
newspaper except in passing
read ["rid] we read we read the uh d magazine
read ["rid] we read we read the uh d magazine
read ["rid] i do n’t uh subscribe to any magazines at home
because we get so many at work that uh i need to
read that uh i just do n’t take any at home
read ["rid] so i really do n’t have much time to like read the
newspapers and stuff
read ["rid] but when i do get to sit down and and read i like
to read the bible
read ["rid] but when i do get to sit down and and read i like
to read the bible
read ["rid] and i like to read uh i like to read some self help
books like uh
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read ["rid] and i like to read uh i like to read some self help
books like uh
read ["rid] and i i read a lot for school
read ["rid] i read a lot of science fiction
read ["rid] but that has a little bit to do with some of the
things that i read
read ["rid] you <unk> be able to read off of it
read ["rid] are they because i could n’t read it
read ["rid] and i have to read the magazines you know such
as <unk> and computer world and mac world and
all of these uh magazines such as that
read ["rid] i have n’t i have n’t had a chance to read a lot
lately either
read ["rid] and and usually once in a while he <unk> read
the story to little one
read ["rid] i think if somebody would say hey read these ten
books because these are self <unk> i would prob-
ably be turned off to them
read ["rid] i read a lot
read ["rid] i do n’t know that i read anything strictly labeled
self improvement
read ["rid] and uh i like to read you know <unk>
read ["rid] i <unk> got the every day i <unk> got to uh read
to kindergartners
read ["rid] i i read as i said and uh quite a bit
read ["rid] and they are telling that they do n’t know how to
read you know
read ["rid] uh i mean i i read now where we are you know
read ["rid] do you ever read cosmo
read ["rid] but they do read uh where a lot of people do n’t
have any interest in it at all
read ["rid] well the thing i really worry about is uh the sexual
abuse cases you read about
read ["rid] i used to like to read about royalty a lot
read ["rid] do you read um
read ["rid] but but uh i think i mean even more than that even
i mean if you drop out in high school you should
still be able to read you know which it <unk> i
mean it sounds like uh
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read ["rid] and i think it is a big problem with them using
drugs from what you read you know
read ["rid] i mean uh eh eh eh i i i i tend to read like only out
of a couple you know groups
read ["rid] did you ever read the uh uh oh
read ["rid] i do n’t read as much as i would like to either
read ["rid] and i do n’t read any parents magazines either
read ["rid] i was going to read while it was on
read ["rid] what kind of books do you like to read
read ["rid] so i tend to read a lot of the baseball books
read ["rid] mainly i read the bible these days
read ["rid] well i do n’t read all that much for enjoyment
read ["rid] it s getting to where a just really want to read it
read ["rid] it was made to placate some of the northern sup-
port but not completely alienate all the southern
support because you know it was uh if you read
it it only emancipated those who were in areas uh
in rebellion against the united states
read ["rid] i i did n’t read the story
read ["rid] these some of these young kids you read about
just does n’t bother them to kill someone at all
read ["rEd] if i if i go on an airplane ["rid]e or something i
<unk> stop in and pick up a you know a cos-
mopolitan or something to read on the airplane
read ["rid] i like to read too
read ["rid] because i i think i was i think i read it in college
or had to write it read it in high school or college
read ["rid] and uh i read a lot of science fiction
read ["rid] for example so i can read a certain business or
topics
read ["rid] and of course we always read a bedtime story at
night
read ["rid] do you read
read ["rid] i mean i read a lot
read ["rEd] do you read
read ["rid] i kind of like to read different stuff
read ["rid] i i m i totally concede that intelligent people read
these things and intelligent people write them
read ["rid] but i do n’t i do n’t read a whole
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read ["rid] but then on the other extreme i like to read uh uh
i guess <unk> i do n’t know horror steven king
type books
read ["rid] which is about the developmental level that you
know you need to be at to read those things
read ["rid] i used to read a lot of uh novels
read ["rid] i m <unk> read it fast and put it down
read ["rid] i get a <unk> every week which i i pretty much
read that cover to cover
read ["rid] in fact i d rather read sometimes than watch t v
read ["rid] if you <unk> only got a short time to read
read ["rid] good housekeeping is the one that kind of sets
around for when uh when i m really have time
and i really want to read something you know
read ["rid] and i like to read time magazine and people mag-
azine to keep up with what s going on in the
world
read ["rid] so i figured i might get me one of those because
we do n’t always read the newspaper
read ["rid] uh a lot of times i do just read magazines and
stuff like that for you know because i do n’t have
a lot of time
read ["rid] i usually read that from cover to cover
read ["rid] what what uh newspapers do you read
read ["rid] and i guess i do read other magazines um too to
get my information
read ["rid] you just kind of have to read and understand what
is going on
read ["rid] well sometimes if you know if you <unk> in
transportation in public transportation i know
that people will read them on something like that
read ["rid] just to read them
read ["rid] i mean i i keep a little library of books that i just
like to read over and over again
read ["rid] so it s no fee or subscription either to read at my
leisure
read ["rid] i read the daily newspaper uh the houston chron-
icle
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read ["rid] and we were laughing that we d have to go to that
examination to prove we could read and write
with a specimen of urine
read ["rid] i have n’t read any
read ["rEd] but i do n’t i do n’t read newspapers
read ["rEd] and i i been praying that god would put a desire
to read the bible in my heart
read ["rid] well that s another one i read
read ["rid] it s because they ca n’t read
read ["rid] i always try to read the sunday paper just because
it usually gives a summary of the the week s hot
events
read ["rid] adults that is ca n’t even read
read ["rid] i read i read the newspapers sometimes
read ["rid] i read i read the newspapers sometimes
read ["rid] i read about one or two thick novels like that a
year you know
read ["rid] well we do n’t we do n’t take the newspaper to
begin with when neither one of us are home t to
read it
read ["rid] and i still try to read to them although our son is
not liking that anymore
read ["rid] but then when it started i just could n’t you know
read
read ["rid] did you read that one
read ["rid] but uh but uh certainly before that there were
people that you know would graduate from high
school and could barely read
read ["rEd] do you like to read mysteries
read ["rid] and then when jennie had to read it at gettysburg
and i got her the i got her someone
read ["rid] do you read
read ["rid] not if you can read or write or do or <unk> un-
derstand some science
read ["rid] so that should be one article that i <unk> read
anyway
read ["rid] and then i i read a lot
read ["rid] you sit there and read hundreds and hundreds of
cases
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read ["rid] you know and if you do n’t if you do n’t read the
paper you sort of fall behind if you <unk> in the
car all the time
read ["rid] so i do n’t know how they expect them to uh pass
history when they ca n’t read anything you know
even read a word problem in math
read ["rid] so i do n’t know how they expect them to uh pass
history when they ca n’t read anything you know
even read a word problem in math
read ["rid] and what you read to them
read ["rid] i used to read every month a reader s digest
read ["rid] since i <unk> been getting the journal like maybe
maybe i <unk> read two maybe three
read ["rid] oh me i uh good grief i read the times los angeles
times
read ["rid] but a lot of the times i you know i wish i had the
time to read all the stories in the newspaper
read ["rid] i do n’t really read the self improvement books or
things like that
read ["rid] and that s what made me want to read the book
read ["rid] because uh i love to read his his uh children s
books just
read ["rid] i read an awful lot of uh periodicals and uh you
know almost what you call reference books
read ["rid] oh that that would be wonderful to read some-
thing like that
read ["rid] and uh when you read that you think well gee
maybe it is a big deal you know
read ["rid] they they want to sit down in front of the <unk>
and uh or at a read a magazine or u s a today and
read in four paragraphs uh and and find out every
read ["rid] they they want to sit down in front of the <unk>
and uh or at a read a magazine or u s a today and
read in four paragraphs uh and and find out every
read ["rid] and i think i did read tom wolfe and vanity uh
read ["rid] so i frequently purchase and read uh books
mainly on water color because that s my big in-
terest at the moment
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read ["rid] and uh i read magazines mainly because they
<unk> fast and if i want to relax while i watch
t v
read ["rid] it it it s uh it s hard for me to find time also to
read
read ["rid] and if something caught my eye then i might read
something
read ["rid] and for the longer term i i read uh like scien-
tific american and and uh readers digest and some
of those other types of magazines that come out
which they
read ["rEd] and it was like uh i want to read something else
for a while
read ["rid] you know if i want something intellectual i usu-
ally read a book
read ["rid] just like <unk> i want to read that
read ["rid] and uh you know where our kids might be in a
great school we <unk> still paying an awful lot
of taxes for people who are on welfare and un-
employment because they ca n’t read you know
read ["rid] i do n’t know if you read skip bayless but a a local
commentary
read ["rid] otherwise if if i really want to take the time to
read a magazine and i see one on the grocery
shelf i <unk> pick it up then rather than having
them delivered and think oh i really need to read
this
read ["rid] otherwise if if i really want to take the time to
read a magazine and i see one on the grocery
shelf i <unk> pick it up then rather than having
them delivered and think oh i really need to read
this
read ["rid] i m not saying they read all the right things
read ["rid] that s that s pretty low that there s forty eight
countries ahead of us that have more <unk> more
citizens percentage wise that can read and write
read ["rid] and i read the front page of the wall street journal
most every day
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read ["rid] and i said you know you need to either read neal
sperry s book before you shop or get a reputable
nursery because lot of places that would are just
trying to sell whatever was pretty out there
read ["rid] you know they they sit there and and read their
books and then proclaim themselves an expert
read ["rid] but uh i have got a lot of books that i i intend to
read
read ["rid] and i read the newspaper
read ["rid] and so i often drop in on a break and and read it
read ["rid] i used to read just mainly <unk> fiction
read ["rid] i do see a problem with graduating people that
that ca n’t read and are not you know productive
in society or productive to themselves
read ["rid] i did n’t read see the the movie
read ["rid] i read to my daughter a lot too
read ["rid] i barely get a chance to read a newspaper now
and then
read ["rid] do you get any uh do you read any news mag-
azines or anything like that for sort of like a
broader like more long term analytical sort of ap-
proach
read ["rid] and uh the last uh i m embarrassed to say the last
you know honest to gosh cover to cover book that
i read i can not right offhand i tried to read uh
one of the the <unk> uh lone star or the the texas
history book
read ["rid] well read my lips
read ["rid] i read the wall street journal
read ["rid] so it s it s hard for me to sit down and read
read ["rid] and i find i have no patience to really read a news-
paper because i just i m reading so much all the
time
read ["rid] and anything i participated in or know about
when i read about it in the paper is always so uh
covered from such a funny and superficial per-
spective that i do n’t have much confidence in it
read ["rid] i also read uh i i i guess i do watch uh <unk>
<unk> on p b s because i i lean to that coverage
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read ["rid] well did you read in the dallas paper where they
increased the teach the administrators pay by
thirty three percent after they laid off all those
teachers
read ["rid] do you read the wall street journal
read ["rid] i know you know from everything that you read
and you see on television now exercise is so im-
portant to good health
read ["rid] um i guess i <unk> got so many books like that
that i need to read
read ["rid] a lot of people just do n’t have time to read nowa-
days
read ["rid] but uh gee i just i like to read gardening books
and things like that just to tell me what to do with
my garden
read ["rid] and and i guess when it comes to um to maga-
zines i do n’t read
read ["rid] and uh i read good housekeeping and better
homes and <unk> s
read ["rid] i find i i read very little
read ["rid] and we connect to other computers to read our
net mail and things like that
read ["rid] you ca n’t read labels
read ["rid] did n’t i read that
read ["rid] and i like to read
read ["rEd] because i i just live to read
read ["rid] i do n’t usually have time to read the newspaper
everyday
read ["rid] one in five americans ca n’t read
reading ["ridIN] i i was reading the other day about uh corpus
christi texas which has the the highest
reading ["ridIN] uh i just got done reading a a magazine or a cou-
ple magazine articles about the uh new <unk>
reading ["ridIN] oh you know reading is so good
reading ["ridIN] but i never seem to have the time to do that kind
of reading
reading ["rEdIN] i was reading
reading ["ridIN] that is an intriguing type of book to be reading
and trying to keep up on things like that
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reading ["ridIN] and i started reading and got about sixty pages
into it
reading ["ridIN] as a matter of fact he s reading on level
reading ["ridIN] but it seems as though if you really want to set a t
side time to read the bible and you work and and
whatever uh that pretty well takes up your time
for reading
reading ["ridIN] well i was just reading an article in uh a north
carolina <unk> paper today where a high school
student obtained over two hundred thousand dol-
lars worth of scholarships for herself by sitting up
at night and typing at uh letters of applications to
universities
reading ["ridIN] but i was interested in reading <unk> before i saw
the movie
reading ["ridIN] not only am am i <unk> reading it to decide
whether or not it should be reviewed but also um
because the board of advisers for this um jour-
nal does n’t have right now does n’t have a really
respected name um who s a uh a scholar on on
music
reading ["ridIN] you get so involved in what you <unk> reading
reading ["ridIN] well i guess i also have been reading uh a lot of
things on uh quality improvement and that type
of thing because that s what i m involved in a lot
at work
reading ["ridIN] here again it s it s casual reading
reading ["ridIN] and i uh of course i do n’t ever get around to read-
ing them
reading ["ridIN] and i think that that s why reading is so important
reading ["ridIN] or farm work in world war one i remember uh
reading about
reading ["ridIN] i was reading in the paper tonight that the detroit
tigers are going to sign him
reading ["ridIN] i <unk> actually i am reading a couple of differ-
ent books uh
reading ["ridIN] but gee i just do n’t have much time for enjoy-
ment reading
reading ["ridIN] uh what kind of books do you enjoy reading
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reading ["rEdIN] reading the little words at the bottom of the
screen
reading ["ridIN] so i just finished reading that for enjoyment
reading ["ridIN] so i do n’t know why what that was reading it for
reading ["rEdIN] and i read the whole damn book while i was
home hauling out you know like ten <unk> buck-
ets of of water and waiting for the roof to collapse
and reading about these guys wearing their little
free man still suits
reading ["ridIN] so i spend a lot of time looking through those
not necessarily reading them but looking through
them
reading ["ridIN] there s one that i m reading right now
reading ["ridIN] that s good fun reading
reading ["ridIN] i remembering reading a few cases about that
when it when some people first tried that
reading ["rEdIN] but um i would always end up arriving at work
late because i would always end up skimming the
headlines spending too much time reading it in
the morning
reading ["ridIN] but but it is good reading
reading ["ridIN] he did n’t have a problem with reading
reading ["ridIN] i was just reading an article uh that there were
nineteen thousand properties available in texas
uh for sale by the <unk> resolution trust <unk>
corporation
reading ["ridIN] it it s very a typical for my reading though
reading ["ridIN] but outside of those kind of things you know the
other thing that i <unk> really gotten into reading
and i think this is because the kids are getting to
me is science fiction
reading ["ridIN] or you hear somebody all ready starting reading
off a list of stuff that they <unk> read probably a
thousand times that day already
reading ["ridIN] but uh i mean they they say it s like the sixth
grade reading level
reading ["ridIN] i d say reading is probably one of my biggest
ones because it s the type of thing that you can
you can do a little bit at a time whereas
reading ["ridIN] i spend a lot of time reading about these things
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reading ["ridIN] therefore my my reading pleasures are quite wide
reading ["ridIN] but it s nice light reading
reading ["ridIN] and i was just reading through a bicycle magazine
and going through all the different tours coming
up
reading ["ridIN] i just think uh you know it s it s light reading
reading ["ridIN] and she s already reading and writing and stuff
like that
reading ["ridIN] interestingly some of the information i <unk>
been reading indicates that the amount of air pol-
lution from uh uh airplanes is extraordinary
reading ["rEdIN] well i was reading the book
reading ["ridIN] and we make experts by reading books
reading ["ridIN] you <unk> reading dune
reading ["ridIN] i uh i took great pleasure in reading to my kids
when they were little
reading ["ridIN] and you kind of forget the fun of reading
reading ["ridIN] i was reading through a book on uh <unk> human
<unk> research
reading ["ridIN] so a lot of the books i <unk> been reading have
to do with helping them get through those issues
reading ["ridIN] i remember reading in the paper a few months
back
reading ["ridIN] and uh i think they <unk> all developed kind of
an interest in reading also
reading ["ridIN] i m reading the lion and the wind right now
reading ["ridIN] and all i do is teach reading all day long
reading ["ridIN] i m uh uh actually uh i was kind of interested
if you found out about the study by uh reading
<unk> digest
reading ["ridIN] but it s well it s kind of it s kind of like reading
magazines any more
reading ["ridIN] and uh i was reading dune which seeming rather
ironic
reading ["ridIN] uh right now i m occasionally reading on a book
about uh the mardi gras in new orleans and its
history
reading ["ridIN] if i start into something and i really enjoy what i
m reading then i have a terrible time getting away
from it too
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reading ["ridIN] um i do n’t do as much reading like i say as i
would like to
reading ["ridIN] if i m really interested in what i m reading i mean
hours can go by
reading ["ridIN] that is what i have been reading
reading ["ridIN] i mean if you do n’t mind reading subtitles
reading ["ridIN] and it s really excellent fast reading
reading ["rEdIN] they actually should do some reading
reading ["rEdIN] i was reading just recently where the typical
administrator in the montgomery county public
schools makes
reading ["rEdIN] but um just as far as watching the news and
reading the papers and all that it sounds like the
crimes in the cities are really getting bad
reading ["ridIN] but whether it was going back and laying in bed
with them and just shooting the breeze or what-
ever telling them stories or reading to them
reading ["ridIN] and and i m getting rather good at reading want
ads
reading ["ridIN] but uh that s mainly my uh whole idea on you
know short subject uh reading and things like this
reading ["ridIN] i get too involved in reading sometimes that i ne-
glect what i should be doing
reading ["ridIN] i m um i have just started reading a book
reading ["ridIN] is is that just the only type of reading you <unk>
been doing
reading ["ridIN] but i remember reading something a few months
ago about them signing somebody else on or or
trying to go after somebody or trade for some-
body
reading ["rEdIN] it s it s hard for me to do a lot of uh reading yeah
reading just for enjoyment
reading ["rEdIN] it s it s hard for me to do a lot of uh reading yeah
reading just for enjoyment
reading ["rEdIN] i was reading that in the supermarket line
reading ["rEdIN] just joy reading
reading ["ridIN] but i have always loved reading
reading ["ridIN] i started reading the newspaper and kind of forgot
about it
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reading ["ridIN] and i find i have no patience to really read a news-
paper because i just i m reading so much all the
time
reading ["ridIN] and that s about it because otherwise i m reading
so much for school
reading ["rEdIN] and uh one thing they do n’t spend as much time
just teaching reading and writing
reading ["ridIN] and um they say that the average english student
nowadays does at least fifty percent less reading
and writing than they did twenty years ago
reading ["ridIN] so i like reading those to her
reading ["ridIN] but uh i am trying to get away from just reading
novels all the time
reading ["ridIN] that what i <unk> been reading lately a lot of
reading ["ridIN] so i enjoy reading parts on travel in the various
you know different ones
reading ["ridIN] i was reading something in uh consumer reports
tonight about that as a matter of fact
reading ["ridIN] uh i i do n’t have a other than than a reading and
and male perspective on on the <unk> on the bio-
logical urges involved relative to being a mother
or not
reading ["ridIN] uh i was reading a an article in time the other day
about the ozone layer and how fast that s going
reading ["ridIN] and i tried uh reading the magazines hoping i
would get more from it
reading ["ridIN] i d say first of all they need to go back to spending
more time on the basic reading writing arithmetic
in grade school
reading ["rEdIN] even if you took speed reading huh
reading ["ridIN] i uh was reading in uh a book
reading ["ridIN] i think it was um oh some actress reading it
reading ["ridIN] i was reading when you called
reading ["ridIN] and i have just now gotten around to reading it
rebel [rI"bEl] if i feel too obligated to do it i start to rebel
rebel [rI"bEl] but you see president bush is telling them rebel
you know uh uprise
rebel ["rEb2l] my husband is always you know talked about
texas being a uh rebel state
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record [r2"kOrd] and now you <unk> singing all this stuff that
does n’t matter what you what you sing or what
you record
record [rI"kOrd] i did n’t want to interfere with whatever they
<unk> trying to record
record [r2"kOrd] and they record it
record [rI"kOrd] sometimes it s better just to tape record both of
them and then watch it all in one
record ["rEkÇd] but i mean uh baltimore has uh an all time record
for the number of deaths so far this year
record ["rEkÇd] he got a bonus record
record ["rEkÇd] and then they check you out and make sure you
do n’t have a record you know and things like that
record ["rEkÇd] let me ask by the way just for the record
record ["rEkÇd] matter of fact i <unk> heard that i <unk> heard
that some of the information uh is prevented
from reaching the jury like uh mitigating cir-
cumstances or or preceding uh criminal record or
things of this nature that
record ["rEkÇd] and we set a record yesterday
record ["rEkÇd] so i think it is probably better to have some sort
of a a at least a record
record ["rEkÇd] uh if the purchase was made mail order they
should have a record of where it was shipped to
record ["rEkÇd] since i have pretty much kept my record books
for the last fifteen years i guess i can go back and
look
record ["rEkÇd] one of the uh commentators said that they ex-
pected that the bulls would uh if they continued
at their current pace uh set an n b a record for
seventy wins in a season
record ["rEkÇd] actually i mean i like using credit cards for ev-
erything but just paying off the bills because that
way it s a record of everything
record ["rEkÇd] and he s got this clean record
record ["rEkÇd] and they said the record showed i served
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record ["rEkÇd] well actually i m i m i <unk> heard on the news
that we uh will be setting a record here in the
state of texas for the uh large amounts of rain and
moisture we <unk> had this year that it s going
to break all kind of records that were set set set
back since nineteen thirty two
record ["rEkÇd] well the problem is most of the record players
now will not play them because you have to have
that needle that uh particular kind of needle
record ["rEkÇd] when uh i was at t i the first year or so we were
sent out to our record retention facility to look
through two thousand boxes
record ["rEkÇd] and then you had fifteen days while they checked
to see if you had any kind of criminal record be-
fore that you could pick up the gun you were pur-
chasing
record ["rEkÇd] but um i guess we <unk> changing ever so
rapidly in the devices of communications that
anything can be obtained from anybody s record
record ["rEkÇd] the job i have have now requested my uh uh my
uh medical record from my old company
record ["rEkÇd] and then he came out with uh see for example his
his record like no jacket required
record ["rEkÇd] and you see seventy <unk> a a lot at at the stores
a a at record stores
record ["rEkÇd] i think your record should stand for itself that you
know if you <unk> been tested at other compa-
nies and you <unk> always come up negative or
whatever then i do n’t see what the big deal is that
they have to go to all the expense of testing you
over and over and over
record ["rEkÇd] i think there s a check for <unk> felonies on your
record
record ["rEkÇd] um one of the remarkable things about the
weather in the summertime here is that quite of-
ten the average daytime high of say ninety nine
degrees is within five or six degrees of the all
time record high
record ["rEkÇd] that that whole record was pretty good
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record ["rEkÇd] i found a record that i had i travel in europe a lot
and i what i had paid for hotels
record ["rEkÇd] and they had record high waves thirty year high
waves come in there
record ["rEkÇd] he s a record collector and a hot wheels collector
record ["rEkÇd] and you know this area where record retention is
there s only a few people that work there
refund ["ri­f2nd] they refund the deposit which is anywhere from
five to fifteen cents a container
refund ["ri­f2nd] nice nice to get a refund
refund [rI"f2nd] she gets a refund check
refuse [rI"fjuz] so i refuse to have one in the house
refuse [r2"fjuz] you can always refuse
refuse [rI"fjuz] now if they do n’t i hope they have the flexibil-
ity to be able to change a child that really is in
need of counseling help if they absolutely refuse
to work with them
refuse [rI"fjuz] and i just refuse
refuse [r2"fjuz] once i found out that that s really not necessary
or legal then i just refuse
refuse ["rE­fjuz] but recently uh the refuse department has has uh
is working on getting a system going where we
will actually have uh a bend that we put things in
for <unk> these other things
refuse ["rE­fjuz] and uh otherwise you would have to treat it like
you would any other lawn refuse
reject [rI"dZEkt] do you think it s okay for a company to reject
somebody knowing that they <unk> take drugs
reject ["ridZEkt] and uh places like j c penney s that they <unk>
reject the seconds
resume ["rEz2­me] i think it will become resume writing
resume ["rEz2­me] um my husband has used the one at his folks
house for mostly business things uh his resume
his uh letter
resume ["rEz2­me] though i would put it on my resume what pro-
gram i went to
resume ["rEz2­me] i m just wrote my resume up because told we
might be facing layoff over at digital
row [ro] and so it kind of loses its meaning if you sit on
death row for months and years and so forth
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row [ro] and they showed all five in a row
row [ro] and then they won five or six in a row
row [ro] he goes uh the problem was that there were five
people saying row row row and one person row-
ing
row [ro] he goes uh the problem was that there were five
people saying row row row and one person row-
ing
row [ro] he goes uh the problem was that there were five
people saying row row row and one person row-
ing
row [ro] and i was n’t very <unk> at that duty for two
years in a row
row [ro] you know that s that s no kind of deterrent be-
cause we we <unk> got literally hundreds of peo-
ple on death row and and many of them who have
been there for literally for ten or fifteen years on
death row
row [ro] you know that s that s no kind of deterrent be-
cause we we <unk> got literally hundreds of peo-
ple on death row and and many of them who have
been there for literally for ten or fifteen years on
death row
row [ro] and the thing that i did n’t realize is that if you
watch the movies in a row uh time wise they hap-
pen one after another and just no no time between
them
row [ro] and we play three days in a row three different
courses
row [ro] there was like a fan at the very end of the row
row [ro] he s sitting on death row for eight years after hav-
ing killed four people
row [ro] what s amazing is some of them have been on
death row for a number of years
row [ro] when i was at the game we sat right on the front
row right behind the houston oilers
row [ro] you know a a a sixty two year old guy is less
likely to be put on death row from what i <unk>
seen
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row [ro] and i never have figured out how he won uh en-
tertainer of the year for about three or four years
in a row
row [ro] and the uh the guy that they tried and convicted
and sentenced him to death you know he s been
on death row for like eight years
row [ro] and as a matter of fact i <unk> already done a
second row of radishes
row [ro] that s the second or third year in a row that we
<unk> had a real rainy spring
row [ro] they wo n’t let you on death row
sake [sek] it s going just for the sake of getting together
sake [sek] for heaven s sake
sake [sek] i do n’t very often do things for the sake of exer-
cise
sake [sek] and i have to admit i have a certain resistance to
the idea of exercising for exercising s sake
separate ["sEpÇ­et] uh around here we have a program where uh we
we put out the the we separate the bottles and the
cans and the plastic stuff from the newspapers
separate ["sEpÇIt] uh there s too much labor involved i guess to sep-
arate the stuff
separate ["sEpÇIt] but in uh in the paper one you have to separate
separate ["sEpÇIt] and you separate your glass and paper and uh alu-
minum
separate ["sEpr2t] separate them
separate ["sEpÇIt] and we have to separate our papers and our glass
separate ["sEpÇ­et] you know they really did separate them well
separate ["sEpÇIt] they separate them as they as they you know
dump them
separate ["sEpÇIt] and uh they try to get you to go ahead and sepa-
rate it
separate ["sEpÇ­et] and that s real discouraging thinking you <unk>
sitting there working to separate it
separate ["sEpÇIt] the law enforcement community uh uh you know
has to has to separate the difference between
somebody who is being set up in which uh
grievous acts are done to uh to you know to get
somebody into a a situation where they <unk>
going to be guilty of of a crime
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separate ["sEpÇIt] but i do get [tir]ed of having to separate paper
you know
separate ["sEpÇ­et] i really do n’t understand that part on what they
<unk> told you to separate everything
separate ["sEpÇ­et] and you know we separate everything out and
then have to haul it up to a <unk> you know
which is a real pain
separate ["sEpÇ­et] we have a pilot program in arlington going on i
think in the north part of the city where they are
have people people separate the garbage as the
trash as they put it out
separate ["sEpr2t] and you know there s part either as part of or sep-
arate from the uh bill fishing tournaments they
usually have
separate ["sEpÇIt] sometimes i put the cornstarch in a separate bowl
separate ["sEpr2t] i m not sure all what we <unk> going to have to
do whether we have three separate containers
separate ["sEpÇIt] but i m getting two separate <unk> machines also
separate ["sEpr2t] and someone else is n’t going to take the time to
put it in two separate bags
separate ["sEpr2t] and he went to a a separate drug testing firm
separate ["sEpÇ­et] and uh you know the type of facilities whether it
s a shared room or two separate rooms that share
uh a uh bathroom
separate ["sEpÇIt] and then i buy the bibs separate
separate ["sEpr2t] the city brought ought you know set <unk> sep-
arate trash cans
separate ["sEpr2t] like you have a separate account for that then
separate ["sEpÇIt] did did they separate them by age group
separate ["sEpÇIt] and my thirteen year old is pretty separate from
her brother and sisters
separate ["sEpr2t] well they must they must keep it separate if they
have this date in
separate ["sEpr2t] they have this day now that it s you know separate
from the other trash pick up
separate ["sEpr2t] and then how many a a freezer separate from
separate ["sEpÇIt] but then if you deteriorate um they have a sepa-
rate section for those who need care you know all
the time
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sow [saU] but that does n’t negate that you do reap what you
sow
subject [s2"bdZEkt] but again to require you know such a test and
<unk> and then to make make it <unk> is to sub-
ject them to to <unk> discriminatory practices
and other things
subject ["s2bdZIkt] so that this is obviously not a condition of em-
ployment that you subject yourself to this
subject ["s2bdZIkt] i guess i i got to say if that s the subject if the
subject is do i feel that we <unk> well enough
equipped to
subject ["s2bdZIkt] i guess i i got to say if that s the subject if the
subject is do i feel that we <unk> well enough
equipped to
subject ["s2bdZIkt] and also to get totally off the subject of crawfish
lots of vegetables and hors d’oeuvres and stuff
like that for a dinner party i think that that really
helps
subject ["s2bdZIkt] uh this is a little bit of the subject
subject ["s2bdZIkt] well anyway we <unk> got a easy subject
subject ["s2bdZIkt] did you read uh the article in the paper today
about this particular subject
subject ["s2bdZIkt] and uh it does n’t matter who they put in office
they <unk> going to fall subject to uh the pres-
sure that the lobbyists can put
subject ["s2bdZIkt] when they first said the subject my mind went
kind of blank
subject ["s2bdZIkt] this is really ironic that this would i would get
this subject today because just yesterday our dog
ran away
subject ["s2bdZIkt] well this is a subject that you never think you
<unk> be assigned to one that kind of comes up
when you <unk> lost it the others other subjects
subject ["s2bdZIkt] but i kind of stay with my own subject matter
what uh pertains to my daily life at the present
time
subject ["s2bdZIkt] but uh i do n’t know how we got the subject
<unk>
subject ["s2bdZIkt] well uh <unk> how do you view this whole sub-
ject
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subject ["s2bdZIkt] the only i think the only thing that they would ar-
gue about that is that you know every child needs
to learn every subject
subject ["s2bdZIkt] so this is probably a real hard subject for you
subject ["s2bdZIkt] well it s kind of a broad subject uh
subject ["s2bdZIkt] stick on the subject
subject ["s2bdZIkt] lot of lot of interesting <unk> things i think
would be a good be a good change if we <unk>
going to be talking about the subject t tonight
which in some i guess criminal courts the
subject ["s2bdZIkt] anyway what are your what are your first com-
ments on that subject
subject ["s2bdZIkt] is that what you <unk> you <unk> thinking the
subject is about
subject ["s2bdZIkt] but um this is not on the subject
subject ["s2bdZIkt] and i thought well now here you have a student
who is trying to pass who is struggling with your
subject
subject ["s2bdZIkt] and they ca n’t get their finger out of their ear
long enough to to get that major subject in line
subject ["s2bdZIkt] i guess we <unk> kind of covered our subject
matter since neither one is really into gardening
are we
subject ["s2bdZIkt] um i guess um this is probably really a good sub-
ject for me because i really like to do uh hand
work
subject ["s2bdZIkt] i guess tonight s subject is uh woodworking
subject ["s2bdZIkt] the subject is is big city crime which is something
that i do n’t have any first hand experiences about
subject ["s2bdZIkt] that was the primary subject
subject [s2"bdZEkt] and i like them because they <unk> kind of short
and to the subject
subject ["s2bdZIkt] but this was n’t a good subject
subject ["s2bdZIkt] it s a fun subject
subject ["s2bdZIkt] well on this subject i really had n’t had to deal
with putting someone in there yet
subject ["s2bdZIkt] well on this subject of invasion of privacy
subject ["s2bdZIkt] i think that s what the subject is about
subject [s2"bdZEkt] well i i think we <unk> covered the subject
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subject ["s2bdZIkt] well you know that brings up the interesting sub-
ject too you know
subject ["s2bdZIkt] well i i <unk> been uh i have probably had more
time than you have to think about this subject
subject ["s2bdZIkt] uh i love the irony of uh talking about this subject
on april the fifteenth
subject ["s2bdZIkt] well trying to think what else i can say in regards
to this subject
subject ["s2bdZIkt] have you been uh have you been the subject of
such a crime such as stealing or anything
subject ["s2bdZIkt] you think about this when you come to when it
comes to a subject like that
subject ["s2bdZIkt] when this subject was mentioned to us i said well
i went gee that s all i use mine for is a word
<unk>
subject ["s2bdZIkt] cause i wondered when they <unk> taking
classes with uh with people that are really are in-
terested in the the subject and stuff like that
subject ["s2bdZIkt] see this is n’t a subject that i think a lot about be-
cause i m never faced with it because our school
system in vermont it seems to do a really good
job
subject ["s2bdZIkt] well i think that you carried forth your subject
matter very well uh nickie
subject ["s2bdZIkt] and uh but i think that they should be in harmony
with what they are with what the subject matter
is
subject ["s2bdZIkt] boy speaking of denver on another subject i
<unk> been up there like five times in the last
three four weeks
subject ["s2bdZIkt] but whether it s something that they can put to to
economic use later on is a different subject
subject ["s2bdZIkt] but any rate that s off the subject
subject ["s2bdZIkt] well do you have any more words of wisdom
about the subject
subject ["s2bdZIkt] uh also slightly off the subject but our our big
green garbage thing got stolen
subject ["s2bdZIkt] i agree with you on that particular subject there
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subject ["s2bdZIkt] that s pretty interesting because just just because
you know a subject matter does n’t mean you can
teach it
subject ["s2bdZIkt] have you ever had a uh it s kind of slightly off
the subject but you ever had a uh a blood <unk>
done recently or since you <unk> been biking to
see if it
subject ["s2bdZIkt] boy current events is not a good subject for me
subject ["s2bdZIkt] it seems that d be a subject that i i do n’t have
much to say on
subject ["s2bdZIkt] and that s that same subject
subject ["s2bdZIkt] i think we talked for a good eight minutes about
the subject
subject ["s2bdZIkt] uh well i i guess it s a subject i have n’t thought
too much about
subject ["s2bdZIkt] but uh that s mainly my uh whole idea on you
know short subject uh reading and things like this
subject ["s2bdZIkt] let me ask you a question off the subject though
subject ["s2bdZIkt] this is a different subject though
subject ["s2bdZIkt] you probably uh more up on this subject than i
am
subject ["s2bdZIkt] well carol since today s subject is our homes
subject ["s2bdZIkt] how did you know to choose this subject tonight
subject ["s2bdZIkt] but that s a whole different subject
subject ["s2bdZIkt] well do you have any uh opinion on the subject
subject ["s2bdZIkt] well i do n’t i mean i do n’t know what you think
about the subject
subject ["s2bdZIkt] you know when that subject comes up they can
say yes
subject ["s2bdZIkt] i mean it was what i liked about it was that it was
a new subject
subject ["s2bdZIkt] well back to the original subject
subject ["s2bdZIkt] here i m getting off the subject
subject ["s2bdZIkt] and even if i knew how to teach the subject matter
i do n’t know if i d know how to handle that kind
of a a group of kids
subject ["s2bdZIkt] and and that seems to be something that should
should really be outlawed because it s subject to
abuse
subject ["s2bdZIkt] well this is a good subject is n’t it
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subject ["s2bdZIkt] they need exposure to every subject
subject ["s2bdZIkt] and it was absolutely clear that if you could get
your book adopted by texas then you had a built
in market because there were only about three or
four textbooks in each subject
supplement ["s2pl2m2nt] so i have to find a way to supplement that
supplement ["s2pl2"mEnt] and i was thinking you know maybe i d help sup-
plement it you know when they turned them in
supplement ["s2pl2m2nt] i think they have uh a one that we need to recog-
nize that we <unk> going to have to supplement
ourselves
suspect [s2"spEkt] and i think that s the only reason i have a prob-
lem with it when there s no you know there s no
reason to suspect someone you know
suspect [s2"spEkt] uh i suspect that the yeah that that that that s not
the thing that they that they do n’t feel it s open
to them
suspect [s2"spEkt] uh i suspect i take the view that cutting income
tax rates has been good for the the economy that
most other countries have a higher share of the
tax burden in various kinds of sales taxes uh en-
ergy taxes particularly and that to the extent we
need to raise more taxes that s the direction we
should look
suspect [s2"spEkt] um so i suspect that that s one thing that that as
individuals we can do make our voices known
perhaps to our legislators
suspect [s2"spEkt] the only way i can see it is that if they really sus-
pect a person of using it then they have the right
to go ahead and prove it
suspect ["s2­spEkt] i suspect you i suspect you have
suspect [s2"spEkt] i suspect you i suspect you have
suspect [s2"spEkt] but i suspect that was not what they had in mind
either
suspect [s2"spEkt] and i suspect that that s probably true for every-
one
suspect [s2"spEkt] uh i suspect a lot of people uh uh got uh turned
on by watching watching those go off
suspect ["s2­spEkt] i would suspect your nights would be pretty quiet
for the most part
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suspect [s2"spEkt] well i suspect that it is possible
suspect [s2"spEkt] i suspect that the <unk> that there s going to have
to be a lot of pressure uh come to bear on the
companies that deal with it
suspect [s2"spEkt] i suspect they <unk> fairly simple because the
one lady i <unk> seen i know that does it i <unk>
never asked her any questions
suspect ["s2­spEkt] well i suspect that we <unk> probably covered
everything that we need to here
suspect [s2"spEkt] so i suspect that it s it s an ever growing problem
suspect [s2"spEkt] and and so i but i i suspect a number of them
suspect [s2"spEkt] and i suspect it in cases like
suspect ["s2­spEkt] he had some accomplices that were kind of sus-
pect
tear [tEr] it s it s seen some wear and tear you know
tear [tIr] or it <unk> it <unk> tear up a nice tiller
tear [tEr] there s never anything for you to go to trial as
a witness in a case like that because you know
they tear you to shreds especially those rich high
powered lawyers
tear [tIr] you can always tear stuff out and <unk> it
transplant [træ"nsplænt] and i just threw them on the side intending to
transplant them or throw them away or some-
thing and forgot about them through the whole
winter
transplant [træ"nsplænt] so i just cut the leaves off and transplant and put
some other plants down because i want them to
come back up next year
transplant [træ"nsplænt] um see i have to take uh medication for a uh for
for kidney transplant
transport [træ"nspOrt] uh and of course the side effects of this is that you
have to have uh lunar mining bases and space sta-
tions and easy transport into space and no things
that i think we should be doing
upset [2"psEt] but it upset me to realize that hey the <unk> that
they <unk> going through the expense of <unk>
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upset [2"psEt] and and so they were so upset from robbing this
guy you know trying to do this holdup that did
n’t work that they quite literally were mad and
went into a restaurant to hold the place up and
just started you know shooting people
upset ["2­psEt] at first you know they seemed to be upset
upset ["2­psEt] i i think uh in a way we <unk> able to read each
other pretty well because uh she knows when i m
upset and i know when she s not feeling good too
upset [2"psEt] and primarily i mean i now i m probably going to
going to upset you
upset [2"psEt] and and the jury was very upset
upset ["2­psEt] i mean in other words if the government denies
you driving denies you a driver s license people
get very upset
upset ["2­psEt] well i guess the <unk> the to me the first thing is i
wish society would get as upset about this as you
do get getting people upset about animal rights
upset [2"psEt] well i guess the <unk> the to me the first thing is i
wish society would get as upset about this as you
do get getting people upset about animal rights
upset ["2­psEt] he would get he would get all upset
upset ["2­psEt] and then she was upset
upset ["2­psEt] and the city s a little upset with him
upset [2"psEt] i mean if someone assumed that of me i would be
upset
upset ["2­psEt] and uh like you said they <unk> such small coun-
tries that we <unk> bound to upset somebody
upset [2"psEt] what is it that you are you know particularly up-
set about
upset ["2­psEt] in fact uh she s all upset because galen is going
to go to kindergarten next fall
upset [2"psEt] and uh while i was subscribing to the paper i got
so upset at them that they
upset [2"psEt] but i guess to make it more difficult for the per-
son who s just so irate and upset and you know
temporarily a little bit uh offset or off keel
upset [2"psEt] and my husband came home a home very upset
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upset [2"psEt] and people are really upset about that when it
comes to their rights and their rights being vio-
lated
upset [2"psEt] but really people get upset at taxes because you
it s more efficient to do things yourself
upset [2"psEt] i do n’t get upset any more
upset ["2­psEt] so i m upset
upset ["2­psEt] and i m very upset that the news media has not
identified those deaths and and pursued it you
know because i m interested in the circumstances
surrounding this thing
upset [2"psEt] but you know i d get upset about it sometimes
upset [2"psEt] and then and then people always get upset about
it too because you know every year the the the
politicians are the ones that are usually pushing
for more people to vote
upset ["2­psEt] they were real upset
upset ["2­psEt] i <unk> be i <unk> be upset probably even
though my prediction will be right
upset [2"psEt] i mean everybody was real upset you know when
they fired tom landry
upset [2"psEt] my housekeeper was baby sitting my cats and
dogs said something to the effect of now we
<unk> made the national news do n’t get upset
and do n’t worry
upset [2"psEt] they were kind of little upset
upset ["2­psEt] and you know if they <unk> upset and that type
of a deal
use [jus] but you you got the use out of it
use [juz] and so we <unk> found good use for those
use [jus] and uh what what it involves basically is the use
of peer groups
use [juz] it s about six months of no use
use [juz] it s good to get use out of one
use [jus] my do n’t get very much use
use [juz] well i find it a great use from the standpoint that
you do n’t have to continue to write checks in
order to get cash
use [jus] so uh i m i have n’t made use of that
use [jus] so that s a very regular use of it that she has
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use [juz] uh the the little use that i <unk> gotten from my
router i would say uh i would spend my money
on the bits
use [juz] you do n’t throw the baby out with the bath water
and condemning nuclear use
use [jus] and it s the honest citizens like ourselves that are
responsible about use of guns uh
use [jus] but if they were careful they could make the use
of it totally without understanding how the com-
puter works
use [juz] and all wisconsin has probably the most exten-
sive number of uh bike trails for recreational use
of any of the states
use [juz] and and so uh but but sometimes you know drug
use can can escape that
use [jus] well actually drug use is probably a misdemeanor
use [juz] it s for drug use
use [juz] it says use of narcotics on company premises
use [jus] i i i wonder if uh if drug use is a more prevalent
crime though because i mean so many people use
it
use [juz] i i i wonder if uh if drug use is a more prevalent
crime though because i mean so many people use
it
use [juz] are n’t do n’t they kind of use them for everybody
kind of use them for guinea pigs for their per for
their pet theories or some such thing
use [juz] for instance jobs that require use of heavy ma-
chinery and things like that where there s where
there s uh endangerment to their own life and
other people s lives
use [juz] i have a real problem with all the foreign aid that
is going to the countries that really have no use
for us
use [juz] even despite you know diligent washing it it got
rusty after about uh three weeks of use
use [juz] but it could be put to more practical use
use [juz] that s a very good use
use [jus] but i was i i was staying in the realm of of felonies
versus misdemeanors and uh drug use
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use [juz] can you use that one for personal use
use [juz] did you like do you use credit cards
use [jus] you can use chicken or turkey
use [juz] we just use trail <unk>
use [juz] i think they could uh definitely add to the police
force and the type equipment that they use
use [jus] to use you mean
use [juz] but and i can use either the pro printer
use [juz] uh with regard to uh to jury trials i you know i
i really feel as though uh jury trials are are uh
whatever system has been been used historically
in particular jurisdiction you know is really the
the only kinds of things that you can use because
the the jurisprudence is you know based on on uh
you know on accumulated body of law
use [juz] well we uh me and my wife when when we have
like extra money that we know we <unk> going
to have and we can put it in our budget yeah we
<unk> we <unk> use it
use [juz] course they do n’t use uh points anymore
use [juz] and we use a lot of two liter bottles um and like
milk cartons and things like that
use [juz] and then you pay that off and do n’t use it until
uh it s paid off
use [juz] i use a few
use [juz] i do n’t feel that that should be any excuse at all
or any deterrent <unk> uh you know reason to
not use capital punishment
use [juz] but you know it s like only use like one person
does the work
use [juz] if you <unk> going to use credit cards you need
to use that policy i think do n’t you
use [juz] if you <unk> going to use credit cards you need
to use that policy i think do n’t you
use [juz] and they can actually use as much <unk> paper as
the community can get to them because they are
actually buying it and shipping it in from outside
use [juz] uh i have a few favorites that i use more than oth-
ers
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use [juz] i use mine a great deal um for groceries for ev-
erything that i can and then just write one check
at the end of the month for the en[tir]e thing
use [juz] i have a uh gas card that i that i use just for gas
and you know uh one that i use just for emergen-
cies
use [jus] i have a uh gas card that i that i use just for gas
and you know uh one that i use just for emergen-
cies
use [juz] well uh do you uh do you ever use the a t m ma-
chines
use [juz] what kind of a computer do you use at work
use [jus] there s about six or eight guys that we use to go
out for these games
use [juz] and the <unk> ones are better to use
use [jus] for the average person is exactly what he can use
it for
use [juz] and you never really use them
use [juz] and they <unk> the ones that are the tough ones
to use you know
use [juz] and uh uh if you <unk> going to use for a lifetime
i suppose it s worth it
use [juz] and as soon as we use something you know we
crush it up and put it out there
use [juz] but i think that if i learn how to use one i would i
would feel better
use [juz] and i just use a two wood off the fairway
use [juz] i mean they use to reimburse one hundred percent
use [jus] well how many different types of packages do
you use
use [juz] i use them continually
use [juz] and nowadays people use fed ex all the time
use [juz] and they say that uh that there was <unk> that
there was like a conflict between her and him uh
that they never really could get her into uh any
character that they could use
use [jus] i <unk> heard that people that finally learn how
to use it really like it
use [juz] now if you use the dried kind then you would
only use two of them
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use [juz] now if you use the dried kind then you would
only use two of them
use [juz] what do you use it for
use [juz] but i do n’t usually use a word <unk> to do it
use [juz] and you ca n’t use the piglets you know
use [juz] for instance she she would take the waxed paper
out of a cereal box and use that for you know
when she made cookies
use [juz] and back back in those days they also use to give
you uh booklets good for uh clothing and gas and
things like this
use [juz] the in plano and the soil has so much has such a
high clay content that uh uh i went to use my dad
in law s tiller
use [juz] i use to do a lot more and sell at craft shows
use [juz] can you use it like at a bank machine
use [juz] and and i think it s uh just mcdonald s effort to
reduce the number of of <unk> uh boxes that they
use for hamburgers and stuff
use [juz] uh but they say you ought to use your gloss
mainly in your kitchens and things like that
use [juz] i guess probably the factors we d use to compare
are a little different because i look for you know
size and safety and then mileage
use [juz] i just do n’t know if i d have the time to use it
use [juz] people still use it enough in like in towns like
clarendon and other areas that where they irrigate
use [juz] and it s one that we use in our work
use [juz] so mine are you know i use mine for recreation
use [juz] i still think it s sort of true that a more civilized
society would n’t have to use capital punishment
use [juz] now you can either use you know the kind that
comes in the little can
use [juz] have you ever used do you use <unk> ever have
you ever used <unk>
use [juz] well and some people use one credit card to pay
for another credit card they own
use [juz] do they save like the paper they they use at the
office paper
use [juz] do you use it a lot at home
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use [jus] but i do n’t use it anymore
use [juz] you would want maybe your child to have their
own sheets all the time and not have another child
use that bed you know
use [juz] we i guess we we use the coupons too
use [juz] and i kind of use that as an excuse
use [juz] i <unk> heard stories where you can literally buy
something from them one year wear it for a year
and a half and even after like eighteen months of
you know reasonably satisfactory use they will
accept it in any condition
use [juz] and now i use it twice a year maybe
use [juz] if you <unk> not going to use them then you want
to be in in environment
use [juz] well do you use your computer for um just things
around the house or in the <unk>
use [juz] people told me that it was sort of cumbersome to
use
use [juz] it would be great if we could find some way to to
uh use that to boost the economy
use [juz] i mean somewhere there s it s lost a lot of the
quality that they use to have like in walter <unk>
that if you know
use [juz] and you want to use one of your good sauce pans
that dissipate the heat because it it ends up burn-
ing
use [juz] that s the way i use them uh
use [juz] i think in this area or most all areas they use you
know for ticks and fleas
use [juz] i use to work at <unk>
use [juz] and i have not had to use the heat
use [juz] i just do n’t know if we would really use it that
much you know
use [juz] they use electronic and acoustic interchangeably
use [juz] the ones we use is like visa
use [juz] uh i do n’t remember what they call it sort of like
a positive negatives or some some kind of word
they use when a uh you get a uh a positive indi-
cation of drugs but there s not really there were
n’t really any there
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use [jus] and if we want well in our area if we want to use
it we have to you know like you said you had to
change it put it on a disc and carry it over to there
and see if they <unk> not using the printer
use [juz] i use uh uh the black iron skillet to cook mine
use [juz] i suppose you could use that
use [juz] there s been a couple of other the people uh most
of whom are like me that work in in speech labs
that are going to use data base eventually
use [juz] use it as a just a
use [juz] whatever s left over is disposable in disposable
<unk> yeah discretionary income that we use for
the rest of the month
use [juz] we use it more for just writing programs when
we need to or um doing research looking at the
speech signal and then doing writing and also as
a just as a terminal
use [jus] what do you use yours at home for
use [juz] but i just do n’t find the time that i can use it
use [juz] i use them so that i build up a credit rating you
know
use [juz] but i ca n’t see paying someone to use their card
use [juz] and then you just dip the carcass in uh boiling
water pull it out and there s a we use a little raspy
brush pulls the hair off and uh gut it and uh just
stick it down in a pit with some cloves and uh
some pineapple about three pineapples you know
sliced them up and uh cover him up with uh wet
uh sacks feed sacks is what i usually use and then
start a charcoal fire on top of him
use [juz] and then you just dip the carcass in uh boiling
water pull it out and there s a we use a little raspy
brush pulls the hair off and uh gut it and uh just
stick it down in a pit with some cloves and uh
some pineapple about three pineapples you know
sliced them up and uh cover him up with uh wet
uh sacks feed sacks is what i usually use and then
start a charcoal fire on top of him
use [juz] so i do n’t know if she s going to even use it any-
more
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use [juz] but i do use my treadmill
use [juz] so we have n’t got to use it much
use [juz] i could use a discount
use [juz] you know she always seems to have better things
to do than to try to sit down and figure out how
to use her computer you know
use [juz] or i <unk> got my p c <unk> to where i can use
either printer the one that s on the network or my
own
use [juz] i find the one i use mostly uh
use [juz] and oh i we use a lot of free lance
use [juz] they use the money from that to fund this t i
<unk> against drugs program
use [juz] it is the only way that you can use television ef-
fectively
use [juz] did you do did you use like uh a stamp pad and
ink
use [juz] but if you go for the other ones you <unk> paying
too much money for them because it s unlikely if
you <unk> f relatively uh healthy then it s re-
ally unlikely that you d use that much amount of
money you know
use [juz] i mean somebody is not going to break in steal it
and you know use it to mug someone you know
use [juz] they use like animated
use [juz] uh i use them both here at work and at home
use [juz] i think something too that you probably see in
older states all we we do it down here once in a
while we will have a cold spell is where people
will use their fireplaces
use [juz] well the there s a trick i use
use [juz] i want i want something that s serviceable ser-
viceable something that i can use
use [juz] uh and i use it all day at work
use [juz] well i guess i could use a card too
use [juz] what do you use
use [juz] otherwise you can uh guess you can put also put
money hold money back and then either use or
lose it and that does n’t get taxed or can just have
that money you know put in your paycheck
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use [juz] i think we must be the only people on the block
that make use of that cold weather and get out
there
use [juz] i guess you could use a hand mixer
use [juz] you can use it like any other card
use [juz] uh i m not afraid of nuclear having had that
course because of how the nuclear that uh they
use is not bomb quality
use [juz] did did you use it the car shop place
use [juz] then you know then we thought well we can use
it for you know some personal things
use [juz] uh but every morning i use this president s uh
council of physical fitness
use [juz] mostly i use it for writing papers and things like
that
use [juz] i really do n’t use it myself
use [juz] up up at work anyway i use <unk> and lotus and
and <unk> which is uh uh a a line <unk> package
use [juz] and then i would provide uh use the money that
we <unk> paying them to uh provide some spe-
cial help in training and particularly uh mentor
teachers to work with the beginning teachers and
the teachers who may have been at it a long time
but have been making the same mistakes for a
long time
use [juz] but if you use credit cards a lot you probably get
more back
use [juz] well do you use your p c for things other than
explicit computer work
use [juz] i i do n’t use i i seldom use anything harsher than
seven dust you know
use [juz] i i do n’t use i i seldom use anything harsher than
seven dust you know
use [juz] well what he wants to do is take all the money
that uh he gets for drug enforcement and use it
for uh drug education
use [juz] but uh as far as personal life goes i guess i really
try to use them as little as possible uh
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use [juz] i mean i mean n everybody knows that it that the
the language is there so they could just ignore it
and you know use different words instead i think
use [juz] but we use it the same way
use [juz] well that s a that s a skill that she can use for the
rest of her life
use [jus] well do you use credit cards
use [juz] you use the <unk> system
use [juz] and you might even be able to to use it for for a
bombing test site you know
use [jus] and we use to go go out to that about once a week
use [juz] do you use that facility a lot
use [juz] we use uh uh a two inch brush with uh on a slant
use [juz] what do you use it for
use [juz] they figure that if they give you card at no charge
for a whole year that you will use it
use [juz] i know too many people who use a calculator
use [juz] i always i use everything with my visa
use [juz] probably maybe the rejuvenating cream is the
only other thing i would use
use [juz] well i do use them
use [juz] but i want to use simple recipes that i have things
on hand
use [juz] i do n’t usually use the colors they tell me to
use [juz] and i use my personal computer constantly
use [juz] and they <unk> recommending that you use
those because they do n’t know the future of con-
tinental
use [juz] and we use that sometimes
use [jus] what kinds of decorations did you use with the
<unk>
use [juz] well we bought a computer because my husband
needed to use it to do some work for a consulting
project
use [juz] but let me ask you this since you use texans
use [juz] do you use p c s
use [juz] but other than that we do n’t use them anymore
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use [juz] because if you uh use drop cloths to cover every-
thing and you use masking tape to trim out uh all
the parts that you do n’t want to slop over onto
you do n’t have to be quite as precise about how
you do it
use [juz] because if you uh use drop cloths to cover every-
thing and you use masking tape to trim out uh all
the parts that you do n’t want to slop over onto
you do n’t have to be quite as precise about how
you do it
use [juz] because i think they that s an area that the other
nations especially europe look down on us like oh
we <unk> just backward wayward children who
still use this backward system who have n’t really
attained it yet
use [juz] and they use <unk> plates when they would n’t
need to use <unk> plates
use [juz] and they use <unk> plates when they would n’t
need to use <unk> plates
use [juz] i use them mostly for big things like maybe
sometimes uh tuition if it s you know if i m short
to go ahead and get it and then try to get it saved
back as quick as i can
use [jus] um <unk> in the area that we <unk> in here there
s a lot of places that use human factors people
use [juz] have you did you use commercially available
software
use [juz] so we do n’t use it for things like our accounts
and addresses and things like that
use [juz] and uh you know they used to use it for leather i
think
use [jus] and uh even uh i did not uh use my math uh in
my work
use [jus] do you use a computer
use [juz] i said because i want him to know how to use one
of these
use [juz] do you find you use it a lot
use [jus] when this subject was mentioned to us i said well
i went gee that s all i use mine for is a word
<unk>
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use [juz] i guess in some cases they just consider pickup
your your phone and and and not let you use your
phone for a while whether you hang up on them
or not
use [jus] so i imagine they use personal computers
use [juz] in other words when someone built that software
packet they had to use the programming
use [juz] um what do you find that you use yours mostly
for
use [juz] and so i do n’t use drugs any more
use [juz] i think that they do n’t use <unk>
use [juz] if i walk into a bad neighborhood i m sure i d
want to walk through with you because i m sure
you have good you know <unk> far above the
average instinct for how to use guns and how to
use them effectively and everything
use [juz] if i walk into a bad neighborhood i m sure i d
want to walk through with you because i m sure
you have good you know <unk> far above the
average instinct for how to use guns and how to
use them effectively and everything
use [juz] and you just never get to use it the way you d
really like to
use [juz] i think as uh as uh mother you know i use to think
sometimes it s not so much uh it s not so much
the kids
use [juz] but i know they use that i mean they sell those
use [juz] but i have an ex i had an exercise bike in the
house but did n’t seem to use it enough
use [juz] but i only use a few of them
use [juz] i think um the way the tax system was they en-
couraged people to use credit cards you know
with a big write off at the end of the year
use [juz] and a uh we <unk> use a wood burning stove as
well
use [juz] boy he does n’t go in and out of the tent a hundred
times and use it as a play uh
use [juz] well i <unk> seen some people try to just come in
like over the weekend because they want to use
the <unk> machine
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use [juz] and then all of the others i just try to use kind of
like you would an american express card and and
pay it off every month
use [jus] it also depends on who s cooking it and how
much seasoning they use stuff like that
use [juz] or this person never use any drugs
use [jus] it s a real easy to use color uh computer
use [juz] i do n’t use it as much as my children and my
husband do
use [juz] so i can store my bike in my office and walk
across the uh campus to the uh gym use the
shower there
use [jus] and if we ca n’t take it and use it easily well how
can you put that on like elderly people and you
know just people that maybe just are n’t blessed
with as as much sharpness and <unk> mental
acuity
use [juz] we use word perfect lotus
use [juz] and then i just use whatever colors i want to
use [juz] well we could use some rain up here
use [juz] i really need to get on a regular type of program
and use that thing on a consistent basis
use [juz] the packages i i do n’t really use
use [juz] of course there s you know third world countries
that can use all kind of help
use [juz] you can do a little faster painting and much easier
clean up if you use the masking tape
use [juz] but i ca n’t say i use them very often
use [juz] and so we use those
use [juz] but whether it s something that they can put to to
economic use later on is a different subject
use [juz] but most of mine that i use is strictly gasoline
use [juz] but uh still i think they ought to know how to use
one and that it s not just a toy and that when it s
not like on t v when someone gets shot uh they
get back up
use [juz] that that s that much fertilizer you have to use
because it does fertilize the lawn
use [juz] what do you use to keep from sliding off that ras-
cal
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use [juz] do you know how to use them in your life or to
influence
use [juz] how do you use them
use [juz] the circuses in europe used to use them um for
the acts
use [juz] i really did n’t get to use them like oh there s
mosquitoes
use [juz] mostly just stuff that i can you know use right
around the house or give away as gifts
use [juz] uh i do n’t even use a calculator for the stuff i m
doing because it s all pretty round numbers
use [jus] if they could just eliminate the cans and use glass
use [juz] are n’t do n’t they kind of use them for everybody
kind of use them for guinea pigs for their per for
their pet theories or some such thing
use [juz] no need to use this <unk> to play around with
this space stuff anymore
use [juz] they use joe blow s so uh social security number
uh and can uh potentially ruin someone s credit
use [jus] i mean uh a lot of people use human factors folks
use [jus] and uh matter of fact they give you discounts if
you use uh china wear rather than uh <unk> stuff
use [juz] uh the ammunition is probably so old i m afraid
to use it
use [juz] or if they <unk> sent you a uh a number that
you can use you know a a personal identifica-
tion number that you can use in the uh impact
machines or whatever you you can do that
use [jus] or if they <unk> sent you a uh a number that
you can use you know a a personal identifica-
tion number that you can use in the uh impact
machines or whatever you you can do that
use [juz] oh is is that what you usually use in the house is
latex
use [juz] because we could sure use it
use [juz] so if there s people out there that are willing to
you know kids that are willing to sacrifice their
time and energy gosh we ought to use them you
know if they <unk> willing to do it
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use [juz] and usually you use those like for frying or to put
in salads or to um you know make a sauce with
or something like that
use [juz] i i use that for <unk> for rice
use [juz] so that people would use this stuff <unk> over
again
use [juz] so you <unk> a little bit more careful about what
you put on that even though you can use it how-
ever you want to
use [juz] and we just keep a few you know few of the ma-
jor ones and then use them once in a while for
something
use [juz] but i really do try to use positive uh reinforcement
with them at home also
use [juz] uh now maybe they just sort it after they get it
and throw out what they ca n’t use
use [juz] but uh i certainly agree that if someone owns a
fire arm that have as much responsibility to know
how do use it safely as someone learns how to
drive if not more so
use [juz] so we use that one
use [juz] the way i d like to try and use it is um you you
you make your purchases at at prime buying time
use [juz] and i got to do all of the masking tape and then
all of the little fine uh trim work where i d use
a small brush and uh try to keep the paint from
dripping on the windows and things like that
use [juz] how how do you use it
use [juz] i d do it i d use it for both
use [juz] it s not a program to teach them to use the amer-
ican money
use [juz] we use a lot
use [juz] and this is kind of an unusual use for that type of
thing
use [juz] and he showed me how to use his guns
use [juz] but there is a lot of energy in it if you can burn it
and use it produce electricity
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use [juz] i mean there there s got to be a crevice be-
tween two mountains that nobody gives a dog-
gone about that you could you could use for
<unk> <unk>
use [juz] you can get a fitness membership that allows you
to use the facilities
use [juz] but use use good uh stuff and buy it at a paint
store where they have the right brands that will
go down and come up easily
use [juz] but use use good uh stuff and buy it at a paint
store where they have the right brands that will
go down and come up easily
use [juz] well the the other thing some people are not
aware of is they will use their a their credit card
like their visa or their <unk> for cash
use [juz] what kind of driving just like commuting you d
want to do it use it for
use [juz] i guess i would now use the the new mayonnaise
free
use [juz] so you ca n’t use it anyway
use [juz] have you ever lived in a country where they use
metric
use [juz] do you use it
use [jus] he needs his weekends free or to be able to use it
or a day during the week or something
use [juz] course the only problem with that is then nobody
paying for the necessary services they do n’t use
use [juz] but i do n’t use as many of those
use [jus] i i you know i think that we have a bunch of el-
derly folks in the country that could use some
help
use [juz] that s what i m doing is working part time be-
cause i can put my kids in a day care situation for
a few hours in the uh week and use those hours
to do
use [juz] and what kinds of things do you use it for when
you us when you go to their <unk> houses to
them
use [juz] and i use that sometimes too
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use [juz] well we have suffered from real lack of land use
planning in dallas
use [juz] but i did not know how to use those voting ma-
chines
use [juz] but i want to show him how to use it so that he
<unk> be able to vote
use [juz] well they do because what is it carbon dioxide
they use that where we ca n’t synthesize it
use [juz] and i hated it because i had to carry everything
upstairs and you know and use this thing to you
know scoop the take the stuff out and put it in the
toilet and everything
use [jus] but to i mean to use any of the facilities is is no
extra charge
use [juz] well you know i use to feel like
use [juz] so you ca n’t use oil on wood
use [juz] so i use it for that quite often
use [juz] i probably would n’t be able to use them
use [juz] so you know and yet they yet people get very
frightened when they see the japanese moving in
and the russians moving in certain areas of tech-
nology you know that we use to dominate
use [juz] you ca n’t use this as uh evidence you know be-
cause it was either illegally obtained or whatever
use [juz] the other thing about them is too if you really do
n’t you really need to get some and use them be-
cause if you have never used them and developed
and have n’t developed a credit thing it stops you
from doing a lot of things
use [juz] whenever the first time i voted i never voted in
high school because there was never anyone that
showed us how to use the voting machines
use [juz] i use to play soccer a lot in high school
use [juz] i also use my p c to emulate a <unk> terminal
for our i b m <unk> and also to emulate a deck
terminal for our deck machine
use [jus] so i do n’t i do n’t use i mean
use [juz] other than you use them or you do n’t use them
you like them or you do n’t like them
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use [juz] other than you use them or you do n’t use them
you like them or you do n’t like them
use [juz] oh well what kind of paint did you use for the um
<unk>
use [juz] and the other room we use as a guest bedroom
because my husband s family come
use [juz] now i i do use gas cards
use [juz] they do n’t know that i do n’t use drugs
use [juz] well now they have those uh those exercise bands
now that are better that you can use for like ton-
ing instead of using a weight
use [juz] so um the people that lived here before us did use
it for a bedroom
use [juz] and uh i must say that there are a couple of argu-
ments against uh strong gun control which i find
very compelling although most the people who
argue gun control with me i find uh use sort of
canned arguments you know sort of the n r a slo-
gan arguments
use [juz] well i know how to use one
use [juz] and they can find out if you use drugs up to sev-
eral years ago
use [juz] but my golf clubs will probably rust before i get
to use them again
use [juz] she s not going to do it not going to use it
use [juz] but uh my m mother and dad use to uh own a
restaurant
use [juz] so we um we use it s an i b m p s two also
use [juz] i uh i would certainly like to see a real test of of
making drugs real cheap to see if when you make
them available people then do n’t use them
use [juz] i just use the regular machines and the free
weights you know like little five pound hand
weights and eight pound hand weights
use [juz] so there could be a lot of things that they could
put you know that chemical wise that they use
to uh that they are testing with that they <unk>
dumping
use [juz] and we like here we use the p c s to do that
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use [juz] some of these muddy driveways could use it
around here
use [juz] and i know that they <unk> going to use you
know the money for that to build some kind of
<unk> field and that type of thing put lights and
stuff
use [juz] there was not there s not supposed to be any rea-
son to use this education or this brain that you
might have for anything other than your house
and your children and how clean can the bath-
room floors be on any given day
use [jus] because i did n’t think i was really going to use it
use [juz] but i guess if you foresaw that you were going to
have to use it that like that that may be good
use [juz] did you use a textured paint
use [juz] i just really use it basically for transportation
use [jus] and states c can use all the revenue they can get
use [jus] but i used to just save up the ones that i got one
time and then go and hand them to them the next
time and use them over and over
use [juz] lilly lilly she said she said it s for your daughter
to use
use [juz] if he wants to use it he has to go get it
use [juz] do you use them frequently
use [juz] and you know they had this park where they were
letting anybody use drugs as long as they stayed
in the park
use [juz] do you do you use patterns i mean like a book of
patterns
use [juz] so as far as at home use uh we <unk> pick up a
six pack every once in a while or for whatever
occasion of doctor pepper or something
use [juz] well when you use real people like that i think
royalty especially you know
use [juz] you probably use <unk> or something like that
for your uh data entry stuff that you <unk> talk-
ing about
use [juz] and i and i use it
use [juz] i do n’t use the free weights
use [juz] i use tapes
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use [juz] well does it cost money like to use the to exer-
cise in the weight room or to uh to <unk> to go
swimming
use [juz] but uh they do still use plugs
use [juz] i use a couple of things from <unk> that it says
this is <unk> material
use [jus] which one do you feel is better since you use
them both
use [juz] and she thought that he would incorporate it and
use it in the business
use [juz] but i do n’t use them very much though
use [juz] and i use the <unk>
use [jus] i do n’t use a family budget
use [jus] i use one all day at work
use [juz] and you and it does a lot of things too that if you
if you do any kind of uh research or anything like
that where you have to uh use footnotes it is just
wonderful because it keeps track of all your foot-
notes
use [juz] so what do you use for <unk>
use [juz] uh i use to also take an <unk> class about three
days a week before work
use [juz] they would do that because at least somebody
was getting the money out of it you know that
was going to use it for good
use [juz] so that s an interesting alternative occasionally
that i like to use
use [juz] well they have safety features with each of the
explosives they use
use [juz] so the only thing that i use is soap
use [juz] if someone was out to get you i think that a com-
pany or a boss could use this
use [juz] and they um if they <unk> not going to use them
they <unk> give them to somebody else
use [juz] and they have to use sticks and rocks and stuff
like that to play with
use [juz] and so i it s a real difficult choice whether we
want <unk> cups to fill up our <unk> or uh china
cups to use up our water
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use [juz] or if she needed to wrap something for needed uh
sandwich paper or something she d use that
use [juz] they have chemicals that they use to refine their
flours with and stuff you know to to break the
flours down
use [juz] i always tell people that in the winter we use we
used to uh
use [juz] because they had n’t originally gotten um permis-
sion from him to use it
use [juz] and uh wait for an opportunity to use it
use [juz] and you weave intricate patterns and use different
colors
use [juz] but i use my p c there mostly for creating legal
documents
use [juz] oh the chinese use slave labor too
use [juz] uh what i <unk> gotten into more recently are the
tools to use them
use [juz] and they actually uh use their teeth to open oys-
ters
use [juz] our mothers used to use it
use [juz] the idea is to use their money
use [juz] but uh you know you learn something every time
you use it
use [juz] so uh does your husband ever use uh a laptop or
a notebook
use [juz] can you use that one for personal use
use [juz] so i use that
use [juz] so all the persecution that they <unk> sort of use
to it it s been sort of like you know
use [juz] it seems like uh even when they have consulted
day care centers that are quote unquote reputable
that are sort of like a chain if i can use that word
uh still you have to deal with the people that you
know happen to be operating it locally
use [juz] my husband and i use to walk together
use [juz] use that
use [juz] i use to work in one of the offices in a nursing
home
use [juz] we use it live in california
use [juz] i use to visualize my wife <unk>
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use [juz] but uh we use to have uh
use [juz] but we use to take all of the kids tobogganing and
ice skating and all of that kind of stuff
use [juz] i use to be i used to be like that
use [juz] but kentucky we use to have severe i mean just
real cold cold winters
use [juz] i use to have one
use [juz] and she use to work for a <unk> veterinarian
use [juz] well i use to exercise regularly
use [juz] i use
use [juz] uh i use to
use [juz] now to use
use [juz] well when when it use to be latin
use [juz] i did n’t use to
use [juz] it use to be like that
use [juz] i think i know a little more than i use to
use [juz] and and we always use to go out and hunt all the
time you know
use [juz] and uh i use to have to go over to patterson when
those riots were going on at sometimes
uses ["juz2z] well i know there there s got to be a lot of uses
uses ["juz2z] he always uses it to <unk> his lawn
uses ["juz2z] one of our our biggest electrical plants in rhode
island uses coal to uh generate electricity
uses ["jusIz] and he uses all of his special effects knowledge
in doing what needs to be done
uses ["jusIz] is that what he uses
uses ["jusIz] mostly my one sister uses hers for her children
you know children s games
uses ["jusIz] the uh swimming they say uses more muscles
than any other exercise with
uses ["jusIz] i mean right now uh i believe there are two poli-
cies that uh that the government uses to modulate
immigration
uses ["jusIz] i think flo ["rid]a still uses electric chair
uses ["jusIz] what kind of cloth uses that
uses ["jusIz] she she uh she uses it now uh my sister to
uses ["jusIz] and she uses it to compose and print out letters
uses ["jusIz] it s all she <unk> uses it for
uses ["juz2z] and he uses it for his school work
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wind [waInd] you know because you know because uh the
country s going to wind up paying for the treat-
ment of patients
wind [waInd] they <unk> come in and tell us that the switch-
board is full now and it s time for you to wind up
in the next thirty seconds or something like that
wind [waInd] it could really wind up
wind [waInd] uh when you get to be my age and you start abus-
ing your systems you get blown away and just
wind up having to kiss your ass good <unk> you
know
wind [waInd] and i always wind up getting under the hood and
finding out all the things that you know need to
be taken care of and so forth
wind [waInd] and you wind up waiting about an hour
wind [waInd] and uh i find if you <unk> not careful you wind
up uh a month or so staring those bills in the face
wind [waInd] we all need that time just some quiet time to wind
down from the day
wind [waInd] and a lot of times what i wind up doing is picking
say an actor or an actress and seeing like all
wind [waInd] because people that uh do n’t make very much
money wind up spending it all
wind [waInd] and they wind up back on the streets after five
years or six years or like the kid on the news
tonight out in mesquite who was out in six
months
wind [wInd] and so i wind up going out camping with uh a
bunch of boys at one time
wind [waInd] so i wind up with my getting money back on my
uh from my uh withholding
wind [waInd] uh well um first off we d probably wind up with
a a cat or maybe a puppy
wind [waInd] and uh still you wind up meeting people you uh
you never knew you were related to let alone
wind [waInd] but we have such an affluent a society society that
i wonder if if we took a little from here and there
and the other if we might wind up with a a cure
for just about everything
wind [waInd] and and it was a little bit hard to uh wind down
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wind [waInd] a a as soon as we wind up uh uh you know for
wind [wInd] you know it s going to wind up hurting your state
if all the other states are n’t doing it at the same
time
wind [waInd] and you know they <unk> they <unk> wind up
being good again
wind [waInd] what did you wind up with
wind [wInd] and during uh certain wind directions because we
get the uh gary indiana chicago pollution
wind [wInd] i ca n’t remember you know a day that i walked
out and the wind was n’t blowing
wind [wInd] couple of guys uh restored an old wooden boat
that was built back in the mid <unk> and got a
new canvas sail for it and had a real h big old four
foot center board that went down in the middle
to keep you upright when the waves or the wind
came from the side
wind [wInd] to learn the maneuvers you had to make to work
your way down a lake or work back up against
the the wind as it were tacking back and forth
wind [waInd] and we went to hear uh james wind ensemble
concert
wind [wInd] it depends which way the wind s blowing from
boston cause we <unk> like forty miles south of
boston
wind [wInd] what we do we have a weather station that we
get all of this information you know temperature
wind speed wind direction
wind [wInd] what we do we have a weather station that we
get all of this information you know temperature
wind speed wind direction
wind [wInd] and and the wind and the blowing snow and ev-
erything
wind [wInd] but i m sure i lot of it s filtered down enough to
the common folks that they have gotten wind of
what they <unk> missing out on
wind [wInd] i m reading the lion and the wind right now
wind [wInd] and uh the storm or the wind was due to the front
blowing
wind [wInd] and the wind came in from the north
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wind [wInd] i could do with a little less wind
wind [wInd] we <unk> had a lot of wind around here
wind [wInd] it s amazing to me because i have only lived in
dallas for three years and i can not believe that
the wind blows all the time
wind [wInd] and and the <unk> and a wind storm come and
knock it down
wind [wInd] but the the wind there has been so bad that i mean
they <unk> tried to plant grass
wind [wInd] the wind will take away a lot of body heat
wind [wInd] but then today the wind has dropped off and also
the temperature
wind [wInd] but uh if the wind comes basically from the south
it can be really bad
wind [waInd] but if you want to go wind suffering or diving or
swimming you have to wear a wet suit and a thick
wet suit at that because it s just extremely cold
wind [wInd] it it s kind of a thing where you get the hang of
it after a while you know uh just kind of get a
feel for the wind and how it works and and the
physics behind it
wind [wInd] i mean we <unk> talking you know forty five
fifty minutes for biking uh and sometimes longer
if you had adverse wind
winds [waIndz] apparently i i do n’t know if it was just the strong
winds or some small tornadoes up this way too
winds [waIndz] and she winds up being a a victim day after day
after day
winds [waIndz] but uh the guy winds up getting hurt every other
game
winds [waIndz] and it <unk> it was really funny it s uh that that
he winds up playing in the movie
winds [waIndz] first thing that comes to mind is some kind of
chain stitch because she starts and goes all the
way across you know back and forth until she
winds up with this big piece of of afghan
wound [waUnd] so wound up back about two hundred miles
aware away from where we started out
wound [waUnd] and uh our cats wound up getting fleas uh from
the apartment that we were in
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wound [waUnd] we wound up just choosing a another mennonite
nursing home that was easier to get into
wound [waUnd] so it s uh wound up that uh we <unk> the old
folks now
wound [waUnd] but the the interesting thing is that paint we
wound up having to go back and scrape some of
that away
wound [waUnd] and he <unk> he wound up pull
wound [waUnd] i wish uh it had started a long time ago is the
problem because we <unk> so wound up in the
in the system that we <unk> got that you know
trying to convert over
wound [waUnd] wound up in administration
wound [waUnd] but course it s one of these with a twist where it
looks like he s the one that wound up killing her
wound [wund] we wound up selling the house
wound [waUnd] we <unk> wound up sending in one
wound [waUnd] and so it kind of wound down
wound [waUnd] but neither of them wound up going over which i
think they were very happy for
Appendix H
34 WHD train split metadata
Table H.1: Final WHD train split counts & percentages
Homograph WHD IPA Sample ct Ttl % ttl
abuse /@"bju:s/ 72 80 90.0
abuse /@"bju:z/ 8 80 10.0
abuses /@"bju:s@z/ 66 80 82.5
abuses /@"bju:z@z/ 14 80 17.5
advocate /"ædv@k@t/ 66 80 82.5
advocate /"ædv@­keIt/ 14 80 17.5
alternate /"A:ltÄn@t/ 78 81 96.2
alternate /"A:ltÄneIt/ 3 81 3.70
approximate /@"pôA:ks@m@t/ 70 79 88.6
approximate /@"pôA:ks@­meIt/ 9 79 11.3
associate /@"soU­si:@t/ 70 80 87.5
associate /@"soU­si:­eIt/ 10 80 12.5
close /"kloUs/ 74 78 94.8
close /"kloUz/ 4 78 5.12
confines /"kA:n­faInz/ 62 80 77.5
confines /k@n"faInz/ 18 80 22.5
conflict /"kA:nfl@kt/ 77 79 97.4
conflict /k@n"flIkt/ 2 79 2.53
construct /"kA:n­stô2kt/ 8 80 10.0
construct /"k@n"stô2kt/ 72 80 90.0
content /k@n"tEnt/ 2 79 2.53
content /"kA:n­tEnt/ 77 79 97.4
contest /"kA:n­tEst/ 68 80 85.0
contest /k@n"tEst/ 12 80 15.0
convict /"kA:nv@kt/ 70 80 87.5
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convict /k@n"vIkt/ 10 80 12.5
degenerate /d@"ÃEnÄ@t/ 67 80 83.7
degenerate /d@"ÃEnÄ­eIt/ 13 80 16.2
delegate /"dEl@g@t/ 74 80 92.5
delegate /"dEl@­geIt/ 6 80 7.5
deliberate /d@"lIbÄ@t/ 76 78 97.4
deliberate /d@"lIbÄ­eIt/ 2 78 2.56
lead /"lEd/ 19 92 20.6
lead /"li:d/ 73 92 79.3
live /"laIv/ 49 79 62.0
live /"lIv/ 30 79 37.9
lives /"laIvz/ 30 81 37.0
lives /"lIvz/ 51 81 62.9
misuse /­mIs"ju:s/ 73 78 93.5
misuse /­mIs"ju:z/ 5 78 6.41
perfect /"pÄf@kt/ 76 80 95.0
perfect /pÄ"fEkt/ 4 80 5.0
pervert /"pÄvÄt/ 61 80 76.2
pervert /pÄ"vÄt/ 19 80 23.7
present /"pôEz@nt/ 73 80 91.2
present /­pôi:"zEnt/ 7 80 8.75
produce /"pôoU­du:s/ 6 80 7.5
produce /pô@"du:s/ 74 80 92.5
protest /"pôoU­tEst/ 72 80 90.0
protest /pô@"tEst/ 8 80 10.0
record /"ôEkÄd/ 70 80 87.5
record /ô@"kO:ôd/ 10 80 12.5
recount /"ôi:­kaUnt/ 58 80 72.5
recount /­ôi:"kaUnt/ 22 80 27.5
separate /"sEpÄ@t/ 75 80 93.7
separate /"sEpÄ­eIt/ 5 80 6.25
supplement /"s2pl@m@nt/ 53 79 67.0
supplement /"s2pl@­mEnt/ 26 79 32.9
suspect /"s2s­pEkt/ 58 80 72.5
suspect /s@s"pEkt/ 22 80 27.5
upset /"2p­sEt/ 58 80 72.5
upset /­2p"sEt/ 22 80 27.5
uses /"ju:s@z/ 10 80 12.5
uses /"ju:z@z/ 70 80 87.5
wind /"wInd/ 75 79 94.9
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wind /"waInd/ 4 79 5.06
winds /"wIndz/ 73 77 94.8
winds /"waIndz/ 4 77 5.19
Appendix I
34 WHD dev split metadata
Table I.1: Final WHD dev split counts & percentages
Homograph WHD IPA Sample ct Ttl % ttl
abuse /@"bju:s/ 9 10 90.0
abuse /@"bju:z/ 1 10 10.0
abuses /@"bju:s@z/ 8 10 80.0
abuses /@"bju:z@z/ 2 10 20.0
advocate /"ædv@k@t/ 8 10 80.0
advocate /"ædv@­keIt/ 2 10 20.0
alternate /"A:ltÄn@t/ 10 11 90.9
alternate /"A:ltÄneIt/ 1 11 9.09
approximate /@"pôA:ks@m@t/ 9 10 90.0
approximate /@"pôA:s@­meIt/ 1 10 10.0
associate /@"soU­si:@t/ 9 10 90.0
associate /@"soU­si:eIt/ 1 10 10.0
close /"kloUs/ 10 11 90.9
close /"kloUz/ 1 11 9.09
confines /"kA:n­faInz/ 8 10 80.0
confines /k@n"faInz/ 2 10 20.0
conflict /"kA:nfl@kt/ 10 11 90.9
conflict /k@n"flIkt/ 1 11 9.09
construct construct_nou 1 10 10.0
construct /k@n"stô2kt/ 9 10 90.0
content /k@n"tEnt/ 1 11 9.09
content /"kA:n­tEnt/ 10 11 90.9
contest /"kA:n­tEst/ 8 10 80.0
contest /k@n"tEst/ 2 10 20.0
convict /"kA:nv@kt/ 9 10 90.0
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Homograph WHD IPA Sample ct Ttl % ttl
convict /k@n"vIkt/ 1 10 10.0
degenerate /d@"ÃEnÄ@t/ 8 10 80.0
degenerate /d@"ÃEnÄ­eIt/ 2 10 20.0
delegate /"dEl@g@t/ 9 10 90.0
delegate /"dEl@­geIt/ 1 10 10.0
deliberate /d@"lIbÄ@t/ 10 11 90.9
deliberate /d@"lIbÄ­eIt/ 1 11 9.09
lead /"lEd/ 2 11 18.1
lead /"li:d/ 9 11 81.8
live /"laIv/ 6 10 60.0
live /"lIv/ 4 10 40.0
lives /"laIvz/ 4 10 40.0
lives /"lIvz/ 6 10 60.0
misuse /­mIs"ju:s/ 9 10 90.0
misuse /­mIs"ju:z/ 1 10 10.0
perfect /"pÄf@kt/ 10 11 90.9
perfect /pÄ"fEkt/ 1 11 9.09
pervert /"pÄvÄt/ 8 10 80.0
pervert /pÄ"vÄt/ 2 10 20.0
present /"pôEz@nt/ 9 10 90.0
present /­pôi:"zEnt/ 1 10 10.0
produce /pô@"du:s/ 1 10 10.0
produce /"pôoU­du:s/ 9 10 90.0
protest /"pôoU­tEst/ 9 10 90.0
protest /pô@"tEst/ 1 10 10.0
record /"ôEkÄd/ 9 10 90.0
record /ô@"kO:ôd/ 1 10 10.0
recount /"ôi:­kaUnt/ 7 10 70.0
recount /­ôi:"kaUnt/ 3 10 30.0
separate /"sEpÄ@t/ 10 11 90.9
separate /"sEpÄ­eIt/ 1 11 9.09
supplement /"s2pl@m@nt/ 6 10 60.0
supplement /"s2pl@­mEnt/ 4 10 40.0
suspect /"s2s­pEkt/ 8 10 80.0
suspect /s@s"pEkt/ 2 10 20.0
upset /"2p­sEt/ 7 9 77.7
upset /­2p"sEt/ 2 9 22.2
uses /"ju:s@z/ 2 10 20.0
uses /"ju:z@z/ 8 10 80.0
wind /"wInd/ 10 11 90.9
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Homograph WHD IPA Sample ct Ttl % ttl
wind /"waInd/ 1 11 9.09
winds /"wIndz/ 9 10 90.0
winds /"waIndz/ 1 10 10.0
Appendix J
34 WHD test split metadata
Table J.1: 34 WHD test split counts & percentages
Homograph WHD IPA Sample ct Ttl % ttl
abuse /@"bju:s/ 9 10 90.0
abuse /@"bju:z/ 1 10 10.0
abuses /@"bju:s@z/ 9 10 90.0
abuses /@"bju:z@z/ 1 10 10.0
advocate /"ædv@k@t/ 9 10 90.0
advocate /"ædv@­keIt/ 1 10 10.0
alternate /"A:ltÄn@t/ 9 10 90.0
alternate /"A:ltÄneIt/ 1 10 10.0
approximate /@"pôA:ks@m@t/ 9 10 90.0
approximate /@"pôA:ks@­meIt/ 1 10 10.0
associate /@"soU­si:@t/ 9 10 90.0
associate /@"soU­si:­eIt/ 1 10 10.0
close /"kloUs/ 9 10 90.0
close /"kloUz/ 1 10 10.0
confines /"kA:n­faInz/ 7 9 77.7
confines /k@n"faInz/ 2 9 22.2
conflict /"kA:nfl@kt/ 9 10 90.0
conflict /k@n"flIkt/ 1 10 10.0
construct /"kA:n­stô2kt/ 1 10 10.0
construct /"k@n"stô2kt/ 9 10 90.0
content /k@n"tEnt/ 1 10 10.0
content /"kA:n­tEnt/ 9 10 90.0
contest /"kA:n­tEst/ 9 10 90.0
contest /k@n"tEst/ 1 10 10.0
convict /"kA:nv@kt/ 9 10 90.0
Continued on next page
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Table J.1: Final WHD test split counts and percentages
Homograph WHD IPA Sample ct Ttl % ttl
convict /k@n"vIkt/ 1 10 10.0
degenerate /d@"ÃEnÄ@t/ 9 10 90.0
degenerate /d@"ÃEnÄ­eIt/ 1 10 10.0
delegate /"dEl@g@t/ 9 10 90.0
delegate /"dEl@­geIt/ 1 10 10.0
deliberate /d@"lIbÄ@t/ 9 10 90.0
deliberate /d@"lIbÄ­eIt/ 1 10 10.0
lead /"lEd/ 3 12 25.0
lead /"li:d/ 9 12 75.0
live /"laIv/ 6 9 66.6
live /"lIv/ 3 9 33.3
lives /"laIvz/ 3 10 30.0
lives /"lIvz/ 7 10 70.0
misuse /­mIs"ju:s/ 9 10 90.0
misuse /­mIs"ju:z/ 1 10 10.0
perfect /"pÄf@kt/ 9 10 90.0
perfect /pÄ"fEkt/ 1 10 10.0
pervert /"pÄvÄt/ 7 10 70.0
pervert /pÄ"vÄt/ 3 10 30.0
present /"pôEz@nt/ 9 10 90.0
present /­pôi:"zEnt/ 1 10 10.0
produce /"pôoU­du:s/ 1 10 10.0
produce /pô@"du:s/ 9 10 90.0
protest /"pôoU­tEst/ 9 10 90.0
protest /pô@"tEst/ 1 10 10.0
record /"ôEkÄd/ 9 10 90.0
record /ô@"kO:ôd/ 1 10 10.0
recount /"ôi:­kaUnt/ 7 10 70.0
recount /­ôi:"kaUnt/ 3 10 30.0
separate /"sEpÄ@t/ 9 10 90.0
separate /"sEpÄ­eIt/ 1 10 10.0
supplement /"s2pl@m@nt/ 7 10 70.0
supplement /"s2pl@­mEnt/ 3 10 30.0
suspect /"s2s­pEkt/ 7 10 70.0
suspect /s@s"pEkt/ 3 10 30.0
upset /"2p­sEt/ 7 10 70.0
upset /­2p"sEt/ 3 10 30.0
uses /"ju:s@z/ 1 10 10.0
uses /"ju:z@z/ 9 10 90.0
wind /"wInd/ 9 10 90.0
Continued on next page
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Table J.1: Final WHD test split counts and percentages
Homograph WHD IPA Sample ct Ttl % ttl
wind /"waInd/ 1 10 10.0
winds /"wIndz/ 9 10 90.0
winds /"waIndz/ 1 10 10.0
Appendix K
34 WHD augmented train split metadata
Table K.1: 34 WHD augmented train split counts & percentages
Homograph WHD IPA Sample ct Ttl % ttl
abuse /@"bju:s/ 72 89 80.8
abuse /@"bju:z/ 17 89 19.1
abuses /@"bju:s@z/ 66 81 81.4
abuses /@"bju:z@z/ 15 81 18.5
advocate /"ædv@k@t/ 66 111 59.4
advocate /"ædv@­keIt/ 45 111 40.5
alternate /"A:ltÄn@t/ 78 82 95.1
alternate /"A:ltÄneIt/ 4 82 4.87
approximate /@"pôA:ks@m@t/ 70 80 87.5
approximate /@"pôA:ks@­meIt/ 10 80 12.5
associate /@"soU­si:@t/ 70 87 80.4
associate /@"soU­si:­eIt/ 17 87 19.5
close /"kloUs/ 74 187 39.5
close /"kloUz/ 113 187 60.4
confines /"kA:n­faInz/ 62 85 72.9
confines /k@n"faInz/ 23 85 27.0
conflict /"kA:nfl@kt/ 77 93 82.7
conflict /k@n"flIkt/ 16 93 17.2
construct /"kA:n­stô2kt/ 13 85 15.2
construct /"k@n"stô2kt/ 72 85 84.7
content /k@n"tEnt/ 3 80 3.75
content /"kA:n­tEnt/ 77 80 96.2
contest /"kA:n­tEst/ 68 91 74.7
contest /k@n"tEst/ 23 91 25.2
convict /"kA:nv@kt/ 70 81 86.4
Continued on next page
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Table K.1: Final WHD augmented train counts & percentages
Homograph WHD IPA Sample ct Ttl % ttl
convict /k@n"vIkt/ 11 81 13.5
degenerate /d@"ÃEnÄ@t/ 67 90 74.4
degenerate /d@"ÃEnÄ­eIt/ 23 90 25.5
delegate /"dEl@g@t/ 74 86 86.0
delegate /"dEl@­geIt/ 12 86 13.9
deliberate /d@"lIbÄ@t/ 76 79 96.2
deliberate /d@"lIbÄ­eIt/ 3 79 3.79
lead /"lEd/ 34 107 31.7
lead /"li:d/ 73 107 68.2
live /"laIv/ 49 209 23.4
live /"lIv/ 160 209 76.5
lives /"laIvz/ 110 161 68.3
lives /"lIvz/ 51 161 31.6
misuse /­mIs"ju:s/ 73 82 89.0
misuse /­mIs"ju:z/ 9 82 10.9
perfect /"pÄf@kt/ 76 81 93.8
perfect /pÄ"fEkt/ 5 81 6.17
pervert /"pÄvÄt / 61 82 74.3
pervert /pÄ"vÄt/ 21 82 25.6
present /"pôEz@nt/ 73 170 42.9
present /­pôi:"zEnt/ 97 170 57.0
produce /"pôoU­du:s/ 55 129 42.6
produce /pô@"du:s/ 74 129 57.3
protest /"pôoU­tEst/ 72 132 54.5
protest /pô@"tEst/ 60 132 45.4
record /"ôEkÄd/ 70 86 81.3
record /ô@"kO:ôd/ 16 86 18.6
recount /"ôi:­kaUnt/ 58 83 69.8
recount /­ôi:"kaUnt/ 25 83 30.1
separate /"sEpÄ@t/ 75 81 92.5
separate /"sEpÄ­eIt/ 6 81 7.40
supplement /"s2pl@m@nt/ 53 103 51.4
supplement /"s2pl@­mEnt/ 50 103 48.5
suspect /"s2s­pEkt/ 58 106 54.7
suspect /s@s"pEkt/ 48 106 45.2
upset /"2p­sEt/ 58 83 69.8
upset /­2p"sEt/ 25 83 30.1
uses /"ju:s@z/ 21 91 23.0
uses /"ju:z@z/ 70 91 76.9
wind /"wInd/ 75 83 90.3
Continued on next page
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Table K.1: Final WHD augmented train counts & percentages
Homograph WHD IPA Sample ct Ttl % ttl
wind /"waInd/ 8 83 9.63
winds /"wIndz/ 73 81 90.1
winds /"waIndz/ 8 81 9.87
Appendix L
34-homograph models’ micro & balanced
accuracy
34 homograph-restricted models’ micro and balanced accuracy scores on test set. Change in balanced
accuracy between models trained on WHD data only and models trained on WHD data augmented with







LR_WHD 93.52 81.23 -
LR_AUG 93.52 86.46 5.23
ALBERT_WHD 95.05 85.84 -
ALBERT_AUG 96.55 93.37 7.53
BERT_WHD 97.05 92.08 -
BERT_AUG 96.17 94.02 1.94
XLNet_WHD 97.05 91.17 -
XLNet_AUG 97.35 95.89 4.72
Table L.1: 34-homograph models’ micro and balanced accuracy. Change in balanced accuracy.
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Appendix M
Token classifier model configuration JSONs
Listing 1 provides the hyperparameters shared across all transformer models trained on the final and Europarl-
augmented WHD data in this work. Listing 2 contains the configuration JSON for a 69 multiclass BERT
token/homograph pronunciation classification model trained for four epochs in this research. Listing 3
contains the configuration JSON for a 69 multiclass XLNet token/homograph pronunciation classification
model trained for four epochs in this research. Listing 4 contains the configuration JSON for a 69 multiclass
ALBERT token/homograph pronunciation classification model trained for four epochs in this research. The








Listing 1: Hyperparameters shared across all BERT, ALBERT, and XLNet models
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Listing 2: Multiclass Bert token classification model configuration JSON
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1 XLNetConfig {



































Listing 3: Multiclass XLNet token classification model configuration JSON








































Listing 4: Multiclass ALBERT token classification model configuration JSON
Appendix N
AP semi-automated label imputation results
Table N.1 contains the sample counts for each of the homograph and aligned token pairs for which labels
are applied in the OHPAS-based, Alignment-to-Pronunciation (AP) semi-automated imputation process.
Table N.1: Imputed label counts
homograph fr_align wordid imputed label ct
abuse abus /@"bju:s/ 76
abuse abusent /@"bju:s/ 5
abuse abuser /@"bju:z/ 9
abuse abusif /@"bju:s/ 3
abuse maltraitance /@"bju:s/ 1
abuse toxicomanie /@"bju:s/ 3
abuse utilisation /@"bju:s/ 6
abuse violation /@"bju:s/ 3
abuse violations /@"bju:s/ 4
abuse violences /@"bju:s/ 1
abuses abus /@"bju:s@z/ 23
abuses profite /@"bju:z@z/ 1
abuses violation /@"bju:s@z/ 1
abuses violations /@"bju:s@z/ 13
advocate avocat /"ædv@k@t/ 2
advocate défendent /"ædv@­keIt/ 2
advocate défendons /"ædv@­keIt/ 3
advocate défendre /"ædv@­keIt/ 6
advocate faveur /"ædv@­keIt/ 5
advocate partisane /"ædv@­keIt/ 1
advocate plaident /"ædv@­keIt/ 1
advocate propose /"ædv@­keIt/ 2
advocate préconise /"ædv@­keIt/ 4
advocate préconiser /"ædv@­keIt/ 2
advocate prônent /"ædv@­keIt/ 3
advocate recommande /"ædv@­keIt/ 2
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advocate souhaite /"ædv@­keIt/ 1
affect affecte /@"fEkt/ 5
affect affectent /@"fEkt/ 25
affect affecter /@"fEkt/ 7
affect affectera /@"fEkt/ 14
affect affecterait /@"fEkt/ 3
affect concerne /@"fEkt/ 7
affect concernent /@"fEkt/ 7
affect concerner /@"fEkt/ 4
affect impact /@"fEkt/ 2
affect influer /@"fEkt/ 3
affect ont /@"fEkt/ 2
affect touchent /@"fEkt/ 22
affect toucher /@"fEkt/ 3
aged ans /eIÃd/ 5
aged de /eIÃd/ 10
aged âgées /eIÃd/ 1
aged âgés /eIÃd/ 3
alternate alternerai /"A:ltÄneIt/ 1
analyses analyse /@"næl@­si:z/ 11
analyses analyses /@"næl@­si:z/ 64
approximate rapprocher /@"pôA:ks@­meIt/ 1
approximate uniformiser /@"p ôA:ks@m@t/ 1
associate associe /@"soU­si:­eIt/ 1
associate associer /@"soU­si:­eIt/ 4
associate associons /@"soU­si:­eIt/ 1
associate associé /@"soU­si:­@t/ 1
associate associés /@"soU­si:­@t/ 1
associate partage /@"soU­si:­eIt/ 1
celtic celtique /"kElt@k/ 3
close arrêter /"kloUz/ 2
close attentif /"kloUs/ 3
close clore /"kloUz/ 10
close clôture /"kloUz/ 5
close conclure /"kloUz/ 36
close conclus /"kloUz/ 1
close fermer /"kloUz/ 44
close proche /"kloUs/ 33
close proches /"kloUs/ 25
close près /"kloUs/ 33
close terminant /"kloUz/ 2
close terminer /"kloUz/ 13
close étroite /"kloUs/ 77
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combine associer /k@m"baIn/ 6
combine combiner /k@m"baIn/ 27
combine concilier /k@m"baIn/ 1
combine conjuguent /k@m"baIn/ 1
combine joindre /k@m"baIn/ 2
combine unir /k@m"baIn/ 4
compound composés /"kA:m­paUnd/ 1
confines borne /k@n"faInz/ 2
confines contente /k@n"faInz/ 1
confines limite /k@n"faInz/ 2
confines limites /"kA:n­faInz/ 2
conflict conflit /"kA:nfl@kt/ 393
conflict conflits /"kA:nfl@kt/ 84
conflict contradiction /"k@n"flIkt/ 14
conflict polémique /"kA:nfl@kt/ 1
construct bâtir /"k@n"stô2kt/ 3
construct construction /"kA:n­stô2kt/ 5
construct construire /"k@n"stô2kt/ 16
construct construisent /"k@n"stô2kt/ 1
construct construisons /"k@n"stô2kt/ 1
construct mettre /"k@n"stô2kt/ 1
construct élaborer /"k@n"stô2kt/ 1
content contentée /k@n"tEnt/ 1
content contenu /"kA:n­tEnt/ 276
content contenus /"kA:n­tEnt/ 32
content fond /"kA:n­tEnt/ 21
content teneur /"kA:n­tEnt/ 25
contest combat /"kA:n­tEst/ 1
contest concours /"kA:n­tEst/ 1
contest conteste /k@n"tEst/ 2
contest contestent /k@n"tEst/ 3
contest contester /k@n"tEst/ 4
contest contestés /k@n"tEst/ 1
contest contredire /k@n"tEst/ 1
convert convertir /k@n"vÄt/ 5
convert traduire /k@n"vÄt/ 2
convert transformer /k@n"vÄt/ 7
convict juger /k@n"vIkt/ 1
correlate lier /"kO:ô@­leIt/ 1
defect atout /"di:­fEkt/ 1
defect défaut /"di:­fEkt/ 2
degenerate dégénère /d@"ÃEnÄ­eIt/ 3
degenerate dégénérer /d@"ÃEnÄ­eIt/ 6
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degenerate dégénérera /d@"ÃEnÄ­eIt/ 1
delegate confier /"dEl@­geIt/ 1
delegate délèguent /"dEl@­geIt/ 1
delegate déléguer /"dEl@­geIt/ 3
delegate délégué /"dEl@g@t/ 5
delegate déléguée /"dEl@g@t/ 3
delegate oser /"dEl@­geIt/ 1
deliberate délibérée /d@"lIbÄ@t/ 8
deliberate délibérément /d@"lIbÄ@t/ 1
deliberate délibérés /d@"lIbÄ@t/ 1
deliberate pencher /d@"lIbÄ­eIt/ 1
diagnoses diagnostics /­daI@g"noU­si:z/ 1
diagnoses observations /­daI@g"noU­si:z/ 1
invite invite /@n"vaIt/ 27
invite inviter /@n"vaIt/ 27
invite inviterais /@n"vaIt/ 1
invite invitez /@n"vaIt/ 1
invite invité /@n"vaIt/ 1
invite invités /@n"vaIt/ 1
isolate isoler /"aIs@l@t/ 11
lead amener /"li:d/ 10
lead apporter /"li:d/ 1
lead conduira /"li:d/ 19
lead conduiraient /"li:d/ 3
lead conduirait /"li:d/ 10
lead conduire /"li:d/ 74
lead conduisent /"li:d/ 7
lead direction /"li:d/ 1
lead débouche /"li:d/ 3
lead déboucher /"li:d/ 17
lead déboucherait /"li:d/ 1
lead engendrent /"li:d/ 2
lead engendrer /"li:d/ 6
lead entraînent /"li:d/ 6
lead entraîner /"li:d/ 31
lead entraînera /"li:d/ 15
lead entraînerait /"li:d/ 14
lead générer /"li:d/ 1
lead mener /"li:d/ 48
lead mène /"li:d/ 5
lead mènent /"li:d/ 13
lead mèneront /"li:d/ 4
lead permettre /"li:d/ 11
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lead plomb /"lEd/ 15
lead pousser /"li:d/ 1
learned apprendre /"lÄnd/ 3
learned appris /"lÄnd/ 46
learned sais /"lÄnd/ 2
live direct /"laIv/ 5
live habitent /"lIv/ 8
live respect /"lIv/ 2
live vivent /"lIv/ 107
live vivons /"lIv/ 59
live vivre /"lIv/ 139
lives vie /"laIvz/ 195
lives vies /"laIvz/ 102
lives vit /"lIvz/ 13
lives vivent /"lIvz/ 2
minute minute /"mIn@t/ 102
minute minutes /"mIn@t/ 2
minute moment /"mIn@t/ 3
misuse abus /­mIs"ju:s/ 4
misuse abuser /­mIs"ju:z/ 3
misuse détourner /­mIs"ju:z/ 1
mobile mobile /­moUb@l/ 27
mobile mobiles /­moUb@l/ 40
mobile portable /­moUb@l/ 2
overthrow renverser /­oUvÄ"TôoU/ 1
perfect mettre /pÄ"fEkt/ 1
perfect parfait /"pÄf@kt/ 23
perfect parfaite /"pÄf@kt/ 18
perfect parfaitement /"pÄf@kt/ 4
perfect parfaites /"pÄf@kt/ 4
perfect parfaits /"pÄf@kt/ 4
perfect tout /"pÄf@kt/ 3
perfume parfums /"pÄ­fju:m/ 1
pervert pervertir /pÄ"vÄt/ 1
pervert pervertit /pÄ"vÄt/ 1
polish pologne /"poUl@S/ 4
polish polonais /"poUl@S/ 98
polish polonaise /"poUl@S/ 32
present actuel /"pôEz@nt/ 84
present actuelle /"pôEz@nt/ 180
present actuellement /"pôEz@nt/ 157
present actuels /"pôEz@nt/ 30
present aujourd’hui /"pôEz@nt/ 39
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present heure /"pôEz@nt/ 123
present jour /"pôEz@nt/ 5
present moment /"pôEz@nt/ 39
present présence /"pôEz@nt/ 12
present présent /"pôEz@nt/ 131
present présente /"pôEz@nt/ 100
present présentent /­pôi:"zEnt/ 10
present présenter /­pôi:"zEnt/ 220
present présentera /­pôi:"zEnt/ 44
present présentes /"pôEz@nt/ 22
present présents /"pôEz@nt/ 75
produce aboutir /pôE"du:s/ 1
produce créer /pô@"du:s/ 5
produce mettre /pô@"du:s/ 9
produce production /"pôoU­du:s/ 18
produce produira /pô@"du:s/ 6
produce produire /pô@"du:s/ 122
produce produise /pô@"du:s/ 7
produce produisent /pô@"du:s/ 23
produce produisons /pô@"du:s/ 14
produce produits /"pôoU­du:s/ 31
produce soumettre /pô@"du:s/ 1
produce élaborer /pô@"du:s/ 10
progress actions /"pôA:­gôEs/ 1
progress avancées /"pôA:­gôEs/ 58
progress cours /"pôA:­gôEs/ 30
progress progress /"pôA:­gôEs/ 27
progress progresse /"pôA:­gôEs/ 10
progress progresser /"pôA:­gôEs/ 108
progress progrès /"pôA:­gôEs/ 1067
protest manifestation /"pôoU­tEst/ 4
protest manifestations /"pôoU­tEst/ 1
protest manifester /pô@"tEst/ 1
protest protestation /"pôoU­tEst/ 23
protest protestations /"pôoU­tEst/ 9
protest proteste /pô@"tEst/ 7
protest protester /pô@"tEst/ 38
protest protestons /pô@"tEst/ 6
reading lecture /"ôi:d@N/ 551
rebel rebelle /"ôEb@l/ 1
rebel rebelles /"ôEb@l/ 16
record constat /"ôEkÄd/ 1
record procès-verbal /"ôEkÄd/ 10
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record rappeler /ô@"kO:ôd/ 6
record record /"ôEkÄd/ 17
record records /"ôEkÄd/ 2
record registre /"ôEkÄd/ 3
recount narrer /­ôi:"kaUnt/ 1
recount présenter /­ôi:"kaUnt/ 1
recount recompter /­ôi:"kaUnt/ 1
refund restitution /"ôi:­f2nd/ 1
refuse refus /ô@"fju:z/ 5
refuse refuse /ô@"fju:z/ 20
refuse refusent /ô@"fju:z/ 24
refuse refuser /ô@"fju:z/ 46
refuse refuseront /ô@"fju:z/ 2
refuse refusons /ô@"fju:z/ 16
reject contre /ô@"ÃEkt/ 5
reject refuse /ô@"ÃEkt/ 13
reject refuser /ô@"ÃEkt/ 13
reject rejet /ô@"ÃEkt/ 15
reject rejeter /ô@"ÃEkt/ 101
reject rejetons /ô@"ÃEkt/ 59
reject rejette /ô@"ÃEkt/ 51
reject rejettent /ô@"ÃEkt/ 19
reject repousser /ô@"ÃEkt/ 5
resume reprendra /ô@"zu:m/ 9
resume reprendre /ô@"zu:m/ 22
resume reprendrons /ô@"zu:m/ 3
resume reprenne /ô@"zu:m/ 3
resume repris /ô@"zu:m/ 1
resume reprise /ô@"zu:m/ 3
resume retrouver /ô@"zu:m/ 1
sake bien /"seIk/ 17
sake but /"seIk/ 2
sake nom /"seIk/ 18
sake plaisir /"seIk/ 1
sake raisons /"seIk/ 1
sake souci /"seIk/ 12
separate différent /"sEpÄ@t/ 1
separate distinct /"sEpÄ@t/ 11
separate distincte /"sEpÄ@t/ 9
separate distinctes /"sEpÄ@t/ 7
separate distinguer /"sEpÄ@t/ 2
separate spécifique /"sEpÄ@t/ 1
separate sépare /"sEpÄ­eIt/ 1
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separate séparé /"sEpÄ@t/ 27
separate séparée /"sEpÄ@t/ 12
separate séparés /"sEpÄ@t/ 13
sow mûrir /"soU/ 2
sow plantent /"soU/ 1
sow semer /"soU/ 1
sow sèmerons /"soU/ 1
subordinate subordination /s@"bO:ôd@n@t/ 1
subordinate subordonner /s@"bO:ôd@n@t/ 2
subordinate subordonné /s@"bO:ôd@n@t/ 1
subordinate subordonnés /s@"bO:ôd@n@t/ 1
supplement complète /"s2pl@­mEnt/ 1
supplement complètent /"s2pl@­mEnt/ 4
supplement complément /"s2pl@m@nt/ 9
supplement compléter /"s2pl@­mEnt/ 19
supplement supplément /"s2pl@m@nt/ 1
suspect crois /s@s"pEkt/ 1
suspect pense /s@s"pEkt/ 8
suspect penser /s@s"pEkt/ 1
suspect soupçonne /s@s"pEkt/ 12
suspect soupçonnent /s@s"pEkt/ 1
suspect soupçonner /s@s"pEkt/ 1
suspect soupçonnons /s@s"pEkt/ 1
suspect soupçons /s@s"pEkt/ 1
suspect suspecte /"s2s­pEkt/ 1
tear déchirer /"tEô/ 2
transplant transplantation /­tôæns"fO:ôm/ 4
transplant transplantations /"tôæns­plænt/ 1
transport transport /"tôæns­plænt/ 712
transport transports /"tôæns­plænt/ 556
upset bouleverser /­2p"sEt/ 2
upset contrarié /"2p­sEt/ 1
upset perturber /­2p"sEt/ 1
uses fait /"ju:z@z/ 3
uses usages /"ju:s@z/ 1
uses utilisations /"ju:s@z/ 10
uses utilise /"ju:z@z/ 31
uses utilisent /"ju:z@z/ 1
uses utilisé /"ju:z@z/ 1
wind clore /"waInd/ 3
wind clôturer /"waInd/ 1
wind vent /"wInd/ 24
winds arrive /"waIndz/ 1
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winds clôturera /"waIndz/ 2
winds finissent /"waIndz/ 1
winds vent /"wIndz/ 3
winds vents /"wIndz/ 7
wound blessure /"wu:nd/ 2
wound coup /"wu:nd/ 1
wound plaie /"wu:nd/ 2
Appendix O
Europarl human-labeled alignments with
counts
Table O.1: Human-labeled alignment, unique aligned token counts & sample counts










abuse /@"bju:z/ abuser, abuseront 2 2
abuses /@"bju:s@z/ abus, abusif, excès, fraudes, per-
versions, sévices, violation, vio-
lations
8 23
abuses /@"bju:z@z/ profite 1 1
advocate /"ædv@k@t/ avocat, défendu, partisane,
représentant
4 6







affect /@"fEkt/ affecte, affectée, affectent, af-
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aged /eIÃd/ âgé, âgées, âgés, ans, de, vieilli 6 15
aged /"eIÃId/ âgée, anciens, vieilles 3 3
aggregate /"ægô@g@t/ agrégat, ensemble, globalement,
globales, somme, tenant, une
7 9
aggregate /"ægô@­geIt/ centralisent 1 1
alternate /"A:ltÄn@t/ alternatifs, alternatives, sup-
pléant
3 6





analyses /@"næl@­si:z/ analyses, études 3 31
analyses /"æn@­laIz@z/ analyse, examine 2 4





approximate /@"pôA:ks@­meIt/ harmonisation, opérer, procéder,
rapprochement, rapprocher
5 16
associate /@"soU­si:@t/ alliée, associé, associés 3 9





bass /"bæs / bar, bars, loups 3 5
buffet /"b2f@t/ secouer 1 1
celtic /"kElt@k/ celte, celtes, celtique 3 27
celtic /"sElt@k/ celtic 1 2
close /"kloUs/ attentif, auprès, étroite, gros,
haute, près, proche, proches
8 20
close /"kloUz/ arrêter, clore, clôture, conclure,
conclus, fermer, terminant, ter-
miner
8 11
combine /k@m"baIn/ associe, associer, combiner,
commune, compatible, con-
cilier, conjuguent, joindre,
mêler, réunir, unir, unissions
12 30
compound /"kA:m­paUnd/ composant, composé, composés,
composition, produit
5 18
compound /k@m"paUnd/ aggravons, exacerber 2 2
compress /k@m"pôEs/ condenser, réduire 2 3
confines /"kA:n­faInz/ bornes, cadre, enceinte, fron-
tières, intérieur, limites
6 12
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confines /k@n"faInz/ borne, bornent, confine, con-
tente, limite, renferme
6 15
conflict /"kA:nfl@kt/ conflit, conflits, polémique 3 36
conflict /k@n"flIkt/ contradiction 1 1
conjugate /"kA:nÃ@­geIt/ conjuguer 1 1
conscript /"kA:n­skôIpt/ caporal, conscrits 2 2
conscript /k@n"skôIpt/ enrôler 1 1
construct /"kA:n­stô2kt/ construction 1 5




content /k@n"tEnt/ contentée 1 1
content /"kA:n­tEnt/ contenu, contenus, fond, lecture,
teneur
5 33
contest /"kA:n­tEst/ bataille, combat, concours, con-
flit, consultation, contest, match
7 11




converse /"kA:nvÄs/ inverse, inverses 2 5
converse /k@n"vÄs/ converser, dialoguer, entretenir,
entretiendrez
4 4






convict /k@n"vIkt/ abattent, condamner, con-
damnons, confondre, juger
5 17




defect /"di:­fEkt/ anomalie, atout, carence, défail-
lance, défaut, défauts, erreur,
faute, problème, vice
10 24
degenerate /d@"ÃEnÄ@t/ dégénérée, perverses 2 2
degenerate /d@"ÃEnÄ­eIt/ débouche, dégénère, dégénèrent,
dégénérer, dégénérera, dégénér-
erait, engendrer, réduise, trans-
former
9 24
delegate /"dEl@g@t/ délégué, déléguée, député,
députés, émissaire
5 10
delegate /"dEl@­geIt/ confier, décider, délèguent,
déléguer, déléguons, oser
6 18
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deliberate /d@"lIbÄ­eIt/ débattions, pencher, prononcent 3 3
diagnoses /­daI@g"noU­si:z/ diagnostic, diagnostics, observa-
tions
3 23
diagnoses /­daI@g"noU­si:z/ diagnostique 1 1
invite /@n"vaIt/ invite, invité, inviter, inviterais,
inviterons, invités, invitez
7 18
isolate /"aIs@­leIt/ isole, isolé, isolée, isoler, isolons 5 36
lead /"lEd/ plomb 1 1









mènent, mener, mèneront, mon-
tre, moteur, permettre, pousse,
pousser
33 41
learned /"lÄnd/ améliorée, apprenant, appren-
dre, apprenons, appris, assimilé,
sais
7 23
live /"laIv/ direct 1 1
live /"lIv/ cohabiter, habitent, respect,
vivent, vivons, vivre
6 18
lives /"laIvz/ vie, vies 2 30
minute /"mIn@t/ minute, minutes, moment, pos-
selt
4 32
misuse /­mIs"ju:s/ abus 1 9
misuse /­mIs"ju:z/ abuser, détourner 2 4
mobile ­moUb@l/ mobile, mobiles, portable, voya-
gent
4 28
ornament /"O:ôn@m@nt/ lubie 1 1
overthrow /"oUvÄ­TôoU/ disparition, engourdissement,
renversé, renversement
4 7
overthrow /­oUvÄ"TôoU/ bâtir, renverser, vaincre 3 16
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perfect /pÄ"fEkt/ compléter, mettre 2 2
perfume /"pÄ­fju:m/ parfum, parfumantes, parfums 3 11




polish /"pA:l@S/ polir 1 1
polish /"poUl@S/ pologne, polonais, polonaise 3 6
postulate /"pA:sÙ@l@t/ postulat 1 2
postulate /"pA:sÙ@­leIt/ considérons, posez, postuler,
préconiser
4 5
present /"pôEz@nt/ actuel, actuelle, actuellement,




present /­pôi:"zEnt/ citerai, présentent, présenter,
présentera, rend
5 14
produce /"pôoU­du:s/ production, produits 2 3
produce /pô@"du:s/ aboutir, appliquer, créer, éla-
borer, mettre, produira, pro-
duire, produise, produisent, pro-
duisons, soumettre
11 28
progress /pôA:­gôEs/ actions, avancées, changements,
cours, progrès, progress, pro-
gresse, progresser
8 42
progress /pô@"gôEs/ orienter 1 1




protest /pô@"tEst/ manifester, proteste, protester,
protestons
4 17
reading /ôi:d@N/ lecture 1 37
rebel /ôEb@l/ rebelle, rebelles 2 32
rebel /ô@"bEl/ insurge, insurgent 2 2




record /ô@"kO:ôd/ rappeler 1 1
recount /"ôi:­kaUnt/ décompte, réclamé, recomptage 3 8
recount /­ôi:"kaUnt/ apporter, décrire, étendre, narrer,
présenter, raconter, rappeler, re-
compter
8 11
refund /"ôi:­f2nd/ remboursement, restitution 2 14
refund /­ôI"f2nd/ remboursent, rembourser 2 2
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reject /ô@"ÃEkt/ contre, ignorer, oppose, refuse,
refuser, rejet, rejeter, rejetons,
rejette, rejettent, rejetterait, re-
pousser, réprouver
13 42
resume /ô@"zu:m/ assumer, continuer, inter-
rompre, renouer, reprend,
reprendra, reprendre, repren-
drons, reprenne, repris, reprise,
rétablir, retrouver
13 29
retard /ô@"tA:ôd/ retard, retardant, retarde, re-
tarder
4 6
sake /"seIk/ bien, but, cause, nom, plaisir,
raisons, souci
7 18
separate /"sEpÄ@t/ différent, distinct, distincte, dis-
tinctes, distinguer, séparé, sé-
parée, séparés, spéciale, spéci-
fique
10 28
separate /"sEpÄ­eIt/ sépare 1 2
sow /"soU/ amener, implantent, livrent,
mûrir, plantent, semant, semé,
sème, semences, sèment, semer,
sèmerons, semez
13 25
subordinate /s@"bO:ôd@­neIt/ préserver, subordonner, subor-
donneront
3 3
supplement /"s2pl@m@nt/ complément, compléments, sup-
plément
3 6
supplement /"s2pl@­mEnt/ complétant, complète, complè-
tent, compléter, complétons
5 24
suspect /"s2s­pEkt/ douteuse, suspect, suspecte, sus-
pectes
4 8





syndicate /"sInd@k@t/ syndicat 1 7
tear /"ti:ô/ larme 1 1
tear /"tEô/ abattra, annuler, arrache, ar-
racher, déchirer, déchirez, dé-
tachable, dévale, dévorer, élim-
iner, gronder, jeter, renoncer,
rompre, supprimé, supprimer
16 18
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transplant /"tôæns­plænt/ transplantation, transplantations 2 22
transport /"tôæns­pO:ôt/ transit, transport, transports 3 48
transport /­tôæns"pO:ôt/ acheminer, emmener 2 2
upset /"2p­sEt/ colère, colite, contrarié, déçu,
perturbé, tollé
6 6
upset /­2p"sEt/ altérer, bouleverser, boule-
versera, bouleverseraient,
bousculer, contrarie, déranger,
désole, ébranler, entraver, gêner,
importuner, perturbent, per-
turber, peser, remettre, rompu,
troublera
18 20
uses /"ju:s@z/ exploitation, usages, utilisations 3 5
uses /"ju:z@z/ distribue, exploite, fait, fasse,
tient, utilise, utilisé, utilisées,
utilisent
9 24
wind /"wInd/ vent 1 10
wind /"waInd/ achever, arrive, clore, clôturer,
finir, retrouver
6 11
winds /"wIndz/ secousses, souffle, vent, vents 4 19
winds /"waIndz/ arrive, clôturera, contente, finis-
sent
4 4
wound /"wu:nd/ blessure, cicatrice, corde, coup,
plaie
5 15
wound /"waUnd/ conclue, propagée, supprimé 3 3
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